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1. OBJECTIVES OF CARAFE

The Cloud, Aerosol and Radiation Arctic Field Experiment (CARAFE) was a

collaborative research effort between the Cloud and Aerosol Research (CAR) Group,

Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington (led by Professor Peter V.

Hobbs) and Drs. Michael King and Si-Chee Tsay of NASA/Goddard. The field portion of

CARAFE was based out of Deadhorse, Alaska, from June 3-15, 1995. Rights of the

University of Washington’s Convair C-131A research aircraft* and NASA’s ER-2 aircraft*

took place over the tundra of the North Slope and over the partially ice-covered Beaufort

Sea. Several of these flights were closely coordinated in order to provide simultaneous in

situ and remote sensing measurements of arctic clouds.

The main goals of the C-131A flights in CARAFE were:

To measure the absorption of solar radiation by arctic stratus thick enough to be in

the diffusion domain using the Cloud Absorption Radiometer aboard the C-131A

and the technique described by King et al. (1990).**

To use the Cloud Absorption Radiometer to measure the albedo of various surfaces

in the Arctic (tundra, sea ice, melting ice, refrozen ice, snow, etc.).

To compare aerosol optical depths derived from in situ measurements of the

aerosol light-scattering coefficient and from particle size distributions with those

measured remotely by NASA/Goddard ground-based sun photometers.

* A list of all the parameters measured aboard the C-131A and the instruments used in CARAFE is given
in Section 3. A list of the instruments aboard the ER-2 is given in Section 4.

J. Atmos. Sci.. 47, 894-907.
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To measure vertical and horizontal profiles of aerosol properties, including size

distributions, mass concentrations, particle humidificadon factors, cloud

condensation nuclei, etc.

To measure the microphysical properties (liquid water content, drop size

distributions, droplet effective radius) over long path lengths in arctic stratus clouds

to determine spatial and temporal variabilities.

To obtain in situ measurements of cloud properties simultaneously with

measurements from the ER-2 to determine whether remote sensing measurements

can be used to derive cloud properties above a highly-reflecting ground surface (ice

or snow) and in the presence of other cloud layers.

As can be seen from the flight summaries given in the next section, and in more

detail from the verbatim transcriptions of the voice tape recordings of crew members on

each flight (Section 3), most of the objectives listed above were achieved.

2. POST-FLIGHT SUMMARIES AND AIRCRAFT POSITION PLOTS

(a) June 3, 1995, 1031 -1424 local time (UW Flight 1675)

The flight can be divided into three portions.

(i) In the first part of this flight, we flew for about 50 miles through the middle

of patchy low-level stratus clouds over the Beaufort Sea. Although the

cloud was not thick enough to satisfy the diffusion domain for solar

absorption measurements, this flight leg will provide information on the

variability of the microstructure of arctic stratus. The droplet concentrations

Near the end of each of the tape transcriptions in Section 4 is a more detailed summary of the
accomplishments of each flight.
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in these clouds (10-20 cm’3) were among the lowest we have measured

anywhere. Following the flight leg in cloud, we flew a reciprocal leg just

beneath the cloud base for CCN and aerosol measurements.

(ii) In the second portion of the flight we investigated whether leads and melt

ponds in the partially ice-covered Beaufort Sea were sources of particles.

We intercepted several regions with high particle concentrations over and

downwind of ice-free areas. However, careful analysis of the data will be

needed to assess the origin of these particles.

(iii) In the remainder of the flight over the Beaufort Sea, we climbed to 10,000 ft

and then returned too close to the surface in order to obtain vertical profiles

of aerosols. CN concentrations near the surface were very low C5 10 cm-3),

and consisted of a mixture of refractory and volatile materials. From

1,000 to 10,000 ft the CN concentrations were remarkably uniform (at

-200 cm’3) and consisted of both volatile and refractory materials. Post-

analysis should explore the possibility of long-range transport of aerosols.

(b) June 4, 1995, 1044-1434 Local Time (UW Flight 1676)

The flight can be divided into three portions.

(i) In the first portion of the flight we obtain microphysical measurements, in

horizontal flight legs and in some vertical profiles, in a shallow, broken

stratus layer. There was a strong low-level inversion and no cloud layer

above. Ice particle concentrations were high, and the stratus cloud

produced some ice crystal showers. Maybe all right for diffusion domain

measurements in patches.

(ii) Aerosol measurements were made from close to the surface up to 10,000 ft

and back down again. Higher CN measurements about -5,000 ft, and
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some evidence for higher CN above cloud top. Good supporting CCN and

DMPS measurements.

(iii) The remainder of the flight (from ~1 pm to 2.30 pm) was designed to

document the stratus cloud layer over the Beaufort Sea beneath the southern

portions of the ER-2 flight track above. Obtained good and extensive

measurements in stratus in a racetrack pattern with no cloud above. Some

portions of the cloud came close to the diffusion domain. Good data set for

comparison with ER-2 and possibly cloud absorption measurements. On

way in to land at Deadhorse, intercepted plume of CN (-1,000 cm-3) from

oil camp.

(c) June 5, 1995, 1428-1817 Local Time (UW Flight 1677)

The flight can be divided into four portions.

(i) Obtained what looked like good (diffusion domain) CAR measurements in

stratus cloud to northeast of Deadhorse. However, on breaking through top

of stratus there was a cloud layer above at middle levels from which rain

was falling. Climbed to 16,000 ft through several cloud layers. Aerosol

profile showed high CN concentrations above top of one of the cloud layers

(at -1,800 ft). At lower altitudes, CN counts were low (as on earlier

flights).

(ii) We then flew -35 miles southeast of Deadhorse, and obtained a vertical

profile in descent. High CN counts (-800 cm-3) below cloud tops (maybe

from Deadhorse).

(iii) Rew to -90 miles northeast of Deadhorse over Beaufort Sea. Used CAR to

obtain surface reflectivity measurements of sea ice. Obtained several

aerosol profiles to 6,500 ft. Again, the boundary layer was relatively clear
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with higher CN counts above cloud top. Strong temperature inversion in

the next to lowest cloud layer.

(iv) On way in to land at Deadhorse, obtained measurements in a distinct

yellow/orange plume from Arco refinery-NC>2 peaked at -150 ppb and 03

decreased in plume.

(d) June 6, 1995, 1358-1753 Local Time (UW Flight 1678)

The flight was devoted to obtaining vertical profiles of aerosols over the Beaufort Sea,

largely in clear air but with some broken cloud present.

As in earlier flights, two distinct aerosol layers was observed. In the lowest 1,000 ft CN

concentrations were low and consisted almost entirely of refractory particles. From 1,000

to 9,000 ft (maybe higher) the CN concentrations were significantly higher and contained

an appreciable volatile component. Maximum CN counts encountered at -6,300 ft.

Detailed aerosol sampling at several levels.

On approach to land at Deadhorse (through extensive cloud layers) CN peaked (at -400

cm-3) at -2,000 ft.

(e) June 7, 1995, 1513-1919 Local Time (UW Flight 1679)

Most of this flight was devoted to aerosol profiling over the NASA ground-based

sunphotometer (#2) located -80 miles south of Deadhorse. Clear sky conditions prevailed

during most of profiling, but there was some altocumulus. Three airborne profiles were

made: 15,000 ft to surface, surface to 9,000 ft, and 9,000-3,000 ft. There should have

been a photometer almacanter scan (for aerosol size distribution measurements) at 1820

local time). ER-2 flew over sun photometer site at 1624, as well as earlier on it’s "CD and

EF" tracks.
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On the way back to Deadhorse we sampled a small cumulus cloud (with CCN

measurements below cloud base) and the plume from the Arco "refinery" (?).

(f) June 8, 1995, 0932-1421 Local Time (UW Flight 1680)

The flight was devoted primarily to surface reflectivity measurements, using the CAR, over

the Beaufort Sea.

The first set of surface reflectivity measurements were made over the Beaufort Sea, -60

miles from coastline, with about 98% ice cover and 2% open leads and small melt ponds.

Did two series of orbits: the first drifting with the wind, and the second at same

geographical location but with increasing altitude (to avoid aircraft effluents). Also did

aerosol vertical profile from close to surface up to 10,000 ft at this location.

The second set of surface reflectivity measurements were made -15 miles from coastline

with younger, refrozen (?) shallow sea ice.

On the way back to Deadhorse did some "porpoising" in lower layers.

(g) June 9, 1995, 0930-1342 Local Time (UW Flight 1681)

This flight can be divided into three portions.

(i) Obtained vertical profile measurements of aerosols from 700-12,000 ft over

the NASA ground-based sunphotometer (No. 1) located -30 miles south of

Deadhorse. Should be good data set for internal and external "aerosol

closure" calculations.

(ii) Used CAR’to obtain surface reflectivity measurements over snow-free

tundra (plus sky reflectivity), but with variable (Ac, Cu, Ci) cloud cover.
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(iii) Sampled some small cumulus clouds on way back to Deadhorse. Evidence

of enhanced aerosol in outflows (?)

(h) June 11, 1995, 1131-1458 Local Time (UW Flight 1682)

This flight was devoted to obtaining simultaneous measurements with the ER-2 over the

Beaufort Sea. The C-131A obtained measurements in Ac layers from 3,000-12,000 ft

within the region criss-crossed above by the ER-2. The C-131A was directly beneath the

ER-2 on three occasions (0226, 0241 and 0329 UTC).

Although there was not much stratus over the Beaufort Sea, there was a stratus deck over

the land that we sampled on the way out and on the way back from Deadhorse.

(i) June 12, 1995, 2217-0003 LocalTime (UW Flight 1683)

This flight was devoted to obtaining surface reflectivity measurements (with the CAR)

under clear sky conditions for tundra south of Deadhorse and for sea ice over the Beaufort

Sea. On the way into land at Deadhorse, we penetrated a "fumulus" cloud over the Arco

"natural gas bum off (?).

(j) June 14, 1995, 1137-1532 Local Time (UW Flight 1684)

The primary purpose of this flight was to obtain simultaneous measurements with the ER-2

over the Beaufort Sea. Sampled multi-Ac layers in climb out from Deadhorse. Flew in Ac

layer beneath ER-2 legs "I to J". In the more northly portions of the flight track the upper

(Ci) and middle (Ac) cloud layers disappeared leaving only St. Obtained extensive

microphysical measurements in stratus on way to J and back to I, with ER-2 flying

overhead.

Tried some diffusion domain measurements in stratus, but not quite thick enough.
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Obtained albedo measurements above stratus and on ice surface below stratus.

Good cloud microphysical and interesting aerosol measurements in and around stratus.

(k) June 15, 1995, 1127-1404 Local Time (UW Flight 1685)

Main purpose of this short flight was to obtain good filter samples of aerosol for mass

concentration measurements.

Did aerosol profile from 500 to 6,000 ft, with cloud between 500 and 1,100 ft. Evidence

of small haze layer at 2,000 ft. DMPS spectra obtained at 500, 2,000 and 6,000 ft-

significant volatile component at each levels. Aerosol mass loading (based on PCASP)

was very low.
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3. TRANSCRIPTIONS OF VOICE TAPE RECORDINGS OF CREW MEMBERS*

(a) June 3, 1995 (UW Flight 1675)

PH: Yes, hear you. Do you hear me? No?

AR: Negative.

PH: Okay. Do you hear me now?

AR: Yes. Five by five, loud and clear. Okay. lost you now.

PH: Can you hear me now?

AR: Yes. It’s being recorded.

PH: Okay.

10:41 AM

AR: Si-Chee, do you copy?

ST: Yes.

AR: Because we actually went up through a bit of a hole in this lowest layer on top of some of that
now and we are flying in precipitation basically. We have not hit droplets yet. But there are
droplet clouds below us so suspect we went through a gap and it kind of broke into a scattered
stratusfractus. Shortly, we should be coming into some droplet clouds.

10:44 AM

PH: Okay. We come through the First layer of cloud down below us, there is another layer above us,
see the sun through the layer above.

AR: Okay, Si-chee. We are at the top of the lowest layer, tops off the left wing if you look out that
way. We have a higher layer above that as you can see.

10:45 AM

AR: Tops about 2,000 on the lower layer. We have mist to probably about 500 or somewhat less. We
went through a hole and we are climbing up between layers and are about to enter into a droplet
cloud here shortly.

10:48 AM

PH: Good.

PH: Jack. Can you read me?

JR: Go.

PH: Could you put the ice crystal counter instead of the effective radius on this display up here?

JR: Yes.

10:49 AM

PH: Ken?

* PH Peter Hobbs (Flight Scientist). AR Art Rangno (Meteorologist). ST Si-Chee Tsay (CAR
Radiometer. JL Jason Li on some nights). JR Jack Russell (Right Engineer). KM Ken McMillen

(Pilot). SD Don Sturgeon (CCN Operator). DH Dean Hegg (Aerosol Scientist). RS Rod Sorensen
(Pilot).

Flight 1675
June 3, 1995
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KM: Go.

PH: Okay. So we are just climbing out, we’ll try to get on top of this layer and see what’s on top of
us and what’s below us.

10:50 AM

PH: Si-Chee can you hear me?

ST: Yes.

PH: Okay. So we’re mainly in ice crystal precipitation here. Not seeing any liquid water. Ice crystals
still coming from above us.

10:54 AM

PH: So don’t think this is going to be very good for absorption measurements.

ST: [unclear]

PH: What did you say Si-Chee?

10:55 AM

ST: [unclear)

PH: What did you say Si-Chee?

ST: The meter is not turning.

PH: The CAR is not spinning?

ST: That’s right. It’s not spinning.

10:56 AM

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: think the top of this ice crystal layer may be pretty high and there’s not much point climbing
right to the top of it. can sort of see the top of it now. It’s still way above us isn’t it?

KM: It’s quite a ways up there. It looked like it was better to the west and we are heading out that way
where it’s starting to open up right now.

PH: Yes. think if we go north to Prudoe Bay, west of where we are now, north of Prudoe, we may
get that lower layer again, which we are more interested in than this ice crystal precipitation that
we are in now.

KM: Yes. I’ll level off at 9,500 and we’ll continue a little bit to the northwest and see what we’ve got
here. We’ve got pretty good definition now.

10:59 AM

PH: So we are between the upper cloud layer and the middle cloud layer, in clear air. We are heading
out to see if we can find a spot where this middle cloud layer, which is full of ice crystals, breaks
up so that we can get down into the lowest cloud layer, which is about -2. Hopefully, that will be

droplets but it’s a very complex situation. Unless we can get out from under this middle cloud
layer, we are not going to get what we want here.

11:09 AM

Page 21 Flight 1675
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AR: Okay, Ken. We seem to be coming out into this hole here as far as the path to the sun goes. It’s
not real clean but it looks pretty good.

11:15 AM

DS: Okay, An. Is it working?

11:27 AM

DS: Peter, you have to push a button.

PH: We’ve come west of where we were and north of Prudoe. We found a patch of stratocumulus here
below us and we are going to dip down into that and see if we can get into the diffusion domain.
This is a hole were the hole in the middle level clouds so we won’t have those ice crystals falling
into us. This is our best shot at getting into that cloud and getting the absorption measurements.

11:29 AM

AR: Okay, Si-Chee. Cloud top at 2,800, temperature -8.5. Copy? We are picking up good icing.
We’ve got clear icing on the forward wind screen and we are getting large drops and droplet
concentrations are very low, maybe some drizzle drops out there.

11:30 AM

PH: We are just dropped below cloud top Si-Chee.

KM: Sorry, we’re at the bottom.

PH: Right, and can still see the sun quite clearly so it’s too thin. Nevertheless, let’s keep in the
middle of this cloud and let’s just do straight track, a fairly lengthy track. Just watch out for the
icing and we’ll pick up some measurements on something else here. So, Ken, try to keep in as
much cloud as you can.

DS: Peter, estimate about another 15 minutes maximum and I’ll probably have the CCN functional.

11:31 AM

PH: Yes, it’s a very thin cloud. See the ground clearly and see the sun.

11:32 AM

KM: It looks another cloud on ahead. But we’re really out of it right now.

PH: Okay, try that one. What’s our location with respect to Deadhorse now. Ken.

KM: We’re northwest of Deadhorse, about 70 miles, it’s 93 miles northwest.

PH: Think you could find thick enough ice down there to land on?

KM; Yes. It would hold us up.

PH: It must be the biggest runway in the world.

KM: Lots of holes in it.

11:33 AM

PH: No Si-Chee, we’re not going to find any diffusion domain today.

ST: Then let’s do the microphysics.

PH: Even that, you know, its so patchy.

ST: Yes, that’s right.

Flight 1675 Page 22
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PH: We’ll fly around and pick up what we can. Is it good enough to do any service reflectivity
measurements?

ST: In that case, you need clear stratus.

PH: Yes, know, but how clear? There is not too much cloud above us here. Does it have to be
absolutely clear?

ST: Otherwise you have contamination now.

PH: Okay. So we don’t have many options today.

ST: The other way is totally complete cloud cover. That you expect not to diffuse the light

11:34 AM

PH: So Ken, all we can do now is to try to keep in as much of this low level cloud as we can. So I
leave it up to you to just thread us through this cloud.

KM: Okay, we are going down and hope to hit it here.

AR: Deeper cloud ahead, Peter. We should see some precipitation out of ihe enhanced stratocumulus
about 5 min. ahead or so.

11:35 AM

PH: We couldn’t get in the diffusion domain the cloud is too thin so we have now converted into
Scenario 4 measurements of the statistical microphysical properties of the Arctic stratus. We’re
going along a track of about 50 miles. Ken is keeping, as best he can, in this rather thin layer
cloud and after that we’ll drop below cloud base and reverse our course and get our aerosol
measurements but the air is very clean here, very clean. Maybe when we drop below cloud base it
will be a little bit dirtier but we are probably at the limit of our measurements on most of the
aerosol instrumentation. We are picking up ozone, about 80 parts/million, no nitrogen gas
measurements, they are pretty much down to there lower limit.

11:42 AM

PH: Ken.

KM: Yes.

PH: Want to be careful, watch out for your icing in these clouds.

KM: understand.

11:43 AM

PH: Well, it’s very little liquid water in these clouds and not many ice crystals either.

11:44 AM

PH: This track, by the way, that we are doing in the cloud, is over the ice covered ocean, the Beaufort
Sea, northwest of Deadhorse.

KM: Okay. This should about complete 50 miles of it from when we started counting. I’ll do a
reversal and then let down below it

11:47 AM

PH: Okay, Ken. Are we on our reverse track?

KM: That’s from. We are going down below. I’ll pick out something if you see a desirable altitude let
me know and I’ll level there.
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PH: Well, we are just below cloud base here. This will be fine. Let’s keep at this altitude. Don, can
you read me?

KM: Art’s up here.

DS: Go ahead.

PH: Okay, Don. So this is where we would like some CCN measurements during this track below
cloud base. Is it working okay?

DS: It’s pretty much entirely on line now so I’ll be taking those as Dean takes his DMPS
measurements.

11:50 AM

PH: Ken, will you tell An to come back here.

11:51 AM

PH: Just keep on this track until let you know Ken.

11:52 AM

PH: And CCN measurements, Don’s doing those below cloud base here on this track.

11:53 AM

PH: We are just about 700 ft above the surface, probably a similar distance up to cloud base from here.
Ice covered ocean with some breaks, believe occasional tongues of water.

11:54 AM

PH: How are you doing, Don, back there?

DS: I’ve got data coming.

PH: You’ve got a good spectrum?

DS: We’ve just started on the first bag of this level, we were finishing one up from a little higher.

PH: Okay. Let me know when you get a good spectrum on this and we’ll do something else.

11:56 AM

DS: If you have something else in mind, Peter, we’re sampling on this bag at this point and we could
go do it

PH: Okay. Is that just one spectrum that you’ve taken in this level?

DS: Yes, it’s one bag at this level.

PH: So that will be just one spectra, at four different supersaturations?

DS: Yes, and in however many different ones send to the computer.

JR: He’s got several.

PH: Okay.

11:57 AM

PH: Ken?

Flight 1675
June 3, 1995
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KM: Yes.

PH: What we want to do know is to find some open water, maybe one of these lakes and a fairly big
lake, so you can son of circle around to get the water beneath you, and fairly low down, as low
down as you can get.

KM: Okay. It looks like there’s a pretty good size one off to our left way up there.

PH: All right. So we’ll do aerosol measurements when we get positioned over this lake.

11:58 AM

PH: Ken.

KM: Yes.

PH: Don’t go over the lake yet, just keep doing this for a while. I’ll let you know when we want to go
over there.

KM: Okay. It’s ahead of us here, probably about another 10-12 miles.

PH: Dean’s just finishing up doing something here.

11:59 AM

AR: Si-Chee do you copy? Cloud bases were 800 USL.

ST: What?

AR: Cloud bases were 800. We are about 100 ft below cloud base.

ST: Okay. 800 right?

12:00 NOON

AR: Jack, noticed that T-stat suddenly went from -2 to -5. Did you notice that we were flying at the
same level and in about sec it dropped 3 ’C. was a lilde concerned about which one was right,
because would like to de-ice down near the surface.

JR: don’t know. Maybe it.had some ice on it or something.

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: Okay. We can head out over the lake now and go pretty low down to it.

KM: Okay. Do you want to make the run into the wind across the lake the first one and come around
into the wind again? don’t think we will be able to make an orbit within the lake itself.

PH: want to be then a bit downwind of it so that the wind is taking anything coming from the lake
up towards the aircraft.

KM: Okay. I’ll make the run along the downwind shoreline of the lake the first pass.

PH: Okay. Good.

12:01 PM

PH: Dean?

DH: Go ahead Peter.
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PH: Okay. Ken’s heading to this lake. He’s going to do a run on the downwind side of the lake. I’m
not sure how long that run will be. Maybe can get that information from him. But we can
repeat it several times.

DH: Okay. Tell him to give me a high sign when we pass over.

PH: Ken. Let us know when we are going along that edge of the lake.

KM: Okay. It will be about 3 min. would say.

12:02 PM

PH: Let us know when you start the run and when you end it and then we will probably want to do that
several times backwards and forwards.

KM: Okay. There’s a long open lead that will be leading to the lake and I’ll be take you just on the
downwind side of that lead and you’ll probably pick up some stuff off the lead and then I’ll let you
know when we get to the lake itself.

12:03 PM

PH: Okay, An. Ken will let us know when he starts his run and then we’ll run along the lake and we
can go backwards and forwards.

KM: We’ll be going over a kind of broken area here that is somewhat open. Okay. We’re starting over
part of the open lead right now.

12:04 PM

PH: What’s the approximate width of the lead.

KM: This lead’s about 200-300 ft across.

PH: And the length?

KM: And the lead was approximately 3/4 of a mile long and we are now coming up onto the downwind
shore of this long lead. It’s probably about 2 miles long, right now.

DH: Is this the lake?

PH: Yes, it is.

KM: We just passed the shoreline and we’re over pretty solid ice again. And I’ll do a reverse. How soon
will it take you to get ready for the next pass.

DH: One minute.

PH: Is that okay for you Art, a minute?

KM: Okay, it will take me about that long to reverse here.

PH: How about you Don? Can you get a CCN sample as we get these passes?

DS: get mine at the same time Dean takes his. I’m sampling with the same bag he is.

PH: Okay. Good.

12:05 PM

KM: About 40 seconds here before we are on the downwind shore of the open stretch and it will take us
about 20-25 seconds to get across and then we will be on the downwind shore of this long lead
again.

12:07 PM
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KM: Okay. We’re starting over the downwind shore of the open stretch now.

DH: Hold onto your sample. Art, until we hit the big lead.

KM: Past the large open area, now we are going the downwind side of the lead here.

12:08 PM

DH: Okay, did you get that Art?

KM: And we’re past the open water and the lead. And there’s some broken ice here. And a tall open area
on the left about 1/2 mile, guess, up wind we will be passing downwind of.

AR: Jack, Rosemountjumped again.

12:09 PM

AR: wonder is the heater out, Rosemount here. Do you want me to hold off or sample again out
here?

PH: Do you have something on that last pass. Okay, Ken. It is going to take Dean about 10 minutes
so you could just go over the pond again and let me get a photograph of it and in about 10
minutes time we will do another pass.

12:15 PM

DH: Ken. Hello flight deck. Anybody up there?

KM: Yes, are you ready?

DH: Yes, let’s do it.

KM: Okay. It will be about 3 minutes here before we get a reversal in.

PH: Go back down to the same level that you were before. Ken.

KM: Same level on the First run, not your photographic run?

PH: Yes on the first run.

KM: Okay.

12:16 PM

PH: Photographs 2 and 3 on Hobbs’ Cannon camera taken on June 3 at about 12:15 show the open
water lake over which we are taking aerosol measurements. The first shot on that first film was
nothing, it was some blank or some mistake taken before this project. So the first two shots are 2
and 3 on this first roll of film taken on June 3.

12:17 PM

KM: Okay. We will start the approach on the downwind side of the lead that leads to the larger open
water area here in about 30 sees.

DH: What did you go through about 15 seconds ago?

KM: Okay. We will be following the edge of the lead first It’s about 15 seconds from now, and I’ll
give you a 15 second mark before the downwind edge of the large open area.

12:18 PM

KM: Okay. We’re on the edge of the lead at this time. 15 seconds to the downwind side of the lake.
Now. We’re over solid ice again.
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12:19 PM

DH: We just hit our own plume?

KM: Did you call?

DH: Yes, did we just hit our own plume a minute ago?

KM: We might have. don’t know there is pretty good wind blowing down there. thought we would
have stayed away from it.

DH: We are getting a really good signal in through here. No significant aerosol perturbation here.

KM: Okay. Maybe it takes it a while to rise, don’t know. We are downwind of the lead right now,
coming up on it anyway.

DH: Okay.

12:20 PM

KM: We’re downwind of the lead now, the open stretch.

DH: Okay. We’re picking up something here. You might want to mark it on you charts or whatever.
This looks pretty good right in through here.

PH: Yes, it’s going up again.

AR: Very high.

PH: But we’ve had quite a few cases like that in the last 15 minutes or so. don’t know if it’s when we
are upwind of the lake or going through our plume.

12:21 PM

DH: Okay. maxed out just a few seconds ago. Ken, if you could note that When I’m done with the
bag I’ve got want to go back and try again.

KM: Okay. You want to hit that same spot?

DH: Yes, right in through here. In fact we’re picking up an even bigger signal right here.

KM: Okay. We’re still downwind of the large open stretch. And of course higher than we were when
we were on the shoreline of it.

DH: Okay. Let’s try it here in about 5 minutes.

KM: Okay.

PH: Are you sure this is not the exhaust Ken?

12:22 PM

PH: Ken, you sure this is not the exhaust?

KM: Oh, we could be getting some exhaust here. This whole maneuvering area is downwind of the lake
and the lees. don’t know, we’re about 4-500 ft higher.

PH: Ken.

KM: Go.
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PH: What we do next time to try to son this out is approach the upwind side of the lake from the
upwind sides so your exhaust is moving away from the lake and then we do our run down the edge
of the lake and we should then be clear of our own exhaust

KM: Okay. I’ll swing kind of wide here and come downwind of what will be the far side of the lake and
then when we get over the downwind side of the lake I’ll turn so that hopefully. What altitude do
you want this time?

PH: Same as we just did. We’re not ready for it yet. Dean is still doing his thing. But, also, when
you do it next time tell us when we start the downwind track and when we end it.

KM: Okay. was calling the starts and stops of the downwind track only as they were immediately
downwind of Ihe lake or the open lead.

PH: It’s just that want to see if the increase in panicles coincides exactly with the lake edge.

12:25 PM

KM: On the last pass we made that Dean called some response on, we were at 600 ft. On the other ones
we were at 100 ft Which of the two altitudes would you like on this pass?

PH: think the last pass was when we got the bigger response, so the same height as last time.

KM: Okay.

12:26 PM

DH: Ken?

KM: Someone call?

DH: Yes, me. I’m ready for another crack at it there. Lei’s try to get those high aerosol concentrations
again.

KM: Okay. It will be about 5 mins. before we’re over that spot.

PH: Dean, what said up here is that we’ll approach it this time from the upwind side.

DH: Okay. We’ll give it a try, Peter. But we may be seeing our exhaust.

PH: That’s why told Ken to approach it so that we won’t cross our exhaust this time. will call
when we just stan going along the edge of the water and when we come to the end of the lake.
That should give us some information on whether it’s just the lake or the exhaust.

DH: Okay. How sure is he of the wind direction?

PH: Let’s find out. Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: Are you pretty sure of the wind direction?

KM: Yes. can see it blowing on the open water there. At least that’s what the surface wind is, it
might be a little different up here at 600.

12:28 PM

KM: It will be about 1 minute and I’ll be turning across the downwind area of the lake.
Okay. We’re starting our turn on a downwind leg at this time. Say the cross leg.

12:29 PM

KM: We should stan picking it up soon here. A pan of it from the lead thai leads to the lake. We’re
downwind of the center of the lake at this time.
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PH: It’s just starting to go up, think, a little bit.

12:30 PM

PH: Yes, there it goes. It’s still going up higher. Coming down now. Not as big as last time but
still a decent little pulse.

12:31 PM

PH: Get that Art? Oh, it’s still going up. It’s gone up as high as it did before, now.

KM: We’re far enough out here now we could be hitting our former exhaust.

PH: Okay, Ken. Ken thinks we maybe we’re hitting our exhaust again here. Yes, its gone way up
high. Well, next time lets pick another lake and we’ll just do one pass so we are not
contaminating the area and we’ll see if we pick up something then.

AR: If we just go over the middle maybe or upwind toward the middle of it, maybe there would be
something there.

PH: So while they are doing there processing here Ken, choose some other lake if there’s one nearby
that we haven’t contaminated.

KM: Okay.

PH: And we’ll approach it from the upwind side and we’ll see if we see anything there.

12:33 PM

ST: Jack, the CAR is not recording again.

12:34 PM

KM: Fellows as we look for another open area we will be crossing again over the downwind shore of
that long open lead that we have been working here in about 30 or 40 sees. And if anybody up
moving back there, how about bringing up a couple cups of coffee if you would please.

12:35 PM

AR: Took a sample over the small portion of the upwind third of the open lead, sample No. 31.

12:36 PM

PH: We just went through another peak there.

KM: Yes, there shouldn’t have been any exhaust there.

PH: Okay. Was that downwind of some water?

KM: Yes. That was downwind of the long lead and that extends to the lake that we have been working.
We are still really downwind of a lot of open water. We might become contaminated out about
now would guess.

12:37 PM

PH: Just hit another small one there. think this is all clean areas as far as the plane is concerned. Do
you. Ken?

KM: Yes, it probably isn’t clean out here.

PH: You say it is clean or is not.

KM: It’s probably not clean.
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PH: Oh, not clean.

KM: It’s downwind of where we were maneuvering for in reversal.

PH: But I asked you to try to find a lake where we haven’t been before. Can we find one?

RS: We’re looking.

PH: Okay, I’m going to get you some coffee.

12:38 PM

DH; An? Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Are you heading for a new lake now?

KM: Yes, we’re looking for one. We think maybe we see one off there at about 11 o’clock now.

DH: Okay. Give me about min. until we’re in a good position.

KM: Say again.

DH: Say a heads up when you’re about minute from it, would you?

KM: Okay. Yes, its about 10 miles away.

12:39 PM

PH: Are you ready to go again Dean?

DH: That’s affirmative.

KM: It will be about 3 mins.

PH: And this is a nice clean area is it?

KM: It sure should be.

12:41 PM

PH: How are you doing Don?

DS: Just fine. I’m waiting for the next batch.

PH: What do the spectra look like?

DS: Oh, about like expected. Reasonably low concentration for a few higher than channel 3 and
channels and 2 don’t show any activity.

KM: We should be downwind of it in about min. here.

12:41 PM

KM: It’s like a snow shower might have beaten us to most of it. We immediately downwind of the lake
right now.

PH: We’ve got into some snow here.

12:42 PM

DH: Nothing on that one Ken. Anything else around?
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KM: Yes. We’ve got another body of water here that we’ll be downwind of it in about 2 minutes.

12:44 PM

KM: Its 40 sees. here.

12:45 PM

KM: 10 sees. And we’re downwind of it now about 200 yards downwind from the downwind shore.
And we’re past the far end of the lake.

DH: Okay, Ken. Why don’t you do a 180 here and go up about 3-400 ft and go back on a reciprocal?

KM: understand that you want to do a 180 and go back what? Closer to the lake or further downwind?

DH: Further downwind and about 3-400 ft high.

KM: Okay.

12:46 PM

KM: How far downwind of the lake did you want this time Dean?

DH: How far were you last time?

KM: Oh, we were about 2-300 yards, 200 yards.

DH: Make it 500 yards.

KM: Okay.

12:48 PM

KM: We’re on the downwind now. We’re also getting a little precipitation here.

12:49 PM

PH: No, don’t think we’re seeing anything. think it must have been exhaust before.

KM: Shouldn’t have been exhaust before in this lake.

PH: But we haven’t seen anything on this lake have we?

KM: Oh, no. don’t know.

PH: No, think it’s all on the old lake.

DH: Tell you what Ken, do you see anything else anywhere within sight, any other open body of
water?

KM: What was that Dean?

DH: See anything else in the immediate vicinity, any other open body of water?

KM: Nothing that large, no. Everything else was little fractured or little pockets.

DH: Okay. I’ll tell you what, why don’t we go back to the first one that we looked at but instead of
flying. How high were you last time?

KM: think the last pass was at about 4- or 500 ft. recall. don’t know, we made so many passes.

DH: Yes, Okay. Why don’t we try it a little bit higher up and further downwind.
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KM: It looks like snow showers have moved over that lake now.

DH: Okay. Well hold on here and we’ll discuss what we want to do then.

KM: Okay. We’ll just go into a casual left orbit here.

12:50 PM

KM: While you’re making up your mind, what we’d like to do we will climb up so we can get some
weather and see what’s happening.

12:51 PM

AR: Roger, Ken. If we can climb up through that little snow shower over there. On top of that.

KM: The one straight ahead?

AR: Roger.

PH: Ken. Climb up at about 500 ft per minute.

KM: Okay.

12:52 PM

PH: Ken, as we went up we saw a couple of peaks, could that be our exhaust?

KM: Not unless our exhaust is rising, it shouldn’t have been.

12:53 PM

AR: It looks like it’s a snow shower. We did have higher top on the other clouds. It looks like it was
probably, about a 8 1/2, a 8 top ragged, various porous looking and definitely just a tad higher than
the surrounding clouds which do not have ice.

12:56 PM

AR: We seem to be coming into a bit of a plume here.

12:58 PM

PH: We just hit another big plume up here of panicles. We’re still in it

12:59 PM

PH: Ken, tell Dean to come back here.

KM: Probably about 30 mins.

PH: Tell Dean to come back here. Ken. Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Okay. See if you can find a hole in this cloud, there may be one right here. Spiral down, but go
down slowly, through that hole down close to the surface.

KM: Okay, yes. We are still trying to get the weather. We haven’t picked anything up yet. So we’ll
continue to climb a little bit. We’re headed generally inward. We can reverse if it’s looking good
we’ll find a hole further along the road.

PH: Okay.

1:01 PM
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AR: Peter, do you copy?

PH: Yes.

AR: was just going to say that up ahead we start getting into some of that precipitation from the
higher layer dropping into the lower layers.

PH: Yes. Ken is just wanting to get a weather forecast that’s why he’s climbing at the moment.

AR: understand.

PH: What we have been doing here for the last hour is to see if we can see any panicles coming off of
lakes. We’ve got a couple of big peaks here and there but we’re not sure if it was our exhaust
Inconclusive. But that was fairly close to the surface, about 500 ft. Then when we climbed up to
about 4,500 ft and we looked at the continuous measurements of CN and PCASP, we saw more
widespread high particle concentrations.

1:03 PM

PH: Dean?

DH: Yes.

PH: think these panicles we are seeing here are pretty steady at the inversion layer.

DH: We’re in an inversion layer right now at 6,200 ft?

PH: would guess so. mean the temperatures being pretty steady here for a while.

DH: Okay. Another interesting thing we could do then in this high inversion is let’s go above it. Let’s
go to about 8-9,000 ft and see if the particle concentrations increase and we’ll take a bag sample
there and then we can try one below the inversion.

PH: Well, think they will decrease as we go through the inversion.

DH: Well, let’s see what the gradient is, Peter. Commonly in arctic air the concentrations go up as you
go up in altitude.

PH: Okay. If we punch our way through the inversion and the panicles drop off it is due to the
inversion.

DH: It depends on what the source is. think it’s worth a try because we saw plenty of examples
during ASTEX when the concentration was higher above the inversion than it was below the
inversion.

KM: Okay. We got our weather. What holes you would like to descend down in through?

PH: Well. I’ve changed my mind now. Ken. want to climb. What are we at now? We are at about
7,000, lei’s go up to 8- or 9,000 and we’ll see what happens to these panicles.

KM: Okay. Do you want to climb at 500 ft a minute or any rate.

PH: 500 ft per minute would be fine.

1:06 PM

PH: Anything change at Deadhorse, Ken?

RS: .Deadhorse is looking pretty good.

1:07 PM

PH: wonder if what we were seeing below was cleansing of the air by the snow showers.
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1:09 PM

DH: Well, it’s possible but usually we don’t get too much in the way of scavenging particles in this
size range by particles in snow clouds, but it could be.

1:10 PM

AR: We’re still in very stable air even though the temperature is going down. It’s only gone down
about 2* in 500 meters.

RS: Peter, would you like us to level at 9,000?

PH: No, our particles haven’t fallen off yet, let’s go up to 10,000.

RS: All right, up to ten.

1:11 PM

AR: And we’re starting to pick up some ice crystals here.

PH: Dean, is this CN counter display have here linear on the concentration?

DH: Yes it is Peter.

1:12 PM

PH: So we’ve got about 100 or something like that, CN.

DH: Yes, we have about 125. You can tell that by looking at the display on the right side.

PH: Yes, I see. What about on this color scale I’ve got here on my right?

DH: Say again, can’t make out what you’re saying.

PH: My color scale on my right, there is no scales on the ordinate, is there any way of knowing what
I’m reading there?

JR: No.

PH: Are they linear?

JR: It’s log. The CN is log, everything else is linear.

1:13 PM

AR: Jack, we’ve got a white PC up there think that’s log to, isn’t it?

JR: Yes, it is.

PH: Well, these particles are rock steady.

RS: Okay, leveling at 10,000.

1:14 PM

DH: Okay, let’s hold off. Let’s take a bag in this right here. This is a little higher than it was in the
inversion and then we will head back because we’re still in almost an isothermal layer. Then we’ll
spiral back down and when we gel to the dropoff, lower down, then we...

PH: Okay. So level off here Ken and we’ll let you know when to drop. Actually it’s siarting to rise
here. See that?

DH: Yes, see it Peter.
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PH: It hit a little peak there at just over 200 per cc.

1:15 PM

KM: We are in a left orbit this time and guess if we continue too much of this we will probably end
up hitting our own exhaust. What would you like to do? Just point it towards home or what?

PH: Well, keep at this altitude but we’ll move to another area so we’ll do our descent through clean air.

KM: Okay. Hold this altitude but move to another area where we can descend. Is that it?

PH: Yes, that’s it.

KM: Yes. You know this is right here, at least as far as we can see, is about as open as we can get. If
you want to descend clear of clouds and even then we won’t be clear of them all of the way down.

PH: Yes, provided we descend in an area that’s free of our own exhaust and pick as cloud free an area as

you can.

KM: Okay. And let us know when you want to start the descent.

1:17 PM

PH: Okay, Ken. Let’s find a clear spot if you can and we’ll descend.

KM: Okay. This is about as good as it gets, think, here. It might be a little haze during the descent
but you can see the ice quite clearly.

PH: Okay. Let’s do it Ken.

1:27 PM

PH- So we climbed up to 10,000 ft and the particle concentrations were pretty steady at about 200 odd
CN per cc, all the way up to 10,000 and Dean did some hot-and-cold DMPS spectra and it looks as
if it’s not all sulfate, there’s some sulfate there but there is some other materials as well. Could be

long range transport. We’re now dropping down and when the panicle concentrations fall off
again, we will go down to the surface if they do, which is what they did on the way up. We’ll get
a sample at the low level where CN concentrations were low.

1:34 PM

AR: We are going back into the boundary layer now. Temperatures beginning to drop, highest
temperature is about 6 to 5.5.

DH- Yes, saw that Art. There is another aerosol concentration throughout. They actually started to

drop actually in the inversion. Started at about 4,800 ft. would like to get a little lower though
before we take a bag.

1:41 PM

AR: Looks like a double structure here too, Dean, because we hit a little moisture and a little cooling;
its been isothermal now for a few hundred feet,

DH: Yes, noticed that. There are two inversions, at least two.

1:42 PM

PH: Okay. We are approaching just below 3,000 ft and the CN counts have fallen off.

DH: Ken.

KM: Yes.
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DH: Okay. Let’s not drop any lower. We are now in a region where we are getting the real clean stuff
again. In fact, if you can head up about 100 ft

AR: It kind of looks like this is probably 2,800 with point 700 altitude higher.

[Tape turned over]

PH: ...circling. Just do a straight path going upwind.

1:44 PM

DH: I’ll do a bag sample in the general area. I’ll give you a high sign when want to release it.

PH: Okay. Dean just took his sample out.

AR: He was in the middle of one when he said he was about to take one because had to wait for it to
empty.

PH: Still very low concentrations. The CN counter is at about 7 or 8 or 5 or 6 per cc; really at the
limit of our instruments.

DH: Ken.

KM: Go.

DH: Okay, got my bag.

RS: What now?

PH: Okay. What do you want to do now Dean?

DH: think that’s it Peter. wouldn’t want to depart until I’m sure what I’ve got in the bag but that
will be about another 5 mins and as far as I’m concerned that’s about it for it.

PH: While are you doing that, why don’t we climb up to say 4,000-4,500?

KM: We’ll just continue the turn here. We have fishtailed essentially back and forth across the baring
line for Deadhorse.

PH: Okay. So as we head out you might want to get another sample on the way back. Okay. So let’s
head up to 4,500 and we can start heading back. Ken.

1:47 PM

PH: Sony, Ken. You did read me then, did you? Let’s head up to 4,500 and then we can start heading
back to Deadhorse.

KM: You say we are at 2,800 now. You want to go down to 2,500 or what?

PH: No. 4,500.

KM: Okay, 4,500, roger.

PH: Don’t head back until Dean has made sure he has got some good measurements here. But you can
climb.

1:48 PM

PH: Ken. Don’t go up more than a thousand above where we were. So we were at 2,800.

1:49 PM

PH: Okay, let’s hold it about here.
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KM: We reached the point where we have to start moving back and we are presently about 40 miles out
of Prudoe, headed towards Prudoe.

AR: Roger. Nobody is listening right now. Ken. There are going to come up and put their headphones
on.

KM: Okay. Well, anyway, we are about 25-30 mins out of Prudoe Bay and our fuel says we have to
head back there now.

AR: Going to head back?

KM: That’s affirmative.

AR: Okay. Hit it.

1:59 PM

AR: Want to do any porpoising through these stratocumulus clouds on the way back, Peter?

PH: Yes. I was just looking at that. Could we go back through this cloud deck below us Ken?

2:00 PM

AR: He must be talking to Center.

PH: Ken?

2:01 PM

JR: Ken, are you up?

[TO SUMMARY]

Interruption 1

AR: Ken was that an ice breaker out there about 10 o’clock, 11 o’clock?

KM: think it is probably an oil rig.

AR: Oh. Thank you.

[To Summary]

Interruption 2

AR: Looks like maybe there was something else beyond that. Oh, a couple of things there.

[To Summary]

PH: Dean?

DH: Go ahead Peter.

PH: Would you do a short summary of the flight for tape now.

DH: Okay. Why don’t you let me get this last sample. I’m processing another sample which took
just before we headed out. would like to see what that looks like before do that.

PH: Okay. So Art, would you summarize quickly (a couple of minutes) your impressions of the night
both from the meteorological point of view and from the aerosol measurement point of view.

AR: On the recording or do you want me to speak to everyone?

PH: No, do it on the recording. Okay.
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PH: Well, you can do it on the science recording then I can hear what you are saying.

AR: Roger. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Good, An. Thanks. Eton, would you like to summarize what you did?

DS: Okay, will do. [See Summary]

PH: Okay, Don. How long does it take to warm up, do you think, to get good measurements?

DS: would guess about 45 min to 1/2 hr, somewhere in there.

PH: Oh really, that long?

DS: Yes.

PH: Okay. We’ll have to try to figure that in.

DS: think we can adjust maybe the heater a little bit and that will help some.

PH: Si-Chee, are you reading me? Jack?

JR: Yes, I’m here.

PH: Okay. Why don’t you summarize the flight from your point of view.

JR:
Well my work went well for me. With the CAR had it’s problems. Which don’t think will be a
problem in the future.

PH: Do you think that was just due to being a bit cold back there.

JR: No, there was a power supply going bad in it. But substituted one.

PH: Okay. Do you think we should move that heater then? Changing it from what it was last night.

JR: No. don’t think that was a factor.

PH: Okay.

2:10 PM

PH: Okay. Si-Chee would you summarize on the tape the flight from your point of view, any
problems, anything to bring up, any thoughts?

ST: think the CAR data was not good at all, so far.

PH: Okay. The conditions were not right for the CAR measurements today, but you solved a few
problems and do things look okay now if get into the right situation?

ST: What did you say Peter? couldn’t hear.

PH: You solved a few of the problems today, so does everything look okay back there for the next
night.

ST: think the only problems is getting the right conditions, otherwise didn’t see any problems.

PH: What’s wrong with the CAR? Is that something that needs to be worked on?

ST: think checked that

PH: Is that right. Jack? Do you think it’s taken care of?
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JR: Yes, that’s just the problem we discussed.

PH: Okay, so it’s solved now. So for the next flight, Si-Chee everything looks okay. Does it?

ST: Yes, it does.

PH: Okay. Good.

JR: Okay. Can pop the 2D data cartridge out?

AR: Roger.

2:11 PM

AR: Big CN plume.

2:12 PM

AR: Okay. CN is 30,000, 40,000.

PH: A thin cloud as well. What did we just go through? Did we go over one of the oil camps. We
popped over the oil camp here.

AR: didn’t see anything but I could have missed it. It must have been something. It has a strange
spectra on here too.

2:13 PM

AR: It’s real clean again here.

2:15 PM

DH: Peter?

PH: Yes.

DH: Okay. Did you want to say something here;

PH: Yes, the tapes still on. Just summarize the flight from a scientific point of view.

DH: [See Summary]

PH: Okay, Dean. What do you think about those measurements we did over the open water. Do you
think we were seeing anything there or do you think that was contamination?

DH: suspect that was contamination, Peter. didn’t see any really consistent picture. It looked a
couple of times like it might have been something but it was puzzling.

PH: Yes, agree. Okay. So that’s the end of this flight

2:16 PM

AR: thought we were closer to landing. Jack, or would have left that 2D in there a little longer.

JR: We just passed over the runway. guess they are turning back around and coming back the other
way now.

2:18 PM

AR: Ken, watch for the pipeline down there.

2:18 PM END OF TAPE
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In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1675 on June 3, 1995

PH (Right Scientist):
We thought initially we might get some cloud absorption measurements on this flight, but the

clouds were multi-decked and not sufficiently uniform. Therefore, in the earlier part of the flight we did
some microphysical measurements over in and out of some of the low-level stratus clouds together with
aerosol and CCN measurements below cloud base. However, the major part of the flight was devoted to
aerosols. First of all we explored if particles were coming off patches of open water in the Beaufort Sea,
which there were patches. The real-time results were inconclusive. The peaks that we saw could have been
from our exhaust. The latter part of the flight was concerned with vertical profile measurements. Particle
concentrations were very low concentrations near the surface, but from 1,000 or 2,000 ft all the way up to
10,000 ft (may be above). CN concentrations were uniform at several hundred per cc. We did some DMPS
hot/cold measurements to identify the nature of these aerosols. We then dropped down again and did hot-
and-cold DMPS aerosol spectra near the surface where the CN concentrations were very low, just 10 or so
per cc in the lowest thousand feet or so of air over the Beaufort Sea.

AR (Aerosol Station and Meteorologist):
We had a flight today in a multiple cloud layer situation with boundary layer clouds topping out at

about 2,800 ft, although tops did rise in some of the more outlying regions to about 3,500 ft, base of the
lowest layer running about 800 ft over the ice. We did have ice crystals falling from middle and high layers
into the lower layers at times. We encountered periodically some very light freezing drizzle falling from
extremely shallow clouds; The cloud droplet concentrations looked like they were running around 10 or
perhaps 20 per cc. Some of the lowest cloud droplet concentrations we’ve seen. The aerosol measurements
supported the low concentrations of cloud droplets, with the exception of areas downwind of an open lead
where we occasionally saw spikes of CN concentrations of several hundred to nearly a thousand per cc at
limes, but it was a bit ambiguous as to whether this was due to our aircraft plume or not. It did not appear
to be on many occasions. However, we did not see the same spikes around smaller leads. Above the
boundary layer cloud, we sampled in the stable air (mostly isothermal and slightly inverted to isothermal)
up to about 10,000 ft In that layer there seemed to be trapped particles as indicated by the CN
concentrations running about 100 to 200, whereas below that layer there were only several per cc. There is
an easterly flow at 7,000 ft Therefore, the CN concentrations at the higher levels may have been due to

transport from some continental source.

DS (CCN Operator):
Toward the last half of the flight the CCN counter worked quite well. made adjustments to both

the slow drip system and some of the flows. The air out here is far drier than anticipated, although if
thought about it would have realized this. So the felt was drying out faster than anticipated. In the flights
following this one, would expect about the same amount of warm-up time because the temperature we
started with was cold enough that the temperature range appears to be beyond the look-up table on the
computer inside the CCN, so it had a little trouble computing the supersaturation until I can get the
internal temperature up to about 10 ’C. Beyond that, believe the remaining flights will go much
smoother because now know what to expect under these arctic conditions.

DH (Aerosol Scientist and Chemist):
From the standpoint of aerosols, it looks like it was very clean air today. As to aerosol mass,

most of it was in the accumulation range. As we went aloft into a double inversion, between about 3,500-
4,800 ft, there was an increase in aerosol with a higher refractory component, but there was still a
substantial volatile component Most of the time the aerosol in the boundary layer was volatile. It looks
like we might have differential adveciion aloft.
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(b) June 4, 1995 (UW Flight 1676)

10:51 AM

RS: Okay. We’re departing now.

10:53 AM

AR: Si-Chee, cloud top at 2,200. Do you copy?

PH: Okay. We came out of cloud top at 2,200, no cloud above us. Fairly uniform cloud top here.

AR: Looks like pretty good stratocumulus out there.

10:58 AM

PH: So Ken, let’s find a convenient area where we can go up and down through a nice area of cloud
here.

RS: Can you speak a little louder, Peter?

PH: Okay. Is that better?

RS: Much better.

PH: Okay, let’s find an area that’s convenient for probing this cloud deck. We want to, first of all we’re
going up to 5,000. Okay. We go up to 5,000 and that will put us in an area where the cloud
looks nice and uniform and we’ll do a profile down through it.

RS: Understand. Will go up to 5,000 and then look around for a good area.

10:59 AM

RS: Peter, are you up?

1L04 AM

JR: He’s coming.

PH: Go ahead Rod.

RS: We are level at 5,000 now. We are working with the Center right at the moment and we will pick
a heading of true north when we’re done.

PH: Okay.

11:05 AM:

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes, go ahead.

PH: Have you got permission to descend now?

RS: Yes we do. Although the heading just picked isn’t working out too well. think I’ll head out to
the northwest What would you like us to do? Descend slowly right now.?

PH: Yes, you can start descending but then go into the cloud. It’s looking more broken up out here
isn’t it? We need to go back where it is a bit smoother on top.

RS: That’s correct

PH: A bit more continuous.
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RS: I think northwest looks pretty good from this point

PH: Okay. Yes, it’s very broken here.

11:07 AM

AR: Peter, it looked like it was isothermal from cloud top to this level.

11:08 AM

AR: Correction, inverted. was looking at the dew point temperature and actually what, a kind of
strong inversion +5 up here notice at 5,000.

PH: Art, do you think this is a good area to go down and look or more uniform back there?

AR: haven’t seen any holes here for a minute or so, so I’d say yes.

PH: Okay, Rod. This looks pretty good here. Let’s go down slowly and every now and again 111 tell
you well let’s level off and we’ll get a horizontal sample of the cloud. The patch is pretty thin.

AR: Yes, of course, here comes a ground visible spot.

PH: Yes, can see the ground here. Lei’s keep going on a little bit until we can’t see the ground. It’s
thickening up a bit here. Okay. Let’s sample this area here.

RS: Would you like me to stay level at this point or be descending?

PH: Let’s descend just into cloud top and skim the top of the cloud and then we’ll drop down 50 ft or so
and do another pass. But try not to come back over your own track. So, just maneuver around in
the clouds without crisscrossing your track.

RS: Very well.

11:10 AM

PH: We want to come down about, you know, just in the lops of the clouds first of all. So we’re
skimming, just below cloud lop.

RS: I’m going to level briefly and then I’ll continue my descent.

11:11 AM

JR: It’s almost balmy outside there. Art.

AR: Yes. Isn’t it something, +6 now.

RS: Continuing my descent now.

11:12 AM

AR: It must have to do with some descent off the Brooks Range or something, because it’s pretty hard
to see how +6 could be at 850 mbars. flight altitude was 4,000 ft not 5,000 ft or 850. Current
pressure 887 mbars. Temperature +6 and the winds indicated to be light and variable 353’ at

knot.

1L13 AM

RS: Peter, this is Rod.

PH: Yes, Rod.

RS: I’m a little concerned that this gradual descent will get us away from the best part of the stratus
clouds by time we are in-cloud.
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PH: Rod, we don’t have to do a gradual descent All want to do is to get down into the tops of the
cloud. It doesn’t have to be gradual, you can get down right now.

RS: Okay.

AR: Quite a while for after this position we have an overshooting carrot of a cumulus cloud. Probably
associated with some kind of industrial activity out there toward Deadhorse, would guess, or
apparel.

1L15 AM

PH: So let’s just skip through the tops of the cloud just below the tops, so we are hitting some of the
cloud particles and I’ll tell you when to stop doing that.

RS: Very good.

AR: We seem to have quite a large glory here, Peter, indicates probably it’s just as clean as yesterday.

PH: You see the CN has dropped to 40 now. Just a thousand feet above it was nearly 200.

11:16 AM

JR: Temperatures dropped 10 degrees.

PH: Yes, a real big inversion. Okay. We are in the tops of these clouds now.

AR: Like it might even just be the middle here because the ground is visible now, Peter. don’t know
how thin this is.

PH: Do you want to go up a little bit higher?

AR: think we are just about in the middle and probably all we can get of the whole cloud because the
tops are probably only another 50 ft or so above us or 100, and the bottom the same.

PH: can’t see the ground here. think we could drop down a little bit more but let’s get some sample
here first. Picking up a few ice particles now. So keep it steady here at this altitude for a while
Rod.

RS: Okay.

PH: But keep away from your own exhaust.

RS: Will do.

11:17 AM

AR: About nine-tenths ice covers below.

1L18 AM

PH: Think we got enough sample of this Art? Should we drop down 25 ft or so? Okay. Let’s drop
down 25 ft or so. That may put us below cloud base, but want to still be in the cloud, but drop
down a little bit more. Yes. We dropped below cloud base haven’t we? It’s so thin. So sort of
stay just above this space.

RS: Okay. I’ll give it my best shot.

PH: Yes. That’s good. This base is going to vary a lot. Rod, you know.

ST: In the horizon.

PH: It’s going to have little protrubances, we are in one of those now, and then we’ll break out of it and
then we’ll see the ground, but that’s okay.
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11:20 AM

PH: Okay. What want to do now. Rod, is to go below cloud base. Let’s put ourselves 100 ft or so
below cloud base and see what’s coming out of the bottom.

RS: Okay.

JR: Okay. Pick up about l/8th of an inch of ice on the stick here.

11:21 AM

PH: An, do you ever look at that black stick to see what crystals are hitting it? Do you have one
there?

AR: Not too much for crystals anymore because it’s a better view there on the 2D imagery. It’s a little
too smashed a lot of the time to tell.

PH: Okay. So we’re going just below cloud base now. We’ll see what’s coming up and if we see some
crystals coming up there we will drop a little further down. What’s the temperature? Minus 5,
yes. Of course the lop of this cloud is droplets because it’s so warm up there.

AR: Yes.

PH: There’s a whole steep temperature gradient, big inversion.

AR: Yes.

11:22 AM

PH: Can we get below cloud base. Rod? Can we get below cloud base. Rod?

AR: Rod, do you copy?

RS: Bases are ragged. The higher bases are about here, lower we haven’t found yet

11:23 AM

AR: It just doesn’t seem to be quite as clean as yesterday in this boundary layer here.

PH: Well, it’s 25 or so CN.

AR: Yes.

PH: We’re not quite as low as we got yesterday over the water.

AR: Yes. And wonder if that has anything to do with the drizzle we saw in here and it was so dam
clean and now we’ve got just a little bit of crud and even though it’s extremely clean and wonder
if that’s making the difference in all this ice we’re seeing today, where as yesterday it was all drizzle
like distilled water.

11:24 AM

JL: Peter, this is Jason Li here. We can’t see the sun and we can’t see the surface, we’re very much in
the diffusion domain but getting close.

DS: You need to put the mike a little closer to your mouth, Jason.

PH: Yes, but you realize that we are in an ice crystal cloud here and above us we have water droplets.
That’s going to be difficult to do a diffusion calculation, but do you want to try circling?

JL: Yes.

11:25 AM
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DH: How’s the ice look. Ken?

PH: Okay. Well, Jason.

JL: Yes, I’m here.

PH: We’ve essentially done what we planned to do for an absorption experiment. If you look at Figure
for my Scenario 1, we have done just that We have done horizontal path at different levels in

the cloud and we are now near the base of the cloud. So would you like us just to continue on this
path for a longer distance.

JL: Yes, please. Just fly straight ahead, level.

PH: Okay, Rod. Just continue doing what you’re doing now. Just fly in-cloud like this. We are
getting some CAR measurements now.

RS: Do you want me to maintain this altitude then?

PH: Yes.

RS: Very well.

JL: Just watch out for the icing.

JR: We have a bunch of ice here on the stick.

AR: We are beginning to shed that at 2 or so. It means we can go down and shed a lot of it here since
we are up at about 1,000 or 800 ft so we have a lot of room to lose ice.

PH: Okay. We are doing some cloud absorption measurements at the moment

11:26 AM

PH: Okay. We can just see the ground now, so go up a little bit

RS: We’re below cloud now.

PH: Yes. Go up a little bit. Rod, to get into the cloud again. We’ve come out of it.

11:27 AM

PH: If we want to try to remain in the clouds so that we can’t see the ground, then we can’t see the sun,
so leave you to judge that altitude, Rod.

AR: That may require somebody back in the bubble too, Peter. Because they could stand there and look
at the sun and see when it’s gone.

PH: Okay. Do you want to do that An?

AR: Okay. The sun is not visible here.

11:28 AM

PH: am just seeing the ground, barely.

RS: believe we are in a bit of a hole. think we will be out of it shortly if we aren’t out of it now.
We’re coming out.

AR: Rod, this is a good spot for blocking the sun above.

PH: Can you see the sun now. Art?

AR: No, cannot see the disk of the sun at all.
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PH: That means that we can go a little bit higher, Rod.

RS: Okay.

PH: can just see the ground. Art, you tell us if you start to see the sun.

AR: Roger.

11:29 AM

PH: The ground has disappeared now. This is a good altitude. I just get glimpses. Okay, can see the
ground now so we are just going in and out. Okay, the ground is very clear now.

AR: Okay. The disk of the sun is just briefly visible. Okay, it’s gone.

PH: Okay. Ground is coming and going.

11:30 AM

RS: Okay. see the sun;

PH: Where are we Rod? Over the Beaufort Sea somewhere?

RS: Yes. We’re slightly, north and slighdy west of Deadhorse.

AR: Okay. Sun is visible now.

RS: All right. see the sun and the ice pack at the same lime right now.

AR: think it’s probably, Peter, one of these thin spots that will go away with time.

PH: Do you think we would get thicker cloud if we went over land instead of over the sea here?

AR: would think not. think it is going to tend to bum off over land and we would find more holes,
by this time. Sun’s gone. There it is again. Sorry.

PH: The ground is very clear.

RS: We are not going to be able to get very low ground and we are also in the eye of our environment
over the ground so there is a couple of things stacked in our...

AR: Okay. Sun’s gone.

PH: Yes. Ground’s gone. It comes and goes very quickly.

AR: think it’s probably...

RS: We are in constant sun now.

AR: My guess, Peter, is that we have to suffer through a period Hke this and if we keep the same
heading it will disappear.

RS: Peter?

PH: Ground’s gone. Ground’s gone. Ice back again.

AR: Sun’s gone.

PH: And the ground’s gone.

AR: Looks good here.

PH: Ground’s gone. Ground’s back again.
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AR: The disk of the sun is coming out again.

11:32 AM

PH: We’re out of cloud now. Okay, Jason. Is that enough for you for a while?

JL: Yes, thanks, okay, yes.

AR: Okay. Sun’s out

PH: Okay. So, An, we have done enough down here. How about climbing back up and getting a little
bit on cloud top again?

JR: Looks good, let’s go above freezing.

AR: Concerned about ice. Look at the size of that aggregate on the 2D, Peter. It’s gone now but it
was gigantic.

PH: saw it. Okay. Let’s climb up through the cloud again. Rod.

AR: Is the ER-2 up today?

PH: It’s supposed to be up later but not until about 1:00 in this area.

11:33 AM

PH: Don, are the CCN up yet.

DS: Yes. It’s up. I’m having a little trouble with channel 4 and I’m working on that right now.

PH: Okay, Rod. We’ll do another horizontal traverse just below cloud top.

JR: Let’s shed some ice.

PH: Do you want to shed some ice?

JR: think that would be an excellent idea.

PH: As we go up we’ll get warmer.

AR: Yes. That’s right. We just go up on top and we will lose the ice a whole lot faster than anywhere
else.

11:35 AM

PH: CN’s still about 25 at 2,300 ft

11:36 AM

PH: Drop rate just a few per cc. If you want to get rid of the ice. Rod, you can climb a bit and we’ll
get wanner and then we can come back down.

RS: Yes. That’s what I’m doing. just lost a great degree right now.

PH: It’s a very strong temperature inversion as we go up and we get very warm.

11:37 AM

PH: CN’s climbed to 80 now. Coming up to 3,000 ft

RS: An?

AR: Roger, Si-Chee? Our tops were 2,200 to 2,300, temperature minus 5 1/2, over.
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PH: There goes our ice.

AR: CNC1 counts here, Peter, are back up, way up.

11:38 AM

PH: Yes. They popped up just this last 50 ft or so.

AR: I saw 400 there just a bit ago. Maybe a hundred feet back. I’m not getting this to fill anymore.
I’ve tried probably 5 or 6 times and haven’t got a fill indicator on the bottle.

RS: Okay. I’m at 8 degrees now and I’m going to level at 4,000. And Jack, you let us know when
you’d like to go down. We’re happy with the airplane now.

11:40 AM

PH: Shot No. 4 on Hobbs" camera shows the tops of this big layer of stratus that we have been
sampling the last hour or so. That’s No. 4. Okay, Rod. Let’s now drop down into cloud top
again.

RS: Okay.

JL: Peter? Can we get a profile for the CAR?

PH: Say again.

JL: Can we get a profile, vertical profile for the CAR?

PH: Well, we’re coming down now into the cloud tops again. We’ll be getting a profile on the way
down again. Is that what you want?

JL: Yes, please.

PH: Yes. We are on our way down now.

11:44 AM

RS: Okay. We’re at cloud top.

PH: Okay. Just fly in and out, just keeping us below cloud top here as best you can.

RS: Would you like us to skim the tops or what?

PH: Just below the tops.

11:45 AM

AR: Si-Chee we have tops here at 2,200 again. And this time the temperature looks like it’s about -5.

ST: The GPS reading is 2,100.

AR: Roger. wouldn’t rely on that too much. They say it’s got a build-in error factor and if you plot
it over a period of a flight when we’re flying at a constant level you will see it drift up and down.

RS: Peter?

11:46 AM

RS: An?

AR: Roger? Go.

RS: I’m skimming the lop. Is that what you wanted. All think he said was in cloud.
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PH: Just below cloud top. Just below cloud top. Rod.

RS: To where we can see some blue above or no?

PH: Yes. Where you can see some blue above. This is fine where you are now. We just want to
sample the particles in the top of the cloud.

RS: Okay. I’ll stay in that relative to the sloping.

AR: Si-Chee, you notice the GPS now is closer to 2,200. It’s flopping around a bit.

11:47 AM

AR: Si-Chee, do you copy?

ST: Yes. Yes, got it.

PH: Rod, you could drop down a little bit. Drop down 20 ft or so.

RS: You do notice what’s below us?

PH: That we’ve run out of cloud. But we will probably come back into it

RS: Okay.

AR: It’s just like ASTEX, Peter, you just keep bearing ahead and you go through the thin spots, you
suffer through them, and then it thickens up again.

PH: Okay. What else do you want to do here. Art? Anything else on this cloud.

AR: think we did a nice job of profiling it.

PH: So are you ready to give up on this area? don’t know if we did a very good job of below cloud
base. Did we?

AR: would say that would be an improvement because it would be tough to find out or to know what
the absolute cloud base was. don’t think saw exactly where the bottoms were of the lowest
layer.

.11:48 AM

PH: Yes, the cloud’s very patchy here. There are patches where we’re virtually out of cloud, then we go
into cloud. Ground becomes visible in some patches and then it’s very thin.

AR: Si-Chee, notice the GPS now says we are at 2,100 and yet Ken is flying pretty level here.

ST: Yes, see it. When we were in the CAR path, was there any ice in there?

AR: Very rarely were there any ice crystals at cloud top. Usually they, you Find them at the bottom and
there may be germ ice crystals starting to form but typically they are too small for the
instrumentation to pick up. They were very, very rare. Far less than per liter.

PH: Okay, Rod. Let’s drop below cloud base, say 50 ft below cloud base, and see if there is any
precipitation coming out of the bottom of this stuff.

RS: Okay.

11:49 AM

AR: As we drop down, Si-Chee, we are starting to see more ice crystals now. The concentrations are
about, oh, per liter to 5 per liter something like that now of pretty obvious crystals.

ST: We are doing the profiling?
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AR: Roger. A profile.

RS: We are in a hole now. Big hole.

PH: Yes. Well, we are dropping down to below cloud base now. I want to see what’s coming out of
the base of the cloud.

AR: I think in here you can really see these variegations in thickness to from the sides. You can see a
little scud just on the surface ihere. Maybe a couple hundred, 400 ft off the ice surface. The very
bottom. Yes, it’s probably the bottom of the thickest cloud, it merges all the way with that
highest layer.

PH: Si-Chee, do you want to do some surface reflectivity measurements in holes like this. There is a
big hole in this area or we could look at this ice below us.

ST: No, it’s too small. see the shadow, see all the clouds. It’s probably not a good idea to do it
here.

PH: Okay.

AR: I would say if we wanted to get a good thickness on this cloud, Peter,..

RS: I’m going to stop here for a minute but think I’ll have to lower it later.

AR: Peter, was just going to say that dead ahead, maybe on your side too, you can see that lowest
base that would be the cloud base heightened temperature that would give you the greatest depth of
the thickest part of the cloud.

11:50 AM

AR: think you’re right. don’t think we got down to that low a height before.

11:51 AM

PH: We’ll still occasionally going into cloud base here. Picking up some needles, getting needles now.
Still see a bit of the cloud base below us.

11:52 AM

PH: Could you drop a little bit lower Rod?

RS: Yes. I’m continually in a gradual descent now and it’s very ragged on the bottom.

PH: Yes. There are also different ice surfaces out here, Si-Chee.

ST: Yes. see it but

PH: Trouble is, think, we’re going to gel these conditions nearly every day.

ST: Well, maybe afternoon they would disappear.

PH: I wouldn’t bank on that. mean the sun has been out for 24 hours a day for a month or so.

AR: I think what we really need is some off-shore flow. A little low pressure center to form out here
and suck the air from the in-land areas and then we will really see it clear off for a day or so
because they were telling me that about 3 weeks ago the temperatures here were around 50.

11:54 AM

RS: How is this Peter?

AR: I don’t think we are quite at cloud base. think we have another hundred ft to go I’d say. Rod.

11:55 AM
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AR: Lower ahead or is that my imagination?

PH: It jumped down to 500, Rod.

RS: Down to 500.

DH: Go ahead Peter.

PH: We’re about finished with this cloud now so we’ll start our climb up and I’ll leave it to you to take
aerosol whenever you want. And Art, you should be taking aerosol measurements so we get a
good profile.

AR: Okay.

DH: Okay, Peter. I’m processing a below bag sample with the DMPS right now. Why don’t you give
me about, oh, maybe 5 mins to run but don’t climb too much and then I’ll be ready for the ascent.

PH: Okay. We don’t have to climb at all. We’ll keep here for another 5 mins. Do you want to go any
lower than this? We are at 500 now.

DH: No, this is fine. The aerosol looks about the same here as it did a little bit lower, so I think we’re
fine here.

PH: Let’s keep flying at this altitude. Rod, for about another 5 mins. Just move around the area and try
to keep below some cloud above you.

RS: All right, 5 mins below cloud at this altitude.

AR: Do you care if we go into some of the precipitation shafts here? Is that going to disrupt Dean?

PH: Yes. Try to pick out some of the precipitation showers you see coming out of cloud base, target
those.

11:58 AM

PH: Jack?

11:59 AM

JR: Hello.

PH: Jack, have a question. Can you come up here?

12:01 PM

PH: Si-Chee? Si-Chee?

12:02 PM

AR: Si-Chee, Peter, there is a fairly large clearing off to the east now it looks like. Is that big enough?
You’re doing some radialional studies, you might want to take a look at it.

ST: Say again, please.

PH: Si-Chee, if you look out the left-hand side of the plane, there is a big clear area out there. Is that
big enough for some surface reflectivity measurements or not?

ST: Okay. Let’s go ahead and look at it.

PH: Okay. Take a look.

AR: It’s almost mesoscale in size.
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PH: I think he’s worried about shadowing from clouds.

ST: Peter, my trouble is the cloud above is not uniform so it casts a lot of a shadow on the surface
alone. So it is kind of difficult for me when start to analyze. don’t know what some feature,
you know.

PH: Well, what we’re going to do in a few minutes is we’re going to do a vertical profile right out
through the cloud and up to maybe 10,000 ft and after we’ve done that well head out to point A to
rendezvous with the ER-2.

12:03 PM

ST: Okay. Good.

PH: Say again, Si-Chee.

ST: Not me though.

PH: Okay. Rod?

RS: Yes.

12:04 PM

PH: In about a minute or so we’ll start our climb. We’ll climb up, right up through the cloud and we’ll
probably go up to about 10,000 ft After we’ve done that, we’ll be heading out to that point A
that gave to Ken where we will rendezvous with the ER-2 at about 1:00. Does that look okay?

RS: Yes, it does. would like to be climbing to point A while I climb?

PH: Yes, we can do that. Rod, don’t climb just yet We are trying to mend the CCN counter which
we think we can do in a few minutes and then we will start our climb.

RS: Say again the first half.
/

PH: Don’t climb just yet. I’ll give you word when to start climbing.

RS: Understand.

12:05 PM

AR: Pretty clean here.

PH: Don?

JR: He’s working.

PH: Okay.

12:07 PM

DS: Go ahead.

PH: Just let me know when you fix the problem and we’ll start climbing.

DS: Okay. I’ve got it fixed. It’s going to take me a few more minutes to get it put it back in.

PH: How long will that take.

DS: If all goes well, about 5 minutes.

PH: Can we climb?

DS: don’t have any objection to you climbing if you have something you want to do right away.
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PH: Okay. Well start our climb then.

DS: The thing is put this thing in even before fastened in.

JR: up.

PH: think Dean wants some CCN measurements at this level so we won’t climb yet. Let me know
when you fix the problem.

DS: Okay.

AR: Have some brown water below off the left wing for some reason. Are we close to land?

12:08 PM

RS: Off to our right, which is the east, there is almost no clouds left.

PH: Okay, Rod. We can start our climb now.

12:10 PM

PH: We are starting our climb probably up to 10,000.

RS: I’ll hit what clouds can find but you’re not going to get much.

PH: Yes. That’s okay. That’s okay. Rod. Do what clouds you can find but mainly we want to just
get an aerosol profile now so we’re not too worried about the cloud.

12:11 PM

DS: Okay, Peter. We’re functional again. have a few more screws but it is now functioning.

JR: Why don’t you repeat that Don, he didn’t have his headset on.

PH: Okay. Was that for me.

JR: Yes. Don said says it’s functioning again now.

PH: What was that?

JR: Don reports that the CCN is functioning again now.

12:12 PM

PH: We Finished with our cloud measurements and we are now going to do a profile climb for aerosol
measurements. It was quite clean near the surface as it was yesterday and as we climb the CN
count has going up. It’s now up to 650 or so. It was down near 20 or 30 near the surface.

12:14 PM

DH: Peter?

PH: Yes.

DH: How high did you intend to have us go?

PH: Well, as high as you like. thought 10,000 to start with.

DH: Okay. I don’t want to go above that because want to get a DMPS, I’m processing a DMPS
spectra now and the peak we saw at the inversion and we want to do a hot and don’t want to go
too high in this because we will begin to see arcing in the DMPS so want to make sure get
what got in a bag so to speak and then we’ll take it from there.
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PH: Okay. Do you want to just stop climbing for a while?

DH: think we can go to about 9,000. But let’s hold it there.

PH: Okay. Rod, let’s go up to 9,000, steadily and then hold it there.

RS: Okay. Up to 10,000.

PH: No. 9,000.

RS: 9,000. We’re out of 4.5 for 9.

12:17 PM

JL: Jack, this is Jason here. The CAR is not recording.

12:19 PM

JL: Hey, Jack, the CAR is not recording again.

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Let’s go up to 10,000.

RS: Up to 10,000.

12:28 PM

PH: So we’re climbing to 10,000 ft now, continuing our aerosol profile measurements.

12:30 PM

RS: 10,000 and we are about 5 mins from Alpha.

12:31 PM

RS: Peter?

12:34 PM

JR: He’s talking to Si-Chee.

RS: Okay. Just tell him we are at Alpha and am awaiting instructions, when you get a chance.

JR: Okay.

12:35 PM

PH: Rod.

RS: Yes. We’re at Alpha right now and what would you like us to do?

PH: Standby.

AR: Dead ahead as we come around, actually about 11 o’clock, we have some transverse rolls, rather
pronounced in the stratocumulus which has become solidified after a giant thinning of about 5 or
10 minutes duration that we over flew on the way to point Alpha. We’re pretty good right in here.

12:38 PM

JR: Rod?
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12:43 PM

AR: think we went through our plume back there.

PH: No. 5 on Hobbs’ camera. Showing the tops of the, we’re 10,000 ft looking down on the tops of
the stratus layer that we are going to be sampling with the ER-2 above us. I’m not sure on that
last photograph before last of the ice surfaces whether said that was No. 5 but in fact it was No.
4. No. 5 is looking down onto fairly uniform stratus layer and maybe visible in the photograph
will be some billows in the top of that stratus layer

12:44 PM

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: We went through our own plume a short while ago. We wanted to try to avoid that. It really
confuses our analysis.

RS: Say again.

PH: We went through our own plume a short while ago and we don’t want to do that. That really
confuses our analysis.

RS: Oh, yes. We were just doing an orbit but we shouldn’t be doing that any more now that we are
getting on track.

PH: Okay.

DH: Rod, you copy?

12:45 PM

DH: Rod, Ken, flight deck, anybody you copy?

RS: Say again.

DH: Okay. I’m ready to descend. want to descend here about 500 ft a minute and want to do it over
solid cloud.

RS: Okay. We’re solid cloud everywhere it looks like starting your descent now and you’ll call when
you want to level off.

DH: That’s affirmative.

KM: We are now on radio contact with the NASA ER-2. He will be over the site he said in 10 mins,
point Alpha.

12:47 PM

ST: 12 o’clock.

PH: What’s that Rod?

RS: didn’t call.

PH: Did you say you have made contact with ER-2?

RS: Oh, yes. Ken called. He did make contact. They will be at point Alpha in about 9 mins.

4:48 PM

PH: Okay, Rod. So where we did those circles was at point A and now we are heading up to half way
between point A and point B. Is that correct?
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RS: That’s affirmative. At about 40% of the way to point B we will start the track. It’s about the
scale that it looked like on your chart.

PH: Yes. Well don’t start the track until Dean’s finished with you. Dean will probably want you to
continue the descent and then after he’s finished with you he’ll pass you back to me and then we’ll
start the track.

RS: Very good. We’ll maintain this course until Dean’s done.

PH: Yes. But once you get to the half way point that’s where you can linger and do the descent for
Dean. So we’re right in position to do our track after he’s done that descent

RS: Okay, we’ll do that.

12:49 PM

ST: Peter?

PH: Yes.

ST: It sounds like we have more cloud in this area than this morning.

PH: Yes. We’ve gone into a more of an overcast again here. We’re about half way between point A
and point B on the ER-2 track.

ST: Are you going to do race track coming back?

PH: First of all we are going to do a descent for Dean. When we’ve finished that, we will be in
position to do our race track.

ST: Towards the base, right?

PH: Towards the what?

ST: Coming back towards the base, right? To the base.

AR: Oh, boy.

PH: Well, hold on I’ll come up to you.

12:54 PM

RS: The deck of stratus below us is getting a bit thinner, think, and some holes, a few holes, not
many.

DH: Say again. Rod, there is somebody else on the circuit.

RS: There are some holes in the stratus deck below, not many, but it looks fairly thin as well.

DH: Okay. Well, when we’re getting close, let’s try to get down into an area where there is solid cloud.

12:55 PM

KM: Dean? How about putting that mike to your lips, or actually touch your lips when you speak.
It’s really weak up here.

DH: It’s on my lips right now Ken. If get it any closer, I’ll be swallowing it.

KM: Okay. Well this last transmission is a lot better. Okay. NASA is now over point Alpha.

DH: Okay. At this point. Ken, let’s spiral down into it.

KM: Let’s spiral.
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12:58 PM

PH: Well, we’re still doing our descent for Dean’s aerosol measurements. After we have done that we’ll
start the race track beneath the ER-2.
The cloud looks fairly uniform here, more uniform than it was back where we were working in the
cloud earlier on.

12:59 PM

DH: Ken, how far above cloud top are we know?

RS: Oh. Fd say we’re about 1,000 ft.

PH: Jack? Jack? think we’ve lost our computer output here.

1:01 PM

AR: Ken, it looks like the layers a bit higher off there about 11 o’clock.

RS: would concur. Is that where you want me to go?

AR: Negative. Just commenting, was trying to get your opinion on it.

RS: Thin cloud.

AR: Okay, Si-Chee. The cloud top this time was only about 1,300, 1,300-1,400.

ST: Got it.

1:02 PM

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: We can start our race track now beneath the ER-2. We want to be at constant level and keep in the
cloud as much as you can so you can adjust your altitude to keep you in about the middle of the
cloud.

RS: Okay.

1:03 PM

ST: Hey, Art. Any icing?

AR: Negative. No ice crystals. Top was only about -3 so it would be amazing if we saw it. Okay.
I’m going to have to take that back. We are getting a couple of ice crystals here but on the other
hand. Rod and were just talking about the fact that there was a layer, higher layer, just ahead that
we may have circled under and that layer was probably around 2,200, the height we had seen
before, but we actually went into a bit of a dent and the tops are only about 1,300-1,400.

ST: Okay. Got it.

PH: Si-Chee, as we do our race track here in cloud which we are just starting now. There may be
regions of the cloud which are in the diffusion domain so you need to be noting those as we go
through them.

ST: Okay. Sure. will do.

AR: And we haven’t had any ice since those or 2 went by, Si-Chee. It looks like it’s quite a bit
different than the situation we had before.

ST: Okay.
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1:04 PM

AR: I’ll let you know if things change noticeably.

ST. Okay.

PH: Art, these chili dogs are good.

AR: I’ll have to try one next time, but normally don’t eat much.

1:06 PM

PH: Not bad diffusion domain here. Better than we had before think.

ST: No not quite, didn’t see it, not quite yet.

PH: Well. can’t see the ground. Can you see the sun?

ST: From the instrumentation, yes. We still have a little bit there.

PH: Okay.

ST: Not quite yet.

PH: can’t see the ground at all, so it’s a bit thicker below us than above us.

1:07 PM

PH: Picking up a few crystals here. They look like flakes.

1:08 PM

ST: It’s okay. Can we get a little bit lower?

PH: Let’s go a little bit lower than this.

RS: Roger, lower.

PH: Not too much. You see can’t see the ground at the moment and don’t want to see it, but can
see cloud top, so want to come down just a little bit.

RS: Roger.

1:09 PM

ST: Peter, we.are pretty close, pretty close.

PH: Good. He’s coming down a bit.

1:10 PM

PH: These particles I’m seeing are not flakes they are drizzle drops.

AR: That’s right.

ST: It’s not ice, no ice, right?

AR: Affirmative.

PH: There is nothing being counted on our ice crystal counter.

AR: There has been 1 or 2 isolated columnar needles but they were way back there, one every 10 mins
so far.
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PH: Si-Chee, do you want to come down a little bit more?

ST: No, this is good, it is a good altitude. It’s good.

PH: Okay. This is a good altitude. Rod, let’s hold this.

RS: Okay.

AR: Peter, do you think we’ll have to go back through this. Maybe we should note this location if we
want to come back to this same cloud.

PH: No. We won’t be doing that. We’re doing our criss-cross race track right now beneath the ER-2
and probably by the time we Finish that we will have to be heading home.

1:11 PM

AR: Okay it’s starting. Just a bit of sun visible now. A bright spot, no disk.

1:14 PM

AR: Okay. I’m just starting to make out the disk of the sun now for the first time.

PH: Okay. This is working out very nice. We are doing our race track pattern beneath the ER-2.
We’re in nice uniform stratus layer, the best we’ve had so far on this project and we’re getting good
diffusion domain measurements. It looks like everything is working out nicely and the cloud is
primarily droplets a few occasional ice crystals.

1:15 PM

PH: Rod, are you in contact with the ER-2?

RS: We talked to them about 7 or 8 mins ago. We could call them if you like.

PH: What were they doing, which pan of the track were they on?

RS: They checked in at 12:58 over Alpha and would assume they were going to Bravo but they didn’t
say so.

PH: Yes, they should be going to Bravo and that should take them about 20 mins.

AR: And continuing disk of sun visible and occasionally just a ghost of the ground.

ST: Peter, can we go a little bit lower?

RS: An?

AR: Yes. I’d say drop down 50 ft, 100 ft. Rod. think we are going to stan popping out of the bases
though, the ground is going to become more clear.

PH: Yes. can just, I’m just getting occasional glimpses of the ground now but it looks pretty good.

AR: The sun is getting brighter now too though.

RS: definitely have the disk of the sun in sight

PH: can’t see the ground, yes, can just about see the ground, barely.

AR: Si-Chee would like to drop down a bit so to obscure the sun and just guess maybe 50-100 ft.

ST: In this case, would like to drop down below the clouds to measure the surface albedo. We can
use it in diffusion domain, we just get it previously, you know.

PH: Okay, Rod. So drop below cloud base.
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RS: Below cloud base.

JR: An, can you come here a moment?

AR: Roger, okay. Sun disk still visible.

KM: Okay. NASA is at point Bravo at this time, apparently headed toward Charley.

PH: Thanks, Ken.

1:20 PM

PH: Rod, are we doing our race track going south?

RS: Walking south will be turning in about a min to do our first parallel. We’ve already gone pretty
much to the west, so we will be doing our easterly track in about a minute.

PH: Okay. But on my position plotter that long track seems to be going up towards the northwest

RS: Yes. It’s not lined up cardinal very well.

1:21 PM

ST: Peter, can we drop a little bit.

PH: Just drop down a little bit

RS: Roger, down.

PH: We can see the sun too clearly. can see the surface now though. Six of 1/2 a dozen of the other,
Si-Chee.

ST: Okay,okay.

PH: am getting glimpses of the surface, not too bad, but the sun’s pretty bright isn’t it. We’ve just’
got into a thin patch here.

ST: Yes, yes, okay, okay.

1:22 PM

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: On that first long track which was supposed to be to the west, according to my position plotter it
was almost to the northwest. Are you sure that you were going west?

RS: Do you mean away from Alpha Bravo or the track from Alpha to Bravo? What I’ve got is Alpha
to Bravo is 336 degrees true. Then on the first cross track it would be 90 degrees to that which is
246 true which is the same course it would be from Bravo to Charley.

PH: We started off, our starting point was half way between A and B, right? Our starting point was
half way between A and B on your diagram.

RS: Yes, that’s roughly correct and.

PH: And then we were going to do a race track going to the south, right towards Prudoe Bay, going
south rather than away from Prudoe Bay. And the first leg of that race track would have been due
west., wouldn’t it?

RS: Negative. Nothing is due on this. We have Alpha to Bravo as northwest, that makes the first leg
away.from Bravo.southwest.
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PH: Oh, see. All right. Yes, Okay. The diagram is not oriented north-south. Okay. understand.

ST: The heading is 330, 330 degrees. think that this is correct.

PH: Yes. It’s because that A-B is not oriented north-south, you’re saying Rod, it’s oriented. What
direction is it oriented? Is it oriented more like.

ST: think 330 degrees.

RS: Northwest-southeast. Or if you want to get more technical north-northwest.

PH: Right, okay.

1:26 PM

PH: Si-Chee? We need to in a minute to go above cloud top to get rid of our icing because it will start

to effect our cloud microphysical measurements. So we will clear the ice off and then come back
down so we don’t degrade our measurements.

ST: Yes, please.

1:27 PM

PH: Rod, let’s climb just above cloud top and get rid of the icing. You’re not worried about it but
we’re worried about our instruments, so we’ll get rid of that above cloud top and then we’ll dip
back down in the cloud.

RS: Roger. Climb.

1:28 PM

RS: Okay. I’m going to level off here. I’ve got+4 and that should work pretty good.

1:31 PM

PH: Okay, Rod. Our ice is gone so we can get back into the cloud again, the middle of the cloud.

RS: Okay. We’re descending.

PH: Photograph No. 6 on Hobbs’ camera showing the top of this very nice uniform cloud layer that
we’re flying in with ER-2 flying above us. We should have got good diffusion domain
measurements in this cloud. We just popped out to cloud top in order to melt off some ice we
were getting on the snow slick and therefore probably our instruments. Now we’re going back
down into the cloud again to continue this race track.

1:33 PM

KM: Deadhorse radio, Husky One.

DS: You’re talking to us Ken.

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Okay. I’m looking at my display again and you’re making the long legs about 30 nautical miles,
right, and the shorter legs connecting them about 20?

RS: That’s correct and we are on the track from Bravo to Alpha right now, heading for my third leg.

PH: Right. Okay, good.
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RS: This leg will be slightly within the box by 5 miles or so, 10, 6, 7 miles, and then the next
parallel leg will be southeast of the box.

PH: Well, you’re keeping within the box, aren’t you?

RS: So far, and the next leg will be as well.

PH: Can we check to see where the ER-2 is? Maybe they can give us a lat-long.

1:37 PM

RS: He is between Bravo and Charley. Is that acceptable for now or would you like his exact location?

PH: Yes. Let’s get an exact lat-long. think that would be useful.

1:38 PM

KM: Okay. At 1:38 which is now, it was 71’ 34’, 145’ 54’.

PH: Okay. Thanks Ken. What direction was he heading?

KM: I’m guessing by this time he is probably Charley to Delta, but do you want me to verify that?

PH: Yes, please.

1:39 PM

KM: Okay. He’s on the Charley to Delta leg.

AR: Si-Chee, do you want somebody in the bubble fine tuning this at all?

ST: Staying at a stable altitude.

AR: Yes. We’ll just stay put where we’re at

ST: Yes. We can drop a little bit, you know. We still have room right? We still have room.

AR: Roger. You’re saying you would like to drop a little bit?

ST: Yes.

1:40 PM

RS: Peter?

DS: He’s down talking to Si-chee, standby 1.

AR- Rod, Si-Chee wants to drop a little bit because he’s seeing a little bit too much sun. Can we drop
100 ft?

1:41 PM

PH: Yes.

RS: Yes, Peter. In about a minute or two we will be heading southwest on our third parallel track. At
the end of that leg it will be time for us to go to

PH: Okay. Let’s get as much as we can before you leave.

AR: Si-Chee is conferring with Peter right now?

RS: Will do.

PH: Okay. So, Rod, just extend it as long as you can.
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AR: Rod, Si-Chee has asked if we could drop a little bit because we’re seeing quite a bit of sun. Can
you go down about 50 ft or 100 ft?

1:42 PM

AR: Rod, Si-Chee has asked if we could drop just a bit. We are seeing quite a bit of sun here. don’t
know if it’s going to help too much, there’s not much below us, but maybe 50 ft

RS: 50 ft down and we will be within clear view of the ice.

AR: Peter, did you copy that? Bright sun here. I’m sure you can tell that Si-Chee. Continuing with
no ice though, however.

RS: And we are 50 ft lower, turning onto our third parallel track. This one is to the southwest

1:43 PM

AR: Down to the disk of the sun now.

1:44 PM

AR: Disk of the sun still visible.

ST: Are you going to get seeing the ground pretty soon though?

AR: Say again.

ST: I’m saying that occasionally see the ground.

AR: I’ll roger that Occasionally the ground is visible. The sun is just barely visible now, the disk.
How does it look on your instruments?

ST: see the ground now.

1:45 PM

AR: Okay, the disk is gone how.

ST: Just barely make it, barely make it.

AR: We’re continuing a bright spot but no disk.

1:46 PM

KM: Roger, point.

AR: Okay. Disk visible now and we’re also continuing no ice.

KM: NASA’s at point Delta, guess turning towards Alpha.

1:47 PM

AR: Brightening here and disk of sun and bright spot around it, very bright. And the ground is also
visible.

1:48 PM

ST: Hey, An. Any icing? Any icing?

AR: Icing, but no ice crystals.

1:49 PM
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RS: You ought to see the stick now Si-Chee.

1:50 PM

ST: Can we go up above the cloud?

RS: Do you want to go above the cloud?

ST: don’t mind, we can stay longer. Something is safety.

RS: don’t think safety is a factor yet. But don’t see any icing on the wing. Just the instrumentation
is probably iced up.

DS: What’s Herman’s instrument look like, is it doing anything or does it look kind of funky?

1:51 PM

DS: Yes, no more funky than normal.

1:52 PM

JR: didn’t get the chicken chimi’s with mine.

DS: How were they?

JR: didn’t get them.

DS: Oh. didn’t either. just had a ham sandwich.

JR: guess we should have gotten the lunch special.

AR: It’s visible now, ahead, very bright and partial ground visible.

PH: We’re still doing our race track configurations in the cloud and can see the ground coming and
going beneath. Pretty thin cloud here. In and out. See some holes in the cloud in this area. So
the cloud is getting much more patchy as we move south as we found when we came out More
patchy to the south then it was up more to the northwest, but we are still doing our tracks for the
ER-2. Broken ice below, breaking up large areas of plate ice with leads developing on some ponds
beneath, here and there. But still it’s 80% ice, I’d say 85% ice and water. The rest water.

1:54 PM

PH: The ice is mainly smooth but here and there it’s son of rough where it’s been wedged up.

1:55 PM

PH: An? We’re not getting, I’ve got a new display up here but now don’t if you’ve got it on your
screen. Probably not, but we are not getting any liquid water from the Gerber and we are getting
some on the King.

AR: It could have very easily iced up, Peter. Because we are getting that limit, take a look at the snow
stick and, by the way, was going to recommend we go up again because it’s about the time, the
CIS may have some problems as well.

PH: Okay. Rod, how much longer do we have on site here.

RS: We’re done on site. Now this course that we’re on in this leg is real good for Deadhorse, so we can
keep on this course if you like.

PH: Yes. Let’s go up above cloud and want to get rid of some ice on our instruments.

RS: Okay. Going above cloud.

1:56 PM
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RS: We are headed in at this time. We could accommodate some minor course deviations if that would
help. Otherwise, we’ve got to go home.

PH: Yes. Just go above cloud top to get rid of our ice and then on the way back keep in the middle of
the cloud the way you were before.

RS: Okay.

PH: Okay. The Gerber was showing icing problems and I’m not sure how much data we got before it
iced up or how long after we deiced, halfway through the race track path, we went above cloud top
and deiced. don’t know if that completely cleared the Gerber and how long it lasted. We are
going above cloud top and we are seeing if we can deice it and we’ll come back down into the cloud
on the way back home to see if the Gerber comes back up.

1:58 PM

RS: We’re at 44 Jack. Will that do you?

2:00 PM

JR: Yes.

2:01 PM

RS: Okay. We’re crossing out of the NASA ER-2 box at this time and we’ll stay at this altitude until
I’m told something different.

2:02 PM

PH: Okay, Rod. Let’s go through some cloud now. We’ve deiced here.

RS: Going down.

PH: Just fly in the cloud for a while. See if we can get our instrument back up that went out

2:03 PM

PH: So we deiced the ice slick and we are now going back down into some cloud on the way back
home just to see if the Gerber responses. want to make sure that the Gerber is working.

2:04 PM

RS: Peter.

2:08 PM

PH: Si-Chee.

ST: Yes.

PH: Would you give a summary of what you’ve got on this flight, a few minutes.

ST: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Thanks, Si-Chee. Dean? Give a summary of the flight. Give me a summary of the flight
on the tape, yes. An? Give a summary of the flight, quickly.

[See Summary]

PH: Thanks An. Don summarize quickly.

2:10 PM
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RS: Hello. Anybody up back there.

PH: Yes. I’m here.

DS: Go ahead.

PH: Yes. Go ahead.

RS: Yes. We’re about 10 mins from landing and it’s time to get our clearance and start the approach
now.

PH: Okay. Okay Dean, do your summary.

RS: Actually 20 mins from landing, 10 mins from the approach.

DH: [See Summary]

PH: Okay, Don. Go ahead.

DS: [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Thanks Don. Jack, do you want to say anything about the flight from your point of view
apart from the chicken chimi’s?

JS: [See Summary]

PH: Okay, good. All right, everyone is now recorded their impressions. [See Summary]

PH: That’s the end of this recording for this flight.

2:14 PM

KM: Sorry we leaned our engines back loo far there. That’s what you got.

DS: Okay.

2:15 PM

KM: Husky 1, set 2.

2:16 PM

PH: see we’re coming in to land. We went through CN plume from some stack on the ground.
Maybe the same one we saw yesterday. Increase the CN quite a bit up to a thousand or so, think
it went. So we want to take a look at that again on another occasion. See what effect that plume
is having on the clean cloud around it

2:19 PM

AR: Auto ice here. ought to..

JR: It’s just about time to close the door on that CAR if you haven’t done it already.

ST: We have done.

2:23 PM

PH: We are getting some interesting measurements as we come in on this flight CN went up to
2,000 cm-3 as we come in to land at Deadhorse. We pass through the cloud again.

AR: I’d say we’re doing a pretty good job of probably staying in that plume looking at CNC 1 or
something like it.
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PH: Yes. Maybe these CN measurements we are getting coming in are in lhat plume. We have some
more cloud measurements as we came down through the cloud layer. So, the end of the flight is
quite interesting as well for more structure on the cloud over Deadhorse.

2:25 PM

RS: Everybody ready in the back?

DS: Ready in the back.

RS: About 3 mins to touchdown.

AR: How many minutes?

DS: About 3, An.

2:28 PM

AR: CN up to 3,000 cm-3 now.

PH: The CN measurements remaining fairly high up near 3,000 cm-3 or so as we fly downwind of the
oil complex here at Deadhorse.

2:29 PM END OF TAPE

In-FIight Summary for UW Flight #1676 on June 4, 1995

ST (CAR):
Today is a nice day. didn’t fall asleep all the time. So what we get is pretty nice. One leg has

possible diffusion domain and the rest of them, think, the race track probably will with the coordination
with the ER-2. So am very appreciative of that. So, today’s a good day. Thank you.

AR (Aerosol):
In fact, today was an especially good day for a cloud microstructural viewpoint. We had a chance

to sample stratocumulus with tops at -5.5 and were quite uniform with a considerable amount of columnar
ice needles in columns and sampled other more uniform region of stratocumulus with tops around -5, -4.5
that had no ice and we had a solid amount of cloud or a vast area when the ER-2 was flying over and so
from a microstructural view point we had a good flight. didn’t see any instrument problems. We didn’t
ice up and lose anything that noticed. We took deicing actions and so from that viewpoint an excellent
night.

DH (Aerosol):
From the aerosol standpoint it was son of interesting although we didn’t get the samples we

should have. But, there was an aerosol layer near cloud top in one instance in about 1,000 ft lhat
ubiquitously it was composed of volatile panicles by and large. The panicles aloft up to 10,000 ft were
more refractory. That’s about it

DS (CCN):
The CCN staned out reasonably well. Channel No. 4 swallowed a water droplet or something and

was waving back and forth on the laser light. Consequently, had to take channel 4 out to clean it then
cleaned it and we replaced channel 4 back in. After that point CCN worked fine for the rest of the flight

JR (Flight Engineer):
It seemed to be just fine. The CAR had a slight problem but it’s been repaired.

PH (Flight Scientist):
We started out in this flight by looking at the structure of an isolated stratus layer and in a couple

of areas we did some passes at various heights through a fairly thin layer. Then we did some aerosol
profiling up to 10,000 ft. Then down close to the surface we saw something similar to what we saw
yesterday, high panicles in a region above 500 ft or so, and very low concentrations close to the surface;
Dean got some evidence from the DMPS hot and cold of the different aerosol structure just above cloud top.
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Then we started our race track coordination beneath the ER-2. Nice situation with no upper level cloud, a
very nice uniform stratus layer, mainly droplets. While we were doing that race track path we should have
got some good diffusion domain measurements as well and cloud microstructure measurements in a cloud
that had a very uniform top. It was in and out of the diffusion domain. It wasn’t all that thick but it was
the best we had so far. There were segments where we weren’t seeing the ground and we couldn’t see the
sun’s disk. Mainly droplets, a few ice crystals in the cloud. So, hopefully, that’s a good data set for cloud
absorption measurements.
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(c) June 5, 1995 (UW Flight 1677)

AR: ...fractus and cumulus fractus estimated depth of 100-200 ft.

2:38 PM

PH: This is flight 1677, engines on at 1428, out of Deadhorse. The third flight in this series for Arctic
’95 on June 5. On board Hobbs, Flight Scientist, Hegg, Aerosol. Rangno, Aerosol, Russell,
Flight Engineer, Spurgeon, CCN, and Jason Li, CAR. We have a broken layer of stratus or
stratocumulus. Base is near a thousand feet, above that a broken layer of altocumulus and some
cirrus. The plan today is to profile for aerosol measurements from below the stratus cloud up to
and above the altocumulus if it’s not too high.

JR: Test, 1, 2. Test, 1, 2. 3, 4.

AR: think the fumulus clouds are just to the left By the way, was thinking the plant responsible
for that yellow plume, believe that’s it right there off the left, now.

PH: So we’ll do that aerosol profiling first and then if all goes well we may take a look at some
pollution sources in the Deadhorse area and their effects on clouds. That’s the plan and we’ll see
what happens.

2:40 PM

AR: That was some of that plume that we were sampling just now. And fog ahead, Peter.

2:41 PM

AR: Oh, it’s ground fog.

KM: This is just about as good as we can do as far as below wind goes.

PH: Right. It’s pretty much hugging the ground, isn’t it.

AR: Notice our winds are indicating calm and their is a pilot indicating calm at 2,000, by the way.

2:42 PM

RS: An?

AR: Go. Go ahead.

RS: Is that column off at about 1:30, that factory you think we went over yesterday or what. Do you
have an idea?

AR: Roger. That factory out there about off the left wing as we came out was the one.

RS: Well the thing. Disregard, hear Peter.

2:43 PM

JR: You know where 1:30 is An?

AR: 1:30, how do you mean?

JR: Well you asked if the plume was off at 1:30, 3:00. You said it was off the left wing.

AR: Yes, now understand what he was saying. thought the plume that we went through yesterday
was that Arco plant that we went by on the way out, that reddish colored plant off about a mile or
so off the left wing.

RS: Well, that thing that we hit on the way in would have been.-.off our right wing now.

AR: Okay. understand. was thinking about what we had the first day.
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2:44 PM

AR: We did go through a plume on the way out there and it was drifting from that plant off the left
wing.

KM: Let us know when you are ready for the climb.

PH: Okay. I’ll let you know Ken.

AR: Peter, did you ask Ken to climb?

PH: No, not yet.

2:46 PM

PH: Ken and Art, while we’re waiting for Dean’s instruments to come up, why don’t we go over and
take a look at this plume that we saw. Can we go back and look at that plume Ken?

RS: That’s the plume off to our right?

PH: Is that the plume we wanted to look at. Art, off to our right?

AR: The plume that was talking about was the one just before we hit the coastline there. That Arco
plant, I think it’s an Arco plant that was off the left wing as we were departing from Deadhorse.

2:47 PM

KM: Which side was it on?

AR: It was on the, off the left wing and the plume was drifting down wind.

KM: Which side was that plume on, right or left?

AR: It was on the left side. You can see that big plant there as we were going by and maybe 5 mins
out of Deadhorse, maybe 3 mins.

KM: Which side was the plume on, right or left, on the way out today?

AR: It was on the left side. I’m sorry Ken, had on the wrong button here.

KM: Okay. That was a huge column on the right, if you noticed.

AR: didn’t see that one. I was silling on the left side of the plane and we whipped through the plume
from the plant on the left through because the wind directions out of the north at cloud level.
checked it before we took off.

KM: Yes. The one was a big vertical plume and it went into the upper layer of cloud. don’t think we
are going to get back there before now, why don’t we do it on our return trip? We would like to
climb up above this and cancel out our instruments.

PH: Okay. We can do that Ken. But we’re not ready to climb yet.

KM: Okay, we’ll hold this then.

PH: think we will want to start our climb as low as possible.

KM: Yes, that’s about it for now until we get out a ways.

2:48 PM

AR: We’re continuing with ground partially visible through fog that resides almost on the surface.

2:52 PM
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PH: Okay, Art. We’re going to do a diffusion domain here. It’s not too bad where we are flying here.
So, if you go up to the dome you can look at the top of the cloud and I’ll look at the bottom.
Ken, the cloud’s not too bad here for doing our Scenario in my Scenario List So, that means
keeping us in the middle of this cloud and we’ll let you know if we can see the ground or the sun.
Okay. So just keep a straight line path in the middle of the cloud.

KM: Okay, well just hold this.

2:54 PM

AR: Okay. It’s looking good back here. don’t see any sun.

PH: Okay. We could go up just a little bit. Ken. I can see the ground but we can’t see the sun, so just
rise a little bit and see if we can lose the ground beneath us. Are you on the headphones Jason?

JL: Yes, I am here.

2:55 PM

PH: Can you see the sun. An? Are you there An?

DS: Standby 1. He went to get some sunglasses so he could see without being blind.

PH: can just see the ground occasionally. Things are probably as good as we can do because we’ll
probably see the sun if we go much higher.

AR: Still not visible back here.

PH: Can you see the sun An?

AR: Negative. Did you copy?

PH: Yes, do now. Rise up say 30 ft. Ken, or less. See if we can lose the ground. What does it look
like now An?

2:56 PM

PH: What does it look like now An? Can you see it?

AR: Still no hint of where the sun is.

PH: Okay. So we can go up a little bit higher. Ken. That’s good. I’ve just about lost the ground
now. Up a little bit higher.

2:57 PM

PH: Take it up another 20 ft.

KM: Say again.

PH: Take it up another 20 or 30 ft. Thai’s good. can’t, occasionally get a glimpse of the ground.

AR: What’s our night level?

PH: Our flight level is about 1,400.

2:58 PM

AR: It almost looks like we are near some sort of cloud top here but think would like to go up and
look.

PH: What’s it looking like Jason?
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JL: It’s looking pretty good. But I don’t receive FSK parameters, like you see glowing on the screen.
would like to know the pitch angle. Is it a or fly down.

PH: He’s flying level now.

JL: Is this a bit juicy water clouds or kind of ice clouds outside.

PH: I’m not seeing any ice here, so think it is water.

AR: Roger.

PH: Low water.

AR: No hint of the sun. just wonder if we’re flying under some middle clouds some how. Do you
recall we were heading toward the middle clouds?

PH: We are now seeing it. We’ve broken out. We can see the ground now. Yes. I’m surprised we
can’t see the sun, there must be some altocumulus above us. We’ll find out when we climb.

AR: can’t see anything that looks like higher clouds.

PH: Yes, Jason. We’ve got about 50 drops per cc here or less and no ice.

AR: There’s some raindrops. Suggest three. Maybe we’re getting back into some mid-level rain
spouting clouds.

2:59 PM

AR: That big one there is over a millimeter in diameter.

3:00 PM

AR: do see the disk of the sun now. don’t see any sign of higher clouds.

PH: Okay. We’re going to break off on this now and we can start our climb. Ken, we can start to do
our climb to altitude 15.

KM: Roger, climb.

AR: Okay. still see the disk of the sun, barely visible.

PH: Let’s see what’s going on in a few minutes. Art, as we climb up.

AR: Peter, look at the size of those raindrops.

PH: Yes. Very nice.

AR: I’m a little amazed because can see the disk of the sun quite clearly and there is no indication like
an ice cloud that can tell anyway.

PH: That’s going to be important so record that once we get above here and Jason knows whether his
measurements are valid or not.

AR: Drops those size should have come just about straight down from where they came from.

3:01 PM

PH: At 1,400 ft we had a temperature of zero. At 2,000 we got a temperature of 6’ or 7’ so it’s a
strong temperature break here. Now we’ll start the measurements for the aerosol measurements.

KM: Art, 61 out of Deadhorse, 61 to the north-northeast out of Deadhorse. Do you want us to continue
this heading or turn back the other way or right or left

PH: Let’s just spiral up and climb in this area.
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KM: Roger, spiral.

PH: Okay, An. We can see the upper cloud layer now that was affecting us. Jason?

JL: Yes.

PH: You note that above us there is this upper cloud layer. So that probably makes your
measurements invalid.

JL: Roger.

3:03 PM

PH: We’re picking up high CN counts here at 3,700, that’s 2,700 ft. We have CN counts of about 760
percc. Temperature is 7.2 at 3,000.

3:04 PM

PH: As we came out of the top of the lower level cloud we could see we got a layer of cloud above us.
Featureless cloud that would have...

AR: Peter, do you copy?

PH: Yes, I do. Hello.

AR: Peter, do you copy?

PH: Yes, can you hear me?

AR: Yes. got a good look at this now up there. It’s all, it looks like all ice through the path through
the sun. It’s all some sort of altostratus, nimbostratus without even any altocumulus-like
elements in it. It’s just that ground glass look.

PH: Yes. Right. Sort of featureless. So that significantly validated the attempt at doing the CAR
measurements below.

AR: think maybe what happened is we sort of caught up with that band that passed over to produce
that light rain this morning because it would have gone off to the northeast and noticed that our
flight track is kind of headed that way. Maybe that’s what’s happened. don’t know.

PH: Okay. Temperature’s finally falling to 6’ at 3,700 and the humidity peaked way back there and has
fallen back down again now.

3:05 PM

PH: Maybe that’s where we came out of the cloud.

AR: Well it certainly did.

3:07 PM

PH: Art, wonder why the CN over here is not dropping off the way we see it here?

AR: think it went to a different, well, a different scale.

PH: Maybe it’s a log scale on that right-hand side.

3:08 PM

AR: It does seem a bit bizarre, you don’t see any reflection of that spike there. The only thing can
guess is that the log scale has muted it But, Jack. Peter, Jack did tell me that is the reason, the
log scale, right. The linear scale on the left
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PH: Well, suppose the log scale is useful to get the big range.

AR: Roger, but I’m wondering if that spike isn’t that little guy over there.

3:10 PM

AR: It just seems a little odd. This altostratus might be pretty deep, Peter. know a lot of times even
when you see the sun it just goes on and on and on. Does it make any difference if we do this in
precipitation or would it be better to do it out in the clear spot.

PH: Ken.

KM: Go.

PH: Okay. We’ve cleared out All right, well go up to 10,000 and then stay at 10 until give you the
word and then we’ll descend in the same area. We don’t want to move horizontally.

KM: You want us off centered a little bit so we won’t hit our wake on the way down.

PH: Yes. don’t want to hit our wake on the way down but we must have some wind here that’s
clearing that wake out of the way.

3:13 PM

PH: think we’re unlikely to hit it. Particularly, if we pause at 10,000. But we could come, you
know, a little bit upwind of it just to make sure.

KM: Say again.

PH: We could come just a little bit upwind of where we came out just to make sure we don’t hit our
wake on the way down.

KM: Okay.

PH: But at the moment, just keep on climbing to 10,000. Well, An, we came out of it Now we’ve
gone back in it again.

AR: The crystals don’t look like warm crystal habits to me so don’t think it may son of be splintered
layers that go up quite a ways. have to admit the sun’s awful bright though. I’ve gotten burned
on this stuff before when we’ve tried to get to the top and man you just go on and on. You never
quite make it. But maybe this one will be different.

PH: Well we’re not going to go above 10,000 anyway.

AR: think the temperature is only going to be about -5 or so at 10,000, -7 think it was at Barrow.

PH: We’ve got -1.5 here at 8,500.

3:14 PM

PH: CN counts here are 340.

3:15 PM

PH: Okay. We’re just coming up to 10,000.

AR: Diny, diny.

PH: 10,000 we’ve got 540 on the CN.

3:18 PM

RS: Let me check the. Let me zero that CN before we start back down again.
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AR: This is certainly, you know, be imbedded in that continental flow, Peter, that’s for sure.

PH: ...on that we’ve got about 5 times 10 to the -7 on the NARE.

AR: Jack’s fiddling with the CN.

PH: Jack just zeroed the CN and it went down to about, well it’s 380, 370.

AR: I saw 3 on there, Peter.

JR: That’s because zeroed it.

AR: You were just saying you zeroed it.

3:19 PM

PH: Okay. Let’s climb to 11,000, Ken.

KM: Say again.

PH: Let’s climb to 11.

AR: As you can see, there is some fallout from the next higher layer.

KM: Want to go to 11, okay.

3:20 PM

AR: Go up to that next higher layer? Okay. It’s still is going to be quite a bit higher yet, Peter.
Those crystals are quite a bit colder than when the temperatures were going to hit 11.

PH: We were just going to 11 to see if the pollution is still there. We are not going to try to climb to
the top of the cloud.

AR: Okay. misunderstood you. thought you meant the cloud layer.

PH: Jason, are you doing anything up there? Would you like to come down and see what you can see
next to me here?

3:22 PM

PH: Ken, there is a change of plan. When we go down, which we will do in a few minutes, we want
to go down in a clear air region.

KM: Yes. was just talking to Dean who was up here. So that will probably be south of Prudoe Bay.
But we want to keep clear of any pollution from Prudoe.

3:28 PM

KM: Yes. Considering that the wind directions that we have were for south of Prudoe Bay, we should
be in air that’s not polluted by Prudoe.

AR: Peter.

PH: Ken, you can head towards Prudoe, but keep this altitude. Yes.

AR: was just going to say that this morning when that plume from that one power plant that we were
looking at was heading toward the southwest and then when we took off the wind had come around
out of the north end cloud level. think maybe if we stayed to the southeast of Prudoe we might
have a better chance than saying going anywhere to the south.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.
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PH: If we stay to the southeast of Prudoe, think that’s our best chance of keeping out of the plumes
all the way down, there’s some wind sheer.

KM: Okay.

3:29 PM

JR: He’s just hit our plume.

3:31 PM

AR: Peter, would you want to fly direct to Pmdoe or spiral?

3:33 PM

PH: He’s supposed to be heading for Prudoe now at this altitude.

KM: understand you want to go towards Prudoe at this altitude.

PH: That’s right Ken. You can head towards Prudoe at 11,000.

KM: That’s what we’re doing. Okay.

PH: Yes. Art thought you were somehow heading towards Prudoe and spiraling at the same time. Is
that right?

KM: Say again.

PH: Art said that you were heading towards Prudoe but somehow spiraling at the same time. Was that
right?

KM: No, No. We’re going straight to Prudoe, wings level here.

PH: Right. Thai’s what thought.

3:34 PM

JR: Art, what he did was completed a circle and started to heading for Prudoe at 1530.

AR: Roger, Jack. see the straight leg now and got caught up there in one of those other circles.
What really should have done is look at the heading. Not the screen.

3:36 PM

AR: My mind’s going Jack. Just look out the window.

JR: Or look at the video.

AR: Oh, man.

PH: Ken.

KM: Go.

PH: Once we get to our position, southeast of Prudoe at this altitude, once we’re there, you can then
start spiraling down at 500 ft per minute.

KM: Okay.

PH: Just let me know when we start that spiral down.

KM: Okay. Are you going to want an area where it’s clear to the ground?
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PH: Yes. That’s what we are looking for, a clear area.

KM: Okay.

3:37 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: On that spiral down, it doesn’t matter if we go through the lowest stratus cloud but we want to try
to keep clear of the cloud above that.

3:38 PM

PH: Jack.

JR: Go.

PH: I’ve got two nephelometers here apart from the backscatter, what is the upper one, the TSPGR,
which nephelometer is that?

JR: That’s TSPGR, that’s the new one, the 3-way green.

PH: Okay. So, the one that’s marked below that, that’s marked just neph B, is that the MRI?

JR: don’t know. There’s one called BSPGR, that’s also from the new one. That’s backscatter.

PH: Yes. got that

JR: And an FB that would be the MRI.

3:41 PM

PH: I’m just trying to figure out what the TS is. It must be total scatter. P for particles. What’s the
GR stand for?

JR: Green.

PH: Okay. got you.

3:43 PM

PH: Okay. We did our climb up to 11,000, went through some cloud layers on the way up for Dean’s
aerosol measurements. We are now heading at 11,000 out to a point where we can descend in clear
air. At least clear of the upper layers. That’s going to be at a point southeast of Deadhorse. We’ll
descend for aerosol measurements there.

3:47 PM

PH: Yes, Art.

AR: was just going to say that Dean’s picking a hole out There’re a couple of them up ahead.

3:48 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Are we now southeast of Deadhorse?

KM: Not quite. We’re probably closer to due east.
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PH: Okay. So we want to get southeast. Then I’ll leave it up to you to choose the best hole to
descend down in and remember it doesn’t matter about that lower level stratus, just this middle
level cloud we would like to keep clear of that.

KM: Okay.

3:49 PM

AR: Just noticing, Peter, we seem to be in quite a bit a haze layer here from CN 1.

PH: Yes. Just trying to see if can wear these headphones more comfortably without my glasses
which can, but then can’t see anything.

AR: I have the same exact problem. After about 3 hrs, my ears are hurting.

PH: wonder if we could bend them so that they don’t press so hard.

DS: I’ve tried everything could think of Peter because have the same problem too. haven’t found
anyway yet.

3:52 PM

AR: Peter, just off the right wing there, all the little smoke stacks visible in the stratus. You can see
them pretty cleanly now. Every little tuft

3:53 PM

PH: Oh, you mean those little protuberances above the cloud.

AR: Exactly.

PH: Above the slacks. Well, can see a few. Is that Deadhorse over there?

AR: That would be Deadhorse in that direction. The biggest one is the one Ken was talking about on
the right side of the aircraft going out and was talking about the little tuft on the right of that one
is the other plant

PH: Well, we’ll take a look at those if we have time after we’ve done Dean’s measurements. I’ve found
a partial solution here. You see how I’ve got my glasses on now.

AR: Oh, yes.

PH: got the arms going outside, in between my ear and my head.

AR: Yes, see.

PH: It’s much more comfortable but can’t quite get my glasses quite as neat as they normally would
but at least can see something.

AR: Yes. Mine go out of focus because have these bifocals.

PH: Yes, so have but think can live with this.

3:54 PM

DS: It’s terrible being as blind as a bat.

AR: Are we through it all finding the top of this haze layer or just fly in the middle and on down.

PH: We’re just going to descend down through clear area.

3:55 PM

PH: Do you think we are clear of the pollution here. Art, because we have some nice holes here?
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AR: sure don’t think so. don’t see any indications of any plumes popping up through the stratus to
the east of here.

PH: Okay, Ken. think we are clear of the pollution here and there’s some nice holes here so you can
pick one of these and start our descent.

KM: Okay. We’ll be starting down in about 2 1/2 mins here. We’ll try to get in the center of the open
area just slightly ahead of us.

3:56 PM

AR: It looks like we are passing over an airstrip. Ken, it looks like we are passing over an airstrip.
What’s the name of that so can note the location.

KM: don’t know. There are many, many airports out here. These little strips are used to support
some of the remote drilling sites.

AR: Got you.

3:57 PM

KM: We don’t have a name for it

AR: Okay. Thanks for looking.

3:58 PM

PH: We’re just about to start our descent south of Deadhorse, one of these clear patches. Below us we
have very scattered and thin altocumulus. don’t see any lower stratus layer here. The sky is
pretty broken now below us and don’t see any cirrus above us either.

3:59 PM

KM: Okay. We’re headed down.

AR: We’re headed down. Ice coverage is about 60% of the surface down below. We have a few
isolated, very small, probably less than 1 kilometer wide, completely transparent wisps of cloud.
Boundary layer cloud down near the surface probably within a few hundred feet of the surface. We
have a meandering river of some sort underneath us too. The river looks like it’s probably several
hundred meters wide.

4:00 PM

AR: How low are we going?

PH: We’ll go right down close to the surface.

AR: Watch out for puddle jumpers.

4:02 PM

PH: Well Ken’s VFR.

AR: Yes. That’s what was thinking. Keep our eyes open for these guys that might be popping
around down there.

PH: Certainly a variable sky today.

AR: It almost looks like another little batch of altocumulus coming over the Brooks Range tod.

4:03 PM
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AR: You really get a perspective of the back edge of that satellite view. You can really look out there
and see thai whole arc almost. All eyes out for puddle jumpers. Ken? Do we want to be circling
over as few clouds as possible?

PH: Yes. That’s right.

AR: Because we kind of slipped over into a broken area of thin, thin clouds. There is a bit more
clearing to the left. Definitely more of a hole off a mile to the left.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Keep in the clear air as much as you can. A bit over to the left we’ll keep out of this cloud.

4:05 PM

PH: Okay, Art. found the solution to the ear problem. wrapped a bit of tissue around my glasses
and that’s much more comfortable.

AR: Yes.

4:07 PM

AR: My pain is down at the bottom of my ear lobe there.

PH: Okay. Yes. My was up where my glasses were pressing against my head.

AR: What find is that after a few flights my ears sort of develop calluses or something.

PH: It’s not going to be long now before this snow is melted away.

AR: Yes. Thai’s for sure. It looks like the coverage is about 70% down there.

PH: Yes. About that

4:08 PM

AR: Just in the 2 weeks we might see that go to 10% if the weather stays warm.

PH: Yes. If we get days like this we will. I’d say it’s 80% if had to guess.

AR: Roger. wonder if it would be worthwhile to come back when it is down to so much lower value
and doing the same thing.

PH: Jason?

JL: Yes.

PH: We could do the spiral down and point the aircraft to the right and do some reflectivity
measurements on the way down even if they’re no good we might as well get the data.

JL: Okay. just see some patches of little pieces of clouds down there.

PH: Well, there’s no cloud below us and Ken’s going to circle down and keep out of cloud so I’ll tell
him to bear to the right instead of the left here;

JL: Okay.

4:09 PM

PH: Although looking at my flight plans of that scenario see that we are supposed to do that 200 ft
above the surface. So there’s probably not much point doing it at this altitude. So when we get
down lower we can try it.
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4:10 PM

AR: I don’t know if he’s going to want to turn too sharply at that altitude. Well, anyway, eyes out for
puddle jumpers.

JL: We can take measurements at a little bit high altitude, the only difference is the ground resolution.
Otherwise, there is not any other restrictions on this measurement

PH: Speak up, can’t hear you.

JL: We can take spiral measurements at a little bit higher than 600 meters altitude. The only
difference is the resolution of the ground pictures. Otherwise, there is no other restrictions.

PH: Yes. Okay. Well, in this area we have little bits of cloud below us. Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: Instead of spiraling down with the aircraft tipped to the left, can we spiral down with the aircraft
tipped to the right 20 degrees and we can get some surface reflectivity measurements at the same
time.

KM: Sure.

4:12 PM

PH: Thai’s our Scenario 2.

JL: Starting now.

PH: He hasn’t tipped yet. He’s starting. Yes, he’s starting to spiral down tipped to the right now.

AR: Yes. We’re over an area now that, looking off to the left wing, is about 50-60% ice covered. Less
than when we last mentioned this.

PH: Rod?

RS: Go.

PH: Have you got that Scenario 2 in my flight plans. That’s what we’re doing now.

RS: Yes. You wanted standard right turns at 155 knots. It’s going to be a few seconds before we get
the turn just nailed down so we get back into the hole.

PH: Okay. Just tell us when you are doing that. Again, keep away from this low level cloud. Still
keep you at the same rate of 500.

4:13 PM

JL: I’d like to try 2 sets of channel combinations, 5 laps each if that’s possible.

PH: No. don’t want to effect the aerosol measurement. want to complete this part of the
experiment. I’m just doing this because it doesn’t make any difference but don’t want to do too

many maneuvers. When we’ve completed the descent, then if it looks good we can concentrate on
some surface measurements but it may be too cloudy to do that properly.

JL: Yes. Okay.

KM: How low do you want to go on this descent?

PH: Can we go down to a few hundred feet.

4:14 PM
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PH: Yes, Jason. We’re getting quite a bit of shadowing from these clouds even in this hole. So,
don’t think you are going to get very good reflectivity measurements today. Hopefully, we will
get a day were it’s clear soon.

JL: Roger.

4:15 PM

AR: think it’s a little clearer tailward as well. Just on the edge of the overcast right here. It looks
like there is quite a few clouds in this area, Peter, and off there left about a mile is a much better
area as far as cloud free goes.

PH: Yes. I don’t think these few clouds are going to worry us too much.

4:17 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Okay. You don’t have to worry about the banking now and you can concentrate a bit more about
keeping us away from these clouds.

KM: Okay. understand you don’t care about the bank now. We just try to avoid the clouds. Is that
right?

PH: That’s correct

AR: We seem to have hit some kind of plume here. Is it our exhaust? doubt that.

PH: Yes.

KM: I don’t think we can avoid all of them here.

PH: don’t see how we can get in our exhaust when we’re descending. Art

AR: Thai’s exactly right. It’s also pretty sustained. It’s not a little blip. You know, think we saw
this when we were coming off the top of these clouds. There was something there.

4:18 PM

PH: For the last several minutes, our CN has gone up sharply. It’s up 600 now.

4:19 PM

PH: It’s starting to fall back down.

AR: Yes. We’re coming in to the top of the cloud layer it looks like by the humidity anyway. As
we’ve gone up the temperature has gone down.

PH: Dean?

DH: Yes.

PH: When we got that broad...

DH: I’m sorry Peter say again, someone else was on the mike.

PH: When we got that broad peak in CN, we were actually coming down just above the tops of some
wispy clouds there. think it would be interesting to climb up again after we’ve finished our
descent to a clear air region which we can find to see if we see the same increase in the absence of
the little wispy clouds.
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DH; Yes. We can do that Peter. I want to climb up again anyway to get a filter sample in that region
but let’s proceed a little lower here for another few hundred feet anyway.

PH: I told him to come down to 100 ft or so above the surface.

AR: It’s not looking too clean.

4:20 PM

AR: It’s not looking too clean here.

PH: No, we’re not getting a clean lower layer that we got over the last 2 days.

4:21 PM

AR: Yes. This is terrible. don’t see any sources around here.

PH: CN at 660.

AR: I take that back. There’s some sort of facility just north of here, just dead ahead right now.

PH: Art, it’s just dropped sharply.

AR: Yes. It’s acting like.

PH: To 500.

AR: Yes. You know we may be in that, it could very well be anything north of us as likely to have
put something down here. It’s coming around your way now on the horizon. There’s several
buildings and some kind of plant.

4:22 PM

PH: What’s the wind direction.

AR: It’s been from the north all day, either northeast or north. It was almost from due north when we
took off, maybe even north-northwest about a couple of knots but now at the level of this stuff,
this cumulus fractus and stratus fractus.

KM: There’s your 200 ft. How long do you want to stay down here?

PH: Okay. We can go back up. Let’s climb back up to 500.

KM: How long do you want to stay down here?

PH: We can start climbing again now. want to go up through a clear air region. Same rate of climb
that we had at 500.

AR: wonder if it’s clear around that plant, say upwind of it, maybe to the east of it. Would that be
worth doing? Because it looks pretty dirty here.

4:23 PM

PH: Art, why did we put ourselves southeast of Deadhorse?

AR: Because the wind was from the north and northeast and at the time we left anyway, and it had been
drifting off to the southwest from those plants and frankly didn’t know about this plant over here.
That was going to be by this hole. didn’t see any signs of a plume in the stratus when we came
this way. This is about. Ken, how far southeast are we of Deadhorse?

RS: We’re 31 miles. We’re pretty much due east.

4:24 PM
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AR: It’s interesting. We had two holes we could have picked and we picked the one that was straight
ahead and the one off the left maybe would have been a better one in retrospect But of course
retrospect

4:27 PM

PH: Well the trouble is sitting back here you don’t get a nice view of everything around. Just son of
getting a glimpse every now and again.

AR: That plant is kind of under the stratus too and whatever, we’re not sure of course it’s from that
plant Maybe there’s something else around here we haven’t seen yet On the way out, we were
flying low level and it was as clean as we had seen on our first flight The CN was down around
5, 7. 6.

PH: Okay Art, where’s the plant now?

AR: Hang on. I’ll have to go up front

PH: An.

4:28 PM

AR: Peter, it should be off to the right say about 2 o’clock. Did you want to go over there?

PH: Yes. Why don’t you go up front and point it out to Ken and direct him towards a clear area with
much cleaner air.

AR: Okay. That will probably be north of the plant and I’ll go up and tell him now. Ken, there was a
plant off the right wing there, maybe back around 4 o’clock now. We need to go a little north of
that on the Arctic Ocean side.

PH: Art, why don’t you go up front and just direct Ken to it.

KM: understand. You want us to hold this altitude? It will probably mean clipping in the clouds if
we’re going to do that.

PH: No. Go down a little bit lower and so by the lime we get there we will in a position to start
climbing. Art’s coming up there to help you locate the area we want to climb in.

4:29 PM

AR: Okay. It’s much cleaner.

4:42 PM

AR: Okay. It’s much cleaner here. It’s not pristine but.

PH: Okay, Ken. So when you’ve leveled off at 200, we’ll start our climb up in clear air here and spiral
up to that 20 degree, spiral up to the right That’s our Scenario 2, so you’re 20 degree banked to
the right.

KM: understand you want to spiral up to the right at this time.

PH: Yes. If we can start it now. When we go all the way up keeping clear air.

AR: It was clean momentarily, Peter.

KM: Do you want a particular angle of bank.

PH: 20 degrees.

KM: Roger, 20.

4:43 PM
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PH: Okay. So we’re now starting our spiral upwards for aerosol measurements at the same time we’re
doing a bank to the right so we get some surface reflectivity measurements. We’ve got a broken
ice surface here, 90% ice, maybe even 95% ice.

4:44 PM

PH: The ice doesn’t look very thick at least in places. It’s son of a rough, fairly rough ice surface. No
cloud above in this region. Art, think one of the problems is that the wind speed is so light that
we’re just getting a lot of milling around. We were just loo close to Deadhorse for looking for
clean areas. We could have gone way out over the Beaufort Sea and had no problem at all.

AR: Roger. I don’t know if we’ve found any holes out there but there has to be something like that
going, that swishing around today.

4:46 PM

AR: I’m kind of sorry now we didn’t pop into one of those little clouds. Because you notice how
transparent they look? Those look like pristine, clean clouds, they did not reflect those counts.

4:47 PM

PH: Can’t try to mix too many things or we won’t do anything right.

AR: It’s just one of those meteorological enigmas that you really would like to solve.

PH: Does the CAR look okay, Jason?

JL: Yes.

PH: Try to keep away from this cloud off to the right. Ken.

4:48 PM

AR: It will be interesting when we land in Deadhorse to see what kind of air we have there.

4:50 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Let’s hold this altitude and head north.

4:56 PM

AR: Getting a glimpses of the cloud shadow movement there a minute ago. This is where we departed
the area of our search. The cloud shadow movement was from the west as best can determine.
Indicating the winds had come all the way around at cloud level. There was a slight west drift on
the ground at lakeoff but that was not reflected in the movement of the clouds. At that time the
clouds were moving from almost due north, the low clouds, but apparently that light west flow of
1 knot or so must have picked up and reached cloud level indicating perhaps some weak low
pressure center past north of, over Deadhorse and then went off to the north with wind wrapping
around behind it, what wind there was, probably less than 10 knots would estimate from the
cloud’s shadow movement and it’s probably the best explanation of the pollution out there east of
Deadhorse about 30 miles.

4:58 PM

PH: Ken. We’ll go about 20 miles north and let me know when we’re there.

KM: Not quite, about 12 out.

PH: Okay. Let me know when we get there.
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KM: Just 2 miles to go.

5:05 PM

KM: Okay. We’re about 20 out now.

5:06 PM

KM: Peter, we’re 20 miles out at this time.

AR: Peter, Ken was talking to you. He’s announcing we’re 20 miles out.

PH: Okay, Ken. Thanks.

KM: Do you want to start down now.

5:07 PM

AR: Peter, Ken asked do you want to start down?

PH: Yes, Ken. We can start spiraling down here. As we spiral down here.

KM: Does it make any difference if we do it to the right or the left?

PH: No it doesn’t. 6,000 ft we are going to start spiraling down.

KM: We’ve got about 40 mins left out here.

PH: We’ve got so much more cloud below us here than we had to follow up with spiraling down to do
an aerosol probing that should put us clear of Deadhorse. What we’ve been following around here
the last hour or so is to get an aerosol profile but to keep clear of the Deadhorse plume and that’s
been a bit confusing because we’ve found it in several places south of Deadhorse and over to the
east of Deadhorse. We’ve now gone north of Deadhorse, out over the Beaufort Sea, and we are
going to spiral down now to see if we get something that looks different from what we were
sampling closer to Deadhorse.

5:08 PM

PH: We’ve got a broken altocumulus layer just above us and stratus layer fairly continuous beneath us.

5:09 PM

PH: Jack, why can’t get my pop-up windows. I’m pressing the left-hand button.

5:14 PM

AR: Jason, the top is 1,800.

5:17 PM

KM: How low do you want to go?

AR: Peter? Standby, he’s putting his earphones on. He asked how low do you want to go, Peter?

PH: Take it as low as you can. Ken.

5:18 PM

AR: Okay, Jason. The cloud base here is about 1,300.

DH: Peter?

PH: Yes.
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DH: Okay. This is what hoped to see. It’s clean down here, so let’s go just a little lower, a 100 ft.
lower or so. Then he should move off a bit and go back up through it in an area where we are not
going to run into our own spiral coming down. want to get up into that layer again.

PH: Okay. We probably only have only about 20 more minutes.

DH: Okay. If that’s the case, still would like to spend that 20 mins in going back up through that
layer that we came down through.

PH: What kind was that?

DH: The layer was occurring above cloud top, probably started about 3,500 and persisted down to
about, would say, to the mid-20s.

PH: So you want to go up to about 3,500.

DH: would like to make it about 4,500.

KM: Let us know when you would like to start up.

PH: Okay, Ken. Let’s start up. want to spiral up to about 4,500 but keep out of your old wake. So
go up in a slightly different area.

5:19 PM

PH: We’ve gone into some cloud here now.

5:20 PM

KM: 111 move a few miles in this direction here to get out from under our stack on the descent.

PH: Okay. And if we can find a clearer area to go up through that might be good.

DH: Going up through cloud is Fine Peter.

PH: Okay. Now we can go up through cloud. Ken. Cloud’s okay.

KM: Yes. I’m just removing us from the air we went through on the descent.

5:22 PM

PH: These size spectra here. Dean, are quite noisy, aren’t they?

DH: Yes, they are Peter. Especially the laz. It’s used to having more particles to work with so you see
quite a lot of noise in the cloud.

PH: And it seems as though there is a strong course particle mode in the volume but no accumulation
mode.

DH: Yes. It sort of depends on how you figure it That’s a log diameter, so yes, that’s true. There is a
strong course particle mode. would be a little skeptical of that myself though because that third
moment of the distribution can see a little peak. See a little peak there in the number distribution
of about 10 microns. I’m not sure that’s real. That’s what’s being picked up in the volume plot

5:23 PM

AR: I don’t know how meaningful it is but we seem to have an inversion in the cloud. noticed base
was around zero and when we are in cloud it was +3.5.

PH: The size spectra look much better now.

5:24 PM
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PH: This wind is now reading 50,60.

DH: It’s not reliable when we are flying like this, Peter.

5:26 PM

KM: Okay. We’re coming up on 4.5. Now what would you like?

PH: How much more time do we have?

KM: Oh, 20,mins, 15-20 mins.

PH: Okay. Standby.

5:30 PM

PH: Okay. What we’d like to do is proceed on up another couple of thousand and spend the rest of our
time doing that before we head back.

KM: Okay. Another couple of thousand. Okay. We’re leveling at 6,500.

5:34 PM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: How much time we have on station?

KM: 10-15 minutes. I’d say about 10 min.

DH: Okay. That being the case, we don’t really have anything we can accomplish in that short length
of time. Why don’t you head for Deadhorse.

5:35 PM

PH: Okay. We’re heading back now. So a quick summary of this flight [See Summary] Okay, An.
How about giving a summary.

5:44 PM

AR: Okay, Peter. [See Summary]

PH: Okay, Art. Thanks.

AR: A little long winded.

PH: That’s okay. Jason, do you want to say anything about the flight. Okay. He doesn’t seem to be
there. Don?

5:47 PM

DS: Go ahead.

PH: Say a few words about the flight from your point of view.

DS: All right. [See Summary]

PH: Jason, are you there?

JL: Yes, I’m here.

PH: Okay. Say a few words.
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JL: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Now, we tried those surface reflectivity measurements in two areas, think one was over the land
and then we went out over the Beaufort Sea, over the sea ice. Did the measurements look okay in
both areas?

JL: have more measurements over the sea ice. also tried 1.6 micron as well as 2.2 micron which
probably behaved somewhat differently over the sea ice surface. For the land, do not think have
enough of a sample.

PH: Yes, think we had more shadow. We tried it but as said at the time, think we had quite a lot
of cloud shadows so it probably wasn’t too good.

JL: Yes.

PH: Okay, Jack. Can you tell Dean to put his headset on.

5:50 PM

JR: Yes, Dean. Are you on.

PH: Yes. Would you summarize the flight for me.

DH: Yes. [See Summary]

PH: The orange?

DH: Yes, the Prudoe Bay Hotel orange in my lunch was excellent today and it was rather blase
yesterday.

PH: Oh, hadn’t tried mine yet. I’ll give it a try. Okay. So that’s the end of our summaries.

AR: Peter, if we approach Prudoe and if you want to hit one of those little tufts at the top of the cloud
or just forget it.

PH: You mean, can you see one, specifically?

AR: Yes. think can see it from an awful long ways out and think there’s a stack we could go
through if you want to. It’s pretty much on the way in, one of them.

PH: It protrudes how far above the cloud top, a few hundred feet, 500 maybe?

AR: Well, we’ve gone into them before, right into the top of that tuft. Do you want to do that or
would you want to look above?

PH: want to make sure that Ken knows what we want to get him into. Is he going to be able to

identify one.

AR: Oh, yes.

PH: Why don’t you go up front, then you can direct him.

AR: Yes. It’s like those little cumulus turrets that stick up a little higher.

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: Art’s going to come up front and see if as you come in you can go through one of these litde
cumulus turrets that sits on lop of this deck.

5:53 PM

PH: Okay, Art Why don’t you go up there.
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AR: Going along with that cloud drift that was apparent earlier, why, we have winds at Deadhorse that
were 280 at about 6 or 7 knots and now they’ve shifted to 340 at 7 knots in the last 20 mins or so.
But, that westerly wind there at 200-300 explain the smog to the southeast, although I would have
to travel a long ways in a short time.

5:57 PM

PH: Notice as we come into Deadhorse a high CN counts up to 1,400.

6:01 PM

PH: Yes, I’m looking out and can see a very brown haze out off the right wing.

6:02 PM

PH: Photo No. 7 on Hobbs’ camera shows the very yellow pollution. Photo No. 8 shows another
picture of that yellow looking haze with the aircraft flying towards the sun. On No. 7 shot was
looking at a right angle out of the right wing and on No. 8 shot was looking more toward the
back of the aircraft over the right wing looking backwards with the sun forward.

6:04 PM

AR: Okay, Jason. Cloud top here is about 1,500.

PH: No. 9 on Hobbs’ camera shows the protuberances of cloud just above the stratus deck, which
maybe due to local perturbing effects beneath from the Deadhorse area or it might be natural.
What’s that An?

AR: was going to say back there about 3 mins ago you probably noticed that yellow haze off your
right wing.

PH: Yes. got a couple of good photographs of it hope.

AR: went back to the bubble and stood up there and it went from horizon to horizon as far as you
could see to the west there and as far as you could see to the east. It almost looked like something
you might expect from a big power plant that was 100 miles away.

PH: Yes, know, was surprised to see how yellow it was.

6:06 PM

PH: can still see it back out of the right wing window there.

AR: It seemed to above cloud top so I’d say is coming from a pretty hot stack. I would guess. didn’t

see any around here though that was pushing it up so high. It’s not that high but.

PH: Just looking at one of these protuberances out of the right window and as we come down below
cloud base here, I’m going to see if there’s anything on the ground beneath it

JR: Why did we overshoot the runway so far?

RS: We’re on an approach.

6:07 PM

AR: It’s not very clean over this area either.

PH: The ice ridges look awfully greeny-yellow color.

DS: Yes. believe that’s an algae that grows just underneath the ice.

6:09 PM
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PH: It’s probably what gives rise to the high DMS measurements we found here on previous trips.

6:10 PM

PH: CN’s about 700 here.

JS: Everyone ready in the back.

DS: Ready in the back.

6:13 PM END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1677 on June 5, 1995

PH (Right Scientist):
This flight was primarily for aerosol measurements, looking again at the clean layer close to the

surface compared to the higher concentrations aloft We did a number of soundings on that starting off with
a vertical profile upwards near the beginning of the flight north of Deadhorse. Then we went south and did
a descent and some probing there. That got us into problems with stray air pollution, maybe from
Deadhorse. So we then went back over the Beaufort Sea and did some profiles there. Found cleaner air
there at the surface and away from the pollution. So we got something that’s of interest there. In between
times we did a little bit of Scenario 2, namely, surface reflectivity measurements over land and some over
the Beaufort Sea.

AR (Aerosol):
Our initial launch from Deadhorse was at a low level into the stratus clouds just off shore and at

that time we were having aerosol readings that were as clean as any that we have seen in this entire series of
flights and eventually came across a solid stratus and stratocumulus that appeared deep enough for a
diffusion domain experiment. However, we apparently inadvertendy gone underneath the higher cloud
shield that had been overhead of Deadhorse and actually saw some rain, some of that rain we saw in
Deadhorse actually began to fall into the stratocumulus that we were sampling and this apparently, when we
were in it, made it look a little thicker than it was because we couldn’t see the sun. Then climbing on top
of the stratus we found aerosol concentrations indicating a rather dirty air mass, which to me indicated that
we were getting into the southerly flow from the continental sources in the U.S. and Canada to the south of
us. That remained true all the way up to about 11,000 ft even though we were flying in ice crystals and
very light rain all the way up through that column. Then we went to a hole. We had a couple to choose
from and we picked the one about 30 east-southeast of Deadhorse and went down into it to do an aerosol
profile and sadly, guess, the aerosol readings continued extremely high, especially high actually, below the
low level scattered cumulus fractus, stratus fractus in the area which was incomprehensible, at least to me at
the point, and we did a little search trying to find some clean air. We had about 3 sees. of clean air in this
search and then we went back out to the north to do another aerosol profile. It seemed to me that aerosol
contents were lower than they had been in that first profile that we attempted as we went down into the
stratus again.

DS (Aerosol):
This flight the CCN worked very well. had no problems with it as opposed to the first couple of

flights. Spectrum looked pretty good. Beyond that there’s not much to say.

JR (Flight Engineer):
Things looked okay on all the instruments.

JL (CAR):
The instruments themselves are fine and there are no problems at all. As far as science is

concerned we tried both Scenario 1, cloud absorption measurements, as well as surface reflective
measurements (Scenario 2). We didn’t have much luck with Scenario 1 because we were in multi-layer
cloud situation. I did have some good measurements for surface reflectance measurements except probably a
few bands of clouds in the distance, otherwise, it looks reasonable.

DH (Aerosol):
We seem to have a mesoscale layer here just above, well not just above, maybe between 300,400

and 1,000 ft above cloud tops here but without cloud top inversion. It’s not uniform throughout the area.
In some places it’s fairly marked and in others it’s fairly diffused layer with perhaps a thousand ft of
thickness. It seems to have had a little bit different composition as far as volatility compared to the aerosol
at 10,000 ft and that of the boundary layer, and a slightly different size distribution somewhat better aged.
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Although again I would like to look over the data a little more carefully before I give any general comment
on that. Other than that, a fairly good flight The orange was much better today than it was yesterday.
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(d) June 6, 1995 (UW Flight 1678)

2:05 PM

PH: Could you give me the aerosol display up here.

JR: Okay. Hold on.

PH: On this one.

2:09 PM

JR: Test 1, 2, 3.

AR: If our temperature’s right, it’s only about 33 or 34 outside. So the temperature hasn’t gone
anywhere since dawn.

2:10 PM

AR: Cloud base was 300, Peter.

2:12 PM

PH: This is Flight 1678 on June 6. Aboard Hobbs, Flight Scientist; Hegg, Aerosol Chemist;
Rangno, Aerosol; Russell, Flight Engineer; Spurgeon, CCN. Take off was at about 14:12 local
time. Going up through the stratus, base of the stratus was at about 300 ft.

PH: Ken? We want to head out where we were towards the end of yesterday’s flight That is over the
Beaufort about 80 miles north of Deadhorse and we can climb to 12,000 as we go out

RS: All right. And we are going out on about a true 030 for the moment and then we’ll adjust to that
shortly. There are just two low clouds to do the below cloud work.

AR: Top at 1,400.

PH: We hope when we come back in that we’ll do the plume study. Do that at the end of the flight
So we are going to start off with the aerosol profiling.

RS: Okay.

2:14 PM

AR: One reason for that smooth cloud was the temperature increased as we got toward the top. It was
up to +3 and almost 4. All in cloud.

PH: That’s pretty nice cloud deck if it weren’t for this overlying _____?______.

AR: We could look around. Maybe there’s an edge around here or something we might just come
across by accident It’s dirty again.

PH: So the purpose for today’s flight is we are going to go out over the Beaufort Sea about 80 miles
north of Deadhorse put us upwind of Deadhorse. We are climbing to 12,000 as we go out

RS: Peter?

PH: Yes.

RS: Is there a particular rate of climb you want for your 12,000?

PH: No. You can just climb steadily up, say about 500 ft per minute.

RS: 500 ft. per minute.

2:16 PM
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PH: Then when we get on station we will do some aerosol profiling and then we’ll see what to do after
that. We are now in the middle cloud layer. didn’t see what the base height was and we’re not
out of the top yet. Still at 2,900. Fairly dirty layer as we climbed out of Deadhorse again.

AR: Felt a drop, Peter. suppose if anything it’s a little brighter off in this direction.

PH: What was the base height of the middle layer. An?

AR: don’t think we’ve got into this one yet. We haven’t hit any droplets. Flying in rain.

2:17 PM

AR: The last pilot report I heard, but it’s a couple of hours old, was about 7,000 ft.

PH: Okay. So that’s a correction of what I said earlier we’re just flying in rain here. We haven’t hit the
middle cloud layer yet And actually looking down below me now, we can see the lower layer
which is much more broken in this region. Looking down on top of it, it looks more like an
altocumulus. It’s not of course a stratus or a stratocumulus.

2:18 PM

PH: Art? Looking down on this cloud layer below us. Looking down on it doesn’t look like stratus,
looks more like an altocumulus layer from on top.

AR: We’re only at, we’re not quite to 4,000 ft though. think that’s ice down there, Peter. think we
are looking right through it now. see the texture you’re talking about though.

PH: Well, that’s cloud below us.

2:19 PM

AR: What I’m looking at here, Peter, is that ice surface down there. There’s some trails in it. Take a
look off your side. Here comes the stratus now. It’s going to obscure it. Can see some little
patches of water over here now. That’s sure a strange pattern though right now. Webby looking.

2:20 PM

PH: Getting some ice from above here. Art.

2:24 PM

AR: From the crystals, anyway, you can get some idea how high those tops are.

PH: Yes, columns.

AR: That’s a good sign.

PH: Temperature here is still 1.6. So it’s probably coming from something with tops not much lower
than -5.

AR: Well, think-10 myself but certainly they wouldn’t be too far above us.

PH: Depends on what column region they are coming from -3 to -5 or a lower one.

AR: Yes. It could be sometimes we see those even though they start out as the shorter columns, you
know with the -6 to -8. But anyway, it did a shallower cloud I’d say.

2:25 PM

RS: Was that for me?

2:26 PM
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AR: We don’t seem to have any underlying cloud here either, Peter. can see the ice again.

2:30 PM

PH: Just hit cloud base here at about 9,100 ft. Below we were in rain and falling ice crystals.

2:31 PM

AR: I’ve been able to see the sun, Peter.

2:32 PM

PH: Jack?

AR: Peter, it looks like we’ve out of the top of some thin altocumulus layer there. Our bases were
about 9300 9,500, tops were just about where we are now, 100 ft below where we are now.

2:35 PM

AR: If you look back on you right you can see the sun now and it looks like the path through the sun
is nothing but ice crystals, unfortunately, with sort of those diffused tops, which are hard to Find.
Ice crystals look a little more ambiguous, a little colder now, to me, than they did in that one
stretch when we had the columns. A bit of hope.

PH: Yes. They are plate-like now.

JR: The nephelometer is going up.

2:37 PM

PH: think, as said earlier out, that the columns that we were seeing below were coming from this
deck we just went through. It’s top was about -4. think they were coming from the -3 to -5
region, those columns down below.

AR: Okay.

PH: Because we’re not seeing them here, are we.

AR: No, these are cold crystals. I’d put them up way below-15 personally.

PH: That’s these particles here but they are quite different from what we were seeing just below the deck
we just went through.

AR: Affirmative.

2:28 PM

AR: I’ve got a top temperature of about -3 on that thing when we went through it before though. A
record top is about 102 and the base is about 95 or so. So there was only about 700 ft thick.

PH: Needles -3 to -5.

2:38 PM

JR: How high are we going?

PH: Who was that?

JR: It’s Jack. How high are we going?

PH: think asked him to go to 12,000 ft

AR: Nephelometer’s gone way up.
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2:39 PM

PH: Jack. I’ve got something here in the flight scientist manual that’s got a lot of information in it.
don’t know if it’s got those channel sizes. Want to take a look?

JR: Yes. The CN counter doesn’t work right up here. I’m going to have to re-zero it.

2:40 PM

RS: Peter.

PH: Yes.

RS: We don’t have sufficient oxygen on this project for general consumption so we should minimize
our time up here and people could conserve their oxygen by staying seated as much as possible.
When you get up at this altitude and walk to the back of the airplane, you will become winded.

PH: Yes. Okay. haven’t seen anyone on oxygen on this whole project here so far.

RS: We do have it turned off right now but at 12,000 ft and you move around you will become winded.

PH: Okay.

RS: And we are at 12,000.

2:41 PM

PH: Standby for further instructions.

AR: just adjusted the altimeter back here to match Rod’s altimeter so we are both reading 12,000.
Rod, what are you reading up there now?

RS: Altitude?

AR: Roger.

RS: 12,000.

AR: Okay. We were off about 100 ft back here so just reset it.

KM: Set it at 2988.

2:42 PM

AR: Jack. CNC is way down now. What happened, was there, was 1,400 erroneous?

JR: Why weren’t you listening, Art. said that the CN counter doesn’t work at this altitude.

AR: missed the altitude part. So the CN counter does not work at this altitude. So don’t need to

take samples here.

JR: CN counter?

RS: We do have some definition of.

JR: Yes. CN counter is on your aerosol thing.

AR: Okay. What did you just re-zero?

JR: Yes. have to readjust the vacuum.

AR: I noticed whatever you did it made a huge difference in the aerosol here. We had CNC was like

1,400 and now it’s 180.
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JR: Thai’s right. That’s because re-zeroed it. Reset the vacuum.

AR: Okay. So those 1,400 were artifacts.

JR: Yes. They were erroneous. We’ll have to readjust again when we go back down.

AR: Thanks.

2:43 PM

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes, Peter.

PH: We have to just circle around here at this altitude for about 10 mins.

RS: Roger, 10 mins.

AR: Peter. A giant clearing ahead. There about 1 o’clock. You might want to take a look at it and see
if it’s worth going a little further.

PH: About o’clock there’s a clearing ahead. Can we stay at this altitude and just go out and look at
that clearing?

RS: Actually, it might be good for you to come up to the cockpit and look around. It looks better say
8 o’clock through 12 o’clock.

PH: Okay. I’ll come up.

2:44 PM

AR: What clock lime did give you. Rod?

RS: Say again.

AR: think gave you the wrong clock lime. Maybe it was Peter I gave the wrong clock time to.

RS: You mean like 1 o’clock clearing?

AR: think meant 11 o’clock.

RS: Yes, I think you did.

2:45 PM

AR: think need some oxygen Rod because did say o’clock and didn’t mean 1 o’clock.

RS: How about if we just forgive you this time and leave you off the oxygen.

AR: That sounds good.

JR: Maybe you’ll fall asleep.

AR: Jack wants me to shut up.

2:46 PM

AR: At least we’re up from the precipitation, Peter, we haven’t had an ice crystal go by in quite a while.

2:50 PM

AR: Some droplet cloud.

JR: Could we have just sampled our own wake?
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RS: Yes, we could have.

2:51 PM

AR: That’s quite a spike. The winds look pretty decent, Peter, about 150 at 30 knots, agrees with the
weather maps and that’s even in spite of circling.

DS: The CCN is counting now.

PH: Okay. Very good.

2:52 PM

AR: A little droplet cloud now and then, just a wisp, small drops so it’s probably just a sliver.

PH: So, we’ve climbed out to 12,000 ft over the Beaufort and we are just circling around here a bit.
Probably, now and again sampling our own exhaust but we are just wailing for the aerosol
instruments to come up before we do our descent.

2:53 PM

AR: Peter, it almost looks like now there is some sort of edge to this cloud layer just below us just off
the left wing. Do you want to take a look at it and see what you think?

2:54 PM

AR: Ken, do you think you can see the lower stratus there off the left wing now?

RS: see something. How lower is lower?

AR: Yes, that’s what can’t tell either. don’t know whether there’s something below that or that’s the
stratus down through some hazy hole here. What do you think?

KM: We don’t know what to think up here.

AR: Yes. It could still be so intermediate layer at 6,000 or something like that. just can’t tell.

2:55 PM

AR: Certainly getting out of the cirrus though anyway. Okay. don’t think that’s the stratus. A
multiple layered situation fit the scattered cirrus above us and about a thousand feet above us is a
wisp of scattered altocumulus, probably not more than 50 ft thick. Below us we have
altocumulus. It looks like tops are maybe 3,000 ft below, maybe a kilometer below us and
perhaps an edge to that next lower layer of altocumulus and it looks like there might be a hole.

2:57 PM

RS: Art?

2:59 PM

AR: can see some ice down there now.

RS: Art?

AR: Yes.

RS: We are over a hole with some thin stuff that you can see through.

AR: Roger. Peter and were just looking at that so think he’ll be getting back to you shortly.

3:00 PM
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AR: He’s putting his headphones on and he’ll be saying something in just a minute.

KM: Bring up a cup of coffee when you get a chance.

AR: 111 take care of the coffee.

KM: Good fellow. Bring two of them.

PH: Yes, Rod.

RS: This isn’t completely clear below us but you can see through it. Just wanted to point it to your
attention.

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Did you want to talk to me?

RS: Yes. This isn’t completely clear below us but you can see through it just wanted to point it to
your attention.

PH: Yes. think this is as good as we’re going to gel We are not ready to descend for a few more
minutes yet Okay, Rod. We can start to descend 500 ft per minute.

RS: Okay. I’m going to turn back and get a position over the hole and Ken will check the weather
while I’m doing that Once we’re over the hole, I’ll start down.

PH: Okay. All the aerosol instruments are ready to go. The CCN is up and in a few minutes we’ll
start our descent through a fairly clear patch that we can see below us. Above us now there is clear
sky, occasional wisps of cirrus.

3:02 PM

RS: Starting down.

3:04 PM

PH: We’re starting our descent now. How high do you think that cirrus is above us. Art?

3:05 PM

AR: Peter, couldn’t hear you.

PH: How high do you think that cirrus is above us.

AR: That high a cirrus I’d put it at 30,000. Partly because we’re in such a strong anticyclone and it’s so
warm aloft. Typically cirrus is higher. When we were looking at it before and we were traveling
in a straight line, it was moving very slowly, relative to our true air speed.

PH: It looks so much closer to us than that.

AR: Of course we would be, if you take about 11,000 off that

PH: mean it looks just a few thousand feet above us.

AR: There’s a little wisp of altocumulus that is much closer here. It’s kind of a webby looking stuff
but guess actually what I’m seeing and calling cirrus is more off the left wing now. What’s
directly overhead, think Peter, is a droplet cloud that is exactly as you say.

RS: Peter?

PH: Yes.
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RS: This hole is smaller than it was and so we’ll do our best but we won’t stay in it completely all the
time.

PH: Okay. This cirrus off my right side now, that’s what was looking at. It’s not very high.

3:07 PM

PH: Also, Art, you have to remember as we come north things get sort of compressed.

AR: Right The only thing was thinking is that around that anticyclone it’s so dam warm and
typically the tropopause goes up and so cirrus tend to go up. There’s no firm rule there.

PH: Yes. If we trace that cirrus we’d probably Find it deceptively difficult to get into.

AR: Ice clouds are really tough to estimate the height on I’ve found. But usually the speed of anything
moving above the aircraft, the closer it is to the aircraft you see it buzz by you if you’re just below
the layer, like off the right wing there. If it’s far away, it’s barely moving.

3:08 PM

AR: Jack, at what point do you readjust the CNC for pressure as we come down?

3:12 PM

DH: Ken?

RS: Go.

DH: Okay, Rod. Can you level offjust for a minute of two here because we want to adjust the CN
counter. It will take a couple of minutes here.

RS: Okay.

DH: We’ll give you the high sign when we can resume the ascent.

RS: Okay. You mean the descent, I’m sure. This hole is closing in and see some other likely places.
Can move over a few miles?

DH: don’t want you to move too much because it screws up the vertical and horizontal variability. If
we can hold this, we will accept a little bit of cloud moving in.

RS: Will do.

3:13 PM

DH: Okay, Rod. Go ahead and resume the descent

RS: All right. I’ll actually get into position and start it again. It will take me about a minute.

3:14 PM

RS: Starting back down.

3:16 PM

AR: And the ground continues to be visible here at 15 19 18 all the way to the ground. Little wisps of
very clean looking stratus on top of the ice, maybe a few hundred feet and transparent, extremely
transparent actually.

3:19 PM

AR: 50 millibars, temperature here about -7, correction +7.7, and the height about 40,4470.

3:21 PM
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AR: It’s coming up on +10, that’s about a degree wanner than any temperature yesterday, I believe.

3:24 PM

AR: Do we need to make any more pressure corrections to the CNC?

3:25 PM

JR: Shouldn’t

3:26 PM

RS: Dean?

3:28 PM

AR: Who?

RS: Dean or Peter, guess. How low do you want to go?

AR: He’s coming up. It’s real clean here. About as clean as we’ve seen any where.

DH: Rod?

RS: just talked to Peter. We’re going on down as low as can, guess.

3:29 PM

DH: Rod, you don’t have to go any lower. We’re in the surface layer right now from the CN counts and
from the temperature. So think you’ll be fine here and hold it here for about 10 mins. Is that
possible?

RS: Yes. And you want us to orbit like this?

DH: Yes. You can orbit but remember however you orbit, if it’s outward or inward or whether you do a
figure 8, want to try to avoid the wake.

RS: Okay. And do you want to stay in clear air?

DH: Yes, that’s right. I’d like to stay in clear air.

RS: Tall order. We’ll see what we can do.

AR: Dean, I’d just say that there’s a ground fog down there and there is a very flat top on it. There may
be yet another boundary layer that we’re on top of. It may not make much difference but as clean
as it is, but any way there is some sort of stable layering yet below us.

DH: Okay. That’s fine Art. don’t really need that. What want is to differentiate the upper levels
where the main inversion is from this low stuff, so this is fine.

3:30 PM

AR: What happened to our hole?

PH: Well, we’re right in it aren’t we. We see the edge of it just over there.

AR: It looked like the sun was coming through and we only had a few little scattered cirrus clouds.
Remember when we were chatting about cirrus clouds on the way down?

PH: Oh, above us you mean.

AR: It sure filled in.
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RS: At 10 sees, 15 sees. we are going to enter some cloud for maybe a half a minute at the most.

3:31 PM

PH: We may have had some problems with the pressure adjustment valve on the CNC 1 due to cold
weather sticking on this flight. It needs to be looked at to make sure. At one point Jack adjusted
that valve and there was a sharp change [AR overriding channel]

AR: There is about 90% coverage of ice below us with chaotic breaks and strips and all odd looking
things. In fact it’s probably closer to 95% at this particular point at 15 32 50.

3:32 PM

RS: This hole seems to be closing right in on us. So we are doing our best to stay clear.

3:36 PM

RS: Okay. We’re going to be crossing our wake very shortly. I’m not sure just where, but that’s about
the best we can work this hole.

3:38 PM

DS: Okay. Crossing the wake isn’t any problem right now according to the guys.

RS: How about cloud?

JR: The sample is in the can so it doesn’t make any difference.

RS: Okay. They just want us to maintain the altitude then for processing.

JR: Yes. I guess.

3:39 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Go.

DH: Okay. Let’s start a 500 ft/min climb up now.

RS: Spiral or straight ahead or what?

DH: Spiral is good. Let’s try to do it clear of where we came down so we avoid any residual wake.

RS: Okay. This type position we’re in right now should work well.

JR: We’re in our wake right now.

RS: Well, that’s from this spiraling at this altitude but not a thousand feet up.

3:41 PM

PH: Okay. We’re starting our climb now after doing the descent. Doing our aerosol measurements on
the way up and then when we Find a region where concentrations peak again maybe.

AR: Peter, you know the edge of this altocumulus is out here off the left wing now. You can probably
see it looking over. Does it matter if we go up through the altocumulus there. Because think
that was the stuff around 8- or 9,000 ft.

PH: Well, we’ve got some altocumulus above us here.

AR: Yes. It’s not too high but just out of, actually coming around on dead ahead there is a completely
clear area, maybe 5 or 10 miles out, as you come round. don’t know if it matters.
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PH: No, don’t think it matters for this. So, as we go up when we hit one of these layers of higher
CN concentrations we’ll level off there and do a filter sample and humidigraph. We’ve been getting
good DMPS measurements during the profile down and aerosol measurements.

3:43 PM

PH: You doing okay, Don?

DS: The CCN is doing fine.

3:47 PM

RS: We’re climbing through 5,000 this time. How high are we going?

PH: Dean will let you know when he wants you to level off.

3:50 PM

AR: How’s the weather continuing in Deadhorse, Rod?

RS: Say again.

AR: How’s the weather doing in Deadhorse? notice the clouds are thickening up off in that direction
pretty seriously.

RS: Well, an hour ago it was 400, the forecast was for 300 and it will probably be best to hang on
about 15 mins and we will have brand new weather.

3:52 PM

PH: Temperature of 5 degrees here.

DH: Okay, Rod. Let’s level off through here.

RS: Okay.

3:53 PM

AR: Dean, are you getting the impression of a haze layer up there just below the altocumulus? Off the
left wing it looks kind of dark.

PH: Rod can’t see off the left wing but.

AR: Wait until we come around Peter. You can take a look over there. It looks like there’s some
stratification of haze below the altocumulus layer.

PH: Oh, yes. A little layer just below the altocumulus?

AR: Yes. It looks like one of those thin haze layers you sometimes see.

PH: don’t know. It just looks like a lower level cloud to me. A very wispy cloud below the main
deck.

AR: It could be a very clean one. did notice here thai CNC is up by about a factor of 2 from the
lower levels below this.

3:54 PM

PH: Yes. That’s why Dean is leveling off here and he’s going to do some more extensive sampling in
this layer.

AR: Got you. And this would be a pressure effect on the CNC 1.
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PH: think that pressure effect was on that valve. That valve was stuck because the aircraft was cold.
Jack had to unstick it. Normally it is a self-regulating. The question is whether or not that stuck
on any of the earlier flights.

AR: see what you mean. Okay. Thanks.

DS: Jack’s been monitoring it throughout all the flights.

3:55 PM

PH: So you don’t think it’s stuck. Was today the first lime it stuck?

DS: It actually needs to be adjusted when we get above a certain altitude because it doesn’t self-
compensate any longer.

PH: What altitude is that?

DS: About 10 or 11,000 ft, somewhere in there.

PH: Okay. So below that it self-adjusts provided it doesn’t slick. Correct?

DS: Yes. And when you get above that when you adjust it it will self-adjust again until you drop back
down below a certain altitude or go quite a bit higher again.

PH: And that’s the CNC I?

DS: Affirmative.

3:56 PM

RS: In my present orbit am probably flying right up my wake. Is that acceptable?

3:58 PM

DS: Standby 1, we are asking them.

JR: Yes, that’s all right.

AR: Jack, when this monitor dies, is it best just to turn it off, turn it on and start over again? notice
it’s stuck on 15 12.

JR: Is the other one working okay?

AR: Looks like the readout from the FSP probes, the PCASP look okay. Yes. The flight track looks
okay. I’ll just leave it.

JR: No, mean what about the main monitor? Does it look all right? It looks okay.

AR: Roger.

JR: If you’re going to do anything close them down by tightening a keel at each of the windows.

AR: Okay. think I’ll just let it go and eyeball the other monitor. It’s not that important. Plume!

JR: Yes, we know.

4:02 PM

AR: thought we were supposed to avoid our plume?

JR: We’re all right now. Dean’s got a sample in the can right now so it doesn’t make any difference.

4:03 PM
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AR: I guess there’s no point in me taking a sample in here then when we’re in this stuff. It seems like
we’re in it for an awfully long time. An autographic sample anyway.

PH: Dean has just informed me that on the previous 3 flights the Weiss aethelometer for measuring
carbon was not hooked up, even though Ray Weiss told me and Dean that everything was ready to
go. But apparently it was not hooked up. It got hooked up about an hour ago on this present
flight. So measurements prior to roughly an hour ago on this present flight were taken from the
cabin air and should be discarded. Hopefully, it would be obvious on the readout exactly when the
aelhelometer got hooked up on today’s flight.

4:04 PM

PH: think we went through our own exhaust.

4:05 PM

PH: Let’s keep out of our own exhaust I think we went through some.

JR: It doesn’t make any difference right now.

RS: Okay. We’ll try.

4:06 PM

PH: Yes. We’re in our own exhaust right now.

RS: We probably been in it constantly for probably about 12 mins.

PH: Okay. Let’s shift a little bit upwind keeping the same altitude.

RS: Okay. I’ll shift a little bit. Wind is immaterial at this point.

4:07 PM

RS: It didn’t make any difference as long as the sample is in the can Peter.

PH: All right.

AR: I suppose don’t need to take samples then as long as we are in our exhaust. Would there be any
point in taking samples in our own plume for this instrument?

DH: No. Definitely not. An.

PH: I think we are out of it now again.

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. I’m on the circuit again. Let’s keep clear of our exhaust here for a few minutes while I grab
another bag. Think you can hold it here? You’re fine right now. If you can hold it here for about
2 mins we will be okay.

RS: No problem.

4:08 PM

AR: We’re definitely adding more layers out there toward the Deadhorse area. How’s the weather in
Deadhorse now. Rod?

RS: The new observation has probably just been out about a minute. We’re about to get it.

AR: 51 was contaminated with our own exhaust. It was just for comparison purposes and CN record.
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4:10 PM

DS: The CCN is looking real good, Peter, here. It’s showing a definite haze layer.

AR: He’s off the mike now.

4:11 PM

RS: Peter and An?

AR: Go ahead. Rod.

RS: The Deadhorse weather is 500 scattered, 1500 broken. There is about 7 miles visibility. There’s
some rain in the area. It doesn’t sound like something we would want to play around underneath.
So. we’ve got about an hour or a little more than an hour out here we can work.

AR: Thanks Rod. Yes, sometimes if it starts raining in the stratus it will actually break it up a little
bit.

RS: We’ll keep an eye on it

AR: Did you get the temperature at Deadhorse?

4:12 PM

RS: Temperature was 36 and the dewpoint 33.

AR: Thanks a lot. It doesn’t sound like there will be any problems there.

PH: Well, just went back and looked at the aethelometer connection and it had fallen off again. So we
connected it. Apparently, the fix that Dean made about an hour ago was a temporary fix and that
was the first connect during this series of flights according to Dean that was the first connect about
an hour ago. But that was just a temporary connect and then when checked it just a few minutes
ago, that temporary connect had fallen off so we connected it up again so it should be obvious
when we look at the readings that for some unknown period of lime in the last hour it was reading
okay. Then the hose fell off. Then it was connected again at some point in time and the readings
should then go back to what they were before the inadvertent disconnect

AR: 16 30 40. It looks like still there is some sort of diffuse layer perhaps just above us some
concentrated thin sliver.

4:13 PM

JR: Do you have any idea whether there is some duct tape. Rod?

RS: Oh. On board usually it’s up there on that thing that screams when it’s out of water. But you
could look in our jockey box or in the crate underneath our jockey box.

4:14 PM

PH: One reason we didn’t see any problem with the aethelometer is that not everything is on display,
only selected variables are on display. It would be nice to have a program that we can pull up
which quickly runs through a history trace of all the measured parameters on board. So we can see
if there are any obvious glitches. That is something for Doug to do.

4:17 PM

PH: Another display that would be nice to have. I’ve got aerosol size distributions displayed here in the

flight scientist position, and the various instruments as sampled by the no-bag sampler. But it is

difficult to see any changes in those with time. It would be nice to be able to show a few of the

earlier plots at the same time as you are looking at the current plot to compare changes.

4:20 PM
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DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: I’m getting ready for another bag sample, so stay clear of your plume for about the next minute to
2 mins.

RS: Will do.

4:22 PM

RS: Dean?

DS: Who?

RS: Dean?

DH: Go ahead. Rod?

RS: The bases at this layer above us dip down where we were just briefly. We caught a few snatches of
them. And it’s dipped back up again. Is that going to mess you up?

DH: No, don’t think so. We’re monitoring the critical parameters we want back here and I didn’t
notice any particular serious change so think we are okay so far.

RS: Okay. Oh, we just went into a little bit high far, the same son of thing. Right on the bases. I’m
turning.

DH: Okay. That’s fine Rod. If you can avoid it, avoid it; if not, we still want to slay in the same
general altitude here to get more samples.

RS: Understand. We should be clear of it for the rest of this sample.

4:26 PM

AR: Droplets. It seems like a layer is kind of popped out right here at exactly our flight level. It looks
like we are a little surrounded now.

4:27 PM

RS: Has the sample been completed?

DS: Standby 1. It’s canned already.

RS: Very good. won’t worry about my track then. There’s clouds back where we need to be going for
that.

4:28 PM

JR: Dean had his head in the bubble. think he’s looking around.

PH: So we’re continuing our sampling at this altitude where we are seeing mainly volatile particles.
Very steady CN concentrations of around 380,390,400/cc. In contrast, in the layers above and
below this level, we were seeing mainly refractory particles on the DMPS.

RS: Dean, are you up?

PH: Hello.

RS: There may be a clear area about 15 miles from here. I’m wondering if Dean would like that for our
spiral up and if so can be moving in that direction or if he would like to stay here?

PH: No, think you should stay here until he tells you to go up. Dean, do you want to go up yet?
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DH: No, not yet, Peter. I’ll give Rod the high sign when want to go up. I’ve got a little more
sampling for the filter I have to do.

PH: Did you hear that Rod?

RS: did and we’ll plan to do the spiral at this local.

PH: Yes, and not until he tells you to go.

4:34 PM

PH: An, can you hear me? Can you hear me? Okay. Speak back.

AR: Yes.

PH: I’m just trying this other headphone set

AR: You’re 5x5. As they say "Loud and Clear".

PH: Okay. can’t hear you as clearly as I can on the other set but maybe it’s a bit more comfortable.

AR: That could be. think maybe my baseball hat helps a little bit by expanding this arc, this spring-
loaded arc that pinches and pushes on your ears.

4:37 PM

PH: Can you hear me Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Okay, was just testing another system here.

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay, I’m getting ready for another bag sample so stay clear of your wake for about the next 2
mins.

RS: Will do.

4:38 PM

RS: We’ll need to head back in 30 mins.

4:40 PM

AR: Rod, does that include climb time?

RS: We should be okay for one climb up to 9,000, that would be okay. If we did more than that, it
would probably knock a few minutes off.

PH: Dean, we’ve only got 30 mins. Thirty mins on station.

DH: Okay, Peter. That will be okay, guess. can get one more sample and then maybe a quick
climb to 9,000 for another bag and then we can pack it in.

PH: Okay. It’s going to be about another 5 or 8 mins here and then we’ll climb to 9,000 and then get a
sample there and then we can head back.

RS: That will work out real well.

4:41 PM
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AR: You’ve got 80, Dean.

4:44 PM

AR: Dean. do you copy?

RS: Okay. I’m on my second time through and I’m not bothering to avoid the wake at this time.

AR: Well, it had to happen. We are getting some rain now.

4:50 PM

AR: Plume.

4:51 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay, Dean here. I’m about ready to take my last bag at this altitude so stay clear of your exhaust
plume as best you can for about the next 2 mins. After that, I’ll give you the high sign and we
can climb up to 9,000 and I’ll grab another bag there.

RS: Okay.

PH: An? Can you speak?

AR: Roger. Testing 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, testing.

PH: Okay.

AR: It must have been a passing sprinkle, Peter, we haven’t seen the 2-D probes update since those
little droplets appeared.

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. Let’s go up to 9,000 at 500 ft/min.

RS: Okay.

4:53 PM

AR: Droplets.

4:54 PM

PH: An? Below us. Can you hear me?

AR: Yes.

PH: In the layer we were just sampling for a long time there, we had about 200 CCN. About 50% of
the panicles were CCN, at our high supersaturation but, of course that’s at the very high
supersaturation. was just noticing here that the drop count went up to about 5/cc and we were
measuring something like that at the lowest. It’s gone up to 10 now. We are measuring CCN
counts like that on the lowest supersaturation range on the CCN.

AR: would say that not very many of those were CCN then. Were you saying CCN or CN, I’m
sorry?

PH: No, the CCN. The highest supersaturation it was 200, the lowest supersaturation was more like
the counts we are getting here now.
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AR: Understand.

4:55 PM

AR: Jack, the drop rate dial is an order of magnitude higher than where the dial is. Right? When you’re
you reading 10, it’s 100 because that. Well go ahead.

4:59 PM

JR: Operate, dial, don’t know anything about that

AR: Okay. The drop rate dial up on the control panels you don’t know what that means then. It goes
up to 100 and always thought it was 10 was 100 and 20 on the dial was 200 and so forth. You
don’t know?

JR: No, think that dial is left over from some time when it was in the B23. It goes from 0 to 1000
full scale.

AR: That’s what thought. Okay.

RS: Dean?

4:59 PM

RS: Dean?

DH: Yes, go ahead.

RS: We’re at 9,000 and I’m continuing my orbit.

DH: Okay. Very good. Rod. I’ll probably need about 10 mins here. Can you give me that?

RS: Yes, think can do that and how much of that do need to stay away from my wake?

DH: Okay. For about the next 2 mins. you will and then will give you the high sign when you need
to do it one more time.

RS: Okay.

PH: Even that seems low because the FSP is reading 200, over 200 now and we just got 50 on the
drop counter. It just went up to 100.

AR: Yes. Jack says he’s not sure any more because it’s as he puts it "a relic" from the B23 days.

PH: What’s it reading from. Is it the same instrument as the FSSP?

AR: It should be a voltage output from the FSSP as recall. Is that correct. Jack?

JR: Well, it’s some made up voltage kind of integrating the number of pulses per second.

PH: Is it from the FSSP?

JR: Yes, that’s right.

AR: You could probably start out with the ASP, would guess.

5:01 PM

AR: By every reckoning, we were in the heart of the haze layer. Apparently, just a misleading
viewpoint that was a little above us.

JR: Please don’t use that any more, do we. thought we used the actual computer drop rate if we need
it for something.
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AR: Again like fog rain, haze layers are extremely difficult to estimate. Always looking a little bit
higher and when in fact you are in them.

PH: We are going to have to decide which of these relics from the B23 we are going to carry over to the
580, Jack.

5:02 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: You can have your aircraft back again.

RS: Okay. You don’t need it for the rest of the flight.

DH: Affirmative.

AR: We can see the sun now popping out, altocumulus above us and we are... [tape turn over] tell me
there isn’t something up there. It looks brownish around the sun. don’t know if I’m being
mislead or not but maybe somebody.

PH: I can’t see the sun at the moment.

AR: Yes. Dean’s on that side so was asking him if he would take a look at.

PH: He’s not on the headphones.

AR: Of course.

PH: Come over here An and I’ll show you something.

5:03 PM

RS: Okay. We’ll be in a position to pick up our wake in about 15 sees.

5:04 PM

JR: That’s okay.

5:05 PM

RS: We’re looking at about 5 mins let here. Are you going to be able to do that Dean?

DS: Standby 1.

DH: Dean here, go ahead.

RS: We’ve only got about 5 mins left here. Are you going to be able to live with that?

DH: Yes. I think so, but when you start back could you stay close to this altitude?

RS: No problem.

DH: Okay. can live it.

RS: Yes, you can probably have this altitude for about 15 mins.

DH: That would be great

5:06 PM
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AR: And here the sun is occasionally visible and still has that brownish tinge. This is going to be
something want to check out while am on the ground and look at some clean clouds through
the path to the sun and see if can get that same brownness.

5:09 PM

AR: The surface has not been visible for quite a while here. Occasionally we’ll run into a drop or two
dropping out of these higher clouds. Extremely sparse though.

RS: Dean?

5:10 PM

DH: Dean, here. Go ahead.

RS: need to head back now. can probably give you a couple seconds if you need it to just finish
what you’re doing.

DH: Okay. Let’s go ahead. Rod, think I’m okay here. Looks like I’ve got everything on one bag, a
real luck out Go ahead.

RS: Okay. You’re done for the day?

DH: That’s affirmative.

RS: Okay. We’re heading back in at no altitude restrictions.

DH: Whoa. Wait on that last, on that last. would like to stay at this altitude for about another 2
minutes. Do you think you can give me that?

RS: No problem. Just tell me when the restriction is lifted.

DH: Will do.

5:11 PM

PH: Okay, Art. Why don’t you summarize the flight

5:13 PM

AR: [See Summary]

5:15 PM

PH: Don?

DS: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Jack, any thing not work on this flight?

JR: No, everything was normal except the aelhelomeier. [See Summary]

PH: Yes, I’ve already made a note of that. don’t understand that since Ray told both me and Dean that
it was all connected up and ready to go.

JR: Yes, well that’s the risk you take by working on these things at the last moment.

PH: What do you mean the last moment. It wasn’t the last moment, we had lots of time to prepare for
this project.

JR: Yes, know we did have lots of time but think Ray took the thing out just days before we left I
don’t know why.

5:17 PM
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JR: We did check that earlier on some of the local study flights.

PH: Do you think it could have shaken loose?

JR: No. Ray had written a little note on it and it says that this inlet must be connected to something
and that was it.

5:18 PM

PH: What we should do prior to each flight is to run down the instruments that are on the NIN form
and make sure they are all connected. For those instruments we don’t have any readout on there is
no way of knowing what’s going on.

JR: don’t think you would have noticed that any way. The difference between cabin air and outside air
would not be enough to see the difference.

5:19 PM

AR: A little more liquid water here than we’ve seen all flight

PH: Jack?

5:20 PM

PH: Jack?

JR: Yes?

PH: Are you only supposed to hear out of one side of these headphones or are you supposed to hear out
of both sides?

JR: You must have turned one of the dials wrong.

PH: No, I’ve been fiddling with it I’m not getting anything on the left-hand ear.

JR: One of those knobs on one of the ears has a switch. Make sure that’s in the switched position.
Did you find it?

PH: No, not yet.

JR: I’ll look at it.

5:21 PM

PH: I’ve got it switched on. Okay, Jack. Give me a test and I’ll play around with this volume. An,
give me a test

AR: Testing 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1. Testing 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1.

5:22 PM

PH: Rod?

RS: Standby 1. Yes, go ahead.

PH: Are we going to be able to go through the plume on the way back?

RS: No. There’s several aircraft coming into the pattern at the same time and we’re stuck up here at
actually 8,000 right now. We’re not going to get very low until we get right to the airport. And
we don’t have the fuel to fool around once we get there, so we won’t be able to do it.

PH: Okay.
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AR: Fool around?

RS: Poor choice of words.

5:23 PM

PH: Jack, tell Dean to put his headphone on.

JR: Pardon?

PH: Tell Dean to put his headset on.

DH: Dean here, go ahead.

PH: Okay, Dean. This was your flight so you can summarize it.

5:24 PM

DH: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Below what height did the counts fell off sharply?

DH: Say again Peter? can’t quite copy.

PH: Below what height did the particles, the concentrations of CN, fall off sharply?

DH: You mean as we were coming down towards the boundary layer?

PH- Yes In the layer near the surface? What was that layer near the surface? What was the height of
it?

DH: As recollect, it was something on the order of 1,000 ft

PH: Okay. Thanks Dean.

AR: That’s correct, Peter.

5:26 PM

PH: And Art, did we see a falling off in concentrations at our highest altitude?

AR: This last spiral up from 7 to 9 it did drop off by factor of about half of what it had been at 6,3001
noticed, referring to CNC 1.

5:27 PM

PH: What was the altitude of the peak CN concentration?

AR: 6,300.

PH: Six three.

AR: That’s affirmative. Yes. Dean seemed to pick it out, right on the nose, as best as can tell.
wonder if we’ll hit it on the way down going through 6,300.

5:28 PM

PH: About what height did the particles becom6 refractory again?

DH: Well certainly at 9,000 ft, Peter, presumably before that but we don’t have sufficient spatial
resolution to decide exactly what the number is.

PH: Okay. Good. Let’s see if we go through that peak again as we go down now.
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DH; Say again.

PH: Let’s see if we go through the CN peak again as we come down.

DH: All right.

PH: Which we are doing now, we’re coming right down to that altitude.

AR: Yes. It’s pretty clean here.

5:30 PM

PH: Yes. But unlike out there (over the Beaufort), we’re in cloud here. So as we descend into the
Deadhorse area we are not seeing the peak at these altitudes approaching 6,000 but here we are in
cloud. Although we are now out of cloud.

AR: Visible now.

PH: Just coming out of cloud base so we’ll see if there is any increase in CN count here.

5:31 PM

PH: Getting some big raindrops. Some ice particles.

5:32 PM

PH: No, we haven’t seen that sharp change in CN concentrations as we descend here.

AR: Pretty decent rain out there.

5:36 PM

JR: Standby the 2-D button. Art.

AR: We’re getting some plume in here.

5:39 PM

AR: Rod, what’s our ETA.

RS: Standby.

5:40 PM

RS: Probably about 10 mins.

5:43 PM END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1678 June 6, 1995

AR (Aerosol):
We profiled the unusually structured stratus, what call the WMO stratus, very smooth, uniform

deck of stratus and in the cloud we actually had an inversion at the top of that, much like yesterday, and it
will be interesting. didn’t notice the droplet concentrations, but they were low in the bottom part of that.
And also the CN counts were in the 20s at that point Above the stratus, and almost duplicating exactly
yesterday, we had higher CN concentrations indicating a haze layer in the over-running air that peaked out

around 6,300 ft on the way up and on the way down from 12,000, think it was 12,000 today, we sampled
that layer again for an extensive amount of time and the CN counts in that layer that peaked out around
6,300 ft were almost exactly 390/cc for literally hours on end. On the way out we also went out from
under the vast cloud shield that produced a bit of precipitation here and there at Deadhorse and we found a
hole, I forgot to mention that, we did descend through a hole and down to within 1,000 ft of the surface
where we encountered the very clean conditions again. Not quite as clean as we have seen, but there was
actually a ground fog layer on the surface of the ice and who knows maybe that lowest 1,000 ft we would
have had even cleaner conditions yet. Before go on too long, think I’ll quit here.
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DS (CCN):
CCN took a little longer to come up today. The cabin started out a little cooler, so the CCN came

up right around 14 57, about an hour into the flight. Once it came up, channels have been working quite
nicely. Interestingly enough now, the layer that we’ve found ourselves working in has quite a bit of CCN
in it, probably right around 200-260 in a high supersaturation channel which amounts to about 50-55% of
the CN. Beyond that in the clouds here, I’ve seen a slight shift in the CN. Concentrations have been
unreasonably high on channel 4 but they are now higher in lower channels as well.

JR (Flight Engineer):
We discovered the inlet to the aethelometer has not been connected since we left Seattle.

DH (Aerosol):
We did an aerosol profile today which was rather interesting. We ascended to about 12,000 ft and

in the upper levels the aerosols tended to be more refractory. A little bit in the sub accumulation mode, a
little bit in the coarse mode but definitely most of the volume was in the accumulation mode. As we went
down we encountered somewhat higher particle concentrations, son of a broad layer, centered, would say,
at around 6,000-6,500 ft with an increase in total particle concentration of perhaps 50% over that
immediately above and below it. In that layer we also had an accumulation mode with a modal diameter
perhaps slightly above that in the upper layer, but an interesting distinction in this case was that the mode
was mostly volatile, most of the particles turned out to 305 degrees. As we ascended down through the
main inversion in the upper layer and there the particle concentrations dropped quite drastically about 10%
of what they were aloft and also once again the panicles tended to be more refractory. So it looks as if we
have a haze layer aloft composed of panicles from secondary production, whether associated with cloud or
clear air is not clear at this point That’s about it.
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(e) June 7, 1995 (UW Flight 1679)

3:19 PM

AR: Frozen.

3:21 PM

JR: What were you pointing at An?

AR: My monitor is not indicating on the text display.

JR: What did you do?

AR: The temperature has been 9.2 since before we took off.

JR: You must have done something wrong. Let me go up there and try to get you squared away.

AR: Try F10 and start over?

PH: This is flight 1679, the 7th of June. We’ve just taken off from Deadhorse. We’re heading out
south towards the Brooks Range. We are going to see if we can do an aerosol closure set of
measurements over the NASA sunphotometer, which is located about 80 miles south of
Deadhorse. The problem might be here that low, although we’ve got blue skies, large areas of
blue skies over the Deadhorse area, to the south we’ve got extensive cumulonimbus anvils coming
off the Brooks Range, so they may interfere with the aerosol measurements. Anyway, we’ll climb
out to 11,000 ft over the sunphotometer and take a look at the situation. On board flight crew,
Hobbs, Flight Scientist; Hegg, Aerosol; Rangno, Aerosol; Russell, Flight Engineer; Spurgeon,
CCN; Si-Chee Tsay and Jason Li, CAR Operators; McMillen, Chief Pilot; and Sorensen, Co-
Pilot.

AR: can see some stratus out the back there over the water or ice and it is really down on the deck.
It’s like almost ground fog.

3:23 PM

DS: The CCN. is on line, Peter.

PH: Say again.

3:25 PM

PH: Say again.

DS: The CCN is up and running. It is functioning.

PH: That was quick.

DS: The cabin is a lot wanner today than it has been other days.

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Can you see if you can contact the ER-2 pilot and get his position?

RS: Will do.

3:26 PM

AR: Should be getting a few snowflakes here in a minute.

PH: Si-Chee?
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RS: Peter?

DS: Yes?

PH: Is that Si-Chee?

DS: He’s not on the headset at the moment. We are try to get his attention.

RS: Peter, this is Rod.

PH: Yes, Rod.

RS: NASA 706 is at 71’ 52 mins north and 148’ 50 mins west.

PH: Okay. Thank you.

3:28 PM

DS: A lot of this snow is melting since we were out here last.

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Let me know when we’re say 5 mins from our target over the photometer.

RS: All right We will be there within 5 mins in 5 mins. And will let you know.

3:34 PM

AR: We seem to be picking up a haze layer again, a lofted haze layer. The CN looks like its pretty
dirty out there.

3:35 PM

RS: Peter?

PH: Go ahead.

RS: We’re 5 mins from the photometer site.

PH: Thank you.

RS: Do you have coordinates there? It might not be a bad idea to double check what we’ve got here.

PH: Okay. Latitude 69’ 25.42 mins, longitude 148’ 41.54 mins.

RS: That’s what have.

3:36 PM

AR: Jack, are we starting to get an altitude effect on the CNC1? notice it’s going up, up, up.

JR: Yes.

PH: Jack’s just adjusted the CN counter which was going up and up because of altitude adjustment as
we went through 10,000-11,000 so he’s adjusted it and it’s gone way done. He’s still playing with
it.

3:37 PM

AR: A few little roads down there.

PH: Jack?
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JR: Yes.

PH: Okay. It’s going to be important to keep the CN adjusted on this flight.

JR: Yes. I know. I’ll have to readjust it above 8,000 ft.

PH: Because we’ll be looking at that to see where the aerosol layers are.

JR: Use the CNC3. It’s much more accurate any way.

KM: Okay. We’re coming up on 12,000 ft. Do you want us to level here and orbit slightly downwind
of the site?

PH: Yes. Let’s do that. Jack? Where do see the CCNC3?

JR: It’s on that digital display on the other side of the aisle.

PH: Can get it up as one of the parameters on my screen?

JR: Yes. I think so. I’ll have to ask Dean?

3:38 PM

AR: Can you see anything down there in the way of a photometer site. Ken?

KM: It must be a ways below us. Somewhere near the road. Until we start our orbit here we aren’t
going to be able to see.

3:39 PM

RS: Was that for....

AR: Do you see any vehicles or anything down on our right side there. The site, we should be right
over it Ken says.

PH: No. think it would be too high to see.

AR: see a vehicle right below us.

KM: Okay. We’re going to maintain clear cloud and we’ll probably end up mile to the north-northeast
of the site.

AR: We’re exactly overhead now.

3:40 PM

AR: You just passed over it about 10 sees ago. Ken, see a parked vehicle on it like on a cul-de-sac.

PH: Okay. We will want to pick a cloudless area in this vicinity. When give you the word, we’ll
descend there.

KM: Okay. We’ll wait for the word to descend. 500 ft per minute, is that what you want?

3:41 PM

PH: Okay. Ken, Dean’s going to be doing a sample here in the next 5 mins or so, so stay clear of your
exhaust.

KM: Let us know immediately before he’s going to do the sample.

3:42 PM

KM: Yes. Let us know about 1 minute before the sample so we can break left out of this orbit
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PH: Yes. Dean will let you know. Ken, when you are going to sample. So we need to be in clear air
and away from your exhaust and at this altitude.

DH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

DH: Okay. I’m about ready to take a sample so stay clear of your exhaust for the next 2 mins please.

KM: Okay. Hold for about 3 minutes because we’re just about completing a turn and will give you
some fresh air here in a second. We’re trying to avoid clouds and have to move a little bit
upwind.

DH: Okay. That’s fine. Let me know.

3:43 PM

KM: One more minute and you can go.

3:44 PM

KM: Okay. Any time.

DH: Thank you.

KM: Let us know when you’re done.

3:45 PM

AR: Apparently Ken that wasn’t it at least the white vehicle saw. It’s a red vehicle so if you’re
looking around and you see a red vehicle down there somewhere that’s it by the gravel pit.

KM: Okay. We’ll keep looking.’ It’s hard to see down there. We were right over the coordinates so
when you called it we should have been there.

AR: And saw a white vehicle.

KM: Well, we’re having to avoid clouds and a lot of other things here so being able to perform right
over the site or really very close to it is probably going to be rather difficult.

AR: Roger.

PH: Yes. It’s more important. Ken, to avoid the cloud and particularly your exhaust. We’re in the
right area so that as long as we don’t drift too far from here.

KM: understand. Dean, let us know when you are finished with the sample and then we can start
orbiting over the site if at that time exhaust is no problem. Then when you’re ready for the next
one we’ll move out slightly again.

3:46 PM

PH: Okay. You can move now but he is taking his sample but we want to hold here about 8 mins
before we start the descent

KM: Okay. Understand that he is finished with his sample and exhaust is no longer a problem.

JR: Actually, the sample is in the can. He is still processing.

KM: Okay. But they’ve been taken, correct?

PH: Correct

KM: I’ll get back in time to run over the site again. And this stuff should blow away from the site.
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3:47 PM

AR: Even though we’re turning our winds look pretty good on our text readout at about 0208 at 25 to
30 knots.

KM: That’s what we got on our forecast too.

3:48 PM

DS: Jack?

JR: Yes.

DS: Could you turn the heat up just a hair. There’s real cold air coming out back here.

JR: just did.

DS: Okay. Thank you.

JR: It should be at full blast in a moment.

DS: Thanks much.

3:50 PM

PH: Okay. We’re circling at 12,000 waiting for Dean to finish his DMPS. And then we’ll start our
descent over the sunphotometer.

3:51 PM

PH: Ken, the circle looks pretty good on my plot here.

3:52 PM

AR: I still haven’t seen a red vehicle.

PH: I think it’s too high to see anything from here. An.

AR: Well, you would think red would stand out If you could see some of the cars in the parking lot of
that plant off the right wing you would have an idea of how big a car is and then I just thought
maybe red, unless it’s awful muddy.

PH: can’t even see the plant

DS: When I’ve been hunting, Art, red things turn brown or darkish color when you get it at a great
distance.

3:53 PM

PH: Okay. We went through our plume there.

3:54 PM

PH: Shot up through over a 1,000. A short period of time. It’s back down to 150 now. These
measurements I’ll give here will be for the CNC1.

3:54 PM

PH: I’m also monitoring the CNC3 which is currently reading 440. Jack, is the time lag on the CNC3
slower than No. I?

JR: No, it shouldn’t be.
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3:55 PM

JR: Yes, it may be slow, up to 10 sees. maybe.

PH: Yes, okay. see where it shut off. You can hardly see it when it shuts off for some reason.
Circle is looking good. Ken.

3:56 PM

PH: Okay, Ken. Change of flight plan. We want to ascend to 15,000 now in this area. Keeping clear
of cloud.

KM: You want to climb to 15,000.

PH: Correct

AR: Get out the oxygen.

PH: Yes, that’s right. Ken.

AR: feel pretty stupid at 15,000.

PH: Well you can go to sleep for awhile now.

AR: I’ve probably already lost 30 points of IQ. It means I’m well below 100.

3:57 PM

RS: We’re going to make an engine adjustment You’ll hear a little thump.

PH: Make it into the run.

RS: Oh, there’s a litde bump you’re going to feel here. You just felt one of them. We make an engine
adjustment to climb that high.

KM: We’re shifting superchargers.

3:58 PM

DS: We’re climbing to 15,000 so we should probably remain seated or otherwise you could get pretty
light headed.

PH: I’m not going anywhere.

AR: In Art’s case, more light headed.

3:59 PM

AR: Jack, is CNC going to be able to take the climb to 15,000.

JR: don’t know. guess we’ll find out Will the monitor take a climb to 15,000. rather doubt
that.

DS: You’ll start getting a flicking around at 13,000 think.

AR: Good point. Jack. Peter, the SUN monitor will probably die here in the next few minutes on the
one on the left.

DS: If it starts flickering you should turn the power off on it so it doesn’t bake itself. You can turn it
on when we go back down. You won’t lose anything.

PH: Just the right-hand switch here. Just off.
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DS: Yes.

4:00 PM

JR: Jason?

4:01 PM

JL: Yes. have my headphones on now.

JR: That monitor, that big monitor back there that has the CAR on it That has blown a transistor at
altitudes before so be prepared.

PH: Do we have a replacement?

JR: No.

DS: We should probably shut it’s power off for now.

JL: This one?

JR: Just the monitor, don’t turn off the CAR controller.

DS: I’ll get it. Jack.

PH: Anything else we should switch off. Jack?

JR: don’t know. guess we’ll find out.

4:02 PM

DS: When we go back down we’ll turn it back on and you’ll have everything. It’ll come right back up.

PH: Okay, Ken. Let’s hold it here to 14,000. Okay. Choose an area that’s free of cloud, as far as you
can, and we’ll do our 500 ft per minute descent. You’ve got a nice tight circle here.

4:03 PM

KM: Peter, suggest if we are going to be circling right here that we hold here for maybe 5 mins until
the exhaust from our climb orbit blows away.

PH: Okay, Ken.

4:04 PM

PH: Although there is an area at 1 o’clock that we could descend in.

KM: Okay. We can move out straight ahead to the west a little bit with our descent. We should be
able to avoid clouds and our exhaust but we are probably going to be about 10 miles, would say,
maybe 8 miles west of the sun site.

PH: That would be okay. But does that put us upwind of our exhaust?

KM: No. It will put us crosswind of our exhaust.

PH: Well, that should be okay.

AR: Ken, were is that missile firing range out in these parts?

KM: I don’t know. It’s off the coast believe.

PH: Think we might be a target?
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AR: was just thinking the flight service station guys says there is some missile firing range out here
somewhere.

4:05 PM

AR: see some more plants off to the west, Peter. So maybe this whole landscape is dotted with these
little plants that can foul the air.

4:06 PM

KM: Peter, you’re not doing any thing back there where it has to be a constant right orbit are you?

AR: He’s just putting his headset on and, yes, he does have an instruction for later on down below.

KM: Okay. We can continue on to the right here, it looks like another turn or two any way.

AR: Peter. You might pass along what you told me. Ken was asking if you had any special
instructions.

4:07 PM

AR: Peter, did you copy?

PH: Okay. We’re now descending, is that correct Ken, 500 ft per minute?

KM: I’m giving you about 500 ft per minute. What asked, apparently when you were off the air, is

whether it was necessary to continue in the same right orbit or whether could reverse to avoid

clouds?

PH: No, you can reverse. But when we get to 2,000 ft above the surface we want to go into a right
orbit for about 10 orbits.

KM: Okay.

AR: Si-Chee’s trying to say something there. Say again, Si-Chee, we couldn’t catch that

JR: No. He’s just yelling.

ST: No, was just talking to Jason.

PH: Si-Chee, when we get to 2,000 ft on this descent we’ll do our orbits to the right. So we can get
those reflectivity measurements over this site.

4:09 PM

JR: Jason, you can probably turn that monitor back on again.

4:10 PM

DS:" We’ll start wanning up in a minute because as we descend the atmosphere gets a little thicker, it

heats a little more efficiently.

PH: So we’re about 10 miles to the northwest of the photometer site. Ken, are we?

4:11 PM

RS: Yes, that’s right, 10 miles or 11 miles. That’s north-northwest it looks like.

PH: Right The winds are from the southwest. So that’s okay.

AR: Ken, what’s your altimeter setting now.

KM: 2982.
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AR: And the flight altitude?

KM: Going through 10,500 now.

4:12 PM

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: The ER-2 should be over us at 4:18. About 5 mins of. Would you check to see if he’s on
schedule.

RS: Okay.

4:13 PM

PH: The surface beneath us here is probably 90% tundra with the rest of it is snow, about 5% or so,
and water the remaining 5%.

4:14 PM

PH: It’s clear above. Now we are in a hole here with altocumulus at about our flight level here
surrounding us.

RS: The ER-2 will let us know when he’s here.

PH: Okay. Very good. Did he say if he’s on schedule?

4:15 PM

PH: Notice our GPS altitude. Jack, is about 1,000 ft off. Lower than the pressure altitude.

JR: Yes. I’m seeing that right now.

RS: Peter?

PH: Yes.

RS: NASA 706 expects to be over the sunphotometer site at 2 4. That is in just over 5 mins.

PH: Okay. That’s pretty much on schedule.

4:19 PM

JR: It seems to be really toasty on the ground.

4:22 PM

AR: Jack. You did say the CNC doesn’t need any adjustment on the way down. Is that correct?

JR: No, didn’t say that. It does need to be adjusted.

AR: Okay. I just noticed that the counts were creeping up a little bit.

PH: They should be as we come down. hope that’s real.

JR: Well if it’s due to a malfunction then the counts should go down if anything.

AR: It’s hardly noticeable but just wanted to raise the question.

JR: If you want to stop our descent for a couple of minutes while readjust that, that would probably
be useful.
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PH: No, think it’s better to stay with this.

4:23 PM

RS: Peter?

4:24 PM

RS: 706 overhead 5 sees ago.

PH: Art?

AR: Yes.

PH: One thing for you to keep note of is whether there’s cloud overhead of us and record if there is.

4:26 PM

PH: Don’t let that interfere with your aerosol measurements.

AR: At 16 26 33, looking overhead we do have a bit of altocumulus cumulogenitis just a patch
covering approximately maybe 1% to 5% of our circle here. We are going to go just under the
edge at 16 26 55. There is just a listless cloud overhead right now, probably 1% of the hole.

4:27 PM

RS: Peter?

PH: Yes, Rod.

RS: didn’t hear a response so I’m not sure if you heard my check in but we’re right on the money at 2
4. He was overhead and is going for a landing at Eislson now.

PH: Yes, did get that Rod. Actually, he was 6 mins late.

RS: Okay. Well he was right on his time that he gave me, put it that way.

PH: That was pretty good.

4:28 PM

AR: Still continuing clear overhead.

PH: Ken, at 2,000 ft want you to do the banking to the right 20 degrees and do ten circles, 10 orbits
at that altitude.

KM: Okay.

ST: Peter, you finish the aerosol measurements?

PH: Si-Chee?

ST: Have you finished the aerosol measurements?

PH: Si-Chee, at 2,000, which we are approaching now, we are going to do the orbits. Okay.

ST: Yes. But this is not a right here. It’s too many small piece, small
scale

PH: But you said you wanted it done over the sunphotometer. Don’t you want it done here? If you
don’t, we’ve got plenty of other things to do.

ST: Yes. Okay, 2,000.
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KM: Okay, we’re at 2,000 and we’re starting our right turn so let us know when you want us to start the
beginning of the count.

ST: Peter, think this is not a good place to do vital

PH: Okay. We won’t do it. Okay. We’ll cancel it. Okay, Ken. Si-Chee doesn’t want to do it here so
just carry on your descent

KM: Okay. How low do you want to go?

PH: As low as you can.

4:29 PM

PH: Si-Chee, thought you said at lunch time that you wanted measurements over your sunphotometer
site. Well, we are pretty close to it here.

ST: Yes, but I didn’t expect from the airborne, the is so thick and from the surface
when drive over it it looks like very homogeneous.

PH: Oh, well, we knew it would be like this for the last 4 days we’ve been flying over stuff like this.
We are in the melt season so you’re going to get snow, water and tundra all mixed up.

4:30 PM

PH: So, we would do better to do our reflectivity measurements over ice surfaces. Maybe in a weeks
time this might look a bit belter.

ST: Yes, maybe. On your right-hand side, it’s not loo bad, just under the wing, the right-hand side.

PH: Yes, well. We’re going ahead now with our aerosol.

ST: That’s fine.

4:31 PM

AR: Looks like you could grow a lot of rice here.

PH: 1,000 will be low enough, Ken.

4:32 PM

PH: What’s your AGL here?

KM: 500 AGL when we’re reading 1,000.

PH: Okay. We can start climbing again at 500 ft/min.

KM: How high do you want to go and do you want to stay clear of the exhaust that we put out when we
came down?

PH: Definitely clear of exhaust That’s the most important and clear of cloud and we will be going
back up to where we started from.

KM: Okay. We’ll move out a little bit more to the southwest then.

4:33 PM

AR: It’s still continuing clear overhead at 16 34 20.

4:34 PM

PH: How’s the CCN doing, Don?
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DS: It’s doing just fine.

PH: What son of counts are you getting?

DS: Oh, the high supersaturaiion is getting about somewhere between 85 and 95.

4:35 PM

AR: Jack, did you notice the temperature down there? noticed that we were over 50 now. What was it
when we were at our low point? Did you happen to see?

JR: No. I was noticing the ground temperature was about 23,24.

AR: I think that’s a little too high but it was over 50. Ken, how low did we get above ground level on
that lowest pass?

KM: 500 ft.

PH: Art, do you get a good temperature reading here. Why don’t you plot a sounding as we go up?
Give us our temperature sounding.

4:36 PM

KM: We’ve got a real good thermal there.

PH: It’s just a wisp of altocumulus above us.

4:38 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: At 6,000 ft we will pause for a sample.

KM: At what altitude?

PH: 6,000.

KM: Say again, Peter, you’ve got some noise up here.

PH: 6,000

KM: Okay. 6,000 and we’ll pause.

4:40 PM

KM: 6,000.

4:43 PM

JR: Okay, Dean’s taking a sample here.

AR: We’re coming under some clouds. Does it matter?

KM: Say again.

AR: was taking to Dean and everybody. We are coming under some cloud. Okay. guess they don’t
want to be under cloud still. Ken.

KM: Yes, we’ve been avoiding them. We haven’t hit any that know of.

AR: Well, they are overhead.
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KM: Oh, see. Yes. If we are going to be clear of clouds all the way up, we’re probably going to
move out here 15 or 20 miles guess to the west.

AR: guess that’s okay. Peter’s putting his headset on. Peter, Ken’s saying that you may have to be
out 15 nautical miles further out to the west to really be clear of clouds overhead.

PH: 15 miles. Ken?

KM: Well, that looks like about it. Maybe Art can take a look. It’s almost straight ahead, a little bit
to the right.

AR: See out your window, Peter, to the right.

4:45 PM

KM: Or maybe back more towards Prudoe Bay we might be able to fmd a clear area that’s out from
under this high stuff that’s blowing off.

AR: Roger, they’re conferring.

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: We’ll stay here and we’ll just carry on going up here. We don’t want to move.

KM: Okay.

4:46 PM

AR: We’re occasionally coming under transparent altocumulus clouds and now we are coming under
some ice crystals. see a little, a few ice crystals here.

4:47 PM

PH: Okay, Ken. We can carry on climbing. So far we started up at 14,000 over the sunphotometer
No. 2 site. We descended at 500 ft/min down to 500 ft AGL and then we’ve gone up 500 ft/min
over the same site. And we are now coming up to 7,000 ft above the site.

4:49 PM

PH: We paused and got extra samples at 12,000 on the way down, and then on the way up we paused
and got extra samples at 3,000 and 6,000 ft.

4:51 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: Our maximum altitude will be 9,000. We’ll pause there. Do some bag samples and then we’ll
come back down again.

KM: Roger. 9,000.

4:52 PM

PH: It’s pretty clear now above us and below us. We’re just on our way up to 9,000 where we’ll pause
again and do some bag sampling.

4:54 PM

PH: Jack, tell Dean.
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4:55 PM

PH: Okay. So we’ll stay here. I’ll let you know when he’s going to take a sample.

KM: Okay. We’ll orbit and let us know when he want’s to take the sample so we make sure that we are
out of the orbit and out of the exhaust

PH: Okay.

4:56 PM

JR: Okay. He’s taking a sample right now.

KM: Okay. He can take it any time here now.

4:58 PM

AR: He’s taking a sample. And we seem to be flying at the same height as the tops of some
altocumulus cumulogenitis off the left wing at 6 17 09 20. And we have some cumulus
congestus tops that go several thousand feet higher than that off the left wing as well. And
another layer of altocumulus is located at about 2,000 ft higher than our flight level. These layers
are isolated very low in coverage.

5:01 PM

AR: Is it coffee lime?

KM: Yes, when you get a chance, please.

5:04 PM

PH: Okay, Ken. We can circle down to 6 where we will pause again.

KM: Roger, 6.

5:07 PM

AR: Peter, the lapse rate is adiabatic from the surface up to 9,000.

PH: No inversion today. An?

AR: I have to admit didn’t notice but suspect there was stable air somewhere up there. Very modest,
very, very modest. Not anything like yesterday.

PH: Yes, but closer to the surface boundary layer.

AR: No, there was absolutely nothing (in the way of an inversin), from this 9,000 (level) to the
surface; it’s adiabatic.

PH: Yes, it is a totally different aerosol profile from what we’ve seen before. This is just son of rather
boring fall off.

AR: Roger. You know. Jack, you reading that IR temperature there at the surface maybe that was
actually the ground temperature maybe not the air temperature. Maybe that’s right

JR: Well, yes. Sure.

PH: That’s what it gives. An. It only gives the ground temperature.

AR: That only occurred to me now. We had that offset problem a while back. Is that still in there
with several degrees C?

JR: No, nulled that out.
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AR: Okay. Thanks.

JR: I’m sure that the brown area, the dark area is probably get pretty warm in the sun.

AR: And especially where they’re sloped a little bit toward the sun and they’re dry. think maybe that
was right, about 7.’ or so.

5:09 PM

PH: Art, would you draw a sketch of the distribution of the cloud in this area?

AR: Roger. have a little bit of a sketch here.

PH: Specifically, sort of in our sight here.

5:10 PM

AR: see an ice crystal go by here. One of these little verga aloft.

5:11 PM

PH: Got some altocumulus, thin altocumulus above us here. And pretty close to our circle that we are
going in. Just spotty altocumulus above us. There is something going funny here.

5:12 PM

AR: got it in this side too.

PH: Okay. So we pause here. Ken, at 6.

5:13 PM

KM: Let me know when you are about to take your sample so can make sure that we are not in our
exhaust in the orbit.

PH: Okay. Dean, we are at 6. And let Ken know when you’re going to take the sample.

DH: Okay, Peter. Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. I’m going to take a sample now.

KM: Okay.

5:14 PM

DH: Okay. In the bag and I’ll need aircraft vacuum please.

PH: Dean? I haven’t got any computer display at the moment. don’t know if it’s affecting the
recording or anything. Jack’s working on the screen.

DH: Okay. Thanks.

PH: So, we are continuing our aerosol profiling measurements over the sunphotometer. At about 5
o’clock we paused at 9,000 ft and did some bag sampling. Since then we have descended to 6,000
where we are pausing again to do some bag sampling.

5:15 PM

PH: Ken. After we’ve finished at 6,000 we’ll go down to 3,000, pause there and get some more
measurements, then go to 500 ft AGL, and when we’ve done that we’ll be ready to go back to the
barn.
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KM: Okay.

RS: We’ve got about three more hours left Are you sure you don’t want to use it?

PH: No. Nothing much else we can do out here I’m afraid. Rod. Unless Si-Chee wants to do some
reflectivity measurements. don’t think so though. But I’ll check with him. Maybe he does.

ST: No, don’t think so. Too many broken clouds around.

PH: Okay. We will save the flight hours for the next few days.

KM: Let us know when you want to start down.

PH: Dean will let you know. Did Dean tell you when he was sampling so you could keep out of your
wake?

KM: Yes. He’s done with the sample.

PH: Okay. We have to wait a while though.

5:19 PM

DH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

DH: Okay. want to sample here so stay clear of the wake for a minute.

KM: Okay. Give me about half a minute to complete a left turn. How long is the sample going to
take?

DH: It will only take about 30 sees.

KM: Okay.

5:29 PM

KM: I think you ought to be good now.

AR: Peter, I wonder if it would be worthwhile going into the bases of one of these convective clouds
on the way back just to see how the actual cloud droplet concentrations compare with our CCN
and other measurements.

PH: Yes, we can do that. Be on the lookout for one on the way back or in this area would be best.

AR: Yes. The only one I see is off the left wing where it’s really a cumulus cloud and not one of these
leftovers that are kind of above us.

5:33 PM

PH: Ken, we’ll be descending in about 4 mins and we’ll go down to 3,000.

KM: Okay. Let me know when.

5:39 PM

DH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

DH: Okay. You can go to 3,000.

5:43 PM
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PH: Okay. We’ve been sampling for quite a while at 6,000 and we’re now going down to 3,000.

5:44 PM

KM: 3,000. Let me know when you are going to sample.

5:49 PM

JR: Right now.

PH: You’re clear of your exhaust, think here, aren’t you?

KM: We just got some rain here.

PH: It’s beginning to look like Nevada here.

5:51 PM

KM: The gravel pits are off to the right There’s a red truck out there.

AR: Say again. Ken.

KM: Those gravel pits are off to the right. still don’t see a red vehicle. That whitish one or gray.

AR: Yes. think that’s the one saw.
/

5:52 PM

PH: We’re below a cumulus here.

5:53 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: So when Dean is finished here we’ll go and look for a small cumulus cloud. We’ll go through the
cloud, get some measurements in it, then want to drop just below cloud base and we’ll get a
CCN sample there.

KM: So you want to go through the cloud and then swing around and go right below it Is that correct?

PH: Correct

KM: Okay.

5:55 PM

AR: When Dean is finally through, the cumulus cloud that looks best is that one about dead ahead now.
Maybe 10 degrees left.

6:07 PM

AR: don’t know how long Dean is going to fool around. Did he want to go down to 500 after this?

KM: No. According to Peter, this should probably be as low as we needed to go on this.

AR: Oh, that’s great Well, that little cumulus cloud dead ahead may be 200 ft above cloud base when
the time comes.

6:08 PM

KM: The site we’re looking for should be coming up on the left side of the airplane. Just to the left of
the highway.
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AR: Roger, Ken. I’ll look around for that red vehicle.

ST: Art, he’s covered by dirt. Art?

6:09 PM

AR: Say again, Si-Chee.

KM: If you’re color blind, doesn’t red appear gray?

ST: The car covered by a lot of dirt.

AR: It was covered by what?

ST: Dirt.

AR: Okay.

ST: Or mud, mud. How.about mud?

AR: Earlier did you say it was by a gravel pit of some kind, Si-Chee?

ST: Yes, a gravel pit. But said the car. The original color is the red but when he drive over the dirt
road it’s covered by lot of dirt.

6:10 PM

AR: That’s a good point, Si-Chee, and did see a vehicle out there. We saw something that was sort of
a gray-white. Maybe that’s it.

KM: Actually, there’s a little something white near the truck. Just south of the truck there.

AR: Roger. That’s the vehicle. In fact, did see that from 12,000 and thought it was white but can
see it was not white. Si-Chee, off the left wing, does that look like the spot that you went to?
There it’s going behind the left wing now. You can see a truck out there.

ST: You mean the left wing.

AR: Off the left wing there you can see the truck on that little patch of road there by the cul-de-sac.

ST: Oh, couldn’t see that. see that on my right.

6:11 PM

JR: Doesn’t this seem like a particularly long flight. Art?

AR: Affirmative.

JR: Do you realize we haven’t even been flying 3 hrs yet?

AR: Jack, that’s the worst thing I’ve heard yet today. Seriously?

JR: We started at 15 13.

6:12 PM

AR: I’m going to put this down as the longest flight have ever been on.

DS: Timewaip.

KM: Okay. We’ll cross our exhaust here shortly and then we’ll be in clear air. You give me. Let’s
hold up about 3 mins if you can.
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6:13 PM

KM: Yes, hold on for about 2 mins here. Okay. We should be completely clear now.

6:15 PM

KM: Let me know when you’re done.

6:16 PM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. I’m done sampling here. I’ll turn you over to Peter.

KM: Okay.

AR: That darn cumulus is just about nothing left.

PH: Okay. Can you see another one Art?

JR: You have to restart the computer.

PH: So we’ve finished our sampling at 3,000 ft and we’ve now finished the aerosol sampling but we are
now going to go hunting cumulus.

6:17 PM

PH: Jack’s trying to reboot the computer before we go hunting this cumulus.

6:20 PM

AR: This isn’t going to be much, Peter, but it’s definitely a newly formed cumulus. Where as that
other one the base evaporated upward a bit and so think this is going to be more representative of
an initial CCN.

PH: Yes. prefer a new one.

DS: As far as CCN, Art, do we have to wait until we are done with this one bag sample before I can
take the CCN sample.

PH: Okay. The computers up but let’s wait until the display is up here and then we will go for it

6:24 PM

PH: Rod?

6:25 PM

PH: We tried going into a small cumulus there but there was nothing much and think Ken didn’t quite
hit it We’ll try again in a minute.

6:26 PM

PH: Don, are you going to be ready for some CCN measurements in about 5 mins?

DS: Well, CCN is ready. It depends on whether Dean’s done with his samples or not. Because I’m
hooked up to the same bag he is.

PH: How much more time to you need, Dean?

DH: I need 2 mins.
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PH: Okay. We’ll go through the cloud first. We should be ready to go through the cloud in a few
minutes here.

AR: A few minutes, Peter. Do you want me to tell Ken to avoid it for a few minutes.

PH: Yes, want to get my display up before we go in.

AR: Right know, but thought you said 2 mins and that’s probably about the time it’s going to take
to go back. If it’s more than 2 mins, I’ll tell him. Ken, it looks like it will be a few more
minutes before we are ready to go back into cloud.

KM: Okay.

AR: Well, guess we can orbit here for just a second.

6:27 PM

PH: Okay, Ken. Let’s head back. We’ll forget about the cumulus, they all disappearing anyway. Head
back to the Arco smelter.

6:29 PM

PH: The cumulus were disappearing all around us. They were just fading out and we-had a computer go
down. By the time the computer came back up, there was no decent cumulus worth looking at.
So, we’ve abandoned that little add on and we are now heading back towards Deadhorse to look at
the Arco smelter. Well, say Arco smelter, but its the plume near Deadhorse that we saw a few
days ago that looked yellow. Probably something to do with the oil camp there and the refinery.

JR: I think we’ll have to live without the SUN display for the rest of the flight.

PH: Okay. We’re recording the data though, aren’t we?

6:30 PM

PH: We’re recording the data, aren’t we. Jack?

JR: Yes. You can see most of the things you want to see on the other display any way.

PH: Yes, okay. We’ve given up on the cumulus cloud because they are all dissipating around us. We
are now heading back towards Deadhorse and we’re going to look at that yellow plume.

AR: There is one puff here, sort of semi on the way, that Ken in making his wide turn is going to go
through on the way back.

PH- Okay. Well, if he’s going to do that then we’ll go down below cloud base afterwards and get the
CCN.

6:31 PM

AR: He was turning in this direction and here was this one little puff. Ken, did you copy? They want

to circle back and go under this, make a pass underneath before we go back to Deadhorse.

KM: Okay.

PH: Yes. But don’t go back under it just yet. want to make sure Dean’s ready for us.

DH: Go ahead, Peter.

PH: We’re ready to go back under that little cumulus. Are you ready?

DH: I’m sorry. Say again.

PH: We’re going to go back under that little cumulus to get a CCN measurement Are you ready?
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DH: Yes, Peter. I’m ready now. Anytime.

PH: Okay, Ken. Let’s go back and when we’re just 50 ft or so below the base give us the word and
we’ll get our sample.

KM: Okay. You’re ready now in other words?

PH: Yes, we’re ready.

AR: That was small, Peter. think it was a good one because it had just popped out so it would be
very fresh CCN.

6:32 PM

KM: A minute out.

AR: I think that’s how much longer that cloud will last.

6:33 PM

PH: Just below cloud base. Ken.

DH: Tell me when you want to sample, Peter.

PH: Give us the word for sampling. Ken.

KM: Go.

PH: Okay. That’s good enough. Let’s go to the plume.

6:34 PM

RS: Anchorage, Husky One.

PH: Well, so we did look at a little cumulus that we just went through once, a pretty feeble one. And
then went below cloud base for CCN measurements.

DS: We have a pretty good representation of CCN on data now, Peter.

PH: Okay. Good.

6:38 PM

AR: Peter, there is also that widespread very shallow stratus offshore of Deadhorse.

PH: No. We’re not interested in that. Art, while we’re heading out here, why don’t you summarize the
flight so far. The aerosol profiling, what you saw by way of clouds and then just that last
cumulus study that we did.

AR: Okay, Peter. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Don? A brief summary.

DS: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Thanks, Don.

6:44 PM

DH: Go ahead, Peter.

PH: Yes. Would you summarize the aerosol profiling portion.

DH: Okay. [See Summary]
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PH: Okay. Ken, are we going to be able to look at the plume?

6:45 PM

PH: Rod?

AR: He must be talking to Center.

6:46 PM

KM: There’s not an awful lot of visible smoke coming out of any of these plants.

AR: There’s that yellow haze layer ahead, see.

DH: Peter.

KM: would say we are about a minute out of the plume.

6:49 PM

DH: Picking up the plume a little bit here, Peter.

KM: Say again.

DH: Picking up the plume here. Ken.

6:50 PM

DH: We’re momentarily clear of it now.

AR: It almost looked halcyon.

DH: Picking it up again here.

6:51 PM

DH: Stronger here.

AR: See anything else up there smoking. Dean?

KM: No. But the wind might be blowing it with us. We might be going pretty much with the wind
and then it might be curling around the other direction. The surface wind right now is out of the
02 or 040 magnetic.

DH: Picking it up again here.

KM: don’t see anything more out ahead of us. think it has curled around to the right. That’s my
guess. And we’ll swing around here if you like.

PH: Yes, come back around and go through it again.

KM: Want to go through it again. Okay.

PH: It may be a bit further downwind.

6:52 PM

PH: We’re going into it again here.

KM: That’s what I mean, Peter. think it was blowing in the same direction we were flying and then it
started to curl to the right

PH: So we saw it against the horizon, off to the right.
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DH: Okay. You’re in it now.

RS: Husky One.

DH: Go to the right.

6:53 PM

KM: Let me know when you are out of it here and I’ll curl around to the left back towards the plant
again.

DH; You’re just on the periphery, Ken. You’re essentially at background level right now.

KM: I’ll swing around to the right and let it go. Run it down to its source.

DH: Catching a little bit of it right here. Ken.

6:55 PM

AR: Are you going to take a bag on this?

DH: No, An. There’s nothing to take a bag on. This is all gas stuff.

PH: Well, we could look at the CCN. We are getting good CN count.

DH: If you like, could do that, Peter. don’t expect to see too much. It looks a lot like Longview.

PH: Yes. Well, let’s take a look. Okay. Let’s go back into it Ken.

KM: would be passing over the plant here in about 2 mins.

DH: Starting to pick up a little bit of it right here. Ken.

6:56 PM

PH: It’s going down again.

DH: Okay. Here we go. It’s starting to rise a little bit. Okay. This is good right through here Ken.

KM: Say again.

DH: You were in it there. You are sliding out of it now.

KM: Okay. I’ll pass over the plant and I’ll do a right turn and we’ll pick it up somewhere around in
there because it’s blowing off to our right here on the surface. When it gets higher it is heading in
the other direction.

6:57 PM

DH: Don?

DS: Go ahead. Dean.

DH: Okay. Have you got some spectra on this one. See if you can pull a quick CCN spectra on the
bag just filled.

DS: Okay. have to wait for the pressure to drop just a hair before get an accurate reading.

DH: Okay. Do what you can. We may have to take another quick bag here. Coming into it again,
Ken.

DS: Okay. I’m taking some samples now.
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DH: Okay, Don. I’m going to dump this bag.

DS: One more lime, please.

DH: I’m going to dump the bag.

DS: Okay.

DH: Coming out of it now Ken.

KM: Say again.

DH: Coming out of it now.

KM: Okay. I’ll start a turn and we’ll pick it up here shortly as we pass the downwind point. We just
went over the plant.

PH: Si-Chee?

ST: Yes.

PH: I’m going to check how much more flight time we have but we may have some left. Do you want
to go out over the Beaufort Sea a bit and get some reflectivity measurements. It’s pretty clear sky.

ST: No. think it’s too late.

PH: Why is that?

ST: Jason is not feeling good. think we should go home.

6:58 PM

KM: We should be starting to pick it up here shortly.

DH: Nothing yet.

6:59 PM

PH: Just starting up.

7:02 PM

KM: Haven’t got anything yet.

DS: He said it just started up a moment ago.

PH: It’s gone down again.

7:03 PM

KM: It looks like we’re running out of it. don’t see anything more now, or very light.

PH: Are we much farther downwind than when we started?

7:04 PM

PH: Ken. Are we much further downwind than when we started?

KM: Yes. We’re probably. It’s hard to tell. The wind is light and variable and it is blowing in all
directions. can see just a little bit of color out ahead of us but it has faded considerably.

PH: Okay. Let’s give up on it and go in and land.

7:05 PM
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AR: We might come into something here when we tiim.

PH: Okay. So earlier on in the tape, half an hour or so ago. Art, Don and Dean summarized there view
of the flight. Basically, an aerosol column experiment above the NASA sunphoiometer No. 2
located about 80 miles south of Deadhorse. So that took most of the flight. Then on the way
back to Deadhorse we flew through one small cumulus cloud. Did CCN measurements below
cloud base and then just as we came in to Deadhorse we spent a few minutes looking at the yellow
plume from one of the oil company installations here. Got into it a few times but didn’t spend too
much time on it.

AR: Excuse me. A minor plume here. There might be a little plume here, Peter. Just a second ago.

7:06 PM

JR: Are we going to be debriefed?

PH: What was that?

JR: Do you want the summaries?

PH: We’ve had the summaries. Ready to go and land.

7:07 PM END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1679 on June 7, 1995

AR (Aerosol):
This is what the best analogy to Puget Sound would be a postfrontal day in which we have a

shallow stable layer in the low lands here on the North Slope. As we worked our way toward the Brooks
Range that shallow stable air was broken by the heating and particularly by the slopes of the Brooks Range
we had isolated cumulus congestus and Cb’s during our flight with, counted, two layers of what would
call altocumulus cumulogenitis, one about 8,500 and one somewhere around 12 to 14. didn’t get the exact
level. Cumulus bases were running 6,000 to 6,500 and the lapse rate along with those observations was
almost dry adiabatic up to 9,000 ft and the aerosol concentrations, judging by CNC 1, were pretty much
homogeneous from 14,000 all the way down to the surface running about 200 to 250/cc on the CNC
readout (i.e., no haze layering indicated). Toward the end of the flight, we decided to check our CCN
measurements by flying through a newly formed cumulus fractus or cumulus humilis (at the greatest) that
had formed within about 5 mins of the lime we penetrated it. Then we flew underneath that to make a
measurement of CCN in a bag sample to see how it compared with the actual cloud droplet values. think
that’s about it without going into too much more detail.

DS (CCN):
To add a little bit more to the CCN for the cumulus at the end. The CCN in the high

supersaturation channel is right around 200 and it dropped off relatively quickly to about 86 in the next
channel and just a few in channel No. 2 and zero in channel No. 1. As far as the rest of the flight, the CCN
came up very quickly this flight due to the fact that the cabin was warmer than it has been and from then on
it ran quite good the entire flight.

DH (Aerosol):
We were trying to do a column closure today with the aerosol and we could profile about 12,000

ft, actually about 14,000 if you count the little extension. Essentially as far as size distribution it has been
about 12,000 ft down to about 1,000 ft or so. We’ve been taking DMPS samples, getting some
hygroscopic growth factors, taken a filter sample at 6,000 and 3,000 ft to try to determine the nature of the
aerosol. The idea being that we can later do a vertical integration with the aerosol optical depth. By and
large the data looked pretty good, at least in the rough survey we can do aboard the plane. think we should
have a crack at calculating the aerosol optical depth. So, that’s about it.
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(f) June 8, 1995 (UW Flight 1680)

9:38 AM

PH: This is Flight 1680, 8th of June. We have on board Hobbs, Flight Scientist; Hegg, Aerosol;
Rangno, Aerosol Meteorologist; Russell, Flight Engineer; Spurgeon, CCN; Si-Chee Tsay, CAR; and a
guest student from the University of Alaska; Rod Sorensen, Pilot; Ken McMillen, Co-Pilot.

RS: Everybody ready.

DS: Standby 1. Ready.

9:39 AM

AR: Jack, how soon does this fill mechanism work on take off, after take off.

JR: As soon as you get enough ram pressure to fill it.

PH: We have an overcast of altostratus at Deadhorse and above that cirrus.

AR: Inversion here. Pressure went from 5 to 12 C.

PH: The purpose of this flight is to go out over the Beaufort Sea and see if we can get some surface
reflectivity measurements beyond the edge of the cirrus deck, but that is going to be a bit of a
chasing problem because the cirrus shield is moving north. So this is primarily a surface
reflectivity measurements for Si-Chee.

AR: It’s really going up, 12.5, 13 almost. 14.

9:41 AM

AR: The top of that surface inversion was 600 to 700 ft, Peter. 10’C.

RS: Art?

AR: Yes.

RS: What was the final true course that you wanted?

AR: Well, Peter will give you that in just a second.

RS: Okay.

PH: Yes, Rod. We want to get into the clear sky condition see to the north of us. Do you see the
edge of cirrus? We want to get beyond that and out into that blue sky area over the Beaufort.

RS: Okay.

9:43 AM

PH: Jack? Can have my color display? meant your usual display of the six parameters.

9:44 AM

DS: Peter, the CCN is now up and operational.

9:47 AM
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PH: Jack, how do get back to the menu?

JR: You get out by pressing F10 and then typing "m e n u".

9:49 AM

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Okay. So we’re looking for as clear a sky area as we can find.

RS: Standby 1. Okay, go ahead.

PH: We’re looking for as clear a sky area as we can Find. Do you see much ahead or around?

RS: We think the way we are going right now is the best Art’s up here and we are conferring with

him. Once we get underneath some of this stuff ahead to where we can see further to know for
sure.

9:51 AM

RS: Well, Art agrees that we are pressing in the right direction. We will just wait and see.

PH: As we climb out over the Beaufort, Dean is getting some aerosol profile measurements and we are

looking for a clear sky area out to the north. Si-Chee?

ST: Yes?

PH: You can see on your video that blue area that we are heading for ahead of us but it’s still pretty
patchy out there. But we will see what it looks like when we get there.

ST: Yes, sure. Thank you.

DS: Thanks, Jack. was wondering where the woodpecker was coming from.

9:52 AM

PH: Okay, Si-Chee. Does this look okay for you to choose an area out here?

ST: don’t care. Outside window can we get a little bit more homogeneous kind.

PH: Okay. It’s all pretty uniform out here. mean you’re going to have about 2 or 3% of open water.

ST: Yes. I think it’s okay. Maybe all this area is all the same type.

PH: 111 tell the pilots to choose what they consider the best characteristic area they can find here.

Okay?

ST: Okay. Good. Thank you.

AR: Did you say sea or sky?

ST: Sea surface.

PH: Okay. Rod would you choose a nice characteristic area out here and then we can go into our orbits

but at the moment as you can see it is a little different from what we were going over previously.
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RS: Okay. I’m going to cut left about 30 degrees to find that.

AR: That Si-Chee is sure fussy.

ST: Sorry about that.

PH: Yes. He likes to get it just right.

10:31 AM

AR: Si-Chee are we far enough away from the cirrus now. Is this about what you like?

ST: Yes. The sky conditions are okay. The sky conditions good.

RS: In 2 or 3 mins we should be in a pretty good position.

PH: Okay, And as we complete each orbit give me the countdown.

RS: Will do. I’ll count up. It will keep me from getting confused.

AR: noticed we are still got that very, very warm air out here. It is almost 10 *C.

PH: It’s a nice cabin temperature. Okay. We found a position out here now over the Beaufort Sea.
We’ve got about 97-98% ice cover. The rest is small leads, very small leads, a few small melt
ponds. We are just about to start our banked orbit 20 degrees roll and we will be doing 10 orbits
for surface reflectivity measurements.

10:32 AM

DS: CCN is all the way back up, Peter.

PH: Thanks, Don.

DS: It also looks like Jack and Dean just about have the DMPS up again.

PH: Well, great

10:33 AM

RS: As we press forward, it’s not getting any better so we’ll just stop and do it here.

ST: Okay.

PH: Yes. think it is 6 of 1 and 1/2 dozen of the other. This is pretty typical of this whole huge area.

RS: Okay. Starting my turn to the right now.

ST: Rod, could you keep your roll angle 20"?

10:34 AM

PH: Photographs 10 and 11 on Hobbs’ first camera roll show the portions of the ice surface that we are
doing our reflectivity measurements on.

10:35 AM

PH: Shot 13 or so show the surface of the ice when the plane was heading due south.
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RS: We’ve completed turn 1.

ST: Rod, your roll angle is too high it should be 20" now it’s only 16.

PH: Shot No. 13 was when the plane was heading due west magnetically.

AR: Did you copy that, Rod?

RS: No.

PH: You haven’t got the right bank angle. We only have a roll angle of about 16 and we need 20.

RS: Okay. I’ll increase the bank until you’re happy and we’ll start over with our count.

DH: Peter?

PH: Si-Chee?

ST: Yes?

PH: Let me know when the bank angle is okay.

ST: Now it’s 24. Let us stay with 20.

PH: Okay. We’re 24 now Rod. We need to come back to 20.

10:37 AM

PH: Let me know Si-Chee when it’s 20. You can see it better.

ST: That’s good now, it’s 20.

PH: Okay. That’s good Rod.

RS: Okay. Is this a good orientation for starling the turn?

PH: Yes it is. Just try to hold that roll angle and we’ll start our 10 turns here.

RS: Okay.

PH: Si-Chee put your switch onto "all" instead of "science".

ST: Okay. Got it.

PH: Okay. We’re starting our 10 turns starting now.

10:38 AM

RS: We’re about 60’ into the second turn.

ST: Correct

10:40 AM

PH: As we do these orbits, we are going to be drifting with the wind and the wind is 122* 4.1 knots

according to what it’s reading here but it may not be reliable. In fact it’s probably not reliable as
we continue our turn orbit here. Ken tells me the wind is out of the north. We will be drifting

with the wind.
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10:42 AM

RS: Two turns completed.

PH: How is the roU angle Si-Chee. Okay?

ST: Yes. It’s good.

PH: Shot No. 14 on Hobbs’ camera was taken showing a wider field of view of the general ice surfaces
here than the previous shots. So we get more coverage of the ice and that photograph was taken at

10:44 local time.

10:44 AM

RS: Three turns completed.

RS: Four turns completed.

10:46 AM

RS: There’s five turns.

10:48 AM

RS: We are well into our sixth turn.

10:51 AM

JR: Have you been looking at the GPS altitude. An?

AR: No haven’t Jack. What’s it been doing. A lot of strange stuff.

JR: You tell me.

RS: Seven turns.

10:53 AM

AR: There’s some strange stuff. I think it’s like satellite TV. You need an encoder to receive the
program properly.

JR: It suddenly went down to 1,000 ft. It’s about right again now.

10:54 AM

RS: We’ve completed eight turns.

10:55 AM

PH: Okay. We are doing a nice job here of holding 20’ bank and drifting with the wind. It shows very
nicely on the position plotter. The only trouble is that as we drift with the wind, we periodically
regularly go through our own plume. Which shows up very nicely on the CN counts. But I told
Si-Chee that and he said it wouldn’t effect his measurements so we’ll stay with it.

10:57 AM

JR: Was there something wrong with CN, Don?
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DS: I got it Fixed. It showed a little bit more water in channel 4 and discovered one of these juice
cans is perfect for holding the box up in there.

JR: Juice can. Well that’s a new science instrument.

DS: Yes. True science. Actually the orange juice can Fit perfectly, the apple juice was a little bit of
the wrong size.

10:59 AM

PH: What orbit are we on now Rod?

RS: Oh, in about 10 sees we will be done with the 10 orbits. That completes 10. I’ll just stay in the
orbit until you tell me something different.

PH: Okay. Si-Chee when you finish up there just come down here.

ST: Okay. think I’m finished.

AR: It looks like the wind is out of the northeast at about 5 to 10 knots judging by the ripples on the
open water.

ST: Peter, think 10 orbits are done. So what do you want to do now?

PH: Just come down here. want to show you something.

ST: Do you want to instruct Rod to change the flight plan or what?

PH: No. We’ll just leave him orbiting. Just come down here and I’ll show you something and then we
can decide what to do.

ST: Okay. I’m coming.

11:00 AM

PH: Okay, Rod. What we want to do next is to do 6 orbits, same bank, but this time we want to

remain in the same location. We don’t want to drift with the wind.

RS: Okay. That will require us to vary the bank throughout each of those orbits. It will have to be
steeper as we are going faster ground speed and less bank as we have a slower ground speed. Is that
acceptable to you?

PH: How much variation do you think there will be?

RS: would think 5’.

PH: Okay. Let me check with Si-Chee on thai Did you hear that Si-Chee?

ST: Yes. hear it

PH: Is that okay?

ST: He said about 5’?

PH: Yes. In order to remain in the one location he has to change his roll angle.

ST: Yes. Okay, let’s try, let’s try.
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PH: Okay, Rod. Let’s go ahead.

RS: At this level and everything?

PH: Just the same as before, 2,000.

RS: Okay.

11:02 AM

ST: Are we starting now?

PH: Have we started Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: Okay. Just starring.

11:04 AM

AR: You might ask him what he thinks he should do.

PH: Rod?

RS: We’re working it out It’s taking a little time to work out the mechanics of it.

PH: Okay. Actually, if we keep in one location and we still intercept our plume, you know as we go
around the circle, so what we really want to do is drift a bit upwind. Of course, this is just an
exercise for you Rod.

RS: Standby 1.

AR: Maybe a side wind would be better. Because that way you wouldn’t always be leaving it away
from us.

RS: Peter?

PH: Yes.

RS: Is the reason for this little exercise to avoid our plume as we do this?

PH: Yes it is. So we’d be better to side slip across the wind.

RS: Well, staying in a bank like this we can’t avoid our wake no matter which direction we take it.
We are going to cross it at some point;

PH: Yes. I suppose so. Even if we go sideways.

RS: Yes. We just can’t stay in the same direction of bank and avoid our wake. We can do long zipper
looping things but even with those we will cross it

PH: Okay. Can you hear all of that Si-Chee?

ST: Yes, I can hear it

PH: So perhaps we had better give up on it.
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ST: Okay. Whatever.

PH: Difficult to get away from our own plume.

AR: Can we spiral up slightly?

RS: Now if we could do this in a climb or descent would that mess him up completely?

PH: No. That’s okay. don’t think altitude matters. So we could do it going up.

AR: Going up would be better because the plume will tend to go down a bit.

RS: Okay. So we will go back to the constant bank idea. Would you like to start here at 2,000 or
start something lower and climb through?

ST: Yes, 2,000 is okay.

PH: Yes. We will start at 2,000 and then we will move lip and do six banked turns.

RS: Okay.

ST: Slowly, okay, slowly.

AR: About as slowly as you think you need you can go to miss the plume would be good, Peter.
wouldn’t think it would be too fast

RS: Okay. I’ll get things set up and let you know.

11:08 AM

KM: We’re setting up a 250 ft/min rate of climb. That should put us above our wake. We’re only
guessing, we don’t know how thick it is. So, let us know if it works.

AR: was thinking, Peter, maybe even a 100 ft/min you’d avoid that plume because that wing tip
vortices rotate downward.

RS: Okay. We’re stabilized pretty well. We can start your orbits any time you like.

ST: Okay. Go ahead.

KM: Dean, let us know if we are clearing our wake. This 250 ft/min rate of climb should do it but we
have no way of knowing.

PH: I’ll let you know Ken.

11:09 AM

PH: So after a bit of discussion we decided the best way to keep out of our own wake is to do our orbit
as we climb upwards. So we’ll do that for six orbits for another set of surface reflectivity
measurements, hopefully, in the absence of our wake.

ST: Peter, do we have pitch angle recorded?

PH: Yes we do.

ST: This kind of climb need to have the pitch angle, otherwise, cannot correct it.

PH: Okay.
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11:10 AM

PH: Looks as if we’re staying nicely clear of our wake.

RS: There is one orbit.

AR: There is no plume Rod.

ST: That’s a good job.

RS: Very good.

11:11 AM

PH: Photograph No. 15 on Hobbs’ camera taken at 11:12 while we are doing our orbiting. Six orbits
as we steadily change altitude. This was a long range photographic view of the ice surface and
leads and some melt ponds. This is typical of the area. We are now getting surface reflectivity
measurements.

11:13 AM

AR: think as we get a little higher, Peter, it does appear that there is a haze layer and think maybe
we are actually in it down around 2,000. The CNC1 counts are a bit higher there and maybe that
accounts for that slight haze.

RS: There’s two orbits.

AR: How many orbits this time, Peter?

PH: This was No. 2 orbit. Yes. You can see that slight decrease in CNC on the CNC3 record here on
my SUN.

RS: That’s a completion of the third turn.

11:15 AM

PH: Si-Chee?

ST: Yes?

PH: What did you want to do after this?

ST: After six turns, I’m done.

PH: Do you want to go back closer to the shore, the melting ice back there?

ST: Yes, yes, yes.

PH: Okay.

11:16AM

AR: Is he worried about cirrus any more.

PH: He was happy to do it in the cirrus provided it’s son of uniform it can be handled.

ST: Yes. We can get the thick cirrus over there.
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RS: Four turns.

1L18 AM

RS: Five turns now and one to go.

11:20 AM

RS: Okay. That’s six. Is that all you need Si-Chee?

ST: Yes. Thank you.

RS: Okay.

11:22 AM

PH: Okay. We are just finishing our No. 6 orbit here for surface reflectivity measurements, then we
are going to climb to 10,000 for aerosol measurements, then we will descend to 2,000 and go back
towards Deadhorse to get a filter sample at 2,000.

11:26 AM

PH: So the next pan of the flight went to an aerosol measurements. Climbing to 10,000.

AR: kind of guessed that Dean had said he was interested in doing that. When saw her climbing I’m
popping the bottle here quite a lot.

RS: Okay. We’re almost to 10,000 and you wanted that descent in a straight line towards Deadhorse.
Is that correct?

DS: Standby 1. Neither Dean or Peter are on headphones.

11:34 AM

PH: Yes, Rod.

RS: Yes. Here we are at 10,000 and did you want that descent still in a straight line towards
Deadhorse?

PH: Yes. think that will be okay.

RS: And we are ready to start down now.

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: What we want to do is stay here at this location at 10,000 for about 10 mins and then we will

spiral down at this location to 2,000 and then we can head towards Deadhorse after we’ve taken our
sample at 2,000,

RS: Very good. am not trying to avoid my wake at present time.

DS: don’t think that is a problem right now. We have our sample canned.

11:35 AM
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DS: Dean?

11:37 AM

JR: What are we doing An?

11:40 AM

AR: Dean is getting a sample and taking his 10 mins to process it. Then we are going to spiral down
to 2,000 and probably a little lower than that to do the rest of this vertical profile.

JR: Why don’t we do something other than a spiral sometime. Like do an escalator.

AR: Indicating surface winds 5-10 knots out of the northeast out of the ponds between the ice sheets.

11:41 AM

AR: Cirrus has not appeared overhead yet and the fact does not even seem to be encroaching this
position. Still remains about 10-20’ above the horizon. Mainly the southern semi-circle. There’s
a sliver of altocumulus off in the distance about 10* or 5’ above the horizon to the northwest.

11:43 AM

DH: Ken?

11:45 AM

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. We can start the 500 ft/min spiral down to 2,000 ft now.

KM: Okay.

RS: Peter?

11:49 AM

PH: Okay.

RS: Peter, this is Rod. We will have no problems delaying here a little while for Dean and giving Si-
Chee’s turns in as well.

PH: Okay. Very good. Thanks, Rod.

11:50 AM

RS: Okay. We are resuming our spiral at this time.

11:52 AM

PH: That’s looking better. Rod. We are not seeing it now so keep doing what you’re doing.

RS: Very good.

11:53 AM
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PH: So we are now in our descent for the aerosol measurements. We had a little problem for a while
there hitting our plume on the way down. Probably the same exhaust, the exhaust that we put in
the air on the way up, but by going upwind and descending we can avoid it.

RS: If we do get into our previous wake, it will be right in this area some place. If we’re clear here, we
will be okay.

PH: Okay. I’ll let you know if we get into it As was saying, we hit a little bit of our wake on the
way down, probably the pollution that we put in the air on the way up. But we have now shifted
upwind a little bit and then we are carrying on our descent and so far it looks good. We are not
hitting our plume.

11:54 AM

RS: Okay, Dean. We are approaching 2,000.

DH: Okay. When we get there, let’s pause at 2,000 for about 7 mins. HI give you a high sign and
then I’d prefer if we could just dip down to about 1,000 ft and you could do this on the way back
towards Deadhorse. Just dip down to 1,000 ft and then come back up to 2,000. Is that feasible?

RS: That’s fine. We’re at 2,000.

12:02 PM

ST: Peter?

12:03 PM

PH: Go ahead.

ST: After Dean finishes, is it worthwhile to go down lower to complete the vertical profile?

PH: Yes. We are going to go to 1,000 on the way back to Deadhorse.

ST: No, said in here.

PH: In this location?

ST: Yes. In this area, you know. It’s only another 1,000-1,500 ft to complete the vertical profile.

PH: Yes, we can that or we can do it on the way back. want to make sure we have enough time to do
the ice on the way back.

ST: Okay.

12:04 PM

RS: Is Dean up?

DS: Standby 1.

12:06 PM

DH: Dean here. Go ahead.

RS: We are 4 mins into the sample. How much longer do need to avoid wake?

DH: Say again. Ken, can’t copy you.
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RS: We’re 4 mins into the sample. How much longer do need to avoid my wake?

DH: Okay. You don’t have to worry about your wake. All need is about 3 or 4 more minutes at this
altitude before we start the descent and will give you the high sign on the descent but you don’t
have to worry about the wake right now.

RS: Okay.

12:07 PM

DH: Ken?

RS: Go.

DH: Okay. You can go ahead and start the descent to the 1,000 ft level heading back towards Deadhorse
and at this point will turn you over to Peter and Si-Chee.

RS: Okay. Descending to 1,000 ft.

JR: Maybe you’ll want to continue on down to 1,000 in this area before heading back.

RS: Okay.

AR: Dean, do you copy?

12:11 PM

RS: Peter?

12:13 PM

PH: Hello.

JR: Yes, Rod. You wanted Peter.

RS: Well we are at a 1,000 ft and my plan is now to roll out on a heading for Deadhorse.

PH: Just hold on a moment

RS: Okay. We will continue circling at 1,000ft.

PH: Rod, we can head towards Deadhorse and we will be looking for some ice just offshore there.

RS: Would you like to continue at 1,000 ft for now or climb on up to 2.

PH: We can climb to 2.

RS: Okay.

12:14 PM

PH: So we’ve completed the profile downwards, went down to 1,000 ft, for aerosol measurements.

Dean got some samples at 10,000,2,000 and then down to 1,000. Now we are heading back
towards Deadhorse at 2,000 ft and we will do some more ice reflectivity measurements just
offshore there.

12:20 PM
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PH: An? Did you notice any difference between the ice out here and just offshore at Deadhorse? Was
there any obvious difference?

AR: Just offshore there is kind of a smaller mottled pattern that I didn’t see out here. Out here it
seemed to be like large fractal patterns and in shore it was a little more complicated it seemed.

PH: Yes, very close in shore it’s very greenish and then it goes into some younger ice.

AR: Yes. I would agree with that, Peter.

PH: We want to try to get some reflectivity measurements on something that’s distinctly different from
what we did before today.

AR: I’ll keep a watch out this window.

ST: Peter. The offshore sea ice is that called a re-frozen ice?

PH: The off shore ice will be younger ice. mean the ice just immediately along the shore is the
younger ice.

ST: Yes. thought it was kind of re-frozen type.

PH: What type?

ST: Re-frozen, re-frozen.

PH: Re-frozen. Yes, it could be.

12:21 PM

AR: We may be coming into some son of plume here Dean.

12:26 PM

PH: Si-Chee?

12:29 PM

ST: Yes.

^ PH: When we get to the coastline we’ll run along parallel to the coastline so we can choose an area to

work in.

ST: Okay. Sure. Where’s our cirrus cloud? It looks like it is far away though.

PH: Well, but we still have 20-30 miles to go to hit the coast.

ST: Okay.

PH: Yes. Si-Chee?

ST: Yes.

PH: An thinks that the cirrus is still over the coastline but it has thinned out.

ST: Yes, it looks like it When you look at our side it looks like that.
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12:30 PM

AR: Also, Peter, the direction we are heading is son of paralleling at back edge rather than going into
the cirrus near Deadhorse because we seem to be going toward Barrow.

PH: Yes. We are going to parallel the coast and run along the coastline. How much more flight time,
Rod?

12:31 PM

RS: Forty-five mins on station when we get there.

PH: Did you hear that Si-Chee?

ST: Yes. That’s good enough.

PH: Yes. That’s once we get on station we will have 45 mins to decide where we want to work and get
our measurements.

ST: Yes. That’s all need is maybe around 35 mins about

AR: Why are we turning here?

PH: Because think he is trying to run parallel to the coast but let’s Find out. Rod, are you heading
straight for the coast are you and then going to run parallel to the coast towards Deadhorse?

RS: More or less. I’m at a slight angle to the coast.

12:32 PM

PH: Okay. Can we get in closer to the coast?

RS: Yes. We are just putting it in at a slight angle so that we’ll have more time on station, being
closer to Deadhorse, but we’re pretty much heading to the coast now.

12:33 PM

PH: Art, do you think the winds are okay?

AR: think that’s probably not too bad. I’m not absolutely positive at this level but they are
northeasterly near the ground there because you can see the ripples in the water and I’m guessing in

the inversion layer they would come around to that direction from the southeast you know in the
normal turning of the wind in an inversion. think the velocity is a little high. don’t think it’s
30 knots. Rod, can you give an estimate of the wind direction? We’re indicating 30 knots out of
the southeast. That seems a little strong, although it might be out of the southeast.

RS: I’ll see what can do.

PH: Something we haven’t done on any of the flights is to do the reciprocal in order to get a good wind

measurement We should try to remember to do that when we are not doing much else.

AR: Yes. One of the things that kind of surprised me is that most of the time when have checked the
winds have agreed with the maps pretty well. I’m not sure why they should be better but they are
generally have been pretty reliable.

PH: Except when we’re doing the orbiting. Then they are completely haywire.
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AR: You know, even yesterday when we were out there over the aerosol site and turning, made a voice
note of this, our winds were actually holding right on about 240, about what the maps were
indicating. I’m not sure why they look so good in an orbit

12:35 PM

RS: Sure looks like it’s out of magnetic northeast. I’m not sure of the strength.

AR: Okay. Magnetic northeast. That would agreed with the surface wind down there, that’s for sure.

12:36 PM

AR: On the other hand, an inversion it can’t possibly be the same direction as the wind down there on
the surface.

PH: Are you still trying to get closer to the coast Rod? Rod, are you still heading closer to the coast?

RS: Yes we are. We are heading due south true right now. That’s just a few degrees towards Deadhorse
but mostly perpendicular to the coast.

PH: Okay. Let me know when you start to run parallel to it.

RS: Will do.

PH: And we’ll just do that offshore.

12:37 PM

PH: Si-Chee, how close into the shore do you want to go?

ST: As close as we can find good uniform conditions then we can do it. Uniform is a sky cirrus
overcast and the surface features are uniform. don’t know if we are going to get it or not but we
can try.

12:42 PM

PH: How long to the coast. Rod?

RS: Standby 1.

PH: We are getting more open water here, Si-Chee, just in this region anyway. Bigger melt ponds.

RS: Okay, Peter. show us about 14-15 miles offshore and see what looks like shore ahead and I’ll
keep pressing in until you tell me otherwise.

PH: Yes. I think we will go right to the shore and see what it’s look right on the shore and then we’ll
maybe venture out a little bit and then go, but when you hit the shore you can start to head
towards Deadhorse along the shore and we’ll position ourselves somewhere just offshore.

RS: Okay.

AR: Peter, Ken just worked out the winds with a slide rule. 110 at 25. Take a look at the readout.

PH: Pretty spot on. Are you sure he didn’t look at our readout?

KM: Ken, have you been cheating up there.
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RS: Well, actually we have to a certain extent. We do need to get a few inputs from the GPS to do it
by hand. But, otherwise, he worked it out.

PH: Someone is still using a slide rule!

RS: Those are really neat slide rules.

12:44 PM

PH: Just off the right wing, Si-Chee, it looks like a re-frozen lead.

ST: Yes. Kind of interesting to see.

PH: Do you see along, the coast off the right wing, Si-Chee, and then there’s that whole area of
different type of ice. We will see what it looks like when we get a bit closer.

12:45 PM

AR: Peter, another thing, the one thing that was mentioned about by the flight service guys is that the
depth of the ocean only decreases very, very gradually as you go offshore. think you can see dirt
down there, "dirt".

PH: Now the ice surface here, Si-Chee, is quite different from where we did our earlier measurements.

ST: Yes. How about a sky condition?

PH: Well, there is some thin cirrus above us. Take a look in the dome.

ST: Okay.

RS: Okay. We’re just about a mile offshore. Do you want me to start a turn now or do you really
want to see land under us or what?

PH: Just go a little closer to the shore and then you can make your turn. Say another half a mile or so.

12:47 PM

AR: It almost looks like there’s ground underneath us now.

PH: Yes. It’s so different from what we had further back. I think it must be very shallow here. What’s
the cirrus like. Art, towards the east there.

AR: Gradually increasing. I’d call it thin broken on the eastern semi-circle.

12:48 PM

PH: Okay, Rod. We want to turn and do a reciprocal and go back in the other direction along the coast.

Get out from under this cirrus a little bit more.

RS: Okay. How far away from Deadhorse were you thinking of going?

PH: Oh, not very far, just let’s try 10 miles up the coast.

RS: Okay. We can do that.

12:49 PM
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PH: We’ve been looking for a patch of clear sky. That’s what we want We’ve got the right surface
here.

12:50 PM

PH: An, why don’t you go up front and direct Rod to a good clear sky patch.

RS: Peter.

PH: Yes.

RS: An says do it right here. Are you ready?

PH: Are you ready Si-Chee?

ST: Yes, I’m ready.

PH: Okay.

ST: What is this type of surface called? Is it a melting pond?

PH: Well, I really don’t know what the official name is. I’ll get some photographs and I’ll describe it
the best can on the tape. So we’ll stan our turns now 2,000 ft 20’ roll banked to the right

12:51 PM

AR: How many turns here, Peter?

PH: Can we get 10 turns in. Rod?

RS: Yes.

AR: Do you want to stay out of your plume? Is this going to be a climb again?

PH: No, don’t think it matters. We’ll just keep it at 2,000 that’s the best thing we can do and hold
that roll at 20’.

12:52 PM

AR: There is one little sliver of cirrus that will go over the sun maybe in about 5 mins. Is that
important or if we drifted downwind we would kind of delay that? just don’t know whether that’s
important.

PH: Why don’t you just note on the tape when that happens.

JR: How’s the angle, Si-Chee? Is it okay?

ST: Yes, it’s okay. 21 is okay.

12:53 PM

PH: Give us a count up on the turns Rod.

RS: Will do.

ST: can see the cirrus clouds over the skin.

PH: Could we get a better position. An, nearby?
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AR: If you go north bound you would be a little bit better right now. Maybe 2 or 3 mins. north
bound.

PH: Okay. Do you want to do that Si-Chee?

ST: Yes. If we can get We just finished our first circle. So if we can go a little bit north that would
may be better.

PH: Okay. Rod, we’ve got a bit of cirrus here. We want to go 2 or 3 mins northbound and do our
circles there.

RS: Roger, 2 or 3 mins northbound.

12:54 PM

PH: Si-Chee, think this is the younger re-frozen ice, we could describe it as here. And its very
shallow and we haven’t got the melting that we had further out which is son of strange. You
would think there would be more melting closer in here.

ST: Yes, right-hand side is kind of uniform lead, right, re-frozen leads the right-hand side now.

PH: Yes.

12:55 PM

PH: think just below the aircraft here on the right side we’ve got a re-frozen melt pond and just
beyond that re-frozen, more like a lead but just another pond really.

AR: think we can go a little further in this direction. Ken.

12:56 PM

AR: think if we take a left for about a minute it will help us get away from that little patch it’s
actually heading also in this direction that would tend to foul us up towards the end so if we went

left, maybe a minute, think we would be about as clear of all these little tenuous patches as we
could.

ST: Okay. That will do.

PH: Si-Chee, you can see think this sort of browny stuff off below us on the right side, might even
be surface. don’t know.

ST: don’t know.

PH: know it’s very shallow here.

12:57 PM

AR: Ken, would pick any place in here. That thing is going to be probably a factor unless we go a
long ways away from it. You know 10 mins in one direction or another.

PH: Okay. Let’s try it here. Let’s go into our banked turns here. This looks pretty nice here on the
ice.

ST: Okay.

AR: Peter, that is dirt down there.
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PH: I thought it was.

AR: Yes, I was trying to figure out why it wasn’t melted but I guess it’s because the ground remains so
dam cold whereas the ocean out there is always near freezing so guess the sun has to cook this a
little longer. That’s the only thing can think of.

ST: Yes. The roll angle is good.

PH: The last photo shot which for some reason looked like 16, was it or whatever, one more than the
last one recorded. don’t know why it wasn’t 20. Was taken at 12:58 showing the region of ice
surface close into the coast. The second region that we are looking at for surface reflectivity
measurements.

AR: bet this is the area they talk about the sun melting this cold coastal zone, probably suddenly
melts off and it must be quite a sight, like in a few days.

12:58 PM

RS: There’s your first turn.

12:59 PM

AR: We also have some ground fog off the left wing, out about maybe 2 miles.

1:00 PM

AR: had better say think it’s ground fog. Looking overhead at 13:01:11, the sun appears to be
shining through clear sky, however, as a meteorologist I’m looking around at all the little thin,
thin filaments of cirrus here and there. suspect there are probably a few ice crystals in the areas
that appear to be absolutely clear. think there is probably a veil in between the little patches of
cirrus fibrotus.

1:01 PM

RS: Completed two turns.

1:02 PM

PH: Okay. When took out my first roll of film just now (as said earlier it had re-rolled at about 16),
there was quite a strip of unused film. I don’t know why it automatically re-rolled. But anyway
hopefully the shots up to that point are okay. I’ve just put in at 1:00 PM here my second roll of
film for this project Arctic ’95.

AR: Sample No. 72 is contaminated by exhaust it appears.

1:03 PM

PH: No. photograph on Hobbs’ second roll was taken with the aircraft instantaneously pointing
magnetic south showing the ice surface on which we are doing our reflectivity measurements now
close in to the shore on June 8.

AR: Si-Chee?

ST: Yes.

AR: There is a little filament of cirrus that’s going to go in front of the sun in about 2 or 3 mins. Do
you want to miss that or is it just something you have to live with?
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ST: Yes, think have to live with.

1:05 PM

PH: No. 2 shot on Hobbs’ camera taken at 1:06 when the aircraft was pointing east magnetic during
our reflectivity orbits.

ST: Rod, how many turns now?

RS: Four turns.

1:06 PM

PH: At 1:06 PM and 1:07 PM took two photographs from the bubble. That was No. [tape turn over,
No. 3 & 4?] which was a close-up of the ice surface on which we are doing reflectivity
measurements and No. 4 was a long range view with the telescopic way out long range, low
magnification view of the ice surface taken at about 1:07 PM. Both of this ice surface that we are
now doing orbits on for surface reflectivity measurements.

1:08 PM

RS: Five turns.

PH: Here is a little verbal description of the ice surface on which we are doing surface reflectivity
measurements. First of all, it is different from the First ice surface that we looked at at the
beginning of the flight, which was further out over the Beaufort Sea. That earlier surface had a few
percent of open water, small leads and little ponds. By contrast, this ice surface that we are
looking at now has no open water, virtually none as far as can see, it’s in very shallow water.
think here and there we can even see some brown earth beneath but it’s virtually all frozen. There
is some rough areas and some more bluey ice areas, some son of rough snowy areas, and some
more bluey smooth ice areas. Whereas, the earlier ice we looked at farther out over the Beaufort
Sea was more sort of fractal and was broken up by leads. Here we don’t see that.

RS: Six turns.

1:10 PM

PH: How is it looking Si-Chee?

ST: It looks good. Not much cirrus contamination for my scan.

PH: Good. got a few photographs so we have recorded this surface pretty well.

1:11 PM

PH: Here and there you can see the sun reflecting in the clearer ice areas as we rotate, just now and
again see the reflection of the sun in the smoother ice.

AR: It looks like that little cirrus cloud didn’t thin and also it looks maybe it’s going to slide off to the
southeast of the path to the sun.

1:12 PM

RS: Seven turns.
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PH: Looking off the right wing now there are a couple of melt ponds farther out, a couple of miles
maybe a mile away, I’m not sure if the CAR is looking at those though. think it’s probably
not I think it’s probably looking down at the continuous frozen surface closer to the aircraft.

1:13 PM

PH: We are flying in and out of our own wake here as we can see on the CN count because of the
orbiting and drifting with the wind and therefore with our own pollution plume.

RS: Eight turns.

1:14 PM

AR: Well for what it’s worth, that little cirrus did miss going in front of the sun.

1:16 PM

RS: There’s nine turns.

AR: Sample 73 is partially contaminated with exhaust

RS: Cessna leaving Deadhorse. What’s their weather now?

1:17 PM

PH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

PH: When we finish this we can have a short trip to the North Pole and then back to Deadhorse.

RS: We’ve just completed our tenth turn and my idea was direct Deadhorse actually.

PH: Okay. Let’s go.

1:18 PM

AR: Peter, do you want to porpoise at all to look at the aerosol below the inversion? There might be
some smog out here.

PH: Ask Dean.

AR: Or it might be extremely clean. don’t know which way it’s going to go.

1:19 PM

AR: Rod?

RS: Yes.

AR: I’d like to dip below the inversion here and that would mean going as low as you feel comfortable
going on the way back to Deadhorse for a couple of minutes and then back up to your flight level.

RS: Okay. We’ll go on done to 100 ft.

PH: Jack, any equipment failures?

JR: None that have found.
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1:20 PM

AR: Actually it’s pretty dirty right in here Rod. Are we still possibly in our downwind position.

RS: It’s not impossible. really wouldn’t think so but.

PH: No. don’t think so. Art. It doesn’t look like it has been looking.

AR: It’s pretty dirty here.

DH: We’re picking up NOX. suspect in a haze layer from the power plant

AR: think you are right. Dean. It looks like something off the wing there.

1:21 PM

ST: There is some kind of melting pond, the water.

PH: Yes. We are seeing some melt ponds here. It’s beginning to melt. Some of them have a surface
layer of water on top of some thin ice.

ST: Yes. So it’s kind of a melting pond area.

PH: Yes. They are not really complete melt ponds yet. They are just a layer of water on top of ice.

ST: Okay. think this is very interesting.

PH: Yes. But don’t think we had that back where we were doing our measurements. didn’t see that
back there.

ST: Maybe too high. You couldn’t see it.

PH: Could be but this looks like a different surface to me from what we were looking at.

AR: have to agree with you Peter. didn’t see any melting back there.

PH: When you’ve got this water layer you see the sun’s reflection very clearly. We were getting a little
sun reflection back there but it was just on the few patches of clear ice. Nothing like we are
seeing now.

ST: Okay. was watching the screen. didn’t see outside.

PH: We can do this melt, sort of partial stage of melting, if we are lucky, some other time.

ST: Okay.

1:23 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: What was the distance from the coast where we did our first series of reflectivity measurements.

KM: Probably about 15 miles.

PH: 5 0.
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KM: 5 miles.

PH: No. Where we did our first series. That was farther out than that wasn’t it?

KM: Oh, that series was about 60 off the coast.

1:24 PM

AR: The base of the inversion was 500 here. And we are coming in to the base of another inversion.
There’s about a 30’ inversion between 500 and 300 ft

RS: There you are.

AR: Thanks, Rod.

JR: Maybe we could snag a seal if it gets cold here.

KM: Let us know when you’ve had enough down here.

AR: That’s it. That’s fine for me. Dean, do you want to do anything?

DH: No. It looks about the same. Go ahead take her up.

AR: know. was kind of disappointed. wasn’t going to point that out myself.

1:26 PM

AR: Except for that haze layer up around 1,500 but think we saw a bit of a peak around 1,200 out

around at that circle point

JR: Are we going up or not?

AR: We can go up any time. Ken.

KM: Okay.

AR: was on the wrong button there, sorry.

KM: Okay. We’ll ease it back up to about 2,000.

AR: That was about 5 ’C and about 50 ft right there.

1:29 PM

AR: It appears to be ground fog off in the horizon from time to time was certainly not ground fog but a
bit of haze in front of the detail of the ice as a horizon receded which gave it a short of blurred look
like there was an actual cloud, very shallow actual cloud on the ice surface off in the distance.

That was not so.

1:31 PM

PH: Si-Chee?

1:59 PM

ST: Yes?
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PH: Would you summarize in a few words what you accomplished on this flight?

ST: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay, good. Art? A brief summary. Emphasis on brief.

AR: This ones for Jack. [See Summary)

RS: This is the cockpit. Wondering if you are done with vacuum.

DH: That’s affirmative. You can have your vacuum back.

PH: Okay. Dean?

DH: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Don?

DS: [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Great Jack:

JR: [See Summary]

PH: Okay. The problem we had with the SUN displays was solved by Jack prior to this flight and we
had no problem on this flight.

2:02 PM

PH: That’s about it. They are funny ice patches here, aren’t they.

2:03 PM

AR: There is a pretty good chance we will run into some of that smog from those plants heading in
this way.

2:07 PM

AR: Ken, now there’s a road that’s out on the left.

2:08 PM

AR: 10 o’clock.

KM: Deadhorse Traffic. Do you want 12 miles out straight in for Runway 04 Deadhorse?

2:12 PM

KM: There was Traffic. Husky is 10 out straight in 04 Deadhorse.

2:13 PM END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1680 on June 8, 1995

ST (CAR):
did quite a lot on this mission for surface reflectivity. We got two very nice surface condition

and think the sky is reasonable, so am pretty happy with these surface bi-directional measurements.
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AR (Aerosol):
We made a long leg to the northwest of about 45 mins to get from under the cirrus shield. We

found a nice area of inhomogeneous ice about 10-15% water, 85-90% ice. We circled at 2,000 and for a
large number of times and then we circled up 10,000. During that time, there seemed to be slight
indications of haze layers at 2,000,4,000-4,700,4,900-5,400 and then we descended down to 1,000 where
there was a strong haze sliver at about 1,200 ft. We then exited to near the coastline, formed some more
right banks for Si-Chee, and a very thin cirrus, probably broken coverage if you counted ice crystals that
you could see through, and a few patches of cirrus fibratus that were totally transparent, and there was no
particular aerosol anomaly except at 1,200 ft where we again intercepted the high haze sliver there that we
had intercepted near that level before. That’s about it.

DH (Aerosol):
We did an aerosol profile from about 2,000 ft up to 10,000 ft At 2,000 and about 5,500 and

10,000 ft, we got a bag sample for DMPS. The hygroscopic growth factor and volatility measurements
with the DMPS. We then descended to 2,000 ___2____ we checked the monitor by 1,000 since we
checked on what was below the major levels that ?____ about the same. Pretty good. We should
be able to get something out of it.

DS (CCN):
On this flight ran the CCN along with the DMPS. had a minor problem with channel 4 again.

Sucked a little bit of water. Getting better at taking it apart and putting it back together. It only took
about 10 mins. Once did that, the CCN functioned fine for the rest of the flight.

JR (Flight Engineer):
Everything was nominal. The ultrafme seemed to have a problem. guess it worked okay

though. Right?
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(g) June 9, 1995 (UW Flight 1681)

9:35 AM

PH: This is June 9, Right 1681, taking off from Deadhorse at about 0930 LT. On board Hobbs,
Flight Scientist; Hegg, Aerosol; Rangno, Aerosol; Russell, Flight Engineer; Sprugeon, CCN;
Jason Li, CAR. Weather is bright and sunny with some cirrus to the south. We are going to go
first of all south to the NASA sunphotometer site No. 1, which is the photometer site closest to
us here about 40 miles south of Deadhorse. If it’s clear there we will do an aerosol profile for a
possible closure experiment.

9:37 AM

PH: An? As we go to the south, see if there is a nice bare stretch of tundra where we can do some
surface reflectivity measurements without any snow cover. We will be on the lookout for that

9:39 AM

AR: Coming in to the base of the inversion.

9:41 AM

AR: Continuing isothermal from about 500 ft above sea level to 1,200 ft.

9:42 AM

DS: Okay, Peter. The CCN is starting to function. It will be fully on line in about another 5 mins.

9:43 AM

KM: Peter, what altitude do you want to start with?

PH: We can climb out to 8,000.

9:44 AM

JR: Did yolTget that Ken?

PH: We can climb out to 8,000.

KM: Roger, 8.

PH: An, do you think there is less snow over the tundra than on our first day over it?

AR: really can’t remember, Peter. would certainly guess so because Jack was saying all the snow
around his motel room has disappeared. don’t remember out here.

PH: My impression is that there is quite a bit less today.

9:45 AM

AR: didn’t notice that there was quite a bit less the other day when we were flying out here. There
was less inland than there was right near the coast, and thought, wasn’t sure why that might be
unless it snows a little bit more toward the coast.

PH: Jack, should be able to get my color display here by just pressing return a couple of times?

9:46 AM
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DS: Looks good.

9:47 AM

PH: Flying over the tundra south of Deadhorse. I’d say now that the tundra is about 80% snow free.

9:48 AM

PH: Art, the clear area we need, clear of snow, need only be about 2 miles in diameter.

9:49 AM

AR: I was hoping that you were going to say 200 meters.

PH: No. A circular orbit for reflectivity measurements is about 2 miles diameter.

AR: don’t see much out this window, Peter. got a pretty good view out to the Brooks Range and it

seems like every little splotch there is a piece of ice that messes it up every clear splotch.

9:50 AM

PH: Jack, how do get some of the gas measurements on your display? The color display?

9:51 AM

KM: We’re about 5 mins from the photometer site right now.

PH: Okay, Ken.

AR: Peter, can this 2 square mile area be anywhere around here or?

PH: Yes. It could be anywhere around here as long as it’s tundra. Also, the sun photometer people are

supposed to be at this first site we are heading for now so you might look out for their vehicle.

AR: It’s red, right?

DS: Actually, its white.

PH: It’s gray think.

DS: That is correct.

PH: Art’s color blind.

9:53 AM

AR: It looks like we hit some son of plume there. Look at the CNC1 on the SUN.

PH: Yes. wonder if Dean took a sample of something there.

9:54 AM

PH: don’t know. It looks strange. If Dean takes a sample, do see that on this display, the bag

sample?

DS: Only if he has it switched over to instruments without the bag.
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KM: I think see the vehicle out on the left side just off the intersection, the little road that extends
between the highway and the pipeline.

9:55 AM

AR: Okay. see a vehicle down below, a whitish vehicle, don’t see a red vehicle. see a little
instrument parked right in front of it

DS: That’s them though. An. It’s kind of an off-white or tan.

KM: We’re over it now. It’s just below the left wing.

9:56 AM

AR: presume we want to stay out of this cloud Peter? I’m guessing we want to circle away from this
cloud and stay in the clear hole. If you keep coming around you could miss it guess, but they
want to stay in clear air. want to get back to Peter and Dean, they are both off the headset right
now. Ken.

9:57 AM

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: Okay. Choose a cloud free area here. It doesn’t have to be right over the sun photometer site but
as close to it as we can and we can start climbing to 12,000.

KM: Roger, 12.

PH: Yes, 12.

AR: There’s a good shot of that haze layer coming around on your side, Peter. If you look out there
you can really see a line of din.

PH: An, how long do you think it would take for that cirrus to spread to this site.

AR: There is a little filament, Peter, that’s probably very, very fine ice crystals maybe just 5 mins.
away I’d say. And then that heavier stuff is probably more like 10-20 mins. Well, more like 15-
30 mins.

9:58 AM

AR: It’s a bit clearer maybe about 10 o’clock here out about maybe 3-4 mins of flight time and it would
be a bigger hole.

9:59 AM

PH: So, Jack, we’ll be climbing up to 12 and you will need to adjust the CN.

JR: can do that anytime. Just let me know when it’s a good time to do it.

PH: This is good.

AR: was going to say that if there were any bare spots it would probably be something where it was
sloping toward the southwest and down. But it would be on the other side of this range of
mountains and so it’s probably out of the question.
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PH: Yes. We are not going there.

10:00 AM

AR: It’s a lot cleaner now.

DS: It’s going to get a little chillier as we go up.

AR: Don, there is quite a haze layer at 8,000. You can see it off the left wing. think that’s pan of it
that little dirt line.

10:01 AM

PH: Jack just adjusted the CN counter. So we are over the No. sun photometer site now and we are
climbing to 12,000 ft.

AR: It looks like back off the left wing here, Peter, there is some greater clearings of tundra. Maybe
out about 10 to 20 nautical miles.

10:02 AM

PH: Jason?

JL: Yes.

PH: For our surface reflectivity measurements on the tundra, we have to find a bare patch that’s about 2
miles in diameter but there are no patches that big that are bare of snow so don’t think we can do
that today. But as the time goes on here, maybe in 3 or 4 days, we should be able to find such a
patch.

10:04 AM

PH: So we will do some vertical profiling over the sun photometer and, when we finish that, if it’s
still cloud free over the Beaufort Sea we’ll go out over there to were the ER-2 is flying and we will

be out there about the same time as the ER-2 normally flies in that area say about mid-day and we
will do some surface reflectivity measurements over the ER-2 rectangle.

10:05 AM

PH: Did you read that Jason?

JL: Yes, did.

PH: CN is going up again.

KM: Okay. We’re leveling 12,000 still in a left orbit Do you want us to avoid our wake or are we

just delaying up here.

PH: think we want to avoid our wake. Let me just talk to Dean for a moment

10:06 AM

DH: Yes, go ahead, Peter.

PH: Just one moment. Ken, I’ll get back to you. Dean, do you want to avoid our wake while we
sample here?

DH: Yes. Definitely, Peter.
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PH: Is that just when you take your bag sample?

DH: Yes, that’s correct.

PH: Okay. Why don’t you communicate with Ken on that and then after you’ve taken your sample we
will stay here for what, 10 mins?

DH: Yes. It will be about 10 mins.

PH: Okay. I’ll leave you to talk to Ken. Ken, Dean will be communicating with you on when he is
going to take his sample and when he takes his sample we want to be clear of our wake and then
well stay here for about 10 mins. after he takes his sample.

KM: Okay. Let me know when you are about to take a sample and will make sure we are clear. I’ll
extend this orbit out so we will be in the clear air for one turn and if we haven’t done it let me
know so we can change it again.

DH: Okay, Ken. This is Dean. Yes, I’d like to stay clear for about 30 or 40 sees here.

KM: I can barely hear you Dean. Can you speak up a little bit.

DH: Okay. Is this any better?

KM: Yes. A lot better.

DH: Okay. About 30-40 sees in the clear right now is what need.

KM: Okay. Yes. We will be in good shape. Let me know when you are done with the sample.

10:07 AM

AR: Peter, there might be a bare spot maybe about 10-15 nautical miles here about 10 o’clock that
might be that big. It’s on some sloping terrain and can’t see any ice on it

DH: Ken? Okay. Clear.

PH: Okay. An, point that area out to Ken for later reference after we finish the aerosol measurements.

KM: Understand wakes no problem now. I’ll tighten up our circle again.

PH: After we’ve finished our aerosol profiling, we may want to go to that area so point it out to Ken
so he can locate it when we’re at lower altitude. Show him where it is now.

10:09 AM

AR: It must be our plume, sony.

10:10 AM

AR: Sample No. 11 looks like it’s going to have a bit of the C-131’s exhaust.

PH: These aerosol profiling measurements are over the sun photometer sites but the air is clean enough
that the sun photometer measurements may not give us a good optical depth, however, we can still
calculate our optical depth from the airborne measurements from the light scattering and compare
those with the size distributions, etc. So sort of do a semi-closure, internal closure from our own
airborne measurements. It would be nice of course if in addition we had the estimate from the sun
photometer but we will see about that in post analysis.
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10:11 AM

DH: Go ahead, Peter.

PH: Okay. After we’ve done this we will profile down. There was a layer at about 8,000 that pointed
out to you. Do you want to dwell there for a while.

DH: Well, might pull a bag. Yes, we can stay there just momentarily. I don’t like to do that on the
straight profile down because like a nice smooth continuous profile. What prefer to do is to go
down and then come back up. But if we are pressed for flight time, yes, let’s dwell here a minute
and 111 get a bag sample.

PH: No. We’re not pressed for flight time. Okay. So we’ll profile down to as close to the surface as
we can?

DH: Yes. That’s affirmative, Peter. If we could get down on say 700 ft something like that would be
very good.

PH: Okay. Let us know when you are ready to descend. Got some cirrus cloud above us but that’s not
going to affect our measurements.

10:14 AM

PH: That band of cirrus is getting quite thick now. Art. There’s much more banded that it was in
previous days.

AR: Are you talking about that solid layer off the Brooks Range?

PH: Yes. Son of running parallel to the Brooks Range.

AR: There seems to be little isolated patchy cirrus, son of a precursor and then there’s that solid layer
there it looks like, is that what you’re seeing?

PH: Yes, that’s right.

AR: The satellite guy said that was not going to be a big layer it was just a little filament Even
though it looks solid from our view he said on the satellite picture it wasn’t going to be a
precursor of a big bunch of clouds so, hope that’s it. And we will have another sunny day.

PH: Off the right wing now I’ve got some cirrus billows above us.

10:15 AM

AR: Roger. Thai’s that first cloud that looked like it was going to come over fairly soon and
sometimes those things are leftover contrails, although in this case I’m not so sure.

PH: No, don’t that that’s contrails. think we’ve got some nice billows there.

AR: If it is a contrail, it’s 2 or 3 hrs old, that’s for sure. It’s an old guy. Starting our descent now or is
Dean happy at 12.

PH: Not yet.

AR: Okay.

10:16 AM
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PH: Ken, now when we give you the word, we will be descending to about 700 ft above the surface in
this region at 500 ft/min.

KM: Okay.

PH: We are crossing our plume regularly in this area but it doesn’t matter too much.

KM: Okay. We won’t hit it on the way down.

DS: Cancel the further. Jack.

PH: Ken, how far are we from the sun photometer site.

KM: Oh, 4 miles right now. Well actually it’s less than that probably about 3.

PH: Okay.

KM: Yes, 4 miles.

10:20 AM

DH: Peter?

10:21 AM

AR: He’s putting his headset on.

PH: Okay. We can descend now. Ken, to 700.

10:22 AM

AR: And the haze layer.

10:24 AM

PH: Art? Did you choose the daily special today?

AR: No, I didn’t.

PH: Chicken.

AR: [Laughter] Yesterday’s chicken. Two day’s ago chicken.

PH: We have chicken every day.

AR: Yes, last night it was a little dried out. think recommended chicken but it really wasn’t that

good, was it?

PH: It wasn’t too bad. think the food here is reasonable.

JR: think we’ll have to call Dominos one of these nights.

10:27 AM

AR: liken it to minimum security prison food.

PH: I’ve just discovered I’ve got two bags of chicken.
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JR: They’re having trouble trying to give this stuff away, Peter.

PH: Jack, you don’t have to adjust it on the way down do you?

JR: Well, should.

PH: Well, you’d better since is a good aerosol column measurement here.

JR: Okay. Let’s get down to under 8,000 and I’ll adjust it.

10:28 AM

AR: Jason, as the plane comes around and you look off to the north you can really get a nice fix on this
thicker haze layer that was found at about this altitude on our way up.

10:31 AM

PH: Just going through 4,000 ft on our descent for the aerosol profile.

10:38 AM

PH: Reasonably clear sky here over the profiling site. There is some little patches of very thin cirrus,
very high. But generally above us here we have blue sky.

10:39 AM

KM: Peter, do you want 700 AGL or MSL? MSL that would put us down to about 200 ft.

AR: He doesn’t have his headset on. Ken. I’ll get him.

JR: asked Dean that earlier and he said it doesn’t make any difference.

KM: Okay. We’ll level at what will amount to 500 ft here.

10:44 AM

JR: It seems like we’re at 700 ft AGL now.

PH: Jason?

10:45 AM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. We’re at about 700 AGL?

KM: That’s affirmative.

DH: Okay. We’ve got the data here. Let’s pop up to about 3,400.

KM: Do you want to do it in clear air or can we go through the dirty?

DH: want to do it in clear air.

KM: Okay.
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10:46 AM

DH: When we get to 3,4001 am going to want to stay there a while while get some filter samples and
growth factors and so on and so forth. So it will be one of these scenarios where tell you am
going to sample and stay clear of your plume.

KM: Okay.

PH: Down here now looking at the tundra surface from about 1,000 ft we can see that it’s a lot of melt
water, son of streams of water, occasional little patches of snow, greener patches of ice, but most
of the area now is just the exposed brown tundra.

10:47 AM

PH: Just back looking through the dome and we are in sort of a hole here as far as this upper level
cirrus is concerned. We are surrounded by cirrus and clear air. Basically clear sky above us. And
then over towards the Brooks Range there is a line of altocumulus. But that is just very patchy
line of altocumulus way over towards the Brooks Range.

10:48 AM

PH: The snow patches on the tundra are primarily in little sloping areas and gullies. The tops of the
undulating ground is virtually bare.

10:49 AM

PH: Art, where was that clear area that you were pointing out on the ground.

AR: The heading would be about 200 magnetic from here off the left wing approximately about 10
nautical miles.

10:50 AM

JR: Did you want to go to 3,400?

10:51 AM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. We don’t seem to be picking up the plume here where we did before. The aerosol layer that
we are looking for so go ahead and keep descending to 500 ft a minute and lets see if we can pick it
up.

KM: You started out good put you’re fading out in the later part of your transmission. Can you say it
again, please?

DH: Yes. We’re not picking up the aerosol plume where we expected here. If you could keep the
ascent going at 500 ft/min for another 1,000 feet or so we would like to check out where the peak
is.

KM: Okay.

10:52 AM

KM: Okay, Dean. There is 4,400. Do you want to stop here?
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DH: Okay. There is something wrong here Ken. Where are we in relationship to when we came down?
You know we did the long profile down, where were we geographically with respect with where we
are now?

KM: We are just maybe 4 or 5 miles to the southwest.

DH; Okay. For some reason we are not picking up the layering we had before. What’s the wind vector.
presume we are upwind of where we were before.

KM: Just very slightly upwind. just moved it up a little bit so we wouldn’t hit our wake.

DH: Yes, that’s good. I’m surprised we’re not getting it here. Let’s try moving off a little bit
geographically. guess we don’t want to get too close to where we were before but if we could
nudge over a little bit would like to see if we could pick up this layering. This is kind of
strange.

KM: Which way would you like to go? Does it make much difference east or west?

DH: No difference that way.

10:56 AM

KM: We’ll go off to the east

AR: Say again. Ken. was just sitting down as heard you.

KM: Then do you want to stay at 4.4?

DH: Let’s go down to about 38.

KM: Roger.

DH: Okay. Here we go Ken. We are picking up something here.

KM: Do you want to hold at this altitude?

DH: We went through it real fast. Let’s see, have you dropped less than 100 ft in the last 30 sees,
right?

KM: About 150.

DH: Okay. Let’s go up 150.

KM: You want to turn back through it on the upwind side.

DH: Yes.

10:57 AM

DH: Okay, Ken. This must be a real local phenomenon here. I’m not sure we have a real distinct haze

layer because it’s too patchy. So, think this is okay right in through here. Well try it here and
assume that this is fairly uniform. The other layer that we went through apparently was very, very
local. This little patch of pollution. We are not being able to reproduce it any where else.

KM: Do you want orbit here?

DH: Yes, let’s do it here.
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KM: Okay. Do you want us to avoid the wake or?

DH; That’s affirmative.

KM: Okay. Let us know when wakes no longer a problem.

DH: Will do.

10:59 AM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. need aircraft vacuum and the wake doesn’t matter for about the next 5 mins.

KM: Okay. Thanks.

11:01 AM

PH: Okay. We’re just going through 4,500 ft on the way up for our aerosol profile. Dean’s getting
pretty extensive measurements here of light scattering of the DMPS and the humidigraph and
filters at various altitudes as we go up, as we climb.

11:03 AM

AR: And at 11:13:53 we are flying at just below the bases of the cumulus humilus clouds forming off
the foothills to the south through west. They are off the left wing now about maybe 5 or 10
nautical miles.

11:14 AM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. I’m going to sample here so for the next 30 sees or so let’s stay clear of the wake.

KM: We should be in good shape.

AR: Okay. We’rejust passing overhead some sort of parked red vehicle,

11:16AM

AR: Looking at the drift of those cumulus fumulus clouds from their shadows on the ground they are
drifting from it looks like between maybe 230 and 270 true.

1L18 AM

AR: And there is the red vehicle again about 1/2 mile, 1/4 mile off the left engine.

11:23 AM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH; Okay. I need to stay clear of the wake here for about 30 sees.
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KM: No problem.

11:29 AM

AR: We are passing by the red vehicle again and it’s about 1/2 mile off the left wing.

11:32 AM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. Another 30-40 sees clear of your wake here.

KM: Okay.

11:43 AM

AR: We are coming around for a little cumulus fractus, cumulus humilis about only 1/2 mile off the
left wing now. Here’s one that is only a couple hundred meters. We are about 300 ft below cloud
base, 200 ft.

11:44 AM

AR: The dew point depression is doing well. The EG&G was down to about 2’ spread there.

11:45 AM

AR: More little, little cumulus fracius clouds going by just off the left wing.

PH: This air that we are sampling for some time here at about 4,500 ft. Dean has got extensive
samples on it for the last 45 mins or so, showing material that is volaiized but we are downstream
of the altocumulus small cumulus layer to the south of us here. We could be seeing some
detrainment from that cloud.

11:53 AM

DH: Ken?

KM: Go.

DH: Okay. If we could stay clear of our wake one last time here.

KM: Okay. Any time.

PH: Okay, Ken. We can descend to 2,000 and head out towards that tundra patch.

11:54 AM

AR: Jason, we are going to go through a couple of clouds and there will be a little turbulence.

11:56 AM

PH: Go through some cumulus here in a minute.

11:57 AM
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PH: We are going to climb up and go through this cumulus.

DH: Okay.

PH: Get us a CCN here, Don.

DS: We are in the middle of a sample at the moment

PH: Okay, that’s good. As long as we’ve got something near cloud base.

AR: Cloud base is 2 ’C and the flight level is 5,600.

PH: Say that again An. may have blocked you out on the tape.

AR: I was just making a voice note of cloud base temperature and height

PH: Yes. But I may have blocked you out so you had better repeat it

AR: Cloud base height was 5,600 ft, cloud base temperature about +2.

11:59 AM

PH: So we just went through some cloud base here on these altocumulus and small cumulus. Get
some drop size distributions to [An, speaking over] CCN measurements. Are we in cloud now?
A pretty shallow cloud. We sort of came out of it pretty quickly.

AR: Appears to be some smog up here.

PH: Okay, Ken. We can descend to our patch now.

12:00 NOON

PH: All right. We finished going through those cloud bases and we are now descending to look at

possible area of tundra for surface reflectivity measurements.

12:01 PM

PH: In cloud again. The droplet count went up to between 5 and 10 per cc.

12:02 PM

AR: And we are just passing through some cloud bases of what would be described as cumulus fractus,
cumulus humilis and perhaps to the very largest, cumulus mediocris. Bases are running +2 to 1.5,
droplet concentrations look a bit on the continental side something in the neighborhood of 300,
judging from the dials here, that will be finalized later. Our depth is about 1,000 to 2,000 ft and
we have overlying cirrus fibratus and that probably covers about what we consider broken coverage
at this point.

12:06 PM

PH: As we descended for the surface reflectivity measurements over the tundra and in a vicinity closer to
this cumulus, in fact in the area of this altocumulus cloud, small cumulus cloud. [AR talking
over] As we did that, we actually got CN counts that were higher than we were sampling during
Dean’s aerosol profile measurements. So there is a blob of higher CN counts there than we have
seen all day. It could be cloud-processed effects that we were seeing.

AR: Okay. put a little discussion on the tape there about the clouds and this. Off ahead it still looks
pretty good. Actually it’s the slope in front of a bluff out there. It doesn’t have a cloud shadow
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either. see some dust on a couple of roads out there. Dust from a couple of vehicles. They
must be screaming like mad to raise that much dust. We’re not quite downwind of it (hough.

JR: doubt the highway patrol will stop them.

12:07 PM

PH: Where is this area now. An?

AR: Dead ahead.

12:08 PM

AR: Just this side of that little rounded peak right there. That’s what we’ve been looking at.

PH: Know what a trouble is this cumulus cloud here, shadows and everything. It’s not going to be
much good.

AR: That bluff area is not had a shadow on it for quite a while. Ken and I were noting that and we
thought well, let’s go for it It could be that the clouds are developing just downwind of the little
hill there so maybe we will be lucky.

PH: think this cumulus cloud is going to confound us.

AR: think, you probably can’t see exactly what I’m looking at because it’s just a hair on the left of
our heading. It looks pretty open.

PH: Jason?

DS: Standby 1.

JL: Go ahead.

PH: Do you see this tundra here is much more free of snow than it was back there but unfortunately
we’ve got these small cumulus clouds here, which will spoil the measurements.

JL: There are plenty of cumulus right here.

12:09 PM

PH: Okay.

KM: Go.

PH: Okay, Ken. Let’s go here.

KM: Okay. I’ll just give it just a little bit more upwind because we’re going to drift down. So, I’ll let
you know when pull into the bank.

PH: Okay, Jason. We will do some orbits here.

12:14 PM

JL: Can I have 15 to 20 mins on this?

PH: You want to? Well, we will do 10 orbits, okay?

JL: Yes.
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PH: Okay. Let’s do 10 orbits. Ten orbits. Ken.

KM: Okay. It will be about 3 mins before we are in position here.

PH: Yes. Away from these shadows. It may not remain cloud free for 10 orbits, Jason. We’ll just do
the best we can.

JL: Okay.

12:15 PM

PH: We are setting up to do our surface reflectivity measurements over the tundra here now. It’s very
patchy cloud. We just found a little hole here. There is some patches of cirrus above and then
there is the altocumulus almost surrounding us and closing in on us here. But we have found a
patch of tundra that’s almost snow free and reasonably water free as well, except for some
occasional melt ponds and streams but basically tundra.

AR: Yes, some of these little thread clouds, Peter, look like maybe they have just popped up.

12:16 PM

KM: About another minute and a half, would guess, before start the turn. Okay. I’m rolling in it
now.

AR: Peter, we are.

PH: Ken? We need to be at 2,000.

KM: It’s 2,000 above the ground.

PH: Okay.

AR: I was going to say thai there is so many intervening clouds really couldn’t see over the Beaufort
Sea with any confidence.

12:17 PM

PH: Okay. We are in our first orbit now. There is a stream or river that meanders across our orbit so
that may get picked up. But we are now pointing towards more the clear tundra. With negligible,
hardly any snow at all on it.

12:18 PM

PH: Off the right wing now we have the tundra and a little further away this stream was referring to.

12:19 PM

PH: Little snow patch below. The sun photometer may now be looking almost straight down along
the length of this small river. This river occupies a very small area of the total field of view here
out of the right window.

KM: One turn.

12:20 PM
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PH: The right wing and therefore the CAR is running parallel to the river now. Just a little bit beyond
that just the tundra, the bare tundra. Cloud shadow off to the distance about 1/2 mile away. We’ve
got a broken veil of cirrus above us and patchy altocumulus below that.

AR: That record No. 64 has some exhaust contamination.

PH: How is it looking, Jason?

JL: It’s looking good. I think the turn count

PH: can’t hear you. Would you speak up.

JL: Is this the second turn?

PH: think so. Let’s Find out. What turn are we in?

KM: We are 3/4 of the way through turn 2. We will be coming up on the completion of mm 2 in
about 10 sees.

JL: Would you let me know at the beginning of the 6th turn?

KM: We’ve completed two.

PH: Okay. Give us a count up as we go through them. Ken.

AR: We have a nice halo.

12:22 PM

PH: 22’?

AR: That’s affirmative. Yes.

JR: We also think it’s Filtered sun.

AR: Well at least we’ve found a spot that we know will be snow free the next clear day.

PH: Yes, that’s right. It’s slightly sloping though, isn’t it?

AR: That’s right.

PH: That may complicate the measurements. don’t know.

AR: Yes. It’s true. It’s a little bumpy down there too. But, well, anyway, if it doesn’t all melt off
between now and the 15th.

12:23 PM

JR: In this turbulence it’s a little difficult to maintain 20" too.

AR: Say again. Did you say something Jason?

JR: Yes did. I was saying that in this turbulence it’s hard to maintain 20".

KM: We’ve completed 3 turns.

12:24 PM
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PH: Hobbs’ photograph No. 5 on roll 2 taken on June 9 at 12:25 as the aircraft was heading magnetic
west.

AR: Ken, is it possible to get the Barrow weather from here or are we too low?

KM: We can try.

AR: I’m interested in the wind direction at Barrow.

KM: At what altitude?

AR: Surface wind.

PH: The photograph showed the tundra beneath us when we are doing the surface reflectivity
measurements and the river that was referring to earlier. A stream really, not a river.

12:25 PM

AR: Out here overhead would be described as cirrostratus fibratus. It has little lines in it and there is a
nice 22* hill....[PH overriding AR]

PH: Photograph No. 6 taken at 12:25:38. The plane was heading roughly east magnetic. Again
showing this tundra area which we are orbiting for reflectivity measurements.

KM: We’ve completed 4 turns.

12:26 PM

PH: Photograph No. 7 taken at 12:27:20 as the aircraft was heading north magnetic. Again, that
photograph showed the tundra.

12:27 PM

AR: There was a 27 back there. This is the banana belt of the North Slope. It doesn’t have any ice
either.

JL: Sounds like a good day for sunbathing out there.

12:28 PM

PH: Yes. will read off the IR temperatures as we go around here to get an idea of the uniformity of
the surface: 22.2, 22.7, 23.8. 21.9, 23.5, 20.9, 21.4, 24, 21.1, 24.8, 21.1, 20.9.

RS: Art?

AR: Roger.

RS: I couldn’t get a hold of anybody but from the sheet here this morning they were reporting 090 at

10 magnetic and the forecasts were 100 at 10, that would be 130 true, and so if that’s holding that’s
what they’ve got. There must be something in between us and them.

AR: Roger. was just wondering if they had turned out of the north possibility. Okay. Thanks, Rod.

RS: Don’t have any results, any report.

KM: We’re by five.

AR: Understand.
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PH: Those IR temperature measurements might be instrument fluctuations or actual surface
measurement fluctuations. don’t know.

JR: Jason, did you want to know when we’re starting turn 6.

JL: Yes. We turned something right. thought heard we just completed the fifth turn.

JR: Yes. We just completed five. So that means we’re starting six.

JL: Okay.

12:30 PM

PH: Does it look okay, Jason, back there?

JL: Yes. At the end of 10 turn can we bank to the left at 20’ so can characterize the sky radiance?
Two rounds will be fine if possible.

PH: Yes, we can do that. We don’t usually do it but no problem doing it.

JL: Over the same area but just looking at the sky instead.

PH: Right.

KM: Just completed six turns.

KM: Completed seven turns.

12:33 PM

KM: Completed eight turns.

12:35 PM

JR: Well, less sun’s hitting the ground now than when we started.

12:37 PM

PH: What was that Jack?

AR: Sorry, didn’t catch all that What did you say?

KM: Nine turns.

12:38 PM [tape turnover]

PH: We’re banking to the left 20’. Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: After we’ve completed this circle, we’ll stay in this same area but bank to the left 20’.

KM: Okay.

PH: This cirrus deck has thickened on us hasn’t it. Art, during these turns?
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AR: Well, I would say it’s pretty close to what it was but maybe a tad. There is still that 22’ halo up
there and it’s maybe, I don’t know, 30% thicker I’d say. Because you can see the leading edge out
there. Ill leave it at that.

JR: I’m looking at the sun shining on the rug as we go around. It’s definitely darker now.

AR: Okay. That’s the best measure. Jack.

PH: Yes. That’s my impression. It’s quite a bit darker now. Looking over to the right there it’s bright
the way it was when we started, off the right wing.

12:39 PM

KM: That’s 10 and I’ll do a reversal out here in about 30 sees.

12:40 PM

PH: Completed our 10 orbits. We are now going to orbit in the other direction 20 roll so we look at

the sun.

AR: Right now, Peter, can see a little irrisation, there’s like a little cirrocumulus up there in front of
the sun. A liny one.

JL: Could you also count the circles for me?

PH: Would you count the circles again. Ken?

KM: Yes. We’re just about to start here in another 20 sees.

12:41 PM

KM: Beginning now.

PH: Pretty non-uniform sky.

12:42 PM

AR: Unfortunately we are going to turn back into that cirrocumulus shadow. Kind of a blob right
centered beginning about right here.

PH: Are these officially cumulus humulus?

AR: I’d call them cumulus fumulus, cumulus fractus and probably the very biggest ones you might go
as much as mediocris.

PH: Like most of us!

AR: Yes. And right now, right in the middle of that small cirrocumulus cloud up there you can see the
stronger shadows just north of the aircraft and they are son of blurred shadows here.

12:43 PM

AR: You might be able to see it up here now. It’s kind of adding to the cirrus, you know, obstruction.
Should be just above the sun now.

KM: One turn completed.

PH: How many turns do you want Jason?
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JL: Another three will be sufficient, think.

PH: Three more and we will be done here.

12:44 PM

AR: That 12:45:04 we were reentering a little cirrocumulus shadow which is between, below the cirrus
and only about 2 miles wide maybe.

12:45 PM

KM: Two turns completed.

12:46 PM

JR: How many turns do you want Jason?

JL: This is the second turn, third turn. I more than. After the fourth turn we can stop.

PH: We’ve just completed two so we have two more to go.

12:47 PM

PH: Well the cloud has certainly closed in on us during this period here. We had a nice hole to begin
with and now it has virtually disappeared.

12:48 PM

PH: Something to note, Jason, therefore that the sky reflectivity you are measuring now is not typical
of what we had when we started our orbits looking down at the ground.

JL: Yes, that will complicate things a lot.

PH: Yes, it’s very complex situation. Not ideal at all. But you know what, it’s realistic. This is
what’s going on all the time out here.

JL: I try my best. This will be the last turn.

KM: Three turns completed.

JL: This will be the last turn.

PH: You want to do just three turns?

JL: We’ve completed three turns, this is the fourth, right?

PH: Yes. That’s right. The fourth is coming up.

JL: Yes. This is the last.

12:49 PM

PH: Ken? When we finish this next turn that will be it here. Then you can head back to Deadhorse
but climb as you go out and go through some of these small cumulus right up through the bases
and out through the top.

12:50 PM
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AR: We headed back to Deadhorse after this last turn.

KM: Four turns and we’re starting our climb.

PH: Yes. We are going to head back and as we head back we will climb and go through some of these
small cumulus.

12:51 PM

PH: Don?

12:52 PM

AR: Record No. 65 is contaminated with some exhaust.

PH: Don?

12:53 PM

PH: Will you go down and tell Don to do some CCN measurements as we come up to cloud base.

DS: Go.

PH: You there Don?

DS: Go.

PH: Do some CCN measurements here below cloud base.

AR: Great maneuvers. Ken, but don’t think Jason is sick yet.

JL: No, love this.

KM: We’ll try even harder.

PH: If you want to be more comfortable, Jason, you can come and sit up front here with me.

KM: Think that is a glider out here.

AR: See a glider?

KM: It would be a good place for a glider. We are getting into some really good thermals.

JL: I’m enjoying myself in the back.

PH: Okay.

DS: Have to do give him a Fill in and steep turn and a zero G move here.

12:54 PM

DS: Talk about CCN. Right there at cloud base the CCN had gone up to 320.

PH: Yes. CN are up as well.

AR: That’s a pretty good number, Don. Because think the droplet concentrations were in that ballpark
too.
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DS: The supersaturation was about 1.7%.

12:55 PM

DS: The CCN on channel 4 highs have gone as down to 120 or 130. It probably had to do with the
bag house being pressurized.

12:56 PM

AR: Dean.

PH: We are just going into cloud here.

12:57 PM

PH: We are now headed back towards Deadhorse but we are climbing and going up deliberately
choosing clouds to go through on the way up.

12:58 PM

AR: It’s like yesterday, Peter. That 10 and above 10 on that droplet dial would be around 300 to 350/cc
droplet concentrations.

PH: You mean that droplet dial there is out by about a factor of thirty.

AR: Yes. Something, that’s the way it turned out on yesterday’s flight or the flight before that.

PH: Compared with the FSSP.

AR: Correct

PH: So you multiple it by about 30.

AR: Affirmative.

12:59 PM

PH: There’s some nice cumulus ahead.

AR: was going to ask Dean, maybe you know Peter, it looks like it’s a lot warmer up in the slope
here and maybe that’s a regular thing and notice some green down there in some of the little
rivers. He was mentioning sulfates. Could this be some kind of bloom that’s going on as this
son of springs to life out here.

PH: Yes. I mentioned that to Dean about an hour ago exactly the same thing.

AR: Well you know great minds.

PH: Maybe a little early in the season but it’s exceptionally warm think.

AR: Yes. I saw an IR temperature that was 25, 26 there a while back.

PH: Let’s go through the top of this one ahead. Ken.

KM: Say again.

PH: Let’s go through the top of this one you’re heading for. Just below cloud top.
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1:00 PM

PH: We just went through the tops, just below the top, of a couple of these cumulus here. Cloud top
temperatures -4, no sign of any ice, cloud bases about +2.

1:01 PM

PH: Quite a nice cumulus to work with An.

AR: Not too bad.

1:02 PM

AR: Certainly not a lot of particles up here.

KM: This high enough for you?

JR: Answer him Art.

KM: Say again.

AR: Were you talking to Peter?

KM: Is this high enough for you. An? We seem to be above everything that’s ahead of us.

PH: Yes, that’s okay Ken. Let’s just head back home now.

1:03 PM

PH: As we went through the tops of a couple of small cumulus on the way back there, we saw some
local maximum in CN. So we are now descending down in clear air to see if there is any higher
CN level below that might have been transponed up through the cloud, or whether the higher CN
at cloud top were due to cloud processing.

AR: Peter, think see a thin brown layer of haze off in the distance about the level of that AC.

1:10 PM

KM: Now, Art, do you want to go back and get the tops of that funny little cloud?

AR: Peter’s going to tell you.

PH: No, let’s carry on going down. Go down to 2,000.

KM: Roger, 2.

1:11 PM

AR: Off the left wing are some cumulus fractus. We are just below cloud base at 4,000. would say
base is maybe 4,500 of that little cumulus fractus and right above that is a little altocumulus
cumulogenetus, abbreviated CUG by the way, ACCUG, and that looks like it’s up around 8,000
MSL.

1:13 PM

AR: Peter, we are getting a pretty good look at the Beaufon now and actually do see quite a large
clearing off to the northwest. It’s probably 50 nautical miles. Two flights today?
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1:15 PM

AR: Peter, do you think the ER-2 is still up?

1:17 PM

JR: What do you want to do with the 2-D data. An?

1:18 PM

JR: An?

AR: Roger.

JR: What do you want to do with the 2-D data?

AR: Dump it. We are not going to get anything. Unload it.

JR: No, I’ll do it. You don’t want to save it, do you?

AR: No. Jack, I do want to save the 2-D. I’m just unloading it. wasn’t thinking there. Didn’t see
any particles in those clouds but you never now. We don’t get all of the strips.

DS: He’s not on the headset so he missed all of that

DH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

DH: You can have your aircraft vacuum back. How far out are we?

KM: We’re about 10 mins.

1:19 PM

PH: We’ll down through 2,000 ft we didn’t see any significant increase in aerosol concentrations that
could account for what was coming out at the top of that small cumulus that we sampled back
there 15-20 mins ago. There is some evidence there that the high panicle counts were due to cloud
processing.

AR: Are we going to climb back up to that haze layer or just go in.

PH: Ken, we can just go in now.

KM: Okay.

1:20 PM

PH: So, the circumstantial evidence is that the high CN counts near cloud top were due to cloud
processing, but we will need to do a more extensive study if we get the chance in the future,
profiling the clear air and then looking at the outflow from quite a few cumulus clouds. That’s for
another day. Don, are you there?

DS: Yes.

PH: Okay. Why don’t you summarize what you got today.
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DS: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Art.

AR: [See Summary]

PH: Okay, Art. [See Summary]

1:23 PM

DS: He will be on headset in a second Peter.

PH: Okay. Jason, summarize?

JL: Yes.

PH: Would you summarize the flight from your point of view?

JL: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay, good. We’ve got a good description on the tape of the conditions out there during those
measurements and took quite a few photographs of the surface to show what we were looking at

JL: Will we be able to get a copy of those photographs?

PH: Yes.

1:24 PM

DH: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Dean, can you say something about the volatility and the humidigraph measurements?

DH: Yes, sure. [See Summary]

1:27 PM

PH: Okay. No instrument problems today. Everything worked pretty well. So, that’s about the end of
this flight as far as the tape is concerned.

1:28 PM

KM: Everybody ready in the back?

DS: We’ve got a few people running around still.

KM: Okay. We’re about 5 mins. out, guess.

DS: Okay.

1:31 PM

DS: Most everybody is seated now except for Jack. think he will be seated within another minute.
Okay. Jack’s seated now too.

AR: Jack, did you shut down CNC1? It’s only reading one. Re-zeroing it or something?

JR: Yes, did. Do you want to reach over and turn the switch on?
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1:32 PM END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1681 on June 9, 1995

DS (CCN):
We got CCN from several different levels. The machine itself functioned just fine. didn’t have

any difficulties today. Profiles looked about the same today as they did yesterday.

AR (Aerosol):
From an aerosol position, today’s flight was climb out to 8,000 where it looked like we

intercepted a haze layer at 8,000 then we spiraled up to 12,000. Had some slight indication of a second haze
layer at 12,000. A descent to the surface, however, didn’t reveal that same phenomenon at least from the
CNC1. When we did our aerosol soundings we went to look for a location free of ice. We went to the
southwest of the aerosol sounding and we sampled a few cumulus on the way. Droplet concentrations
tending toward the continental category of 300-400/cc and we did some radiation circles for Jason in a
generally sunny area to begin with but it was contaminated by the increasing amounts of cirrus and small
cumulus. Otherwise, didn’t see any malfunctions and cloud base temperatures about +2 and cloud tops
about -5 to -8. That’s about it.

PH (Flight Scientist):
Just add to that that on the way back as we climbed out through several small cumulus clouds as

we came out through the tops of those clouds there were increasing particle concentrations just downwind.
We then descended to 2,000 in clear air to see if those particles were coming from below but didn’t see any
layer that they could have come from. So they may have been due to cloud processing.

JL (CAR):
As far as CAR is concerned, the highlights of the day were the measurements over the tundra. No

ice, just pure tundra down there. There were some cumulus clouds over there, may not be the ideal
conditions but took the measurements at two combinations of wavelengths and also took the
measurements to try to characterize the sky radiance conditions.

DH (Aerosol):
From the aerosol standpoint, in the vertical profile near the sun photometer site to the south of

Deadhorse and from about 12,000 ft down to about 700 AGL there were a couple of apparent haze layers but
they weren’t very widespread. wouldn’t call them regional phenomenon maybe more local phenomenon.
The aerosol concentrations were low, scattering was low, probably the integrated optical depth was less than
0.01 but we might have a chance to get something out of it. But they are useful contrasts with the
previous cases. Further to the southwest, we noticed that the aerosol concentrations were quite a lot higher
maybe associated with another air mass. Will have to check that after the flight. That’s about it.

The humidigraphs looked pretty standard. They were not particularly intense but probably on the
end of a factor of 1.5 growth ratio. The volatility mostly nonvolatile today. Somewhat different from a
couple of the previous days anyway; almost all of the accumulation mode appeared to be volatile at a little
over 300\
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(h) June 11, 1995 (UW Flight 1682)

Flight 1682
June 11, 1995
Voice Transcriptions
Arctic ’95

AR: Yesterday it was disrupting the top of the stratus. Maybe today when we take off we will see a
little bubble of some kind and find out exactly where it’s coining from.

11:36 AM

JR: Okay. The recorder is working now.

AR: Peter, the other thing is it looks we will go right through that plume while climbing out.

11:37 AM

JR: Okay. That’s good.

11:40 AM

PH: Cloud base at 300.

11:42 AM

PH: Top of the stratus is about 700.

AR: don’t know where the 1,500 came from. It must have been some mistake there. That’s more the
oddball look of this stuff.

PH: We’ve got a broken layer above us.

11:43 AM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Let’s go to 2,000 and then climb above for a while.

KM: Okay, 2.

11:44 AM

PH: Jack?

JR: Go.

PH: Let me know when the CAR is up and going and we will dip down into this stratus.

DS: The CAR is up and running.

PH: Is it operating okay?

DS: Yes, it’s doing just fine, Peter.
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PH: Ken, are you happy flying in the stratus today the base is 300 and the top were 700?

11:45 AM

PH: Hello. Ken.

KM: Yes.

PH: Can we dip down in the stratus?

KM: Not yet Not until we’re past 12 out.

PH: Okay.

AR: It looks like there’s about two layers above us, Peter. Some altocumulus and some cirrus here and
there. Maybe it’s only on this side. At least there’s some cirrus off in a northern semi-circle.

11:46 AM

PH: Was that the Arco?

AR: think it was that little isolated plant right on the coast that we buzzed the day we were looking
for a source of high CN counts.

PH: Okay. We are just looking down into the stratus layer and saw the pollution coming up from one
of these natural gas burners. One of the oil plants. And it seemed to have knocked a little trail in
the lower level stratus. You can see a sort of blackish plume and a bit of a hole in the cloud.

11:49 AM

PH: We are losing our stratus. Art.

KM: We can dip down in to the stratus now if there is any.

PH: Yes. We sort of lost it. How long is it going to take to get to our First point. Ken?

KM: We are putting in the second and third one right now but think it will be about 25 mins. But
will let you know exactly here in a second.

11:50 AM

PH: Well, lei’s dip down into what stratus we’ve got here.

KM: Say again.

PH: Let’s dip down into this thin stratus below us.

11:51 AM

PH: Art, if we’d had more time and didn’t have to go out over the Beaufort for the ER-2 coverage, we
could have looked at that stratus around Deadhorse. It was pretty nice cover there. Over the
Beaufort the stratus is thinner than it was in the Deadhorse area.

AR: Yes, it sure is. It maybe one of those thin spots that we usually see in stratus and stratocumulus
and we can hope that maybe it will thicken up if we get down in it and just plod along. can’t
really see much change ahead, immediately ahead any way.

11:52 AM
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KM: Yes, we will be there in 35 mins, Peter.

PH: Okay. Let’s keep dropping down until we get into some cloud.

KM: Okay.

AR: Gosh it’s a nice rainbow off about 10 o’clock, 11 o’clock. There must be some sprinkles coming,
yes, there they are on the 2-D now. Rain coming from the altocumulus deck but that probably
doesn’t help the stratus too much either right there.

11:53 AM

PH: Around here over the Beaufort we’ve got a thicker middle layer, altocumulus layer above us.
don’t know about thicker, but more extensive, more coverage.

11:54 AM

PH: Temperature is 9’ here. Art.

AR: Ah, pretty nice. This stuff is definitely thickening eastward from this view of the north side of the
plane.

11:55 AM

PH: We are now flying in this thin, very thin stratus layer.

KM: Does this look like we’re about in it?

AR: don’t see any drops yet. Ken. think it’s a little bit lower. should be talking to Peter actually.
Peter, that was to you, not to Ken.

PH: Yes. We are not picking up loo much here. Ken. You could try dropping a little bit more.

AR: These tops are definitely lower out here, Peter. think he is going to have to go down to 500 to

get into it.

PH: Yes. Let’s drop to 500.

11:56 AM

PH: That’s very patchy isn’t it?

KM: Yes. Give you another 100 ft and see if it improves.

AR: It is certainly not your normal inversion top here. notice that the temperature dewpoint spread is
very small.

11:57 AM

PH: We are trying to get into this stratus layer as we head out from our starling point but it is very
patchy, very thin and we’ve gone through hardly anything. The middle layer cloud is now, seems
to be thickening up and is much more extensive out here.

AR: There are some drops here. It almost looks like a sliver cloud on top of the main thin stratus we
see below.

11:58 AM
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PH: Okay. We went through a nice patch there but we’re out of it again. This looks like a good
altitude. Ken. An, what do you think the height of the middle cloud layer is the one above us?

AR: I’ll get back to you in just a second. I’d say right now, Peter, we’re looking at, you’ve got a better
view out there all of a sudden.

11:59 AM

AR: I’d say we’re looking at precipitation coming out of an altocumulus layer and we’re looking at

precipitation bases which are hard to define but guess there are anywhere between 6- and 8,000
and maybe the top of the altocumulus from what we were looking at before we got to this thick
part is somewhere in the 12 or 14 range.

12:00 NOON

AR: We used to call these "IPAC’s", ice producing altocumulus clouds. Peter, would have to say that
these temperatures in cloud suggest that this is probably not the Arctic boundary layer because
they are too high. There has to be something near zero down in the Arctic boundary layer. So
think we are seeing some kind of over running moist layer on top of the little film of Arctic
stratus about another 100 ft below or so, don’t know how low Ken wants to go, but if you want

to consider that.

12:02 PM

AR: CNC1 is pretty high here too.

PH: What were you saying Art? There is a little more stratus below us? can’t see anything.

AR: It looks like one of those days we had before where the stratus layer had an inversion within it
notice the temperature is too high to be Arctic boundary layer stratus and so I’m thinking it must
be one of those cases where we are kind of going in and out of a sliver cloud on top of the actual
Arctic boundary layer stratus that still may be another 100 ft below or so where the temperature
should drop off to around zero or so.

12:04 PM

AR: On that other day like this, it was clean, much cleaner in the Arctic layer or Arctic stratus layer.
You have probably all ready noticed that it’s pretty dirty here at this moist layer. Now we’ve really
come into a hole.

PH: Ken?

12:06 PM

PH: Ken?

AR: Peter, think that’s the first cloud, whose depth you could measure in inches!

12:07 PM

AR: Peter, the temperature has gone up from 4 to 8. The inversion made a startling slope downward to

such that within the last 5 mins the temperature went from +4 to +8 while flying at constant

level. Quite an unusual event and with that we came into a nearly cloud free hole of air here

extending for many miles in all directions. The exception to that comment actually is a very,
very, very thin probably a 50 ft to 10 ft thick line of stratus off to the south about 5 miles off the

right wing.
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12:09 PM

PH: What do you think of the cloud bases above us. An?

AR: I think they have risen now, Peter. I’d say they are up maybe 8-9,000 and had sloped down back
there in that precipitation but think you can see where the base cloud from which all this stuff is
coming from.

PH: Art, I can’t hear you.

AR: I’m sorry Peter. was on record. I’m saying 8- or 9,000 now. think they are sloping up from
that area of precipitation that we had before and think you can start to see the altocumulus up
there now from which all this is coming.

PH: 8 or 9. Looks lower than that to me.

AR: Well, it might be. It is tough, tell you, estimating this type of cloud height is really tough.
still think the tops are probably in a flyable area of 12 maybe 14.

PH: I’m thinking if we’ve got this little stratus down here we might do better when we are flying under
the ER-2 to go in that middle cloud layer.

AR: I’d have to agree with you 100% because we won’t get anything down here. At least they could get
something from that higher deck.

PH: Maybe we should start climbing now and we can always drop down. Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Let’s start climbing up to this cloud layer above us.

12:16 PM

PH: Jack? Could you come up here a moment.

12:19 PM

AR: Ken, how much farther do we go in this direction?

KM: 20 miles.

12:23 PM

AR: It’s getting awful thin up there as you can see, Peter. Up ahead 20 miles there’s going to be
almost nothing in the way of cloud. Peter, then we fly towards the southeast after that. Do we
get out there and then we do that pattern back towards the coast?

PH: When we reach our point here we will be flying towards the southwest.

AR: You might be on record this time.

PH: Well be flying the red path starting at U.

AR: Thanks, Peter.

12:24 PM
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PH: We’re still heading out towards our starting point to fly under the ER-2 and we’re climbing to see
if we can get into this altocumulus layer above us.

AR: We’ll be heading off the left wing here in a little bit. You can see what’s out there.

PH: don’t see any cirrus layer above. Do you?

AR: Well, it’s way out there. There is some cirrus elevated above this couple of patches of
altocumulus cloud but it’s maybe 40-50 nautical miles out.

PH: We’ve got to fly beneath the ER-2. There’s no point us going off somewhere else. It won’t be of
any use at all.

AR: was just thinking when we turn there to go northwest, we will be heading out that way.

PH: We’ll just have to pick what clouds are in the area.

12:25 PM

AR: Peter, think we are coming under some cirrus now. The last edge of that altocumulus seems to
be drifting up behind the wing right now and then it just seems like there’s cirrus ahead. There’s a
couple of flakes of altocumulus out off the left wing which you looked at a minute ago.

12:26 PM

PH: Well if we have clear sky out there, we will do some surface reflectivity measurements.

AR: Roger that.

PH: The readouts are pretty uninteresting at the moment.

AR: Yes, really.

DS: The CCN is now on line, Peter.

PH: Okay. Good. We’ve left the altocumulus deck behind us and don’t think we are going to hit any
cloud up ahead.

AR: I was really hoping we’d get to the top of that to see what was spewing that rain out. What cloud
top temperature and so forth.

12:27 PM

PH: An, just come over here a moment

KM: How much higher would you like us to go, Peter? We are 7 miles out of the First point (uniform)
and we will be starting a left turn and there is obviously no stratus that we can reach above us over
in that direction or below us either for that matter.

PH: Right. Take it to 8 and keep it there.

KM: Roger, 8.

PH: Art, come over here.

12:28 PM

DS: Okay, I’m right on the threshold with ice.
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12:31 PM

PH: Ken, see if you can contact the ER-2.

KM: Yes, I’ve been trying all along and nothings come up yet.

PH: Okay. It’s 12:31 and we haven’t contacted the ER-2. It should have been on site by now. We’re
on site in the middle of the ER-2 rectangle and there is no cloud we can get into in this area.
There is no stratus.

AR: Looking out the left window here, Peter, it looks like we’re flying at the bases of the precipitation
coming out of these clouds. It might be the melting level actually or pretty close to that.

PH: Do you think there is any cloud we can fly in in this area. Art?

AR: see just a little wisp but they are still up there maybe another 2-3,000 ft, I’d say. They are
probably a depth of 50 ft A real cloud is off the left wing there.

PH: Is that the same level above us?

AR: would guess so. It’s going to be in the 12 or so range. Looking at the temperature we are flying
at now we probably wouldn’t get ice from that altocumulus unless it was at least -12.

PH: Go back and have a look in the bubble. told Ken to shift the rectangle back towards the south.
Look in the bubble and see if it looks better back there now.

AR: Okay.

12:32 PM

PH: Well, at this middle point in the middle position in the ER-2 rectangle, we are not finding any
stratus cloud. There is some broken patchy altocumulus maybe up at 12,000 or so and not much
cirrus above that So, this is not a good situation for the ER-2 masking measurements. But since
we saw more cloud that we could get into in the southern portion of the ER-2 rectangle, we are
going to shift our pattern back there where we will still be beneath the ER-2 pattern.

12:34 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: You see some altocumulus off to our left wing. It’s probably at about 12,000.

KM: Yes.

PH: Let’s go over to that and climb up to that.

12:35 PM

PH: Go ahead.

KM: Okay, Peter. understand that you want us to turn left and climb for that cloud that is off our left
wing.

PH: Correct
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AR: Really, that’s about the only choice you have, Peter.

12:37 PM

KM: Peter, we have contact with the NASA bird.

AR: He’s stepped away from the headset I’ll get him and tell him that. Okay, Ken. I’ve passed the
message along. Peter is back in the bubble and he is coming forward.

12:38 PM

AR: Jack, notice that CNC1 is going up. Is that a pressure thing or are we in some din?

12:41 PM

JR: It’s a pressure thing. Do you want me to adjust it or not?

AR: I’m sorry. don’t know enough about it And we are getting some stellar crystals here indicating
tops of -13 to -17. It could be another 2,000 ft of climb before they are going to be in the
neighborhood of maybe 13, is going to be my guess at this point just looking at the movement
above us. Maybe 13,500. Well, let’s go 14 just to be safe.

12:42 PM

AR: We’ll probably end up going to about 14 judging from the temperatures at their flight level and
crystal type, Peter, and plus that side view we got before we got into the precipitation. If it looked
pretty solid though would know where the band layer. What about -9 now.

PH: can see the sun through this altocumulus layer now. We have found some altocumulus in the
southern portion of the ER-2 track so we are going to be working that for a while. We’ll climb up
to the top regions of the altocumulus first of all and look at that. We have made contact with the
ER-2. It’s heading up into it’s northern portion but there is no cloud up there for us to look at so
we will work this southern portion which the ER-2 will be overflying shortly.

12:45 PM

AR: Getting some droplets here, Peter. can see there is a layer here but the main one is still up there
probably 14 is what would guess.

PH: Yes. I’ve told Ken to fly about 100 ft below cloud top. You are probably going to have to climb
to 14 to get to cloud top. Ken. Is the CAR working okay?

JR: I’ll go back and check.

DS: Yes. It’s working fine.

JR: Don’s got it.

12:47 PM

PH: Okay. Well we are in ice crystal cloud here. Temperature is -9.5 in this altocumulus deck. Came
through one layer, a bit thinner here. [AR talking over]

AR: It seems to be a solid layer below us. A hole, a broken layer below us, altocumulus type cloud
and we are about a couple hundred feet on lop of that layer. They seem to have rather stratoform
tops.

12:48 PM
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PH: Still above us. An.

AR: I think we will have to go to 14. We haven’t gone to 14 yet. And think that will do it. You
can see the sun is once in a while popping out and you can see those elements going by pretty fast
which is a measure use to try to get the height.

PH: Let’s go up another 1,000, Ken.

12:49 PM

AR: It’s also filled in below us pretty well.

PH: Ken?

12:50 PM

PH: Art, go up and tell Ken to go up another 1,000.

KM: Up a thousand.

12:51 PM

AR: Something almost like castellanus off the left.

PH: Okay. We’re just in the base of this upper layer now.

12:53 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Take it up another 500.

KM: Another 500.

12:54 PM

AR: There’s a little fly in the ointment we had here. As the temperature did not drop along the
pseudoadiabatic lapse rate, it was almost isothermal the first 500 ft of that climb which means the
-14 level probably where these crystals are coming from is a little higher than maybe it looked
like it was going to be. But we are getting close. Definitely cumulus-like bulges off behind us.
Once in a while a castellanus layer there.

PH: Well, we have broken through yet another layer here but there is still a layer above us,
altocumulus.

12:56 PM

PH: How many layers have we been through now. An? Three or four?

AR: think it’s been three, Peter. In here it’s real complicated, you’ve got bulges going into the higher
layer. But think this little stuff, think you can see the final layer is not too high above us. I’d
guess maybe 500 to another 8 or 700 ft or so and that will get us awfully close to that dendrite
formation range.

PH: I don’t want to go about 14 without oxygen so we’ll take it up to 14 and we’ll leave it there.
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AR: Yes. think that’s a good bet. I’m to the point were don’t want to move too much now.

PH: Ken. We’ll just try 500 more and we won’t go higher than that because of lack of oxygen but let’s
try 500 more.

KM: Yes, when I can’t see around here, these tops are so ragged, it looks like this stuff goes way above
that too.

12:57 PM

AR: Yes. Ken’s right. We are heading back towards the southwest and toward the short wave stuff. So
there maybe some reason the clouds might thicken up in that direction.

PH: Ken, get a latitude-longitude on the ER-2.

KM: Okay.

12:57 PM

KM: Peter.

PH: Yes.

KM: The NASA airplane is at 73’ 49’ north, 149* 18’ west just about minute ago.

PH: Repeat that.

KM: 73" 49’ north, 149’ 18’ west. That was 2 mins from his point Bravo for him.

12:59 PM

PH: Okay. What we want to do now. We’re not going to get to the lop of this stuff so we won’t try.
So let’s go down to the cloud layer below us, so drop a thousand feet and see if that puts us into it,
and we want to be now heading back towards the northeast

AR: Peter, we are frequently in cloud here.

KM: Okay. Any specific track you want to put us on to the northeast?

PH: The ER-2 is at Bravo now so it will now move to its next point which is C on his map. Do you
see that?

KM: Standby 1.

1:00 PM

KM: Okay. got his Charley position here.

PH: And then he will move from Charley down to his point B.

KM: Okay.

PH: If we head back towards the northeast, provided we can remain in this cloud, the ER-2 should go
over us.

KM: I concur.
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PH: So let’s try that

KM: Okay.

1:01 PM

PH: We really didn’t get into that upper level cloud at 14. think it was another 1,000 above us.

AR: would have to agree completely, Peter, that’s about it. We did nip some of the bases it looked
like, or it was bases or the tops of the lower layer, there was some droplets indicated at that level
but then they ceased. So I’m guessing it was either a little lump from above dipping down or a
turret from below.

1:02 PM

PH: Art, would you direct Ken into the layer that was beneath the high one that we were trying to get
into? Have we come through it already?

AR: No. It’s just a bit below us. can see a top that went by just then and we’re skimming it once in
a while you’ll see some drops right now.

PH: So we need to drop another 500 or so.

AR: think it’s even less than that Maybe 200 would do it, 100-200.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Let’s drop into this cloud deck below us.

KM: Okay. You tell us when to level off.

1:04 PM

AR: And this layer was a bit intermittent too, Peter. It sort of dissolved as we were in the process of
climbing. It son of appeared below us so it will probably pop out at some point

1:05 PM

AR: Might drop another 100 ft. Ken.

KM: Roger, another 100 ft

AR: You can see ahead there is a top and we want to be in that stuff that is just below.

KM: Here’s your 100 ft. Is it good?

PH: No, it’s not very good here. Well, not too bad. In and out of it.

1:06 PM

PH: Looks pretty good here. Ken.

1:08 PM

AR: Even this layer looks a little bit intermittent and it was definitely intermittent coming in under
that higher layer. You could see it fill in at one point and then a couple of holes go by.
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PH: We are flying in altocumulus.

AR: We are in precipitation now which may have wiped out that layer.

PH: This is the layer below the upper cloud layer, the upper altocumulus layer, that we couldn’t quite
get into. This next layer below at 12,500 ice crystal cloud or some droplets as well appearing
now. And ice crystal counts.

AR: Here it comes again.

1:09 PM

AR: This is a situation where it’s tough to try to keep adjusting the flight level, it drives the pilot
crazy, or just bare with it and hope you come into another patch. Can see the ground now.
Doesn’t seem to be any stratus down there, dam it

PH: I think we will just stay in this layer. The ER-2 should be going overhead shortly.

1:10 PM

PH: Lany?

LS: Yes, go ahead.

PH: See if you can.

KM: Standby. Go ahead, Peter.

PH: Yes. Larry, see if you can coordinate with the ER-2 so that we can pass exactly under it as it goes
somewhere along their CD track.

KM: We’ll try to work it out.

LS: Okay. Say that again, Peter.

PH: See if you can coordinate with ER-2 so that we go under it as it goes somewhere along its CD
track.

LS: Okay.

1:11 PM

PH: Lany?

AR: Look out, Peter, see that we’ve popped out of that layer and now there is a thin sliver below us.

This will be a different layer actually. Do you think we should go to that lower next step down

or? Can’t see anything at this level ahead except for little straggly clouds.

PH: No. think we will stay here for a while.

1:12 PM

AR: can see four layers out the window. We’ve got that one below us, the one at our level, the one

with altocumulus above, and then there is some little patchy wisps of cirrus. Is there some dirt

here or is this some kind of artifact, some kind of plume?

1:13 PM
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AR: suppose it could be our own track.

PH: Lany?

KM: Standby. He’s talking with the ER-2.

1:14 PM

LS: Okay, Peter. What have you got there?

PH: work out that at 1330 he should be at point U on our diagram, which is half way down between
C and D on the ER-2 track; at 1330 he will be half way down that line.

LS: Yes. That’s kind of what we’ve got planned too. I’ve got him all the way down to point Delta at
33. He just confirmed that.

PH: Okay. Now, An, do you think we can find a better cloud layer than this?

1:15 PM

PH: This looks better, doesn’t it?

AR: Yes. That layer popped out as we exiled that layer that we were in so there is a layer at this level
if we bear with this level long enough. don’t know, it’s 6 of and 1/2 dozen of the other. I’m
not sure which would be the best for the experiment. I’m going to run up front and take a look.

1:16 PM

AR: think sample 17 was impacted by our own plume. We did hit a plume back there about the time
took that sample so caution is advised.

1:19 PM

PH: can see the sun quite clearly up through this upper altocumulus layer. We are sort of between
layers at the moment.

1:20 PM

PH: Ken, let’s drop down and see if we can get into a little thicker cloud beneath us. So let’s drop 500
first and then 1,000 if that doesn’t do it.

1:21 PM

KM: I understand you want to go up 500 first?

PH: No. Down 500 and then if we don’t hit it there down another 500.

KM: Down 500 and then another 500. Roger.

LS: Peter, the ER-2 should be crossing overhead out there in about another 2 or 3 mins.

PH: Okay. Thank you.

1:22 PM

PH: To summarize: we are trying to position ourselves right beneath the ER-2 as it goes on its C to
D route. We will put ourselves in this altocumulus. We are now seeing the ground beneath us.
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1:23 PM

PH: Let’s hold this altitude. Ken. This doesn’t look bad. An.

1:24 PM

PH: It may not be too bad. We will be able to see if they can see through several decks of thin
altocumulus. No good for CAR measurements of course because of the ice crystal clouds above us
and multi-cloud layers.

1:25 PM

AR: Ground visible through precipitation.

PH: And the sun is not visible. We’ve got layers above us.

AR: Now the ground’s gone.

1:26 PM

AR: Now we seem to be at the top of this layer in this area. We kind of get some little tuffs.

PH: Are we picking up much icing on the stick. Jack?

JR: Well, a 1/2 in.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Are you okay on the icing?

KM: Yes. We’re doing okay. We know we can get rid of it by going down but we’re not having to do
that quite yet.

PH: Okay. Good. So you’ll heading back to the southwest now?

KM: That’s right.

PH: think this is about the best area we can be in and let the ER-2 pass us as it goes back towards the
northeast

KM: He should be passing over us any minute now by our guess any way.

PH: But that is still on his trip to the south-southeast and then he’ll go down to his southerly point and
then he’ll turn back and they’ll go back towards the northwest and then he should intercept us
again.

1:27 PM

AR: The ground is occasionally visible. A pretty big hole here and I see at least one layer, very, very
thin layer of altocumulus below. Probably 2,000 ft below the aircraft. No sign of stratus.

PH: So Art. We’d like a good description of the cloud situation during this period.

AR: Yes. Just what was doing, Peter. don’t see any stratus down there and there is at least one
very, very thin layer of altocumulus below us.
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PH: Yes. In particular, we need a description of the various layers, above and below us, that we’ve
passed through.

AR: Roger. And we’re in and out of a thin layer of altocumulus [PH overriding] depth of about maybe
100 m [PH overriding] and sometimes down to about probably 20 meters to 50 meters. The layer
has some convection in it, some slight convection, and above us we have what appears to be two
layers; tjos about possibly broken off and it kind of floating just above the rain layer. Possibly
remnants of a very high layer which in this region seems to be popping up judging from the
movement of the aircraft that would estimate 13 to 14 that’s is (distance?) m lower than distinct
layer of altocumulus that we tried to climb to earlier. This is altocumulus perlisitis with stellar
crystals. Crystals seem to be more amorphous now than stellar crystals stellar than we have seen
before so that might go along with a little higher temperatures and less time in the stellar region.
Above that earlier we did see some widely scattered patches of thin cirrus. Cirrus uncenus and thin
cirrostratus but don’t see that right now but visibility is only about a couple of lOths of the sky
and that is directly overhead. And at this point the ground is barely visible through light
precipitation and cloud. should mention the time 133040.

PH: [See a track here? Right. And now Ken’s heading back this way, so when the ER-2 comes back
on this track he will get us again and at 1345 he should be back here. The ER-2
takes about 15 mins to come halfway back. So it will be about here halfway back in 15 mins
lime. You know you’ve got his times on here. You’ve got all these times. These AB, CD, and
this is time from takeoff.]

1:30 PM

AR: Broad spectrum of the FSP suggest we are a little above cloud base. Liquid water content a few
lOths of max. And it is popping up and down indicating some modest convection in this layer and
once in a while I’ll see a pristine crystal. Lightly rimed.

1:33 PM

AR: Clouds have deepened up here. We have altocumulus opacus now. don’t see the disk of the sun
and we have a little heavier precipitation in this region, intermittently, apparently as we come into
cells of precipitation. Can’t see the ground due to a lower layer, an altocumulus layer, can’t tell if
there’s stratus.

1:34 PM

PH: So at about 1:30 LT the ER-2 was at his Delta point and we were beneath him in the altocumulus
and in about 15 mins lime he will be half way up his track EF heading toward F, and at about
1:45 we will intercept the ER-2 half way up that track, halfway between E and F. So we should
have a couple of good data points beneath the ER-2.

1:38 PM

AR: Ground still not visible as we fly in intermittent precipitation and Ac cast-like cells.

PH: Jack? Do have a phonetic alphabet anywhere here. seem to remember seeing one somewhere
but I can’t find it in the Flight Scientist Manual.

JR: Well, it’s Alpha, Bravo, Charley, Delta, Foxtrox. don’t know, what’s E.

PH: Yes. I’m not going to remember them all. thought remember seeing a little table somewhere.

AR: Yes. don’t think Jack will remember them all either at 12,000.
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JR: What’s E?

AR: You went by E.

PH: E is Echo, isn’t it?

1:39 PM

PH: need to get one of those tables.

DS: It’s Alpha, Beta, Charley, Echo, Delta.

JR: That’s wrong.

AR: Don left F out.

DS: Oh, well.

JR: It’s not Alpha, Beta. That’s the name of a grocery store.

AR: Don’s been at 12,000 too long loo.

DS: Apparently.

PH: DWI.

AR: Notice I didn’t even try.

DS: Totally wise.

1:40 PM

PH: Can’t see the ground now, can’t see the sky either.

AR: It’s been pretty steady state here for maybe 10 mins I’d say.

PH: So, An, if we want to get a good sample of all the cloud layers, where else should we fly now.
We went into the base at the top and then we came down from there. Are there any more below
us?

AR: Yes, there are. There is a layer below us. think it was around 10. was eyeballing it. It’s a
very intermittent You could see the ground until about 10 mins ago and that is when that lower
layer filled in. Oops, we are heading in the direction where the edge is and now we are starting to
get holes in that lower layer if you look below. It was thicker back toward the west end. It did
appear to be just a sliver though, Peter, maybe only a 100 meters or less thick. Probably less
than that.

1:42 PM

PH: The C-131 track may not look very neat today because we are trying to stay in the cloud and also
to keep with the ER-2. The best that we can do, so it is not a nice, neat racetrack. The time
history on the ice particles gives an idea of the spacing between clouds at this level.

1:43 PM

AR: Now coming into the center pan of that higher layer too as you can see. Actually that lower layer
looks a little thicker in this area than it did before.
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PH: Ken, let’s drop down to the layer of cloud below us.

KM: Okay. The tops of that layer are ragged and ill-defined so let me know when you want to level off.

PH: Okay.

1:44 PM

PH: Art, will you watch that and tell Ken when to level off? I’m going to go and take a photograph up
in the bubble.

AR: I’ll do my best. was guessing that lower shelf below was maybe around 10. think if we head
down to 10 we will start getting into that and it will probably end up being sort of intermittent.
But think if we get down there we will be able to see a little better what we are dealing with.

KM: Okay. I’ll wait until either you or Peter to call first and then I’ll level there.

AR: All right. Peter asked me to give you a call when and make an estimate where it might be. So,
guess that’s it.

1:45 PM

AR: Are we still descending, Ken?

KM: Still descending. We are cutting back to the way we came.

AR: Understand.

1:47 PM

PH: No. 8 on Hobbs’ camera taken on June 11 on Flight 1682 at 11:49 LT. Flying between the
altocumulus layers showing the upper layer and the lower layers with ice below.

1:49 PM

AR: Gee, thanks boss.

1:51 PM

PH: Got to feed the troops.

AR: We are in and out of this layer at 10,000 which is very thin. Maybe 50 meters thick at the east

end of our track. However, as we’d moved along here another lower layer, probably also about
2,000 ft below the aircraft, became visible so there is what you would call shelving of these
layers. And for the first time we are getting columnar crystals indicating a Hallett-Mossop zone,
or a cloud top that is quite a bit warmer than anything we have seen. suspect it must be Hallett-
Mossop in this case, since the droplet spectrum is (or at least was fairly) broad in the higher cloud.

1:57 PM

KM: We’ve got just about 15 mins left on station.

AR: 15 mins?

KM: That’s right.

DS: I’ll pass that on to Peter when see him. He’s in the rest room at the moment.
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PH: So this layer is below us. Art, is that a stratus layer?

AR: No, Peter. It’s another shelf of altocumulus.

PH: At about what altitude?

AR: I was guessing maybe 1- to 2,000 ft below our level. It wasn’t too much lower.

PH: Okay. We’ll take a look at that Ken, let’s drop 1,000 ft.

KM: Roger, 1,000.

2:00 PM

AR: could look down and see the ground, Peter. It was sort of the east end of this and so we may get
to a point where there is stratus down at the very, very bottom toward the west end of this stuff.

2:01 PM

PH: We’ve passed under the ER-2 twice on this flight, directly under it, and the rest of the time we’ve
been crisscrossing the area that the ER-2 will be crossing. We are now dropping down into a
lower layer of altocumulus, maybe stratus.

AR: At least our crystal habit has changed too. Look at that. Gelling needles and columns now.

PH: That’s where they should be, needles -3 to -5.

AR: That’s right but you don’t see the colder crystals as its a Hallett-Mossopp process, you don’t see

those colder crystals dropping through this zone.

2:02 PM

JR: We’ve got a good inch of ice on the slick now.

PH: Let’s drop another 500, Ken.

AR: think what’s happened, don’t see anything below us, Peter, but notice now the ice particle
concentrations are well over maybe 10-50 per liter. They may have just wiped out that shelf that
we saw back there where it was not precipitating on the east end of this thing.

2:03 PM

PH: Art, think on the way back we will try climbing up again and see if we can identify all the
layers, definitely.

AR: I think that is a great idea. think that precipitation is probably what did that shelf in back there
because it was only about 50 meters thick. It was another sliver type cloud.

2:04 PM

AR: Is this westbound leg the last one, Peter?

PH: Is what?

AR: This westbound, southwest bound leg the last one?

PH: Yes. It will be, yes.
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AR: A little puff of lower cloud went by just then at 1405.1.

PH: We’re still not below it. An.

2:05 PM

AR: see one little fragment of a droplet cloud go by a minute ago but haven’t seen anything since.

2:06 PM

PH: We could drop a little bit more here and still not be below the base. Or are we just seeing
precipitation here?

AR: What am looking at mostly is that haze caused by a lot of ice crystals and precipitation. I did see
a flake go by back there. There may be more in the vicinity. But haven’t seen them yet.

PH: Well, Larry, lei’s drop down 500.

LS: Okay, 500 ft.

AR: There is a little more going by down right below the aircraft, right below us probably another
1,000 ft though. It’s pretty sparse. Now it’s thicker.

PH: Get all these ice crystals falling in [tape turnover]

2:07 PM

PH: Let’s go down another 500.

2:10 PM
^

PH: Larry? Ken?

LS: Yes, go ahead Peter.

PH: Let’s drop another 500.

LS: Okay. We’re going down to 7.5 now.

PH: Okay and you are still keeping within the general area that the ER-2 is flying, aren’t you?

LS: Yes. We’re out about 25-30 miles west of where the ER-2 is going to be flying over but he is not

going to be there for another 20 mins and we are going to have to be heading in by that time.

PH: Right.

2:11 PM

LS: Peter, we are going to do a left 180 and try to be back under the ER-2 in 20 mins.

PH: Yes. Okay. think you’ve come a bit too far southwest at the moment.

LS: We’ll be all right. It will only take us about 10-12 mins to get back there.

2:12 PM

PH: We’re at 7,500 now and we are still not beneath this cloud completely.
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AR: It might be one of those situations, Peter, where it’s gradually drying up and you get this sprinkle
at the ground but it looks hazy from 7,500 down to the ground.

2:13 PM

AR: That would be my guess and think just a little below us there is a few fragments of droplet cloud
from time to time that think that if we do go lower we’ll go into those.

PH: How much lower are those?

AR: Just about what you said, think, 500 down.

PH: Well, we’ve already gone 500, we’ll have to go another 500. Let’s take it down to 7,000.

KM: Peter?

PH: Yes.

KM: Can get you one more pass under the ER-2 aircraft, which should be coming over at about 29 after
the hour we should be passing under him.

PH: Very good.

2:17 PM

AR: It’s hard to get into some of these clouds, these are droplet clouds now.

2:18 PM

AR: We are probably about 500 to 1,000 ft above the bases of these clouds. And there don’t seem to be
any clouds below these clouds. That is to say, no stratus below these clouds. They seem to pan
of this storm system, clouds that are based at about 5- or 6,000 ft at the lowest level.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Let’s drop 200 ft.

KM: Roger, 200.

2:19 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Let’s drop 300 and we may clear the base.

KM: Drop 300.

2:22 PM

PH: Okay. That hasn’t done it so let’s drop a couple of more 100.

2:23 PM

PH: Let’s drop to 6,000. Don?
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DS: Go.

PH: If we get below cloud base here, would like a CCN spectrum.

DS: Okay.

2:24 PM

PH: Drop another 500, Ken.

2:26 PM

PH: Ken? Ken? Larry?

LS: Yes.

PH: Are we in a good position now for the ER-2 overhead?

LS: One more minute and he should be right over our head.

PH: Okay. Let’s start climbing up. Just climb up to about 12,000 and we’ll head home at that
altitude.

LS: Okay, Peter. guess Deadhorse is going down so we are going to have to divert here just as soon
as he crosses overhead.

PH: Okay.

2:28 PM

PH: The ER-2 remember Jack is working it’s way west.

JR: Yes, that’s right.

PH: In fact it’s right overhead now.

2:29 PM

AR: Ken and Larry may not want to climb now with the weather being what it is.

PH: Yes. know they just told me that Deadhorse is closing down so they are heading back. Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Do you want to go back at this altitude or can you climb at all?

KM: I want to go back at this altitude. We don’t need to carry any more ice.

PH: Okay.

2:30 PM

PH: Is there still ice on that stick. Jack?

JR: Yes

2:31 PM
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PH: We just made our third pass under the ER-2 at about 2:30.

AR: And down at the bottom we have opaque skies, higher base layers which we sampled. The lowest
layer of droplet cloud appeared to be around 6,000 and son of precipitation base there or below.

LS: Okay, Peter. We are inbound now to Deadhorse. He passed over us at about 29 or 30.

PH: And what leg was he on then.

LS: Say again.

PH: Which of his legs was he on?

LS: He was at that time 44 miles north of Hotel or miles out of to go to Hotel.

PH: So he was going from G to H.

LS: Affirmative.

PH: Thank you.

2:32 PM

LS: Peter, have all the plots of where he crossed over us so if you need them will give them to you
on the ground.

PH: Yes, I’ll take those. Is Deadhorse up at the moment.

LS: Standby. Marginal.

2:33 PM

PH: Don?

DS: Go.

PH: As we come into Deadhorse, if we go through that stratus layer again that we had on the way out,
then we will want to do some CAR measurements there.

DS: Okay.

PH: Okay, to summary of the flight. [See Summary]

AR: There’s a spectacular back edge clearing off the left wing here Peter. Just a nice edge.

JR: Look straight ahead.

2:38 PM

AR: You can still see some cirrus out there but there doesn’t seem to be much in the way of cirrus
behind this edge off to the left.

2:39 PM

PH: To continue my summary. [See Summary]

AR: Solid stratus is just ahead, Peter, a mile or so.
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PH: There’s another ones of those dry American cookies disguised as a macaroon.

AR: was just saying egad it has coconut in it. hate coconut.

PH: Oh, love macaroons but they have to be real macaroons. This is son of half way between a
macaroon and some dry biscuit No wonder Dean was giving them away.

AR: Peter, a cookie with two bites.

2:41 PM

DH: Okay, Peter.

PH: It was disguised as a macaroon so we have two cookies here with two bites out of them.

DH: If we get low enough maybe we could use them for a high velocity projectiles to bag a polar bear.

PH: That would be very good use for them. can think of no other useful thing to do.

2:42 PM

PH: Actually they did have some coconut in but I don’t know what the rest of the stuff is. It’s the
thought that counts. Dean. Ken? Can persuade you to dip down into that stratus layer ahead?

KM: We can’t do it yet He will be giving us lower here in a little bit.

PH: As we come back into Deadhorse we’ve got the stratus layer beneath us over the land. But not
over the ice.

KM: Going down to 2,000.

PH: Thank you. The edge of this stratus almost runs along the shore, doesn’t it?

2:43 PM

PH: An, this stratus is just over the land.

AR: Oh, when was up front was looking out that way, right, it did son of look that just a little lift
maybe going in land was enough to create it.

2:44 PM

PH: Ken, as you come down through the stratus on your approach, keep in it as long as you can.

KM: Standby. What was that, Peter?

PH: As you come down through the stratus on your approach, keep in it as long as you can.

AR: think one of those burners is coming up on the left again, Peter. Maybe it will be the same one
we saw before. There is a hole in the stratus coming up here at about 11 o’clock, about 2 miles or
so.

2:45 PM

DS: Could you dip to a pon a little bit. Ken?

KM: Again.
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DS: Could you dip to port a little bit?

KM: What do you mean a dip to port?

DS: Well a turn, Peter wants the plane with the left wing dipped down a little bit

KM: We can’t do that. We are going to start the approach shortly and the weather’s right down to
minimums.

DS: Okay. Thank you.

2:46 PM

AR: can see some smoke at the back end of that but no hole. This stratus is just getting a little too
deep. It looks like it is going to be quite a bit higher than 700 ft.

PH: Okay. No. 9 on Hobb’s camera shows a hole in the cloud. Maybe produced by the natural gas
burning over the oil Field.

2:48 PM

PH: An, would you give us a summary of the flight?

AR: [See Summary]

PH: Don?

DS: [See Summary]

2:51 PM

DH: Yes, Peter.

PH: Would you summarize the flight?

DH: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Jack, any instrument problems?

JR: No, everything was fine.

PH: Okay. That’s the end of the summary.

JR: Okay. We’re about 2 mins out. An, do you want to make sure that the 2-D is unloaded?

AR: Roger, was just going to check with Ken and see what our landing time is.

JR: Two mins if you look at your position plot

KM: Everybody ready in the back.

DS: Yes, we’re ready back here.

2:52 END OF TAPE
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In.Flight Summary for UW Flight #1682 on June 11, 1995

PH (Flight Scientist):
The purpose of the flight was to support the ER-2 flying over the Beaufort Sea. The hope was

that we would have a cirrus layer with stratus layer beneath, but of course it was much more complex than
that Although there was a stratus layer when we took off from Deadhorse above it were several
altocumulus layers. Over the Beaufort Sea itself there were maybe three altocumulus layers and we sampled
those from about 12,000, which didn’t put us at quite at the top of the highest layer but near it. Then we
came back down to 4- or 5,000 sampling the different layers on the way down, mainly ice crystals and as
we came down into some droplet clouds, but no real stratus beneath that over the Beaufort

The flight track of the Convair was not a regular racetrack. We had hoped initially to do our
regular racetrack in the middle of the ER-2 rectangle but there was no cloud there when we arrived. So we
shifted to the southern half of the ER-2 rectangle and did most of our work there. Then we maneuvered to

sample the clouds. We did fly directly under the ER-2 as confirmed by voice-to-voice between the pilots on
three occasions during the ER-2 pass overhead so that may be useful for comparing the lidar measurements
and other measurements on the ER-2 with in situ measurements from the Convair.

AR (Aerosol):
We exited Deadhorse through a thin stratus layer, base 300, top 700, a few sprinkles coming down

from higher layers into the stratus which we intercepted again actually heading out offshore as we came
under increasingly thick altosiratus altocumulus with vergo which then became little sprinkles. Descended
to 500 and eventually down to about 400 to find the stratus top offshore of Deadhorse in the research area.
It had subsided considerably and hit some of the top of that. But eventually that stratus layer ended
completely, at the same lime we encountered the inversion we had a +4.5 ’C rise in the temperature flying
level at 500 ft where this rather giant clearing occurred and at that point we were left only with middle
clouds and we decided to go up and make some measurements in those clouds and tops of the higher layers
were up around 13- to 15,000. We couldn’t quite make the very highest layer. We nipped the base and
below that at times we were probably six identifiable droplet cloud layers, correction, that would be six
counting the patches of cirrus overhead so it was extremely complicated, very difficult to stay in cloud and
then later in the flight those layers produced a considerable amount of ice crystals and precipitation as we
descended to get to the bottom of the overall layer. And so, all in all, a very complex situation.

DS (CCN):
On this flight worked continuously on the CAR. It functioned adequately. We did get some

measurements while we were running through some cloud that looked like samples of diffusion domain.
The CCN didn’t watch all that closely but it seemed to be functioning fine and doing quite well by itself.

DH (Aerosol):
From the aerosol standpoint, not terribly exciting. The only thing that was of interest was that

about 10,000 ft looking at the DMPS spectrum we had spectra of a little lower diameters than we have seen
and spread out over a broader spectrum. It was all volatile. Then as we went to about 5,500 the DMPS
spectra shifted towards larger sizes but it was still pretty much all volatile. And the intervening layers had a
little liquid water but a bit of ice so that was a very interesting scenario as far as savaging was concerned.
That’s about it.

JR (Right Engineer):
No [instrument problems], everything was fine.
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(i) June 12, 1995 (UW Flight 1683)

JR: Test 1, 2, 3.

RS: Jack a Peter?

PH: Yes.

RS: We had a little communications problem so we will be here for about 2 mins before we take off.

PH: Okay.

10:23 PM

JR: The recorder is up and running.

PH: This is Flight 1683 on 12 June from Deadhorse at about 10:23 PM. On board Hobbs, Flight
Scientist; Hegg, Aerosol; Rangno, Aerosol; Russell, Flight Engineer; Spurgeon, CCN; King and
Platnick from NASA Goddard on the CAR. Got a fairly clear sky, despite the late hour. Just a
few small cumulus on the horizon, cirrus to the south but generally overhead we’ve got blue skies,
which is what we have been waiting for to do the tundra reflectivity measurements. So, between
now and about midnight we will be out over the tundra to do surface reflectivity measurements.

10:24 PM

PH: The sun of course is still up here but fairly low in the sky around to the north, north-northwest.

10:25 PM

DS: Peter, I’m back.

10:26 PM

AR: Here we have cirrus, cirrostratus actually, south through west gradually over- spreading the sky and
a few cumulus humilis over the Brooks Range and stratocumulus on the horizon to the northeast
over the ice cap.

10:37 PM

AR: It seems a bit hazy at this altitude. CNC 100 to 120/cc, nothing exciting there. And didn’t see
any haze layer on the way up.

RS: After come out of this circle, am going to reposition a little bit further away so don’t start your
official stuff yet.

PH: That’s okay. There’s a lot of standing water here but it’s probably like that all over.

RS: I suspect about another mile and a half or two miles behind us is a little bit better.

PH: Okay. Well, if that area looks better let’s do that.

10:38 PM

AR: And we have our cumulus fumulus sitting there over there, north of the airport.

PH: Steve.

SP: Yes, I’m on.
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PH: Ask Mike if this area looks okay.

SP: He gives a thumps up.

PH: Okay. Good. This looks pretty good and think we can start our orbiting and give us the count
up as you go around.

RS: Okay. We’ll do it right where we are at. You tell me where you started.

PH: We can start right now. Has he got a good 20’ roll there. Steve are you reading 20’ on the roll.

SP: Yes. We’re okay.

10:39 PM

PH: Because your roll angle there is more accurate than the pilot’s so if he should drift off of that if you
let me know.

PH: Okay. We are in our orbit now over the tundra. Fairly good area here except there’s quite a bit of
standing water in pans of it. There’s no cloud above.

SP: Rod, could you let us know when you’ve done 3 orbits.

RS: Will do. And I’ll count up each orbit actually.

SP: Okay. Thanks.

10:40 PM

RS: There’s one.

PH: Don will be giving a count up of the orbits through 10.

10:41 PM

PH: Sorry, that’s Rod not Don. Steve, the only thing that worries me about this area is that there’s a
lot of standing water. We might be able to find a drier area a bit further south.

SP: Why don’t we go ahead and complete these for a couple more channels.

PH: Yes, we’ll complete this one any way.

RS: Right through that area of the last 20 sees or so we’ll be getting more and more of the water each
orbit.

10:42 PM

RS: There’s 2.

10:43 PM

RS: There’s 3 turns.

10:45 PM

AR: And we’re seeing a northeast wind on the water....[PH speaking over]
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PH: Photograph 12 on Hobbs’ camera taken on the 12th of June as the plane was heading magnetic
north, took a picture straight down the right wing looking at the tundra that we’re flying over for
reflectivity measurements.

10:47 PM

PH: Photograph No. 13 on Hobbs’ camera, plane flying magnetic east.

RS: There’s 4 turns.

SP: That was 4 turns. Rod?

RS: Yes, that was the 4th.

PH: Again, my photograph is in the direction.

RS: By about the 6th turn we will be directly overhead all this water reflecting stuff.

SP: Let’s just go through the 6th turn and then we will reposition.

10:48 PM

PH: Okay. Plane heading magnetic west. My photograph No. 14 taken at about 22:48. Finally my
photograph No. 16 was taken with the plane heading due north. Photograph taken at 22:49.

10:49 PM

AR: Sample No. 7 is contaminated with exhaust. Other’s are not.

PH: There’s Steve. Steve, do you want to stay in this area or find a drier area.

SP: Yes, we can go to drier.

PH: You don’t want to do anymore orbits here?

SP: Mike seems to think we’ve got enough.

PH: Okay, Rod. We can break off from these orbits now and we want to try to find an area that’s a bit
clearer of standing water. So think we’ll head south and it may dry out

RS: Will do.

10:50 PM

RS: What we’re up against is the best area has cirrus over it, so we are going to try to find something
short of the cirrus that will work.

SP: Okay, thanks.

10:51 PM

PH: Okay. We’re going to position ourselves over this area here. It doesn’t look too bad. There’s a
few snow patches here but it’s not as water logged as the last area.

SP: Yes, looks good.

RS: Do you want me to go on past this little river and then we drift back by it as we do these.
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PH: Yes, that would be okay.

RS: Well, might as well because if we don’t do that we’ll drift by the next river. So we are going to

get a river whichever way we do it.

10:56 PM

PH: Well start up a bit to the east of the area we are looking for because the plane will drift to the west
during the orbits.

RS: I’ll give this a try.

10:57 PM

PH: A little bit of snow cover on our right wing now. Well, still a lot of ripplets here. Depending on
the sun angle it looks either pretty dry or pretty wet.

10:58 PM

SP: Peter, do you think this is any different than the last site?

PH: think it’s a little bit drier and as we drift to the west we’ll get away from this snow and this river
which we are looking at now off the right wing. But towards the end of these series of orbits we’ll
be further to the west think it’s a little bit drier except for that river.

RS: In all the flying we’ve done on this project so far, the only thing I’ve thought was suitable for this
kind of experiment was up close to the Brooks Range. So don’t know how good we’re going to

get down here.

PH: Yes, but that was a cloudy day.

RS: Yes, as far as the tundra goes, didn’t see anything else short of that that would have appeared
acceptable.

PH: Well, there is much less snow now than there was when we did that.

SP: Well, does it look like we could get closer to the Brooks Range without getting underneath a high
cloud.

PH: No, think that’s a compromise here as we go in there as you can see we’ll get under that cirrus.

SP: Now see it pretty clear. Before where we were headed it seemed a little better.

AR: Peter, I was just thinking maybe how important is it that the cirrus is say over us but the sun is

shining underneath it, not being blocked by it.

RS: Southeast through east seems to be free of the cirrus and then as you move south from southeast
you’ve got that cirrus line.

AR: The sun’s being around so much in the northern semi-circle now maybe it wouldn’t go in front of
the sun. don’t know if that’s a problem at this hour though.

11:00

AR: That’s if we did get a little further down to the south towards the Brooks where there’s a little more
slope.

PH: Yes, but think this area here is more typical of the tundra than up on the slope.
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RS: And by the way, we are about half way through our second mm.

SP: This data’s looking pretty good so we are pretty happy to fmish our 6 turns here.

PH: Yes, think it will look better and better as we drift to the west.

11:01 PM

PH: Photograph No. 16 on Hobbs’ reel.

SP: Is this the third orbit?

RS: Yes, we’ve completed 2 and we’re about a 6th of the way into the 3rd one.

PH: Photograph No. 16 was with the plane heading magnetic east. Took the photograph pointing
down the right wing on this second area of tundra that we’re looking at. This is the second series
of orbits. Photograph was taken at roughly 23:00.

11:03 PM

RS: This completes 3 turns.

SP: Roger.

11:04 PM

RS: There’s 4 turns.

11:06 PM

PH: Steve, ask Mike if when we’ve completed these orbits he wants us to tip our left wing and look at
the sky for a few orbits.

SP: Yes, that’s exactly what we what we were just talking about. think that’s something we would
like to try.

PH: Okay. Let me know when you’ve got enough of this. Usually we do 10 orbits of this but if fewer
will do than we’ll stop.

SP: We think 6 orbits we’d like.

PH: Rod, we want to do 6 orbits of this and then we want after that we’ll orbit in the same area but
we’ll tip our left wing down 20’.

RS: Okay.

1L07 PM

RS: There’s 5 turns.

11:08 PM

RS: Okay. There’s 6 turns. Are you ready?

SP: Yes, ready.

PH: Yes, we can tip the other way now.
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11:11 PM

RS: Okay. Go ahead and start And 20* up here wasn’t good for Si-Chee so we adjusted our
presentation to match his. How’s his left turn looked on your instrument?

SP: We’re at 19’.

RS: Okay, I’ll tweak it

SP: Looks great right here.

PH: Steve, if you bring your aircraft position plotter up there, which think you can do, you’ll see the
two little circles that we’ve been doing.

SP: Okay. Thanks.

11:12 PM

AR: And looking down from this position estimating probably not more than 2 or 3% snow coverage
and estimating maybe 30% water coverage including the small, tiny ponds that are a couple feet in
diameter. There seems to be thousands.

11:13 PM

RS: There’s one turn.

PH: Is that enough for you?

SP: Let’s try one more time.

PH: Steve, would Mike like to do some orbits like this just off shore?

SP: Yes, we’d like to try some ice.

PH: Okay.

11:14 PM

PH: Rod, when we finish this we’d like to head just off shore and do some orbits over the ice.

RS: Okay. And you do want 6 orbits here?

PH: don’t think we will need that many. I’ll let you know when we can call this off.

SP: Rod, think when we have the second one finished we will be okay.

RS: Okay. That will only be about 15 sees.

11:15 PM

RS: The second one is done.

SP: Okay. We’re done back here.

PH: Okay. Let’s head north.

11:16 PM
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PH: We won’t go too far out over the ice because of the hour. We’ll just go a little way offshore.

SP: That’s fine.

AR: One thing looking out there. If you look straight down, there doesn’t seem to be as much water as
you see when there’s a sun glint

PH: Yes, it’s very deceptive.

11:17 PM

PH: Steve, if you come up here I will show you some of the other things we are doing here.

SP: Okay, thanks.

JR: You can turn on a few more knots there Rod.

RS: Well, that’s not the greatest for fuel economy. Are you anxious to get back to bed?

JR: I’m anxious to have the flight end before midnight because you can’t get the data off if it goes past
midnight.

RS: I’ll give you a few more knots.

11:18 PM

AR: We’re just coming into it. It’s sort of gone isothermal here.

1L22 PM

PH: Jack?

JR: Yes.

PH: What’s the problem if we go beyond midnight?

JR: Well, the programs are written to always consider the time further down the line to be greater than
the current time. So if it goes past midnight, it goes past 00.

PH: What’s the consequence of that?

JR: Well generally the programs don’t work right.

PH: Is it unresolvable?

JR: I don’t know. Have you ever been able to make it work, An?

AR: Roger.

JR: Have you been able to make it work?

AR: don’t think I’ve had any problem because we’ve had 00 UTC time that we’ve crossed over when
sometimes we’ve sent our, like in the Azores for example.

JR: Well, know that you had problems with the 2-D data.

AR: Well, today we won’t have any 2-D data so we don’t have to worry about that.
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JR: Yes, think [AR speaking over]

PH: Could you reboot the computer up at midnight?

JR: That’s about the same thing.

PH: mean you couldn’t start it off again and call it the second part of this flight after midnight?

JR: No, that just makes things worse. We probably could split this file into two.

PH: Yes, that’s what I mean.

JR: Yes, well be able to live with the consequences whatever it is.

11:25 PM

SP: What’s the ETA to the ice?

RS: Oh, about a couple of minutes.

AR: So after we’ve completed our second series of orbits over the tundra we are heading north. We’ll do
some orbits over the ice just offshore of Deadhorse.

11:27 PM

RS: Yes, I’m coming up on the shoreline shortly. It will take another couple of minutes to get down
to 2,000.

PH: Yes. We’ll need to go a few miles offshore to get away from all this estuary and stuff.

AR: We peaked out at 4,100.

11:28 PM

SP: Repeat that. Art?

AR: Dean, that peaked out at 4,100 ft the CNC3.

JR: Dean’s not on the headset?

PH: Seen many birds, Mike?

MK: Not from here, a little far. You can spot Arctic fox and bears.

PH: I haven’t seen any yet

11.-29 PM

JR: A lot of open water down there.

PH: Yes, much more than a few days ago.

AR: There is some thin stratocumulus showing up ahead now maybe 30 nautical miles or so. Too thin

though.

11:31 PM
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PH: A very clear sky above us, blue sky above us all around here. No clouds to worry about.

RS: Well, I’m not positive what you’re looking for but my guess is another 2 or 3 mins straight ahead
will give you something pretty uniform.

PH: Yes, that’s what I’m looking at Rod. That’s more getting into the real ice.

11:32 PM

PH: Mike, take a look out of the bubble and see if there is any particular ice you want to look at. Just
ahead of us is what covers most of the ocean at this time.

RS: Hey, Art. Could you come up here?

AR: And also we have a big sun glint off the left wing.

MK: Okay, Peter. I’ll go up to the bubble right now.

11:33 PM

MK: Yes, Rod. I think it’s this first-year ice with the pressure ridges is more uniform. Without so
much blue in it, it looks pretty good. You’re heading in the right direction.

RS: Okay. I’m going to need to start this here in the next half minute or so or we will get under into a
shadow.

MK: Fine.

PH: Yes. You can start it in here.

RS: Okay, starting now.

11:34 PM

PH: Okay. We’re starting our first series of orbits over the sea ice.

11:35 PM

PH: Photograph No. 17 on Hobbs’ camera taken with the aircraft heading magnetic south. Photograph
taken looking parallel to the right wing on this ice surface that we’re orbiting.

11:36 PM

MK: The reflection looks pretty uniform here, Peter.

RS: There’s one turn.

MK: Looking good Rod.

PH: As we come around into the sun you may get quite a bit of sun glint.

MK: expect so because the sun’s so low.

11:37 PM

MK: Was that UVP is equally bright. The sea ice and the sky are pretty uniform.

PH: Sun glint.
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11:38 PM

MK: Still second orbit. Rod?

RS: Yes, another 15 sees.

MK: We want to do 6 but let me know after 3 so I’ll change it

RS: Okay. Okay, there’s the second one down. If gave you one more we might, and say might, be
on the ground by midnight.

MK: Okay, I’ll switch to another filter right now and we’ll just do one more.

PH: There is no need to rush. We don’t have to be on the ground at midnight. We’re not Cinderella.

11:39 PM

PH: Jack’s worried about the computer going mad if we go past midnight. The computer thinks that
time always increases.

MK: During SEAPEX, the experiment from Fiji was right on the dateline, one day it went east, one day
it went west. Wonderful.

PH: That must have confused things.

11:40 PM

PH: There’s a nice ice lead down there.

RS: Okay. We’re in the last quarter of this turn. think could give you one more turn and make it
now that look at our speed and time and all that.

SP: One more turn is just fine as far as I’m concerned.

PH: What’s the problem with time. Rod?

RS: Oh, Jack and Dean both feel like there may be some major data problems if we’re not shut down
by midnight

PH: Oh, I think we can take care of those.

RS: Okay. Well, we’re starting our fourth turn, is it. I think we’ve done three now.

PH: Yes, we’ve done three. Just let us know.

MK: wanted to let there wasn’t anything very useful.

PH: You’ve got enough, Mike?

MK: I’ve got enough. do not need to stay out here and press it. The data is pretty good right now.

PH: Okay. Do you want to look at the sky?

MK: I don’t think it will matter. We don’t need to.

PH: Okay, Rod. We can head home.
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RS: Okay.

PH: And maybe we won’t turn into pumpkins.

RS: Maybe not

AR: Do you want to go through that cumulus tuft on top of the plant?

11:42 PM

PH: Yes, we can do that just on the way in to land without any extra time.

AR: Sample No. 18 is contaminated with exhaust

PH: We have now finished our orbit over the ice. We did four orbits. Data looks good. We are now
heading back to Deadhorse. Mike?

MK: Yes?

PH: This should be the best surface reflectivity data we’ve got because we’re virtually, completely cloud
Erce.

MK: You look pretty good. Complements what we got in LEADEX which was also quite clear. The
ice was more solid during LEADEX, now it has got a little more leads but still looks pretty good.

11:44 PM

PH: On the way in to Deadhorse we go through that little cloud if it’s still there over the natural gas
burner.

RS: think you’re out of luck. An.

AR: Go away. Did it go away?

RS: Not yet but don’t think it will be there when we get there.

AR: Well, it’s kind of reforming on top of that stack so think there will be something there. That’s
my guess anyway.

RS: Okay.

11:45 PM

PH: Look at that yellow plume on the horizon.

AR: Boy, it’s really pronounced, isn’t it. It’s really stratified.

11:46 PM

SP: can’t pick up anything unusual in the CAR measurements towards the horizon, other than just
brightening. don’t see any of the plume.

PH: Yes, it’s ahead of us if you look at your video, look at the yellow.

SP: see it in the video, just don’t see it too much out the side.

PH: No, it’s a plume from the Deadhorse complex.
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AR: It would be drifting to the southwest

1L47 PM

AR: don’t know, it seems like there’s a fair amount of it off to the east as well. We have winds here
of about knot, 2 knots actually.

MK: Where’s this great stratus going to come from by tomorrow morning?

PH: I don’t know about stratus, but bet we get some cirrus.

MK: This fast ice here is kind of a mess but that first-year ice pressure ridge looks pretty nice surface to
do measurements over.

1L48 PM

PH: We’re just coming up on the natural gas burner off our right wing at about 2 o’clock.

1L49 PM

JR: Attention, attention, the mighty cloud is in sight.

11:51 PM

PH: There it is on the screen.

1L52 PM

PH: We’re going to hit it just before midnight. Jack.

1L52 PM

RS: Oh, probably 15 sees, 10.

11:53 PM

RS: Five. There you have it

PH: Just passed through the little cloud over the Arco plant. Got a little spectra on the FSSP.

JR: Got a lot of NOX in it

AR: It’s really yellow off the left wing there. Good grief.

PH: Yes. Nice NOX signal and a nice depression in the ozone.

1L54 PM

AR: Record 21 is of the [JR override]

JR: In fact the NOX is off scale. don’t know.

AR: Flight level over the plume was about 2,400.

PH: We’ve got some aerosol measurements and Dean got some chemistry measurements in that plume.
Look at that ozone go down.

11:55 PM
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JR: Has this flight been summarized yet?

PH: No. Thanks for reminding me. Jack. Mike?

MK: Yes?

PH: Would you just summarize the flight in a few minutes what you got on it.

MK: On that piece of paper write up you used to have or just in the video.

PH: No, just on the tape.

1L56 PM

MK: Okay. Just a second.

PH: Hurry up Mike.

MK: Okay. [See Summary]

AR: It looks like we’ll be landing in the next minute.

RS: Is everyone ready back there?

PH: Have you finished Mike?

MK: Not quite finished. I’m still recording.

PH: Okay. Hurry up.

RS: About a minute to touchdown.

DS: We’re all seated Rod.

PH: You finished Mike?

MK: I’m balancing all kinds of things here. If turn off the instrument and record, just a second.

PH: Dean?

1L58 PM

MK: Okay. [See Summary] Okay.

PH: Okay. Is (hat it Mike?

MK: Turn it off. Yes, that’s it.

PH: Okay. [See Summary]

12:00 END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1683 on June 12, 1995

MK (CAR):
This is Flight 1683, 12 June. We first did five circular orbits over the tundra. We had clear sky

above, scans 1-1,500. So about 15 mins, there was a lot of limb brightening towards the horizon from the
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sky above. The tundra had limb brightening so it was not isotropic. It was about four or five times
brighter in the near IR at the limb than it was at NADIR. We then did some scans turning
counterclockwise to get some clear sky above. We did a second group of orbits which you could see the
Brooks Range off to the distance. There was a little bit of snow cover which caused some spikes. There
was some noise at scan 2,500 due to snow on the tundra and edge of the rivers. Have excellent data. At
scan 3,800 we did two left circular orbits for transmission [several people talking at same time can’t make
out anyone] out over the sea ice at 70.2’ we scanned, we went out there 11:29 there
was some noise and reflectance initially from the fast ice and leads close to shore and then we found a
homogeneous section of first-year ice and made several, four circular orbits to the right and got good
reflectance measurements over sea ice.

PH (Flight Scientist):
Dean also got some measurements on this flight and I’ve got some aerosol measurements. We

went through the Arco plume on the way in and got a nice NOX signal and decrease in ozone. Dean got
some bag samples. So a pretty good flight.
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(j) June 14, 1995 (UW Flight 1684)

11:42 AM

PH: This is Flight 1684 on 14 June out of Deadhorse. Flight in support of ER-2 measurements. On
board Hobbs, Flight Scientist; Hegg, Aerosol; Rangno, Aerosol; Russell, Flight Engineer;
Spurgeon, CCN; King, CAR; Ken McMillen, Chief Pilot; and Rod Sorensen, Co-PiloL We have
overcast at takeoff, although it’s getting thinner. We are just beginning to see the sun’s disk.
We’ll be flying out over the Beaufort Sea to intercept the ER-2 at 70’ 22 min north, 143’ 08 min
west.

11:43 AM

KM: Everyone set in the back?

DS: Set in the back.

11:45 AM

PH: Just past through some scud clouds at 500 ft.

AR: Caught them off base, Peter.

11:47 AM

PH: What was that. An?

AR: believe the base was 500 if you were wondering.

PH: Yes, thank you.

AR: Seems to be a stable layer here. Going up a bit on lop of this stratus fractus.

PH: See the sun’s disk through this layer above us.

AR: I’m sorry, missed that, Peter.

PH: see it, 1,700 ft was the base of the next layer.

11:48 AM

PH: And about 2,000 ft the top of that layer.

11:49 AM

PH: There’s another very thin layer, middle level cloud above us. Altocumulus and then there’s a
higher cirrus layer.

AR: We’re at the level of yet a third layer here, Peter, off the left wing and see two higher layers of
droplet cloud above that one and then there’s some wispy isolated cirrus on top of those three.

PH: Yes.

AR: Like these layers merged together ahead a little bit, Peter.

11:51 AM
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MK: Took 5 1/2 mins for the CAR near-IR detectors to cool in this Arctic environment and 30 mins in
SCAR-A in hot Chincoteague.

11:52 AM

PH: We are now in this next cloud layer, base is about 3,400.

11:53 AM

PH: Okay. We’re at 6,200. We are well above that cloud layer below us and we still have another mid-
level cloud above us here as well as the cirrus layers. There are multi-cloud layers.

11:56 AM

AR: At 11:58:45 the surface is visible through the multiple very, very thin layers. At flight level
8,000, we are climbing to the final, and this will be the precipitating layer, some sprinkles this
morning, I can see now which is altocumulus like. There are holes, that is altocumulus perlucidus
breaks, that is very thin probably about 1,000 ft thick. And back toward the west, I can see that it
looks a little more icy back there and also can see that there is a high layer of cirrus scattered on
top of that layer and a.large opening back towards the west

11:59 AM

AR: We are coming into some fall out from this higher altocumulus. think that must be. Oh, well
there’s some right there.

12:00 NOON

PH: We can see the ground below us here beneath the fractostratus. But then ahead of us the lower
layer.

PH: Is still overcast fairly extensive cloud layer above us. Picking up some ice here.

12:01 PM

PH: Mike?

MK: Yes, I’m watching. It’s not quite diffusion domain yet, not quite thick enough.

PH: Yes, we’ve got some ice in this as well and we are going to have to climb to about 14,000 ft
probably to get to the top of this.

MK: See some sun through it in the measurements.

PH: Do you want to fly constant altitude here? Climb a bit more.

MK: I’d rather be in it if it’s thick enough but didn’t see diffusion domain as we came up. It was very
close but not quite.

PH: Yes, can’t see the ground but can see the sun so we could drop down a little bit but was going
to climb out to cloud top. What do you want to do?

MK: Did you say go up to cloud top and get a look at the cloud systems around and then drop down into
it a little more.

PH: Okay. There is going to be quite a bit of climbing and we haven’t got oxygen so we won’t stay
around at cloud top very long.
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12:03 PM

PH: See the siin’s disk now.

MK: I see it.

PH: Got an effective radius of about 12 microns. No ice particles here.

12:04 PM

MK: What altitude are we at?

KM: Altitude 10,800.

12:05 PM

MK: This is a very smooth radiation Field below us. We’ve got a lot of multiple scattering. We see a
little disk and stuff above us so it’s pretty thick here.

12:06 PM

PH: Liquid water is very low though.

MK: We’re in a gap between another cloud now.

PH: Yes, expected thi’s, another layer above us.

12:07 PM

MK: What did the liquid water get up to as we are climbing through that cloud?

PH: wasn’t watching it all the way but when you said the clouds pretty thick here we had 0.05 on the
Gerber.

MK: Yes. I think it was optically thick so it was geometrically very deep.

JR: saw 0.2 at one point but that’s fairly thick.

PH: Yes, that could be right. Mike, do you have a copy of my science plan for this project?

MK: No I don’t. Si-Chee said he got it the last day when he went back to the office and was in
Baltimore at the meeting and never received it before left.

PH: Okay. I’ll come up and show you what I’ve got for this scenario and see if you think that’s what
you-want to do.

12:09 PM

KM: I’m going to be switching superchargers here so you will hear and feel a little thump.

12:12 PM

PH: Okay. We’re getting lots of big stellars here in the base of this cloud.

12:16 PM

MK: The FSSP was showing a broad distribution too.
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PH: We’re climbing up through what will be the last altocumulus layer. Whether we get to the top of
it remains to be seen, about 15.

12:17 PM

PH: No ice at this level but we are getting some good droplets.

12:18 PM

PH: Okay. We just popped out at 14,500. Okay, Mike. So we’ve been through about 4 layers on the
way up. Do you want to sample this layer below us on the first track beneath the ER-2?

MK: Yes, this is a pretty thick cloud below us. Still thin cirroform above us, most of the sensing you
see is through this lower cloud I think. You can’t get up to that one anyway so you might as well
be in the cloud below us during their overpass.

PH: Okay.

KM: We’re coming up on 15,000. Do you want to level here?

PH: Yes, we could in fact come down a little bit so as we are not in the tops of this layer below us but
just above it. Sorry, was on the wrong channel there. Ken. We can drop down a bit so we are
not in the tops of the cloud layers below us but just above it.

KM: So you want to drop down a little bit but still stay above the deck below us. Is that correct?

PH: Correct Mike? We can sample the top of that layer below us which had some droplets in it or we
can drop down a little bit to the middle of it where there are more ice crystals and some droplets
mixed in.

MK: You’re saying the upper pan was water and it was mixed base below?

PH: Yes. Correct. That’s quite typical of these altocumulus.

MK: would like to be below the cloud top in the upper layers of the cloud during the microphysics
since the reflective radiation we’ll see it, seeing it, so probably in the water droplet component

PH: Okay. Just below cloud top then.

MK: I’ll try to let you know if we get reflective radiation in the ER-2 path now.

PH: The ER-2 pass is at 12:49. I’ll see if Ken can make contact with him.

MK: Will it be on it’s heading?

PH: We’re almost on station for the ER-2 pass over.

12:21 PM

PH: Which will be in 27 mins. Ken, see if you can contact the ER-2.

KM: We’ve been trying here.

PH: So in the meantime, once we get on station we could drop down into the top of this cloud and start

sampling it and get ourselves set up.

MK: Sounds fine.
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12:22 PM

PH: You have a readout.

KM: Okay. You want us to just loiter in this area out here or point India?

PH: Yes. We have dropped just below the top of this layer cloud below us at, in and around point
India.

KM: Okay. Let us know when you want to go down. We’re about a minute out of India.

PH: You can go down now. Ken. Now, Mike, when we get down there, do you want to do a CAR
orbit? We’ve got to go in a circle anyway.

MK: was talking to Art. missed what you were saying.

PH: We’re going to dip down into the cloud below us and we are in the area where the ER-2 will pass
over us. Do you want us to do an orbit in that area for CAR measurements?

KM: Okay. Be ready for another thump as we change superchargers again.

MK: don’t think we’ll do much of an orbit here.

PH: Got to orbit anyway since we want to remain in this area or we could start to head towards point J
or do we want to allow the ER-2 to pass over us here and then move ahead of us?

MK: don’t really care. think we maybe start on our path moving in the direction of J maybe 5 or 10
mins before the ER-2 and be along that path well positioned.

PH: Okay. Did you say that you made contact Ken?

RS: No contact yet.

PH: Okay. The ER-2 is still a little way from us so we are going to stay for a little while around India
while we dip down into this cloud. Just sample the top of the cloud here.

12:24 PM

KM: Okay. It looks like we are heading on top of the cloud now. Let us know when you want to level
in it.

PH: Will do. This looks good here. Let’s just do an orbit at this altitude.

12:25 PM

PH: Ken? What latitude-longitude do you have here?

KM: Standby.

RS: We’re currently at 70" 27.6 min, 142’ 43.4 min.

PH: Okay. Remember our longitude to rendezvous with the ER-2 is at 143* 08 min.

RS: Yes. I’ll check that here.

PH: You’ve got that little diagram gave you. Rod?

RS: Yes, I do.
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12:26 PM

PH: Okay, Mike. So we’re just below cloud top here. The region that we’ll be rendezvousing First
with the ER-2.

MK: Okay. Fine.

PH: They will be here in 20 mins time.

KM: We just came out of that one layer. We’ll be entering it here and we can play about 180* a turn.

PH: think after sampling this a little bit, then start to head out towards point J.

MK: I think that’s fine. Get on the right heading and just start I to J now.

RS: Mike?

MK: Yes.

RS: My plan is to go from to a point between Kilo and Lima about half way so work that out with
Peter.

PH: want to change that point Rod. want to change that to what call point Y. It’s very close to

X. It has the same latitude but its longitude will be 145’.

RS: Okay. We’ll be going from India to 71’ 15 min north, 145’ 00 min west

PH: Correct And we’ll call that point Y. And we’ll fly at this altitude until tell you and we can start

heading in that direction now.

RS: Okay. It will take a couple of minutes to get set up from India to Yankee.

PH: Okay. Try again to see if you can make contact with the ER-2.

12:28 PM

KM: We have contact with NASA/ER-2.

PH: Okay. Will you ask him if he’s on schedule.

12:29 PM

KM: Hell be at point India in 30 mins. That sounds like on schedule.

PH: No, he’s behind schedule. He’s supposed to be there at 12:49.

KM: Okay.

PH: So, he’s way behind schedule. Okay. He’s about 15 mins behind schedule. We could probably go
all the way to point J, Mike.

MK: Okay. It takes him 26 mins and it will take us about 60 mins. You would pass overhead during
that and that’s okay.

PH: think that’s probably the best thing to do.

12:30 PM
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PH: Mike, I suggest that we go to the halfway point at this altitude and then we go the second half of
the route to J at a layer below us.

MK: That’s okay. If see diffusion domain, I’ll let you know.

PH: Okay, Rod. We can start to head towards point Y.

MK: Is that along the right heading to J, Peter?

PH: Yes, Y is half way between and J. Okay, Rod?

12:31 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Okay. Let’s head towards our point Y that gave to Rod.

KM: Yes, we’re doing it.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Let’s drop another 100 ft and get a little bit deeper into this cloud. We’re going in and out of it a
bit.

KM: think it’s lower out in this direction. We’ll drop 100.

PH: Yes, we’ll drop 100. If that doesn’t do it we’ll drop another 100 beyond that. So let’s try 100 first
and then 200.

KM: That’s 100 right there and it’s not doing it.

PH: Okay. Drop another 100.

12:33 PM

PH: It’s still not doing it so we’ll do another one.

KM: We’re still going down. We’ve dropped 400 ft since you called. We’ll try this for a bit Is it in
enough for you?

PH: We’re going in and out of it We’re out of it at the moment but maybe at the same altitude in a
minute you’ll go into it. What do you see ahead?

KM: It’s so ragged up ahead that we’re in it now and can’t see anything.

PH: We’re in it This looks all right. We’re in and out of it. It looks pretty good here. Hold this for
a while. By the way Ken, the ER-2 didn’t what you to communicate with them anymore so we’ll
just assume that he will be about. When did he say he’d be at point exactly?

KM: 12:49.

PH: That’s when he was due to be there but he said he was going to be there at some later time.
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12:35 PM

KM: Okay. Hell be there at apparently 59. He said 30 mins and the time then was 29.

PH: So, hell be there at what time?

KM: 59.

MK: You’re heading southwest. You’re not along his course at all.

KM: We’re turning towards Yankee at this time from India.

12:36 PM

PH: Yes, they haven’t started heading towards J yet. They’re just setting up to do that

DS: Okay. Channel 4 the CCN is on line. The other will come on in due course.

PH: Just coming up to go across point I again, Mike, before they head towards J. So the ER-2 is
exactly 10 mins behind schedule.

MK: That’s surprising. They’re not usually, unless in their takeoff delay, they’re not usually that way.

PH: Maybe he got caught up in his photography.

12:37 PM

MK: This is pretty close to diffusion domain. It keeps coming and going a little bit Does it look
thicker below you at all?

PH: We’re between cloud layers now basically with a layer below us and a layer above us.

12:38 PM

PH: But this cloud ahead of us at this level so we’ll just keep on it for a little while. We’ll have to

make a choice here as to whether or not we want to sample that layer above us which was up near
13 or this layer below us which is thicker, more droplets.

MK: Prior to validation purposes the thick layer above is more important. May do the thick layer
above or whatever that layer above is on one course and the lower level on the reverse course, K to
L.

PH: Okay. But if we’re at 13 for a while you’re going to have to take it easy without oxygen.

12:39 PM

PH: We’re in cloud here now again.

JR: There’s a half inch of ice on the stick.

PH: We’ve got a mixture of droplets and crystals here. Getting some hexagonal dendrites and got an
effective radius of 6 or 7 microns. Liquid water 0.05.

12:40 PM

PH: When you give me the word, Mike, we’ll climb up to the layer above us.

MK: How high are we now?
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PH: 12,500.

12:41 PM

MK: How long does it take us to get up there?

PH: Probably about 5 or 10 mins.

KM: We’re 17 mins from Yankee.

PH: I think we should climb, Mike.

MK: I think you’re right So we’ll be on the course when the ER-2 goes over.

PH: Okay. Let’s start Let’s climb up again to 13,500 or where ever we hit that layer above us Ken.
Ken, let’s climb to the layer above us.

12:41 PM

PH: Can you hear me?

AR: Yes, I sure.

PH: Okay. can hear you now. You’re intermittent. You’re going in and out. An. can’t hear you
now.

12:42 PM

PH: Try again, speak. No, I’m not picking you up.

DS: Art, check your switch. It’s got to be on one of the wrong settings. It’s coming on when Peter’s
pushing it.

PH: Are you on science there. An.

AR: Science? Did you copy that?

PH: The only time can hear you is if press my ear bar.

12:43 PM

AR: Testing 1, 2, 3.

PH: can only hear you if I press my ear bar.

AR: Testing 1, 2, 3.

12:43 PM

PH: We’re in droplets here.

12:44 PM

AR: Testing 1, 2, 3. Do you copy?

PH: Yes, I can hear you now. What’s the problem?
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AR: What did you do? No, he saw that it was pointing exactly at scientist, switched it to all, and then
he switched it back and then it worked.

PH: It’s now working. That’s what we pay engineers for.

JR: It’s not Art’s touch.

AR: The thing I was saying, Peter, is the top of that highest altocumulus layer was up around 14,800.
Quite a notch above us.

PH: Mike, why don’t we fly here. We are in good cloud here and we’re at 13,300.

MK: That’s fine. We are on the ER-2 course, correct?

PH: That’s correct. Let’s fly at this altitude Ken. Just a little bit below this we were in good cloud.
Go down a couple of hundred feet and I’ll leave it to you to just son of keep us in the cloud ahead
at about this altitude.

12:45 PM

MK: We’re getting a lot of multiple scattering. It’s not diffusion domain. know we’re really into

thick clouds at least the microphysics should be good for the ER-2 still.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Did you hear my last message?

KM: Yes. went down about almost 200 ft.

PH: Okay. So I’ll leave it to you to just keep it about this altitude, head for point Y.

KM: We’re kind of popping out between layers right now again.

AR: Yes. Look at the video, Peter. You can see that sliver. That dark line just above the labeling is
an in-between horizon.

KM: Okay, yes. We’ve got it looks like a pretty solid deck below us by about 1,000 ft Do you want

to go down to that?

PH: No, I don’t what to go back into that. If this looks clearer ahead, we’ll have to climb again to that
layer above us.

KM: Okay. We’ll climb.

12:46 PM

PH: Let me know when we reach point Y.

12:47 PM

AR: Okay. I’ve hardly any notes here.

PH: We want to keep just about in the middle of this layer above us. Ken.

AR: Hardly any voice notes. I’ve been talking to Mike King and Peter all the way here. We’re getting
into the highest layer of altocumulus perlucidus with a few ice crystals dropping out of it It’s all
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liquid. Other than that and at the present point it looks like we’ve lost an awful lot of the cirrus
which has son of rocketed off to the northeast This layer is much thinner than the one we were in
earlier at this level. It’s going to be less than 300 ft thick or 100 meters thick. And probably
about -14,500.

PH: Mike, I think you should take a look out of the bubble and look ahead and see whether you want
to stay in this layer we are heading towards now just above us or the thicker layer below.

MK: Okay.

12:48 PM

KM: It’s beginning to appear that this upper layer that we’re heading for is going to end before we get
up to that altitude.

12:51 PM

DS: Neither of them are on a headset right now, neither Mike nor Peter, so I’ll pass that on to them as
soon as they’re done conferring.

JR: They are steering it on the monitor. They know as well as Ken does.

12:52 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: Okay. Just as we’re coming up to altitude on this cloud layer above us, we’re running out of it.
We’ve got blue sky ahead. So, it’s still quite a ways above us isn’t it?

KM: Well we’re almost to the altitude where the cloud was so that we were headed for. It looks like it’s
nothing but cirrus up above us.

PH: Okay. Since we’re ahead of schedule as far as the ER-2 goes, let’s do a reciprocal, go back a few
miles to get into that cloud layer that we were heading for that we’ve now run out of. Still keep
on this same line though because we’ll be coming back along this line towards J eventually.

12:54 PM

PH: Looks good. Ken. You’ve come right back on your line.

12:56 PM

PH: Now don’t want to go too far in this direction. Ken. don’t want to go all the way back to I. So
if we don’t intercept that altocumulus layer near this altitude we’ll give up on it and we’ll do
another reciprocal.

KM: Okay. We seem to be just clipping the bases of it now. We’ll ease it up a little bit and try to get
in to it.

PH: Yes. Fm picking up some droplets here.

JR: We’re already at 15.8. don’t think we ought to go any higher.

PH: Right, Jack.

12:57 PM
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PH: Yes. We’re in it here. Ken, so there’s no need to climb any more. Just keep on this course for say
5 mins. This is looking good. We’re picking up quite a bit of cloud here.

12:58 PM

PH: The ER-2 should just be approaching his point I.

KM: We’re going to be out of it here for another 2 or 3 mins and then we’ll be in it again.

12:59 PM

PH: Okay. So that’s nice because we came out of it and now we can see we’ve got some thin cirrus
above us which is what the ER-2 will be sampling in 5 or 10 mins as it passes over us here
heading from to J.

JR: Peter, we’re not really on the reciprocal. Isn’t that what you wanted?

PH: Yes, that’s what wanted. He’s got off a bit hasn’t he.

JR: Yes.

PH: Ken?

KM: Go.

PH: You’ve gone too far east off your reciprocal. Can you come back more to the west to get on that
heading that we were on before when we went from India to Y.

KM: Yes.

AR: He’s drifting with the wind.

KM: We can do a left turn and get back on that track.

PH: Yes. Get back on that track a bit more.

KM: Okay. We’ll start and so we’ll be doing a 180 from here in effect

JR: Well that’s a right turn.

PH: It’s more like a 90’, a right turn.

KM: Which track did you want to get back onto the one between India and Yankee or?

PH: Correct, between India and Yankee.

KM: Okay.

1:00 PM

AR: He may be doing a reciprocal heading but he’s blown downwind.

PH: And Ken, once you’re back on that track, then you can head again for Yankee.

KM: Okay. We’re turning left and well be picking up our original track line out here in a bit

1:01 PM
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RS: And NASA/ER-2 checked in over India on the new schedule of 59.

PH: Thank you.

AR: wonder if you can ask him if there is anything out there to the west where it’s clear? Well, just
trying to think ahead here a little bit, Peter, once we get this stuff done.

PH: We’re thinking way ahead. We’re okay.

AR: We could zip over there and do that straiocumulus.

PH: An. know what want to do.

1:03 PM

PH: Jack, how often is our position plotter updated. Is it pretty much in realtime.

JR: Yes. It’s once a second.

PH: Okay. Keep an eye on that and let me know when he’s just approaching our track. You know that
we were doing when we were heading northeast And then we’ll put him back on that northeasterly
track.

JR: You mean northwest?

PH: Sorry, northwest.

AR: Peter, if we drop down just a bit we might be a little more in cloud. We’re hitting the turrets.

PH: Yes. Ken, can you drop down a little bit to keep us in this cloud layer?

1:06 PM

AR: Considering the heading, it might even slope slightly downward toward the southwest.

PH: Ken, looking ahead a little bit When we reach our old line that was running between and J then
we’ll start to head towards the northwest towards J.

RS: Okay. You did plot that point Yankee as on the line between India and Julia.

PH: That’s correct

RS: Okay. Well proceed back to Yankee when we get on the course line. And we’re getting pretty
close to the course line now.

PH: And when we run out of this cloud we are now flying in, this higher level cloud as we approach
Yankee, we’ll decrease altitude to go into the cloud layer below us.

KM: Okay. Just tell us when you’re ready to go down.

1:07 PM

PH: If we can start our turn towards the northwest now.

1:08 PM
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AR: think I see a sub-sun off the left wing here. Reflecting down as ice particles through that optical
path was looking at now it has been filled in by some droplet cloud. Off we have some
extremely thin ice clouds, cirrus cirroform. It would be called cirrostratus. We are popping the
tops of the altocumulus layer here, in and out now at 13:08:44.

JR: Okay. We’re on the line right now. Now we are past the line.

PH: Yes, I told Ken to turn. He sort of overshoots a bit.

AR: The clouds have sloped down a bit more here. And they’ve sloped down a little bit more here or
maybe that’s that drop-off, Peter.

PH: Yes. When we run out of cloud at this level. Art, let me know and we’ll drop down to the layer
below us.

AR: Yes. think we’re in that higher layer and I think down below us is that lower layer that you
wanted to be in.

PH: Yes. But we’re still picking up cloud at this level so we’ll keep here until we run out of it.

AR: Roger.

PH: Jack, when we redo the software for this SUN display, can we put the latitude-longitude in degrees
and minutes instead of in degrees decimal?

JR: Well, as far.

KM: Okay. We’re out of this stuff and there is nothing but the lower layer, the layer below us now.
Do you want to go down?

PH: Yes, do.

JR: suppose we could but it’s more difficult to deal with in degrees and minutes.

PH: It’s just easier when you’re reading the navigational charts to do it in degrees and minutes and
communicate with the pilot.

AR: Peter, did you want to go back over the same track or upwind?

PH: No. He knows the track he’s got to go. I’ll show you the track if you come over here. Art, that
we’re doing.

1:11 PM

PH: Ken, we’re running parallel but slightly to the west of the line that runs from to J.

KM: Do you mean right or left?

PH: We’re running parallel but to the west, that is to the left.

KM: Okay. So I’ll turn left. Is that correct?

PH: No, turn right

KM: Okay, because I’m headed magnetic west now. wasn’t sure what we’re talking here.

PH: Your heading is fine but you’re just slightly displaced to the left from the straight line running
from to J.
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KM: Okay.

AR: was just going to say if he goes upwind we’ll have to drop down to that shelf cloud below and if
he goes back over the same point we can stay at this level and go back into the sliver cloud.

PH: No. told him to drop down now to the cloud below since we are going to be heading out towards
the northwest. So, think we will want to be in that cloud below.

AR: I’ll roger that.

1:12 PM

AR: It looks pretty solid down there too. haven’t seen the ground. did see a sun glint, sub-sun
actually, a while back but other than that it looks pretty solid.

PH: Also, Jack. Ken has told me that he would really like a position plotter up there.

JR: Yes, I know. It’s been mentioned a couple of times and we even have a monitor in the hangar just
for that purpose.

PH: Can we get that on for Brazil?

JR: Yes. All we have to do is get somebody to mount it.

PH: Okay. Let’s do that because it’s really going to help him to see how well he’s navigating. Okay,
Ken. see you passing now almost directly over our point Y and we now need to get on that
heading that will take us directly to J.

1:13 PM

KM: Yes. We show us 11 miles from Y right now.

PH: Okay. So we know once we go over that point then just head towards J and then drop down to
this layer below us.

KM: Yes, we’re dropping down when we get to Y we go to J.

PH: And we’ll want to fly just below the tops of that cloud layer below us.

1:14 PM

JR: Ken, you could now turn back to your original course.

KM: Okay. Our indications up here are different from yours, so if you’ll just us steers left and right that
will probably work out better.

JR: Okay. Come left to your original course.

PH: We’re going to get a position plotter for you up there for the Brazil project. Ken.

KM: That will be great.

PH: That heading looks pretty good to me now. So you are now going to head towards J and Rod has
the lat-longs on J.

DS: Art, must be a little drunk he’s capable of walking around and up and down in this altitude.
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RS: Hey. Peter.

1:15 PM

PH: Art?

AR: Yes.

PH: Sit down for a while you’re getting a little high.

AR: No, I’m fine. I went and looked out to the west and see if can see something behind this cirrus

hole.

PH: Okay. Well just keep sitting down for a while.

AR: was just laughing because you, me and Jack are the only ones conscious now.

RS: Peter, this is Rod.

DS: Not entirely true.

AR: Got conscious pilots but they’re sucking oxygen so that doesn’t count.

RS: Okay, Peter. From Yankee, do you want us to turn back to Lima or do you want us to proceed on
ahead to Julia?

PH: From Yankee, we’ll be going to Julia.

RS: Okay.

AR: I’m seeing some ground now.

PH: Remember that was Julia. You’ve got the lat-longs on that. So it’s the point farthest to the
northwest.

RS: Yes and we were not planning to go there originally but we’ll go there now.

MK: Now we see the ice.

PH: Sorry about that Rod. don’t think told you that. We’re going to Julia.

MK: Are we going to go on one of the courses in this cloud now or are we in this last run.

PH: What was that?

MK: Were we in the cloud during the last run of the ER-2? was getting very sleepy back here, the

oxygen is lacking.

PH: Yes, sorry Mike. We are now half way between India and Julia and we are heading towards Julia

and we are coming down to the lower cloud layer because as you can see above us we are clear.

MK: Well be flying in this lower cloud layer?

PH: Correct

1:17 PM

PH: Pretty blue sky above us now.
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MK: This will slill be good for thennosensing. You get very sleepy here without much oxygen.

PH: Yes, you were getting sleepy and Art was getting high.

RS: Peter, we are by Yankee at this time and proceeding on to Julia.

AR: I’m fine, Peter. have a good view of the terrain down here.

PH: Not too much cloud ahead of us though is there. Let’s try to get in.

KM: Okay. What clouds we have are a long way below us out here.

PH: Yes, I know. We are really running out of them at all levels now so just keep heading down until
you get into the first cloud layer below us.

AR: What’s happening, Peter, is that satellite hole is catching up with us. As we fly out this way the
satellite hole is progressing from die southwest, though as we go northwest we’re increasingly
intercepting that.

PH: Yes, realize that. An.

1:18 PM

PH: Unfortunately, the ER-2 is still behind us but it should be catching up rapidly. Rod, what’s our
ETA for Julia?

RS: 1:42.

PH: Okay. So the ER-2 will be passing over us on this leg. He’ll be at Julia at 1:28.

1:19 PM

AR: Peter, if you look ahead there is some stratus down there. There is almost no middle cloud now
and wonder if we could get a stratus shot.

PH: That’s what we’re heading for now. We might get a few bits of stratus up there, Mike, if you take
a look out of the dome.

MK: I’ll go and look now.

PH: Ken, can we speed up a bit to get down into that stratus? think the ER-2 is pretty much over us.

KM: Yes, return. don’t want to go too much more than 500 ft a minute or people get ear blocks
though we’ll push it as much as we can.

PH: Yes. You don’t have to accelerate the descent but just the speed. suffer from ear blocks myself.

1:21 PM

PH: Mike, are you back there?

AR: It’s like we’re going to pick up this altocumulus sliver here. Peter, so we’ll get a little data point
on that before we get down into the stratus, what appears to be the stratus anyway from this level.
This could be a perfect flight

PH: Mike?
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1:22 PM

PH: We’ve got clear sky above us out towards the north there is some very thin cirrus and north of us
which we are heading for now looks like a bank of stratus. And just coming out below us is some
broken altocumulus.

AR: think this is the stuff we can get a nip out of before it ends. It’s just a little patch.

1:23 PM

PH: Arc you there Mike? Don? Are you there Mike?

MK: Yes, I’m on the headset now.

PH: Okay. We may luck out here. We are coming down into some stratus and pretty blue sky above
us. ER-2 should be overhead.

MK: This is good. We can go down and characterize the microphysics of that

PH: That’s what we are doing now. It may be okay for a diffusion domain.

MK: Maybe. can see the ice through it though.

PH: Well we are only just coming up on it. It may thicken.

1:24 PM

MK: went to get some coffee to see if could wake up.

PH: Yes, you’ve got altitude sleepy. It’s pretty thin. don’t think it will be diffusion domain but it
should be good for ER-2 comparisons.

MK: That’s valuable in itself.

1:25 PM

PH: We don’t want to descend too rapidly here because of ear blocks.

AR: Well, we nipped that little patch of altocumulus, Peter. We did sail over it unfortunately.

PH: This is more like altocumulus below us than stratus. An.

AR: You mean that stuff down there.

PH: Yes.

AR: No. think that’s going be near the surface but it’s hard to tell.

MK: Looks like stratocumulus to me.

1:26 PM

AR: One things for sure, the droplet concentrations are going to be pretty low. If you can see through
it like this we’ve generally been Finding 50/cc or less. don’t know, it looks like it’s going to be

pretty close to the surface, Peter. hope so.

MK: Looking pretty good now.
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1:27 PM

PH: No. 18 on Hobbs’ camera taken on June 14 over the Beaufort Sea looking down onto the top of
the layer of cloud beneath us, stratocumulus probably or stratus. ER-2 flying over us somewhere
in our vicinity and we will be doing microphysical measurements in the top of the thin layer of
cloud that just photographed.

MK: Are we descending now to this stratocumulus or are we going to do that on the reverse leg?

PH: No, we’re trying to get down there but we can’t lose altitude too quickly or all our ears will get
blocked up.

1:28 PM

PH: We’ll be doing it on the reverse leg as well since there is nothing else to sample here. We’re
descending at 500 ft per minute.

MK: It seems to be warming up and getting more comfortable in the cabin too. It was getting pretty
cold up there too.

1:29 PM

MK: Getting some nice reflectance measurements in the CAR. It’s very isotropic in these clouds.

PH: We are not in cloud at the moment

MK: Yes, but I’m measuring the reflectance from it. Just like the ER-2 would.

PH: Oh, okay. Boy, that cloud is a greater distance below us than would have guessed. How long
before we get to J, Rod?

KM: 15 minutes.

PH: And how long do you think before we get down into this cloud layer below us?

KM: Another 7 or 8 mins. I’d guess.

1:30 PM

MK: Pretty good. That’s what we were supposed to have all week.

PH: Hobbs’ photograph No. 19 on his second roll taken at about 1:30 on 14 June looking back from
the dome in the aircraft towards the higher level altocumulus layers that we had sampled
previously.

1:33 PM

PH: When you get in this layer. Ken, we want to stay in it and pick out you know the thickest
portions of the layer. So get in the middle of it. The ER-2 should have been over point J at 1:28
and we are just heading for point J now.

1:34 PM

AR: Surface occasionally visible but in this particular area it’s not visible. The time 13:34:42. Large
cloud bow indicating droplets will be quite large and we hope we won’t have any icing in it.

1:35 PM
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PH: Well you’re right Art.

AR: Lots of CCN in just above these tops. Dean. Pretty dirty.

PH: CN you mean, don’t you?

AR: I probably said CCN didn’t I. It’s exactly what meant CNC1.

1:36 PM

PH: Coming into cloud tops now, finally, at 1,000 ft.

AR: Good grief. Temperature is -2 so it means we probably won’t pick up ice.

PH: Right, but this is suddenly stratus pretty low.

AR: would not have guessed a 1,000.

PH: thought from on top it may have been 6,000.

AR: find that’s one of hardest things to do is look down on this stuff. You can’t tell where it’s at.

1:37 PM

PH: This looks good here. Ken. Maintain this altitude. Maybe drop a little bit. Just keep in it

Mike, we might get some good diffusion domain measurements in this.

MK: Great. This looks really nice. Right now we are not low enough to get diffusion domain but we
may very well after we use some microphysics. This looks very promising.

PH: Okay. Let me know when you want to do that or we can just stay with the ER-2 for a while and
then do it afterwards. It’s up to you.

MK: How much are we going to have here before we start triangle [end of side 1] diffusion domain?

PH: Yes, let’s drop 2- or 300 ft and see if we can see the ground. Ken.

MK: What does the liquid water content look like, Peter?

PH: Liquid water contents about 0.2,0,3. Effective radius 11 microns.

1:39 PM

PH: The cloud structure is not going to vary very much in this so think once we’ve got some
measurements of that we might as well do our. Oh, oh, we can see the base.

KM: Okay, we’re starting to see it now.

MK: Yes, the clouds aren’t thick enough for diffusion domain at least here but we can still get good
microphysics. It’s still very valuable.

PH: As was saying, we can define the microphysics here fairly quickly. Another 10 mins of flying
like this will do it and then we could try to do the best we can with the diffusion domain in the
thickest part of the cloud that we can find.

MK: Okay. Even with the comparison with the ER-2 it’s nice to have a length, 15 mins or so, of level

so we have some variability. We’re on the path of the ER-2 just different time, correct?
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PH: It should have passed us on it’s way back towards L now. It was at J at 1:28.

1:40 PM

PH: It would have past right over this area.

1:41 PM

PH: Just a bit thicker we could have got diffusion domain here. A real pity.

MK: Yes, can see the sea ice reflectance in the measurements pretty clearly so when they’re
contaminated by that it shows up immediately.

AR: Peter, do we care which way we’re going?

PH: Yes, we do. How long to J, Rod?

RS: 5 minutes.

MK: Are we still in cloud or are we really kind of punched down below.

PH: No. we’re in cloud.

1:42 PM

AR: It’s awfully clean in this Arctic stratus again in terms of CNC1. It is quite a transition between
cloud top and this layer.

PH: Yes, you’re right An.

AR: Does Dean care?

PH: Mike, have a look in the bubble and see how clear the sun is or not clear.

AR: can see it from this side, Peter. Thickening and thinning. Now it’s pretty bright can see the
disk of the sun well.

PH: Do you think we could find a thicker portion of this stratus. An, that would satisfy our diffusion
domain?

AR: When we came down it looked like the top sloped a bit up toward the northeast or about 90’ right
from this position.

MK: You don’t think it was any thicker behind us along the course we’re on. The ER-2 course.

PH: think it was thicker. It thins out in that direction, think. think it’s thicker more over towards
the east

AR: That would be my best guess, Peter.

PH: Mike, think once we get to J we’ve done as much as we need to do on this microphysics because
the ER-2 will by that time be down at L. So we could then do a little bit of exploration a bit
farther to the east to see if we could find a little thicker stratus.

MK: Okay. You get 10 microns effective radius is it pretty stable or does it vary a lot?

PH: It’s very stable about 10 microns, 11 microns.
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AR: I think it was just slightly higher at cloud top than it wasn’t much.

PH: You can only just see the ground from here.

AR: It’s awfully close to obscuring the sun.

PH: What we could do is after we finish this we could get on top again and then look to the east and
see if we can see a thicker region.

MK: Well, we don’t have to climb very high to get on top of this.

PH: Jack, how are we doing on icing?

JR: Well, it’s not worrisome yet but there is definitely some there.

RS: Peter, we will be to J in just under 2 mins. Did you want us to turn back to Lima?

PH: No, once we get to J let’s get a bit above this cloud layer so we can look around and see where the
thicker cloud is. We want to try to get into something a little bit thicker than this to accomplish
the last experiment that we have to do on this project, namely, good diffusion domain
measurements.

AR: After the perfect flight, Rod.

PH: Just past over a lead, a nice lead that was running east-west.

RS: Peter, we will be to Julia in just a minute. Do you want us to turn to Lima?

PH: Sorry, Rod. was on the wrong switch again. No, want you to climb to cloud top when you
reach Julia and then we are going to look around to see if we can find a little thicker patch of this
stratus.

RS: Okay.

1:46 PM

PH: Reflective radius is now between 9 and 10 microns, liquid water 0.1. We are getting nice
correspondence between all three measuremenis of liquid water.

MK: The King probe is on here?

PH: Yes. The King, the FSP, the JW and the Gerber.

KM: Okay. We’re over the point and we’ll start climbing left turn.

PH: Ken, make it a right turn because we want to head a little bit east.

KM: Roger, right.

1:47 PM

PH: When we get above cloud top. An, which we are doing now, have a look out the bubble and see if
you can see a thicker portion and direct Ken to it.

AR: Okay. We would probably have to go up about 2,000 above the tops if that’s okay to get really
any perspective.

MK: Look at the reflective radius as we go up the clouds, see how it changes.
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1:48 PM

KM: I’ll level it at 1,500 unless you want something else.

PH: Let’s go to 2,000. We’ll get a good view then.

MK: Ken, I’m on the wrong channel. Peter, what do you think? Once we go to 2,000, An gets a look
we may just do a circular orbit to get the BRDM. We get a BRDM measurement over this Arctic
stratus. Also we just did 2,000 ft above the cloud.

1:49 PM

PH: What instrument do you want, Mike?

MK: I said while we are above the cloud 2,000 ft we can do a circular orbit and make a BRDM
measurements of these Arctic stratus clouds over the sea ice. That would be a nice little
experiment too.

PH: Okay. So you want to do an orbit banking to the right?

MK: Yes. It won’t take too long and then we can go find some diffusion domain data.

PH: Okay, Ken. We want to do our orbits banking to the right You know our usual 20’ rolls.

1:50 PM

JR: How’s the angle Mike?

MK: Looks pretty good. It’s 20 is what it’s reading here. You let me know when you go around three
times. Ken?

1:51 PM

MK: How many has that been. Ken?

KM: Coming up on one right now.

1:53 PM

PH: That’s very interesting CN measurements peaking just above cloud top as we came in and then as
we came out again another peak. It looks very good on the CN trace. It looks like a valley of CN
with a constant altitude base to it. We’re in cloud then the rim of the valley on either side as we
came into the cloud and climbed out of it.

MK: can see some ice in some of these scans. don’t know if we have drifted a little bit.

PH: We are drifting with the wind. But if you look at the circles, it’s not too bad.

1:54 PM

PH: How many circles do you want?

MK: Set.

PH: Okay. Make sure we leave enough time to try that diffusion domain.

MK: How much time do we have left on station. Ken?
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KM: Oh, 30 mins. That’s 2 turns.

1:55 PM

KM: Just completed 3 turns.

PH: Mike, if you can do with that, think we should drop down and see if we can get those other
measurements.

MK: That’s Fine.

KM: Okay. I guess Art wants to go off in some direction.

PH: Okay. Ken. Let’s go. We can drop right down and go into that area that Art will direct you to.

KM: Okay. Hey, Art.

PH: Yes, do it now.

1:58 PM

PH: Don?

DS: Yes, go ahead.

PH: When we get back down in cloud, could you look out of the dome and tell us if you are seeing the

sun or not?

DS: Will do.

PH: We’ll try to keep monitoring that and I’ll look at the ground.

1:59 PM

AR: don’t know if the ground is going to go away, Peter. I think maybe the best we are going to see
is the sun disappear. We’ll have to go down to the same level we were in order to have any hope
of the sun disappearing completely, would be my guess. That being about 300 MSL. We can

hope.

PH: Blue sky above, just going into the tops of the stratus at 900.

2:00 PM

PH: Okay. Just fly along a straight track. Ken, for about 15 miles. Put yourself the best you can into

the middle of the cloud without seeing the ground.

DS: The disk is still visible.

2:01 PM

AR: How much time on station do we have?

RS: About 20 minutes.

AR: 20 minutes. Thank you.

PH: Okay., can see the ground and we can see the sun so it’s not thick enough.
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AR: We just started here. I’m talking 10 to 15 mins away. It’s a very gradual slope that appears to be
there and.

DS: It appears to be getting thicker back here. The sun’s getting nearer.

PH: Yes, just keep on this track. Ken. It may take us into thicker cloud.

AR: Sorry if I indicated that it was something very immediate. It’s going to be very gradual if it exists.

2:02 PM

AR: Sun seems to be obscured right here than saw before.

DS: The sun is going to get a lot dimmer if it gets much thicker it might actually vanish.

PH: Yes, the ground is getting more obscured as well but can still see it

AR: Face it, it would be too good a flight if we got it right now.

2:03 PM

AR: Looks like we are getting some drizzle in here.

RS: Our time on station might be down as little as 10 mins with us going due north.

PH: Occasionally, the grounds obscured.

DS: The disk of the sun has about completed obscured yet but it’s getting very close.

PH: And then the ground comes back. Grounds obscured.

DS: Sun’s not.

AR: Yes, it came out actually. think they are going to be like transverse rolls so we could.

PH: Grounds obscured.

AR: Probably go up through a thin period for maybe 2 or 3 mins even and then maybe it will gradually
thicken up. We are son of looking at mesoscale thickenings and thinnings.

MK: It’s very close but not quite there.

DS: Yes, I know the sun is just barely visible.

PH: Can still see the ground. It’s getting thicker.

2:04 PM

PH: Grounds obscured.

DS: The sun can still see.

2:05 PM

PH: Nine microns effective radius. Liquid water 0.25. Ground’s obscured.

DS: So is the disk of the sun.
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2:06 PM

PH: You can see the ground very clearly now.

DS: Yes, it’s getting a little thinner here too.

PH: We’re coming out of it

MK: Never quite made it but it was close.

PH: But we can keep in it as we head back towards home.

MK: Yes, we’re getting close to 73 north. We’re pretty far from home.

RS: I’ve noticed.

PH: Ken, let’s head for home but keep us in the middle of this cloud.

KM: Okay. I’ll be pulling up when do the reversal.

AR: It’s really gotten thinner here.

DS: We’re getting a higher layer of cloud above us again.

AR: That’s that edge of altocumulus. We’re going to be turning away from that in just a second.

2:08 PM

AR: Close but no cigar.

MK: Peter, did you notice when the drop rates were? Are these very low in these clouds?

AR: happened to notice, Mike, they were running 50 to about 75.

MK: Thanks.

2:09 PM

AR: A little higher than what we’ve seen.

PH: After we’ve got to our J point we headed off towards the northeast up near to 73* north, flying in
stratus cloud. Got pretty close to the diffusion domain but didn’t quite make it Cloud disappeared
on occasions but don’t think the sun’s disk ever completely disappeared. Maybe, well, we were
very close to the diffusion domain. We are going to head back now towards Deadhorse. We’ll be
flying in the lower level cloud as we do so.

2:10 PM

PH: Okay. We’re heading home and we are back in cloud.

2:12 PM

AR: We’re a little bit higher than we were, Peter, a little closer to top here.

DS: We look like we are pretty much in the middle of the cloud though Art. can see the ground as
well as the sun about equal.
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AR: That’s true right there.

PH: Don? I want to get some CCN measurements just below cloud base. I’ll get Ken to drop down in
a minute. Let me know when you are ready to do some measurements.

DS: I’m ready right now, if Dean’s ready.

2:13 PM

PH: Ken, can you drop below cloud base?

KM: I don’t think so. I’ll go down to 300 and see what we see.

PH: Okay. Okay. occasionally the sun is almost disappearing here but you can see the ground.

2:14 PM

MK: My monitor shows the GPS altitude of -40 ft.

DS: It comes from the high humidity.

JR: Hope you brought your water wings.

PH: Okay. Let’s get a CCN measurement here. Just skimming cloud base.

2:15 PM

PH: Just see the sun’s disk even though we are below the base of this cloud now. Actually we are just
in the base.

KM: I don’t think we can get really below it.

PH: Okay, Ken. You did your best.

KM: Do you want to go back up to 3- or 400?

PH: Just hold it here for a moment

AR: Think almost all the ground is gone and sun.

PH: Did you get a good spectrum there, Don?

DS: Yes, we have a sample now and we’re starting to analyze it.

AR: This is closer yet than we’ve come, Peter, right here, diffusion domain. The disk of the sun is
definitely disappearing.

PH: Okay. And the ground can see but there is still some cloud below us.

MK: Still not quite right so know these clouds are quite thick enough. But it’s a very good effort.

PH: Do we get an A? A-?

MK: Pretty good I think. Francisco Valero asked me last week at the FIRE meeting how know I’m in
diffusion domain and Larry Radke piped up and said "Oh, learned that years ago, this is how" and
Larry went to explain it. You guys are all pros now. Shows Francisco hasn’t read our papers.

PH: Right.
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2.-16 PM

PH: Mike, do you ever wonder if Francisco hasn’t read them who has?

MK: That’s occurred to me. Graham Steven’s has. He really likes it

2:17 PM

PH: Okay. Let’s climb up a little bit higher now and make it a bit more comfortable. Ken. Ken, let’s
climb up a little bit higher into the cloud.

KM: How’s this?

PH: Yes, that’s fine.

2:18 PM

PH: Art? Did you manage to excite Dean about the CN measurements?

AR: Yes did. I mentioned it to him and he took some bag samples.

PH: Did hejump up and down and wave his hands?

AR: No, don’t think he would do that under the circumstances.

PH: What was interesting about that was it was almost completely symmetrical going in and coming
out.

JR: think I detected a shrug.

2:19 PM

AR: Let’s hope not compacted there because we were descending when those spikes were occurring or
climbing so they were only a "few feet deep". And at 14:22:40, ground is barely visible, sun disk
visible but it has thickened up in this area. Coming very close there. That doesn’t quite do it.

2:23 PM

AR: And we’re starting to come under some altocumulus up there. Very, very thin. Probably not more
than 100 ft thin but it is up there now at 14:24:30.

2:24 PM

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes.

PH: Would you go to just above cloud top?

2:27 PM

AR: And cloud top was just above 800. A little lower here than back towards the north.

2:29 PM

PH: Shot No. 20 on Hobbs’ second roll for 14th of June taken at 14:30 shows the uniform top of this

stratus layer over the Beaufort Sea that we’ve been flying in for so long.
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2:31 PM

PH: Okay, Ken. Can you come down through the cloud again and go out as low as you can? put it
in that window.

AR: This one is 700.

RS: Hey, Dean.

2:33 PM

PH: Okay. We did some profiling up and down through this stratus cloud just to see the
reproducibility of the CN going up and down. Also, as we went through the cloud we could see if
there was any change in effective radius. There was a small decrease as we came down through the
cloud from about 11 microns down to about 5 microns or so.

KM: That’s about it, Peter.

PH: Okay. It looks good. Let’s climb up again.

2:34 PM

AR: At 200 ft we can see the surface plainly so we would have to be probably another 50 ft from cloud
base would be my estimate.

KM: How high do you want to go?

PH: Just clear the cloud top.

2:35 PM

PH: As we climb up again we see the effective radius increasing up to about 12 microns from its value
near the bottom of the cloud which is about 9.5 microns.

MK: What was it at the top?

PH:. At the top it was about 12 microns.

RS: Hey, Dean?

2:36 PM

DH: Dean here. Go ahead.

RS: Mike, Dean?

MK: Yes, I’m here. Who’s calling?

RS: was calling for Dean but anyway gave a wrong estimate but we are probably going to be on the
approach in about 42 mins and landing in about 46 mins or so.

2:27 PM

MK: We’re heading home right now?

AR: Affirmative.
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MK: Peter, are you going to do the recording of the minutes?

AR: We’re 42 mins out

MK: mean summarize the flight.

AR: You’ll have time.

MK: I’m trying to figure out if Peter is going to do it or I’m going to do it.

AR: Hell ask you to do something, know.

JR: think everybody gets an opportunity.

MK: did it yesterday.

DS: So did the rest of us at one time or another.

2:38 PM

DS: We were real close to diffusion domain there a couple of times.

MK: Probably another 100 ft thicker of cloud would have done it. It was very close but it never did

quite make it.

DS: Yes. I almost came and got you when you up and talking to Peter because looked up and I could
hardly see the disk and looked down and could hardly see the ground. In fact we were almost there
when looked at the screen and double checked. Just fractions above.

JR: How long do you have to be in that, Mike?

MK: Because it scans so fast, just need enough of a time series to do a run. Ten mins is fine.

JR: That’s too bad. don’t think we’ll ever find 10 mins in a roll over. Certainly not today.

MK: Not today, but we have before. We’ve even gotten it up here in the Arctic but the microphysics
probes didn’t work. could take the data got before assume the microphysics is 10 or 11 microns
like we got today and see how it comes out.

JR: That’s kind of subject to error that way unfortunately.

AR: think it wouldn’t be too bad if you have 2-D data and if you had some drizzle. We had occasional
drizzle you could make a pretty good assumption of that was the case and the other droplet
guess you didn’t have droplet concentrations, that’s right.

MK: We may have had droplet concentrations because they were all in zero bin of the FSP. We just
don’t have any sizing.

2:40 PM

PH: Well, we had some very interesting measurements going in and out of the stratus cloud here, on
the liquid water profile and corresponding effective radius profile. We should look for the

adiabaticity of the profile, the CN profile, nice data set on Arctic stratus cloud. Mike?

MK: Yes.

PH: Would you summarize the flight from your point of view on the tape?
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MK: Okay. And then you’ll add your own comment to the end?

PH: What was that?

MK: Would you add your other comments to the end or do you want me to mention the CCN structure?

PH: No, each of us will add our own comments. So just summarize from the point of view of the
CAR.

2:41 PM

MK: Okay. [See Summary] Okay, anybody else can go now.

PH: Okay. Thanks Mike. An? Keep it short.

AR: [See Summary]

PH: Okay. We should make it clear though that that complex situation you just described was at the
beginning of the flight it wasn’t where we were doing most of our in-cloud measurements on the
stratus, which was more to the north of the track where the situation was very simple and nice
plain parallel stratus cloud with very uniform properties.

AR: Roger that.

PH: Don?

DS: Okay. [See Summary]

PH: Okay. Thanks Don.

2:53 PM

PH: Dean, give a summary of the flight.

DH: Tell you what. Wait a minute, Peter, have to do another spectrum right now, looking at my
knobs. I’ll be with you in a minute or two here.

PH: Okay. Jack?

MK: You’re seeing nice pressure ridges down here on the right on the open sea ice.

PH: Jack, everything all right from your point of view?

JR: Yes, everything seemed to work fairly normally. Nothing to add.

PH: Okay, good. think things have worked very well on this project. All of the instruments have
really kept up very well. Okay. [See Summary]

DH: Peter, did you want me to say anything or have you covered it now?

PH: No. Say what you did Dean.

DH: Okay. [See Summary] That’s about it.

2:57 PM
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AR: It looks like there is some drizzle ahead. Did you see that layer of middle clouds coming over,
Peter? It just makes it more amazing that we found that big hole out there. Actually, we knew
the hole was coming it’s just that everything timed just about right.

PH: You do it often enough sometimes you get lucky.

AR: I guess that was just cloud not mist and precipitation.

2:58 PM

AR: Ken, what’s our Deadhorse ETA?

3:00 PM

RS: Oh, we’ll probably be touching down in about 25 mins.

MK: Peter?

PH: Yes.

MK: If we did some, don’t know what these clouds are above us, but if we did a one circular orbit here

could use it for reflectance measurements under the "other analysis".

PH: You mean one circular orbit at this altitude.

MK: Yes, it may not be safe, I’m not sure.

PH: Ken?

KM: Yes?

PH: Is it possible to do one circular orbit at this altitude?

KM: Yes.

PH: Okay. Let’s do that to the right

3:02 PM

MK: Peter?

KM: Okay, there’s your one turn and we’ve got to climb up now to start the approach.

PH: Okay. Ken. Thanks. Yes, Mike.

MK: As we did this circular orbit you could see a big tall sur-brightening at the horizon that Roy was

associated with that blue sky we see off the right between the ice and the cloud. It showed up as a

real pulse every scan.

PH: Good.

3:04 PM

PH: think this is just first year ice in here.

MK: Great It’s full of pressure ridges.

3:05 PM
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MK: What nice pieces to make igloos out of. don’t see any bears though.

PH: We haven’t seen any bears or mosquitoes.

MK: They are waiting for you in Brazil.

JR: I thought you said the bears only come out during the winter or something.

MK: Polar bears are out on the ice in the summer.

PH: Do polar bears hibernate?

MK: don’t think so.

3:06 PM

MK: I don’t know where they would hibernate, it’s flat around here. It’s nice to see we’ve got positive
GPS altitude now. Looks like polar bears are ideal for ice fishing.

3:07 PM

JR: How’s the 2-D, An?

AR: It looks fine. Do you want me to unload it, right?

JR: That was why was asking that. What was asking was is there anything up ahead which is
useful.

AR: was just going up and look because you did ask.

3:09 PM

MK: We now cross from the first year ice into this past ice, whatever this is, that hugs the land. Art.
interesting cloud effects starting right at the land, I guess. This is past ice too, I’m not sure. Or
maybe it’s the edge of the land and the clouds look like they change.

3:12 PM

PH: Coming in to land at Deadhorse. We have a lower layer of stratus below us and some several
layers of altocumulus above us broken on the Brooks Range some cumulus building.

3:16 PM

JR: Did you get that CAR door closed, Mike?

MK: I’m doing it right now.

3:17 PM

MK: I’m just unloading a tape and closing the door right now.

AR: Visible haze layer out there off the left wing. Dean, anybody.

3:23 PM
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AR: See some altocumulus castellanus, a line of altocumulus castellanus west through north with a
little virga coming out of it and that’s falling into the lower cloud so if we get any sprinkles we’ll
know where they came from.

3:24 PM

AR: I got a cloud top, just above cloud top aerosol sample there at 15:27:25 that is being processed.
Hope Jack doesn’t shut the computers down too soon.

3:27 PM

AR: No time for any more.

3:28 PM END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1684 on June 14, 1995

MK (CAR):
Right 1684, June 14 was a coordinated flight with the NASA ER-2. We first went east for 2

flights. East to acquire some RC-10 camera shots over the Canadian-Alaska border before rendezvousing
with us with the expectation of between 12:49 and 1:41 LT. They were about 10 mins behind schedule.
And two flight lines over the Beaufort Sea.

We first climbed out to look at the stratocumulus out of Deadhorse. There were probably 4 to 5
different levels including stratus, cirrus, altocumulus. We first did some flights between cloud layers below
the extensive upper layer cloud system above the stratocumulus fracius. There is no escape function at this

time, although was looking for it. We then climbed to cloud top of which the effective radius was about

12 microns. We saw the solar disk but there is no ice and much multiple scattering with a liquid water
content of 2/1Oth of a gram per cubic meter. Came out of the thick stratocumulus and have other
altocumulus above the aircraft

Eventually, when we got high a cirrus started to thin and there was an extensive water cloud,

probably altostratus or altocumulus, composed of water drops that was precipitating out and seeding clouds
below and forming 3 or 4 layers of thin ice crystal clouds below us. At about 39 mins after instrument

turn on we flew below cloud top in a left orbit wave of the ER-2. We started climbing to upper layer thick

cloud and the ER-2 overpass. We wanted to get a look at the environment around. We sampled the cirrus

stratus layer with the ER-2 in first see which is in the southern portion of the flight line and we began to

descend to the altocumulus along the ER-2 course. The southern portion of the ER-2 course contained

some cirrus, altocumulus, perhaps some cirrocumulus below although we couldn’t see it. As we went

further north the cirrus and other upper layer clouds just disappeared and we had a lower stratocumulus
cloud. There was clear sky above, stratocumulus below. We made some reflectance measurements from the
stratocumulus. The CAR was acting very, very good. We got very nice measurements. We descended

about 500 ft per minute to try to intersect with the stratocumulus which is the northern end of the ER-2

flight leg. Measurements in the northern section looked very nice. The radiation field looks quite isotropic

at least in the scan angle we were looking at. Very, very smooth reflectance off the cloud and limb

brightening towards the horizon from the clear sky above. So it was a very dark sky and brightening
towards the horizon as you would expect and a very isotropic sky from the reflectance of the clouds. This

was the characteristic of the stratocumulus when we were above it in the northern section of the flight line.

As we descended at 500 ft per min, we eventually intersected a cloud tops at kilometer. There is a large
scale Arctic stratus cloud. We penetrated the cloud at kilometer altitude at scan line 10,900, 109 mins

after instrument mm on. The liquid water content was 2/10 to 3/10 of a gram per cubic meter, effective

radius 10-11 microns. CNC1 in the clouds at the low levels is 26/cc but it was quite high above the

clouds. So it was extremely clear, clean and the boundary layer and high CN above the clouds. Very much
like we observed off the prior stratocumulus experiment in 1987. It interested Jim Hudson so much at that

experiment that he had a very clean boundary layer and a lot of aerosol above the boundary layer. The

spectra radius is increased slightly with the wave length. There was good agreement between the PVM, the

King and the JW probes and the liquid water content. We started a 22’ roll and did 3 orbits above the
stratocumulus at the northern end of the ER-2 flight line. don’t know what the solar source angle was but

it was quite apparent the solar aureole and solar peak displaced from the horizon that would darken again
around the solar areal and come back up and brighten in the horizon. In the 180’ back scatter plane it was
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again quite isotropic with some hint of a glory in the forward reflection lobe which is the one that contains
the sun as just described there was considerable limb brightening. The clouds were much darker straight
down than they were towards the horizon. Maybe a factor of three. So there was isotropic at 180’ direction
with perhaps exception of the glory and it was quite limb brightened in the O* as of the plane.

After doing 3 orbits above the Arctic stratus, 2,000 ft above, we descended looking for the
diffusion domain in the cloud. We flew quite a while and could never obtain the diffusion domain. You
could always either see the sun or the ice. It was extremely close but there was never a cosine signature
seen in the CAR measurements. The effective radius was again about 9 microns during these horizontal
transects, liquid water content about 0.25 grams per cubic meter. We tried to get the diffusion domain but
were unsuccessful. There were 50-75 droplets per cc. We then descended and skimmed the cloud base where
was looking at the radiation measurements for the escape function which was apparent, although subtle

because of the highly reflecting ice. Sea ice was visible. Don then acquired a CCN spectrum below cloud
base. Probably 200 ft altitude of the aircraft. Then we ascended back through the stratocumulus. It was
9.5 microns effective radius near cloud base, 12 microns near cloud top. During horizontal transects the
effective radius was extremely stable. Very little variability where we often seen large excursions of
effective radius in ASTEX and other marine environments. This was very constant.

As we proceeded back towards Deadhorse, you could sea ice below and a lot of clouds above which
An will proceed to describe what kind they are.

AR (Aerosol):
don’t think there is much can add to that except that on the climb out from Deadhorse,

counted, including the overlying cirrus, 7 layers. That starts with the stratus fractus based at 500 ft and
these were too numerous to give all the details on right here and the highest layer that we penetrated was the
ice producing altocumulus layer based up around 14 and tops at 14,800 to 16 and top temperatures about
-15 to -19. There was one exception to that being the sole ice producing cloud. There was a little fall of
ice crystals from that higher cirrus layer which lowered back towards the west toward Deadhorse and did
notice later that we had gone through that so that would be the one exception. Otherwise, these ice crystals
were falling into all liquid cloud slivers below these other 5 layers below that top layer were droplet clouds
and very complicated situation and think the rest of the cloud scenario was well described by Mike King so
I’m not going to add anything more except the droplet concentration in the stratus were running about 55-
85. A little bit higher than what we usually see out here.

DS (CCN):
The CCN worked fine. Initially when we came out had to work on channel 4. So a water drop

took about 15 mins. It wasn’t a problem because the machine wasn’t up yet. The machine came up and
started functioning at around 12:36 and that was channel 4 came up from there. Everything else came up
shortly afterwards. Beyond that there was no problems and it looked good. The only other comment is the
CCN appears to have been a little lower on this flight than in some of the previous ones.

PH (Flight Scientist):
Since there have been soom pretty extensive summaries all ready I’ll just say that we achieved a

number of things on this flight. First of all sampled multi-midlevel clouds as we came out of Deadhorse.
Then we went down parallel with the ER-2 heading north. ER-2 passed over us. We got good
measurements at different levels of the cloud during that portion of the flight Then as we headed north we
got into a simple situation with just mainly a lower stratus layer that we sampled extensively. There
should be a good long track of statistical measurements on that stratus layer. Then we tried cloud
absorption experiment as described by Mike. Didn’t quite come off but we came very close to it. And then
on the way home we again did long path sampling of the stratus. Dipped down below cloud base, got CCN
measurements, up again, some nice variations of cloud parameters and CN in and out of the clouds. They
will be interesting to, look at and Dean got his aerosol measurements in various portions of the flight. So a
number of things were achieved. Pretty good flight. That’s it.

DH (Aerosol):
We got a few DMPS spectra. One was interesting at about 12,000 ft showed an almost complete

lack of aerosol. One above cloud top and one 1,000 ft above cloud top showed a second mode which was
volatile and there was some interesting perturbations around the cloud although there was some indication
of somewhat refractal and some may have been aerosol layer that had been partly savaged by cloud rather
than a layer where you have a production associated with cloud.
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(k) June 15, 1995 (UW Flight 1685)

PH: Flight 1685 on the 15th of June. On board Hobbs, Flight Scientist; Hegg, Aerosol; Rangno,
Aerosol; Russell, Flight Engineer; Spurgeon, CCN and CAR. This will be the last flight of this
series. It will be no longer than 2 hours which will use up all of our flight available rime for this
project. The main objective is to see if we can get into the diffusion domain in the stratus.

RS: Peter?

PH: In addition. Dean will get one last filter. Yes. Hello, yes.

RS: We are waiting to get clearance to depart. But did you want to climb up through this stuff or what
was your intention.

PH: Yes, let’s climb up through at least the first layer and get a quick overview and then we will decide
what direction we want to go in.

RS: Very good.

9:39 AM

PH: Rod Sorensen is the Chief Pilot and Ken McMillen the Co-Pilot. Art? Art, have you had any
further thoughts about where we should go?

AR: Here on the satellite imagery if we are looking for a clear spot think there may be one off to the
northeast above the stratus and perhaps one coming up from the south-southwest. Deeper stratus

would be I think still toward, the off the right wing and ahead at the Brooks Range. Excuse me,
meant the Franklin Bluffs which are actually more dead ahead on the forward video. You can see a
little mound up there.

RS: Is everybody ready?

AR: Ready.

RS: It will be about 1 min.

PH: Yes, but we decided that that was no good because of flight restrictions.

AR: Yes, that’s right the only chance we would have is if the tops are above say 2,000 and then Ken
could maybe get 1,000 below cloud top out in that area.

PH: Okay. Well we are going to climb out and once we break through we will decide which direction
to go in.

9:41 AM

AR: understand Dean wants a Filter sample.

PH: Yes, that’s right.

KM: One engine didn’t look it was developing proper torque. We don’t know whether it is an
instrument or we have a problem.

END (Flight aborted because of engine problem. After landing and engine check, aircraft took off
again but PVH was not aboard.)

AR: Base is 600 just rated.
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11:35 AM

AR: Sample didn’t fill yet.

11:36 AM

AR: Tops 1,100. Sample No. 1 Right 1685 has some Alaska Airlines jet exhaust It was taken while

we were going down the runway and by lifting off and counts, CNC1 counts, went over 50,000
there at one point got the backside of that when the concentrations were declining down to

around a few thousands.
i

11:40 AM

AR: Flying the stratus here cannot see the ground through the top and we are going on a northeasterly
^,

trajectory.

11:41 AM

AR: Beginning to see some flight surface detail and it’s just barely visible. Ground half clear here. Got
lots of detail.

11:43 AM

AR: A sprinkle at Deadhorse is coming out of altocumulus translucidus and it had a patch of ice in it

that resembled very thin altostratus, no defined verga trail coming from it No defined convection.

Very much like altocumulus puriucilis, which suspect was up around -15C again so that it

would have originated as stellar crystals.

11:44 AM

AR: However, just add to that description there isolated patches of lower altocumulus beneath us

purlucitis castollanus type.

11:46 AM

JR: An, thought you wanted us to go northwest?

AR: Jack, Dean told me he would control all the flight

RS: Hello, is Dean up?

AR: He doesn’t have his headset on.

RS: Well, I’m ready to start out here. just wanted to confer with him or verify that he’s ready.

DS: Okay. I’ll let him know you are talking to him. Here he comes.

DH: Yes, Dean here, go ahead.

RS: Yes, I’m ready to start out here. wanted to make sure you are ready;

DH: Okay, Rod. Go ahead and let’s go through cloud right here. Spiral down.

RS: Spiral down. Thank you. And you’ll tell me when to stop.

DH: Affirmative.

11:47 AM
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AR: The surface is visible through thin stratus. This local occasionally obscured to the point where
you can barely see the background.

11:49 AM

JR: Don?

DS: Yes.

’ JR: Was there a flight that the CAR wasn’t operating?

DS: believe there was one flight that it wasn’t, yes.

JR: Okay. Because there is a tape missing and was trying to remember what that was about. guess
it was because Si-Chee or Jason decided they didn’t what to go or something.

DS: Well, Jason was sick and Si-Chee decided it wasn’t a flight worth him going on and he went out to
look at some of radiometer sites.

11:50 AM

AR: Approaching cloud top. Ground moderately visible. can see all the detail but it looks like fog
I’m looking through. Don’t have any dense cloud, seems fairly uniform.

11:51 AM

AR: Cloud tops are right at 1,000. A low spot here. The top is going to be around 100-700.

11:52 AM

RS: Dean are you still on the headset?

DH: That’s affirmative Rod.

DS: Standby 1.

, DH: Still on the headset.

RS: And how long would you like me to go?

DH: Yes. Let’s see if we can get, you’re below cloud now, this is low enough. Let’s stay right in here.
Can you stay here for about 10 mins in this general area?

RS: In this orbit Okay. Are you worried about the wake?

AR: He walked away and took his headset off. I’ll check.

JR: Yes, stay out of your wake if you can.

RS: 111 just offset that enough for one circle diameter and circle the other direction.

11:53 AM

AR: The sun is very bright here, although we are right near cloud base at 400. Actually cloud base is
probably about 300 really. There is no chance for a domain experiment here.

11:54 AM
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AR: The temperature here is about the same as the temperature at the top.

DH: I need aircraft vacuum. Rod?

11:54 AM

AR: Droplet concentrations quite high here at 150.

RS: Don?

DS: Go.

RS: I asked for you because figured you would be listening. Say, is he concerned about the wake any
more or is this one of those deals he just need to get something in the can?

DS: Let me check. No, we got the sample canned. Jack, I’ve crossed the critical threshold now so you
can adjust the temperature to whatever you find comfortable.

JR: Okay.

11:57 AM

AR: Sample No. 12 is going to be contaminated with exhaust

11:59 AM

AR: Well, I didn’t sample it so it’s going to go out the can and we will try this again when we get
away from our own exhaust. Some land visible below us. The stratus continues extremely thin.

12:00 NOON

AR: It is 400 maybe tops 800 at this location. It’s 12:00:20.

DH: Okay, Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. Let’s spiral up here through the cloud to 7,000 ft at 500 ft per min.

RS: Okay.

12:05 PM

AR: Cloud top is about 800.

12:06 PM

AR: Get some pretty good precipitation falling out of the altocumulus castellanus. A good group of

altocumulus castellanus would likely obscure rain shaft off to the west now. Seems to be getting
a little closer in time as we stay in this location but should pass to the north however.

12:08 PM

AR: Back upwind there is a sprinkle that will probably affect this site in probably about 20 mins. And

at 2,000 ft are becoming a little bit elevated CNC1 concentrations are back up around 170s.

Coming up on 4,000 we seem to have gotten to the base of what appear to be castolanus clouds

but at 4,000, yikes, they have to be something other than castellanus, altocumulus castellanus.
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We haven’t hit them, they are off behind the plane. I’ll take another look as we spin around here.
The next highest layers probably about another 2,000 ft so we may hit it before Dean’s done with
his vertical spiral here.

12:15 PM

AR: Entering some light rain now.

12:17 PM

AR: And we’ve just come across cloud base at 5,400.

12:18 PM
A-

AR: This looks like it’s going to be the base of those stratocumulus castellanus clouds. This looks
very much like STORM FEST. We have a line of very puffy looking stratocumulus castellanus
on top of ice cold stratus and stratocumulus down at the boundary level.

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. From the look of this profile, don’t think it should be necessary to go to 7. Let’s truncate
it at 6 and we will probably want to stay there for about 10 mins staying clear of our wake.

RS: For the entire 10 mins?

DH: No, not necessary for the entire 10 mins. I’ll give you a heads up when want to do a bag sample.

RS: Okay.

AR: Above us we have aliostratus-like cloud. No details visible. Light precipitation.

12:19 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. Lei’s stay clear of our wake for the next 30 sees and fly straight and level if you can.

RS: Straight and level, okay.

12:20 PM

AR: We are getting columnar crystals at -0.1. Just above the top of some sliver stratocumulus clouds.
View off the left wing. This looks like the base of the, just higher than the sliver cloud below.
Stratocumulus castellanus that cloud seems to be sitting on top of a stratoform cloud. A very odd
sight.

12:21 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Go.

DH: Okay. We’ve got the bags so it doesn’t matter if we hit the wake here for the next 7 to 8 mins or
so.
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12:23 PM

DS: How are you guys doing up there? Do you want any coffee or anything?

KM: Just got some, thanks a lot.

12:24 PM

KM: You didn’t think An was going to drink both those cups himself.

DS: Well, he actually just came past now. He must have stopped at his station to look at a cloud or
something.

.DH: Okay. Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. Let’s spiral down to 1,800ft.

RS: Okay.

12:28 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes. Spiraling down to 1,800.

DH: Right. Remember that we want to stay clear of where we came up so we don’t hit our wake.

RS: We are probably clear but didn’t earmark it.

12:29 PM

RS: Approaching 1,800 for you. Dean.

12:37 PM

DH: Say again. Rod.

RS: There’s 1,800.

DH: Okay. Proceed up just slightly about 200 ft higher perhaps. We seemed to have missed the peak
here.

RS: Okay.

12:38 PM

RS: Somewhere in here?

DH: Just wait a second. Rod. I’ll give you a high sign. It’s going up slightly here. Okay. Right in

through here. Rod, think it’s about the best we can do.

RS: Okay.

12:39 PM
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DH: Okay. Let’s stay clear of our wake here for the next 30 sees. Straight and level.

RS: Okay.

AR: Altocumulus clouds and stratocumulus clouds are gradually thinning in all quadrants. Dam all
thinning. don’t see any cirrus above all this stuff. We have the castellanus, a layer of periucidus
stratocumulus. It was about 6,000, guess, or 6,500. Then much higher up, probably at around
14, 15, 16 is yet a higher layer of altocumulus droplet cloud and that’s the one that seems to be
producing the most if not all of the ice. A large hole seems to be advancing slowly from the
southwest also. We seem to be in a globular area of middle cloudiness right here with clearings
off in the horizons north through northeast and towards the southwest.

12:41 PM

KM: Hey, Jack? Someone ask Jack what he logged for an engine start time on his last go.

JR: I’m here. The second start was at 11:27.

12:43 PM

JR: Sorry, Ken. I’m here, had the wrong switch. It was 11:27.

KM: 11:27. Thank you.

AR: The shower mentioned earlier is off the left wing now in the northwest quadrant to north, about
30 nautical miles.

12:44 PM

RS: Are you still up Jack?

JR: I’m here.

RS: Our figures showed 2.8 left but believe Peter has been talking 2.7. What do you know?

JR: How long was yesterday’s flight?

RS: 4.2.

JR: Well, okay. Then we have 7.9 from before.

RS: I don’t know what you had. I’ve been tracking my own and my own by the lOths shows 2.8 left.

JR: Well, I guess I don’t know.

RS: Okay. We’ll plan on, why don’t we be safe. Which way would be safe? We’ll go with 2.8.

JR: I don’t think it makes any difference. Rod. I’m sure Peter can take care of it.

12:46 PM

DS: Anything left will either be used in Seattle or we will take it to Brazil with us.

AR: And off the left wing in the distance you can see the cumulus tuft atop the stacks at Deadhorse
maybe protruding 100 ft to 50 ft.

12:48 PM
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AR: And we’re coming up in the rain now again. It will be just a couple of minutes. thought it was

actually quite a bit closer than 30 nautical miles it’s more like 20. This rain is off the wing about
11 o’clock. The horizon is obscured through it but no significant shaft visible.

12:49 PM

AR: We are taking a turn away from the rain now.

12:50 PM

DH: Rod? i

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. I’m ready for another bag now but notice you’ve drifted a ways a way from the area we

were sampling earlier. Can you get back closer to it without hitting our wake?

RS: can sure try and with the strong winds it’s probably been pretty turbulent and mixed up by now
anyway. I’ve just been doing, this is my third leg think of parallel legs here staying relatively
close.

DH: Okay. Well, try to get closer. I’ll give you the high sign when I see a spot want to sample.

RS: Okay.

12:55 PM

KM: Hey, Dean.

DH: Yes.

KM: What you are looking at there, as you probably realize, is geographic position and when we are

doing our orbiting we are just trying to stay out it. We are floating with the air mass so it

depends on whether you are looking for the air mass or you are looking for a geographic spot on

the earth.

DH: Right. I understand Ken. It’s just thai I’m trying to monitor about 3 or 4 different particle
parameters here and notice that they are dropping and if you are little bit off on it that’s what

produces that so just want to really move around here a little bit a see if we can pick it up again.

KM: Oh, okay.

12:56 PM

AR: Plume.

DH: This is our wake here.

RS: Did you say we hit our wake?

DH: That’s affirmative. You are coming out of it now.

RS: Okay. So as soon as we get out of it it will probably be a good time to start and I’ll start going
west.

DH: Okay. That will be fine.

12:57 PM
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AR: We do have easterly flow at this level.

RS: Okay, Dean. As soon as I, in fact right not would be a good lime to start if we are in a good place
because won’t be able to circle or anything without hitting a track on one side or the other.

DH: Okay, Rod. Hold it steady here then and I’ll take a sample.

AR: You’re going to be pretty close to the plume position here Dean.

f DH: Okay, Rod. In the bag.

12:58 PM

^ AR: We are getting some elevated concentrations of CNC1 which may very well be from some older
plume.

12:59 PM

AR: There was a sharp dropoff just then. think we came out of our old plume.

1:00 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Make a note that area we went through at about 12:59 was a good area. It was relatively high
particle concentrations but not really in our wake. So that’s one I’d like to go back to at some
point.

RS: That was one minute ago you mean.

DH: That’s affirmative.

* AR: You might want to check the geographical plot of our flight track and the wind direction.

JR: Staring right in front of him.

1:01 PM

AR: And we seem to be coming into a ridge where, oops, we are going to have plume intercept in here

any lime.

1:10 PM

AR: Time is 13:10:20. Plume.

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: Okay. I’m preparing for another sample here. Let’s try and get into that good area if we can.

RS: Okay. I now where it was geographically. I’ll start there and then I’ll go with the wind and we’ll
see what we can find.

1:12 PM
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DH: This is good in through here. Rod. Can you level her out?

RS: Okay.

DH: Wait a minute.

AR: We’re down stream from our plume.

RS: We’re getting our plume?

AR: This is where it should be Dean. don’t know if you heard me before but we have southeast flow
so.

RS: Let me know when we are out of our plume.

DH: We’re coming out of it now.

RS: Okay. I’m going to continue to turn around; That will offset us a little more and I’ll parallel the
track was on so it should keep us clear.

1:13 PM

AR: More plume here.

RS: How does this look?

DH: You’re just coming out of a second hit of the plume.

RS: Okay. If this course doesn’t work I’ll adjust but otherwise this should be taking us with the wind
with the piece of air that looks interesting to you.

DH: Okay.

1:14 PM

RS: Did you try to call Dean?

DH: No, didn’t.

RS: Okay.

DH: Okay, Rod. I’ve got it there. You can continue on now.

RS: Okay. And if you are concerned with getting back with approximately the 43 hours for the project
that we had to start with we’ve got about 20 mins left in this area.

1:15 PM

AR: And we’re getting some precipitation here.

JR: Okay.

AR: And we are coming into another plume potential area.

1:16 PM
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AR: It looks like maybe another bit of plume right here. You may want to terminate sampling here.
There is too much plume intermittently until we are in an area where we will be clearly upwind.
It looks like we are turning into more downwind area though so this is turning out to be a little
messy.

1:18 PM

AR: Check for aircraft departures from Deadhorse. We may be hitting another little plume here and
don’t know if that’s aircraft activity or a natural haze layer.

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.

DH: This is looking pretty good right here. I’m going to sample again here.

RS: Okay. And are you at all interested in getting back on schedule or no?

DH: Yes, a little bit. I’ll let you know in a minute here.

RS: Okay.

1:29 PM

DH: Rod.

RS: Yes.

DH: How far out are we?

RS: We’re about 5 mins from Deadhorse.

DH: Okay. Well let’s just stay in this area until pull this bag sample. Then we can head in.

RS: Okay.

1:31 PM

JR: Ken or Rod?

RS: Yes.

JR: What are you going to charge for taxiing time this morning.

RS: 17 mins.

JR: Okay. That seems a little short, isn’t it.

RS: Well, that included the lime for a little bit longer run up due to the cold oil and stuff but it did not

include maintenance engine runs which normally aren’t charged anyway.

JR: Okay.

1:39 PM

DH: Rod?

RS: Yes.
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DH: Okay, you can pack it in and take your aircraft vacuum back too.

RS: Okay.

1:41 PM

DS: So does that mean can go shut down the CAR?

AR: We should be hitting our plume in here. Any time.

1:42 PM

AR: And we just went through the plume here at 13:43:20. Spike at CNC1 is probably from the

southeast bound leg of about 15 mins ago.

1:43 PM

DH: Rod?

1:44 PM

AR: We have a stack off to the left wing of pollution heading toward the northwest or west-northwest.
Like to see over 250 here on CNC1 as we descend.

1:46 PM-

AR: CNC1 is down around 100 and below. The same level a bit troubling here too. These counts

bump around so much it looks a little plume-like but can’t see anything upwind. No tufts that

could have produced it to this level.

1:48 PM

AR: It looks like long-range transport to me from a plume. An aircraft about 5 miles at 10 o’clock.

Our ETA at Deadhorse.

1:50 PM

AR: Jack, I’m going to leave the 2-D on until we get just below cloud base here and see if the stratus is

producing drizzle.

1:51 PM

AR: CNC1 is rising toward cloud top. And there was a peak at 1,700 to 1,800 ft

1:52 PM END OF TAPE

In-Flight Summary for UW Flight #1685 on June 15. 1995

DH (Aerosol):
Main objective of this short flight was to obtain good Filter samples from aerosol profile 0.5 to

6.0 kft; through cloud deck between -0.5 and 1.1 kft. Evidence of a small (possibly local) haze layer at ~2

kft. DMPS spectra taken at 0.5, -2.0, and 6.0 kft. Significant volatile component at all levels. Aerosol

mass loading (based on PCASP) was very low.
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4. INSTRUMENTATION ABOARD THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON’S C-131A AIRCRAFT FOR CARAFE IN ALASKA (JUNE 1995)

Parameter

Latitude and longitude, ground speed and
horizontal winds

Latitude and longitude, ground speed and
horizontal winds

True airspeed
Heading
Pressure altitude
Altitude above terrain
Aircraft position and course plotter

Angle of attack
Rate of climb

Instrument Type

(a) Navigational and

VLF: Omega navigator

Global positioning system

Variable capacitance
Gyrocompass
Variable capacitance
Radar altimeter
Derived from VLF/OMEGA
orGPS

Potentiometer
Variometer

Manufacturer

Flight Characteristics

Utton LTN-3000

Trimble TNL-3000

Rosemount Model 831 BA
King KCS-55A
Rosemount Model 830 BA
AN/APN22
In-house

RosemounI Model 861
Ball Engineering

Range
(and error)

0 to 300 m s-1 (+/- m s-1 ground-
speed and +/- 1" drift angle)

global

0 to 250 m s-’ (< 0.2%)
0 to 360’ (+/- 0.5’)
150 to 1100 mb (< 0.2%)
0 to 6 km (< 5%)
180 km (I km)

+/- 23’ (indicator only)
+/-12ms-1

(b) General Meteorological

Total air temperature

Static air temperature

Dew point

Absolute humidity
Air turbulence

UV hemispheric radiation, one upward, one
downward

VIS-NIR hemispheric radiation (one
downward and one upward viewing)

LWIR hemispheric radiation upward
viewing

Surface radiative temperature

Video image

Platinum wire resistance

Reverse-flow thennorneler

Cooled-minor dew point

IR optical hygrometer
RMS pressure variation

Diffuser, filler photo-cell
(0.295 0.390 urn)

Eppley thermopile
(0.3 3 um)

Eppley thermopile
(4 to 50 um)

IR radiometer
1.5’FOV (8 to 14 urn)

Forward looking camera and time
code

Rosemount Model
102CY2CG
and 414 L Bridge

In-house

Cambridge System Model
TH73-244

Ophir Corp. Model IR-2000
Meteorology Research, Inc.
Model 1120

Eppley Lab. Inc.
Model 14042

Eppley Lab. Inc.
Model PSP

Eppley Lab. Inc.
Model PIR

Omega Engineering Model
OS3701

Sony Hi8 camera

-60 to 40-C (< O.l’C)

-60 to 40’C (< 0.5’C)

-W to 40’C (< I’C)

Otol0gm-3(-5%)
0 to 10 cm2/3 s-1 (<l0%)

0 to 70 W m-2 (<5%)

Oio l400Wm-2(-l%)

0 to 700 W m-2 (-5%)

Variable: -50’Cto 1000’C (-l%of
reading in "K)’

VHS tape

(c) Cloud Physics

Liquid water content

Liquid water content

Liquid water content; panicle surface
area; effective droplet radius

Size spectrum cloud particles

Size spectrum of precipitation panicles

Images of cloud particles

Images of precipitation parades

Ice panicle concentrations

Hot wire resistance

Hot wire resistance

Optical sensor

Forward light-scattering

Diode occullation

Diode occullation imaging

Diode imaging

Optical polarization technique

Johnson-Williams

King/PMS
Gerber Scientific Inc.
PVM-100A

Particle Measuring Systems
FSSP-100X

Particle Measuring Systems
OAP-200X

Panicle Measuring Systems
OAP-2D-C

Panicle Measuring Systems
OAP-2D-P

In-house

0 to 2 and 0 to 6 g m"3
0 to 5 g m-3
0.001-lOgm-3;

5-10,000 cnAn-3; 2-70 urn
2 to 47 um

20 to 300 um*

25 to 800 \m (resolution 25 urn*)

100 to 3200 urn*
(resolution 100 um)

0 to 10001-1
(detects panicles >50 um)*

Number concentrations of panicles

Number concentrations of panicles

Cloud condensation nucleus spectrometer

(d) Aerosol

Water expansion cloud chamber

Ultrafine condensation panicle
counter

Vertical-plate continuous flow
Thermal diffusion cloud
chamber

General Electric
Model CNC

TSI Model 3760

In-house

10 to 3 x lOScm-3
(particles > 0.01 urn)*

10-2 2 x 10" cm-3 (>0.003 urn)

Four supersaturations, between 0.2
and 2%

All panicle sizes refer to maximum panicle dimensions.
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Inslrumentalion Aboard the Univenity of Washington’s C-131A Aircraft for Alaska (June 1995)

Parameter Instrument Type Manufacturer Range
(and error)

(d) Aerosol

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of particles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Size spectrum of panicles

Light-scattering coefficient

Light-scattering coefficient

Light-scattering coefficient

Particle humidificalion factor

Light-extinction coefficient

Light absorption and graphitic carbon

90’ light-scattering

Forward light-scattering

35 to 120’ light-scattering

Forward light-scattering

Passive Cavity Scattering

Differential Mobility Particle
Sizing Spectrometer (DMPS)

Integrating nephelometer

Integrating nephelometer

Integrating 3-\ nephelometer with
backscalter shutter

Panicle light scattering vs.
humidity

Particle Measuring Systems
Model LAS-200

Panicle Measuring Systems
Model FSSP-300

Panicle Measuring Systems
Model ASASP-100X

Particle Measuring Systems
Model FSSP-100

Particle Measuring Systems
Model PCASP 100-X

TSI Model 3025 CN counter

(modified in-house)
Meteorology Research, Inc.
Model 1567 (modified for
increased stability and faster
response time)

Radiance Research

MS Electron

Mark Rood (In-house)

Waggoner ElectronicsOptical extinction cell (6 m path
length)

Panicle soot/absorption photometer Radiance Research

0.5 to 11 urn*

0.3 to 20 urn*

0.18 to 3.0 urn

2 to 47 urn*

0.1 to 3.0 um

0.02 to 0.6 urn

1.0 x 10-5 m-1 to 2.5 x 10-3 m-1

1.0 x 10-6 m-1 to 2.0 x 10-4 m-1 or

1.0 x 10-6 m-1 to 1.0 x 10-3 m-1
1.0 x 10-7 to 1.0 x 10-3 m-1 for 550
and 700 nm channels. 2.0 x 10-7 to

1.0 x 10-3 m-1 for 450 nm channel.
With 40 1pm of aerosol stream allows
RH to increase from 30-90% in 4
min 45 sec.

5 x 10-5 to 10-2 m-1

Absorption coefficient:
10-’ to 10-2 m-1;

Carbon: 0.1 |lg m-3 to 10 mg m-3
(+/-5%)

Paniculate mass

SO;

Ozone

(e) Cloud and Atmospheric Chemistry

Teflon fillers Gelman

Pulsed fluorescence Teco SP43
(modified in-house)

Chemi-luminescence (C2H4) Monitor Labs Model 8410 A

(0 Remote Sensing

0.1 to 50 ug m-3 (for 500 liter air
sample)

1.0 ppb to 5 ppm

0 to 5 ppmv (< 7 ppb)

Absorption and scattering of solar
radiation by clouds and aerosols;
reflectivity of surfaces

Thirteen wavelength scanning
radiometer

NASA-Goddaid/
University of Washington

13 discrete wavelengths between 0.47
to 2.3 pro or 0.31 to 2.3 um

(g) Data Processing and Display

Ground communication
In-flight data processing

In-flight dais processing ai

In-night color graphics

Recording (digital)

Recording (analog voice ti

Digital printout
Analog strip charts

AH panicle sizes refer to maximum panic

id display

anscriprion)

:ledin

FM transceiver
Microcomputer

Microcomputer
Microcomputer

Microcomputer-directed cartridge
recorder

Cassette recorder
Impact printer
8-channel high-speed ink

recoider

nensions.

Motorola
In-house, based on Motorola
MVME-133A technology

Sun Workstations
In-house, based on Motorola
MVME-133A technology

In-house, based on 3M
technology

Radio Shack
EPSON MX-80
Sollec T200-839

200km

Peter V. Hobbs
5/31/95
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5. INSTRUMENTATION ON ER-2 FOR CARAFE

During CARAFE the ER-2 was equipped with the following instruments:

A cross-tracking scanning spectrometer (the MODIS Airborne Simulation, or

MAS).

The Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVRIS).

A wild-Heersbrug metric mapping camera (RC-10).

Downward-looking lidar (Cloud Lidar System, or CLS).
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